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PREFACE
In 1915, the author published in the series of Edinburgh

Mathematical Tracts a brief introduction to "Automorphic
Functions." This booklet has been long out of print. Except
for this little volume, no book on the subject has ever appeared
in English. This is regrettable, in view of the importance of the
subject to those whose interests lie in the field of Functions of
a Complex Variable and of its numerous contacts with other
domains of mathematical thought.

It has been the author's aim in the earlier chapters to lay the
foundations of. the theory with all possible rigor and simplicity.
The introduction and use of the isometric circle (the name was
suggested by Professor Whittaker) have given the theory of
linear groups a simplicity it has not had hitherto.':"" The funda
mental region which results was given by J. I. Hutchinson, in
1907, and independently by G. Humbert, in 1919. But the
interesting properties of the circle itself and its utility in the
derivation of the theory seem to have escaped the attention of
workers in the field. It may be stated here, that much of the
material involving the isometric circle embodies researches of
the author which have not appeared elsewhere in published
form.

In the later chapters, the author's task has been largely a
matter of selection of material and method of treatment. Here,
also, the use of the isometric circle has often led to a simplifica
tion of th~ proofs. The material included has been, perhaps,
a matter of ~he author's personal taste. The classical elliptic
modular functions deserve a place as the best-known examples
of non-elementary automorphic functions. The theory of
conformal mapping has been presented at some length-from
the modern function-theory point of view-as a preparation
for the theories of uniformization which follow. The chapter
on Conformal Mapping can be read independently of the rest
of the book. In the final chapter, the connection between auto
morphic functions and differential equations is brought out.

v



vi PREFACE

This treatment, which is necessarily brief, leads up to the
triangle functions. ,

The connection between groups and non-Euclidean geometry
has not been treated, as it now seems of less importance, in
view of the way the foundations have been laid. A chapter
on Abelian Integrals, treated in the light of uniformization,
would have been of interest; however, the subject has not been
w~rked out to any extent. This chapter should probably not
be written until some geometer sets up a product for the prime
function for the Fuchsian group of the first kind. Finally,
the book might have been improved by a more extensive use
of the theory of normal families of functions.

It is now almost fifty years since Poincare created the general
theory of automorphic functions, in a brilliant series of papers
in the early volumes of Acta Mathematica. Since that time,
the subject has had a steady growth. The material in the
present volume will be found to spring very largely from
researches of the past twenty years, either in content or in
method of treatment. The theory of uniformization rests on
the papers of Koebe and Poincare, published in 1907. The
first rigorous prqf?f of the possibility of mapping one plane
simply connected fegion upon another was presented by Osgood,
in 1901, but the treatment of this and similar problems by
function-theory methods came a dozen years later. Area
theorems and other aspects of mapping are of still later date
and are active subjects of investigation today. The founda
tions of the theory of groups, as previously stated, are based
on the author's studies during the past few years.

The author wishes to thank Prof. E. T. Whittaker for various
kindnesses ·while at the Mathematical Laboratory of the Uni
versity of Edinburgh. He is indebted similarly to Profs. Otto
Holder and Paul Koebe, of the University of Leipzig. He
received much profit from the lectures of Professor Holder on
"Elliptic Modular Functions" and from those of Professor
Koebe on "Uniformization." So much of the material in the
latter half of the book was gleaned from the published papers of
Prc;>fessor Koebe that specific references have often not been given
and attention is called here to that fact. The author acknowl
edges a debt of long standing to Prof. W. F. Osgood, whose
inspiring teaching first aroused an interest in the subject dealt
with in this volume and whose "Funktionenthe.orie" has been
~ mine of usefulness.
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The preceding gentlemen are in no wise responsible for such
defects I as the book possesses. Their encouragement and their
suggestions have been valuable; but they are busy men, and the
author has not presumed to ask them to read the manuscript.
The only assistance in the task of writing the book was from
Mr. Jack Kronsbein, a student of the University of Leipzig,
who, as a labor of friendship, typed most of the manuscript
and checked many of the formulre.

The author's cl)ief debts are to the National Research Council,
whose grant of a fellowship made the writing of the book possible,
and to the Rice Institute, which gave him leave of absence.

L. R. F.
HOUSTON, TEXAS.

June, 1929.
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AUTOMORPHIC FUNCTIONS

CHAPTER I

LINEAR TRANSFORMATIONS

1. The Linear Transformation.-Let z and z' be two corpplex
numbers connected by some functional relation, z' = fez). Let
the values of z be represented in the customary manner on an
Argand diagram, or z-plane, and the values of z' be represented on
'a second Argand diagram, or z'-plane. To "each point z of the
ftrst plane for which the function is defined there correspond one
or more values of z' by virtue of the functional relation. To
points, curves, and areas of the z-plane there correspond, usually,
points, curves, and areas in the z'-plane. We shall speak of the
configurations in the z-plane as being transformed by the func
tional relation into the corresponding configurations in the
z'-plane. .

We shall find it convenient to represent z' and z on the same
Argand diagram, rather than on different ones. Then the
functional relation transforms configurations in the z-plane into
other configurations in the z-pla:ne. In what follows but one
plane will be used unless the contrary is stated.

The whole theory of automorphic functions depends upon
a particular type of transformation, defined as "follows:

DEFINITION.-The transformation

, az + b .
z = cz + d' (1)

where a, b, c, d are constants and ad - bc ~ 0, is called a linear
transformation. 1

The present chapter will be devoted to a study of this funda
mental transformation.

1 This is more properly called a "linear fractional transformation";
but we shall use the briefer designation. It is also called a "homographic
transformation."

If ad - be = 0, the equation reduces to z' = constant; but this case is
without interest.
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The quantity ad _. be is called the determinant of the trans
formation. It will be convenient to have always

ad - be = 1, (2)

the determinaht in the general case becoming 1 if the numerator
and denominator of the fraction in the second member be divided
by ±v(ad - be).

The second member of (1~ is an analytic function of z. The
linear transformation has, therefore, the property of conformal
ity; that is, when a figure is transformed, angles are preserved
both in magnitude and in sign.

We note that for each value of z, equation (1) gives one and
only one value of z'. • There is no exception to this statement if
we introduce the point at infinity. Thus if c ~ 0, z = -d/e is
transformed into z' = 00, and z = 00 into z' = a/e; if c = 0,
z = 00 is transformed into z' = 00.

Let equation (1) be solved for z:

z =.-dz' + b. (3)
cz' - a

This transformation which, applied after the transformation (1)
has been made, carries each configuration back into its original
position is called the inverse of the transformation (1). We note
that (3) is a linear transformation; hence,

THEOREM I.-The inverse of a linear transformation is a linear
transformation.

We note that (3) is formefj.-from (1) by interchanging a and d
with a change of sign. Whe~ formed in this way the determinant
is the same as in (1).

We see from (3) that to each value of z' there corresponds one
and only one value of z. We have, then, the following result:

THEOREM 2.-The z-plane is transformed into itself in a one-to
one manner by a linear transformation.

Moreover, the linear transformation is the most general
analytic transformation which has the property stated in Theorem
2. We shall prove first the following theorem: .

THEOREM 3.:.-1f, except for a finite number of poin~s, the plane
is mapped in a one-to-one and ~irectly conformal manner upon a
plane region, the mapping function is linear.

Let z' = f (z) be -such a mapping function; and let ql, q2, ... ,
qn( = (0) be the excepted -points. Owing to the conformality,
f(z) is analytic except at the isolated points ql, . . . , qn. Now qi
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(4)

(5)

(6)

(4')

(aa + {3c)z + ab + {3d
('Ya + oc)z + 'Yb + ode

· is not an essential singularity, else the function takes on certain
values an infinite number of times in the neighborhood of the
point, which is contrary to hypothesis. Hence, fez) either
remains finite in the neighborhood of qi, and hence is analytic
there if properly defined, or has a pole. So fez) is a rational
function of z. .

A rational function which is not a constant takes on every
value m times, where m is the number of its poles. Since fez)
takes on no value twice, it has a single pole of the first order.
If the pole is at a finite point qk we may write

Z' =~ + A o = Aoz + Al - Aoqk, Al ¢ O.
Z - qk f, - qk

If the pole is at infinity, we have

Z' = Aiz + A o, Al ¢ o.
In either case the function is linear.

COROLLARY I.-The most general one-to;one and directly con
formal (where conformality has a, meaning) transformation of
the plane into itself is a linear transformation.

We have not defined conformality when one of the points
involved is the point at infinity. Excepting the point z = 00

and the point of the z-plane which is carried into Z' = 00, the
transformation is to be conformal. Theorem 3 then applies.

COROLLARY 2.-The most general one-to-one and directly con
formal transformation of the finite plane into itself is the linear
transformation Z' = A1z + A o.

We shall now consider the successive performance ·of linear
transformations. After subjecting the z-plane to the transforma
tion (1) let a second linear transformation

II az' + f3z =~--
'YZ' + 0

be made. Expressing z" as a function of z, we have

aaz+b+ f3
II CZ + dz =-----

aZ+b+ o
'Ycz + d

Making the transformation (1) and then making (5) is equivalent
to making the single transformation (6). Now, (6) is a linear
transformation; its determinant, in the form in which the fraction
is written, is (ad - bc)(ao - (3'Y). It is worth noting that if. the
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(7)
Zl - Z2

= -(C-Z-l-+-d-)(CZ2 + ~);

dctcrrninants of (1) and (5) are each unity, that of (6) is also
unity without further change.

If z" be subjected to a linear transformation, we conclude on
combining the new transformation with (6) that the succession
of three linear transformations is equivalent to a single linear
transformation, and so on. We have then the following result:

THEOREM 4.-The successive performance of a finite number of
linear transformations is equivalent to a single linear transforma
tion.

A further well-known property of the linear transformation is
expressed in the following theorem:

THEOREM 5.-The lin~ar transformation leaves invariant the
cross-ratio of four points.

Let Zl, Z2, Z3, Z4 be four distinct points and let Zl', Z2', z/, z/ be
the points into which they are'transformed by (1). We shall
suppose all the points are finite. We have

, , aZl+b aZ2+b (ad-bc)(Zl-Z2)
Z1 - Z2 = CZl + d - CZ~ + d = -(CZl + d) (CZ 2 + d)

whence

(8)
(Zl' - Z2') (Z3' - z/) (Zl - Z2) (Z3 - Z4)
(z/ - z/-f(z~~z4'5 = (Zl - Z3)(Z2 - Z4)·

If one ·of the points is at infinity, we make the necessary change
in (8) by a limiting process. Thus, if Z2 = 00 and Zl' = 00, (8)
becomes

Z3' - z/
Z;i ~trz~'

2. Symbolic Notation.-For brevity in writing and for con
venience in combination, we shall represent the second member
of a transformation such as (1) by the functional notation, using
capital letters for the function; thus,

T(z) = az_±~,
cz + d

so that (1) becomes
Z' = T(z).

We shall speak of this as the transformation T, the argument z
being omitted unless ~mbiguity migftt arise without it. If two
transformations are the same, Tl(z) == T(z), this is indicated by
the equation T l =:;; T.
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. Let S be the transformation (5), so

z" = S(z').
Then, (6) is

z" = S[T(z)] = ST(z).

Thus, the succession of two transforrnations is written as a
product, the enclosing brackets of the functional notation being
omitted. It should be noted that ST is the single linear trans
formation resulting from making first the transformation T and
then the transformation S, the order of performance being from
right to left. TS is, in general, different from ST.

It is easily seen from the meaning of the symbols that the
associative law of multiplication holds,

U(ST) = (US)T,
and there is no ambiguity in writing simply UST. In a product,
any sequence of factors may be combined into a single linear
transformation.

The transformations equivalent to performing T twice, thrice,
etc., are represented by T2, T3, etc. Thus, T2(Z) means T[T(z)].
The inverse of T is written T-l; hence, from (3)

T-l(Z) = ~~z + b.
cz - a

The result of applying the inverse n times is represented by
T-n. If we represent the identical transformation, z' = z, by
1 so that l(z) means z, we observe that positive and neg~tive

integral powers of T together with unity combine in accordance
with the law of the addition of exponents in multiplication.

The inverse of a sequence of transformations can now be
written down. To find the inverse of ST we make on the plane
transformed by ST the transformation S-l followed by T-1; we
have

(T-1S-1)(ST) = T-1(S-lS)T = T-1T = 1.
Thus, T-1S-1 is the transformation which, applied after ST,
carries each point back to its original position; so T-1S-1 is the
inverse of ST. In a similar manner we have for any number of
transformations

(ST . . . UV)-l = V-1U-1 ... T-1S-l.

The rule for the transposition of factors by division is easily
found. Let UST = V; then,

(UST)T-l = VT-~, or US = VT-l,
and

U-l(UST) = U-1V, or ST = U-1V.
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Then, in an equation connecting two products, the first (last)
factor of one member can be transferred to the beginning (end)
of the other member by changing the sign of its exponent. Thus, .
symbolic division is permissible, provided the proper order of
performing the operations is followed. For example, the inverse
W of ST · · · UV is a transformation such that

WST· . · UV = 1.

By repeated division on the right we get the result given above.
3. The Fixed Points of the Transformation.-The points

which are unchanged by the transformation (1) are found by
setting z' = z in (1) and solving the resulting equation.

az + b
z = an' or ez2 + (d - a)z - b = o. (9)

Suppose, first, that e ¢ o. Then, (9) has the two roots

t t _ a - d ± viM (10)
~I, ~2 - 2e

where
M = (d - a)2 + 4be = (a + d)2 - 4. (11)

The second expression for M is derived on the assumption that
ad - be = 1. We see from (1) that 00 is not transformed into
itse"lf, so there are at most tWb fixed points. If M = 0, that is
if a + d = ±2, there is but one fixed point,

a-d
~ =~. (12)

If c = 0, we must have a ¢ 0, d ¢ () since, otherwise, the
determinant would be zero. We see from (1) that ~ is then a
fixed point. Solving (9) we get a finite fixed point provided
a ¢ d. The fixed points a,re

b
~1 = d _ a' ~2 = 00. (13)

If c = 0 and a = d, (1) takes the form

z' = z + b',

a translation with the single fixed point, ~ = 00. In the case
c = 0, we see"from (11) that we have, as before, two fixed points
if M ;;e. 0, apd one fixed point if M = o.

There cannot be more than two fixed points. unless (9) is
identically zero; that is, C = 0, d = a, and b = o. Equation (1)
then takes the form z' = z. Hence,
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(14)

THEOREM 6.-The only linear transformation with more than
two fixed points is the identical transformation z' = z.

By means of this theorem we are able to prove the following
important proposition:

THEOREM 7.-There is one and only one linear transformation
which transforms three distinct points, Zl, Z2, Za, into three distinct
points, Zl', Z2', Z3'.

We shall prove first that there is not more than one such
transformation. Let T be one transformation carrying Zl, Z2,
23 into Zl', Z2', z/, and let S be any other such transformation.
Consider the transformation T-lS. We have S(Zl) = Zl' and
T-l(Zl') = Zl; so

T-lS (Zl) = T-l(Zl') = Zl.

Hence, Zl, and similarly Z2 and Z3, are fixed points of ~he trans
formation T-lS. It follows from Theorem 6 that

T-lS = 1;

~hencel applying the transformation T to both members,

S = T.

There is, thus, not more than one transformation of the kind
required.

We shall prove that there is always one such transformation
by actually setting it up. If none of the six values is infinite,
consider the transformation defined by

(z' - Zl') (Z2' - Z3') (z - 21) (Z2 - Z3)
(Z' - Z2') (Zl' - Z3') = (z - Z2) (Zl - Z3)'

an equation which expresses the equality of the cross-ratios
(Z'Zl', Z2'Z3') and (ZZl' Z2Z3). This is of the form (1) when solved
for z' in terms of z. It obviously transforms Zl, Z2, Z3 into Zl',
Z2', Z3'; for both members of (14) are equal to zero when Z = Zl,

Z' = z/; they are both infinite when 2 = 22, Z' = Z2'; and they
are both 1 when Z = Z3, Z' = z/. .

If one of the given points is at infinity, we have but to replace
the member of (14) in which that point occurs by its limiting
value when the required variable becomes infinite. If Zl = 00,

Z2 = 00. or Z3 = 00, we replace the second member of (14) by

Z2 - Z3 Z - Zl Z - Zl----, ----, or --,
Z - Z2 Zl - Z3 Z - Z2

respectively; and a similar change is n~cessary in the first member
for an infinite value of Zl', Z2', or Z3'. In any case, there is one
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transforrnation with the desircd propcrty, and the theorcrn is
established.

Equation (14) is a convenient form for use in actually setting
.up the transformation carrying three given points into three given
points. Theorem 7 will be of great utility in our subsequent work;
to prove that two transformations are identical, we shall have
merely to show that they transform three points in the same way.

4. The Linear Transformation and the Circle.-Since we are
operating on the complex number z it will be convenient to have
the equations of curves expressed directly in terms of z. If x is
the real part of z and iy is its imaginary part, and if we represent
by z the conjugate imaginary of z, we have

z = x + iy, Z = x - iy. (15)
From these we have

x = >2'(z + z): y = ;(z - z), zz = x2+ y2. (16)

From the first two equations of (16) we can readily express the
equation of any curve in terms of z and z.

We shall now get the general equation of the circle and of the
straight line. The equation

A (x2 + y2) + bix + b2y + C = 0,
where the constants are real, is the general equation of the circle
(possibly of imaginary or zero ~adius) if A ~ 0, and is the general
equation of the straight line if A = 0 and bi and b2 are not both
zero. Substituting from (16) we have

Azz + >2 (b i - ib 2)z + >2 (b i + ib 2)z + c = o.
Putting B = >2 (b 1 - ib 2 ), this takes the form

Azz + Bz + 13z + C = 0 (17)
where A and C are real. Equation (17) is the general equation
of the circle if A ~ 0 and of the straight line if A = 0, B ~ o.

The center and radius of the circle are easily found. Writing
(17) in the form

( 13)( B) BB - AC
z + it z + it = A2 '

we see that the first member is the square of the distance of z

from -BIA. Hence, (17) is a circle with center -BIA and

. fBB - AC
radIus \j A 2 • Since we shall be interested only in real

circles, we shall require that BB > AC.
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. Now let us see what the circle or straight line (17) becomes
when the linear transformation (1) is applied. Substituting
from (3)

we have

-dz' + b
z = cz' - a '

-dz' + 6z = __--_-,
cz - a

Clearing of fractions and collecting terms, we have

Add - Bcd - Bcd + Ccc]z'z'
+ [-Abd + Bad + Bbc - Cac]z'

+ [-Aba + Bbc + Bad - Cac]z'
+ Abb - Bab - Bab + Caa = o. (19)

In this -equation the coeflrcient of z'z' is real, for dd-and cc are
real, being each the product of a number by its conjugate;

'and Bcd + Bcd is real, being the sum of a number and its con
jugate. Similarly the constant term is real. Also the coefficient
of z' is the conjugate of the coefficient of z'. Therefore (19)
is of the form (17). We have then the following result:

THEOREM 8.-The linear transformation carries a circle or
straight line into a circle or straight line.

It will often be convenient to consider the straight line as a
circle of infinite radius, in which case we say briefly that a circle
is carried into a circle.

It is easy to see when the transform will be a straight line.
The straight line is characterized by the fact that it passes
through the point 00. Hence, if the point which is carried to 00

lies on the original circle or straight line, the transform will
be a straight line; otherwise the transform will be a circle.
This is easily shown analytically. For the coefficient of z'z'
will vanish if (dividing by cc)

A ( -~)( - ~) + B ( - ~) + B ( - ~) + C = 0;

that is, if - d/c lies on the original circle or straight line.
Since three points determine a circle-, we can set up a trans

formation which carries three distinct points of the first circle
into three distinct points of the second circle. Having chosen
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the first three points, the transformed points can be selected in
an infinite variety of ways (00 3 ways, in fact); and each different
selection gives a different transformation. Hence,

THEOREM g.-There exist infinitely many linear transformations
which transform a given circle into a second given circle.

In particular, we may choose the second circle to be" the
same as the first. Hence, there are 00 3 linear transformations
which transform a given circle into itself.

5. Inversion in a Circle.-There is an intimate relation,
as we shall now show, between the linear transformation of the
complex variable and the geometrical transformation known as
"inversion in a circle."

Consider a circle Q with center at K and radius r. Let P be
any point of the plane and construct the half line KP, beginning

at K and passing through P.
Let P I be a point on the half
line KP such that KP I • KP =
r 2 ; then P I is called the "in
verse of P with respect to the.
circle Q." The relation is a
reciprocal one; P is the inverse
of Pl. We speak of P and PI

FIG. 1. as points inverse with respect
to Q.

Inverse points have the property that any circle passing
through P and PI, the inverse of P with respect to Q, is orthogonal
to Q. For, let Q' be any circle through P and PI and draw KT
tangent to Q', T being the point of tangency. We have

K T2 = KP I . KP = r 2 ,

whence, T lies on Q. The radii to T are perpendicular and the
circles are orthogonal.

We shall now get an analytic expression for the transformation.
Let P, PI, and K be the points z, Zl, and k in the Argand diagraln.
The equations of the transformations are

I(ZI - k)(z - k)1 = r 2, arg(zi - k) = arg(z - k).
The first equation expresses the condition KP I • KP = r 2 ; the
second expresses the collinearity of K, P, and Pl. Since arg(z 
k) = -arg(z - k), the two equations are satisfied if, and only if,

(ZI - k)(z - k) = r2• (20)

T~is is the equation of inversion iIY terms of complex variables.
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If Q is the circle,

Azz + Bz + Bz + C = 0, (17)

equation (20) becomes, on substituting the center and radius
previously found,

(Zl + ~)(z + ~) = BE ~2 AC,

which on simplification is

Azlz + BZl + Bz + C = 0, (21)

We thus get the relation between z and its inverse Zl from the
equation of Q by substituting Zl for z and leaving z unchanged.
Solving (21) we have the explicit form of the transformation,

-Bz - C
Zl = Az + lj. (22)

When A = 0 so that (17) is a straight line, we shall still
use formulre (21) and (22) for tqe inversion. It is not difficult
to show geometrically that when A approaches zero, P and PI
attain positions such that Q is the perpendicular bisector of the
segment P Pl. Inversion then becomes a reflection in the line
Q. To show this analytically, let Z2 be a point on Q. Then,
IZ2 - zl is the distance from Z2 to z. The distance from Z2 to Zl,

using the equation of the transformation and the equation of Q
(with A = 0) which Z2 satisfies, is

IZ2~ zd = 1-&1 - C+ Ez t C! = I~ (z - z2f~ IZ2- zl.

Thus all points of the line Q are equidistant from P and Pl.
We shall now prove the following proposition:
THEOREM 10.-The linear transformation carries two points

which are inverse with respect to a circle into two points which
'are inverse with respect to the transformed circle.

Let z and Zl be inverse with respect to the circle (17); then (21)
is satisfied. Make the transformation (1) and let- z', Zl', be the
transformed points. We'have

-dzl ' + b __ -dz' + b.
Zl = --,---' Z - ~-_ ,

CZl - a cz - a
whence, substituting in (21),

A (-dz~ + b)(=:ZI ~ b) + B-d:t' + b + B ~~Zl +_b+ C = O.
(CZl - a)(cz - a) CZl - a cz - a
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This equation is the same as (18) except that z' is replaced by
ZI'; hence, on simplifying we shall get (19) with z' unchanged
and z' replaced by ZI'. But this is the condition that z' and ZI'

be inverse points with respect to the transformed circle (19) ..
Let us return to our study of the inversion. We see from

(22) that to each z there corresponds one and only one ZI. Like
wise to each ZI corresponds one and only one z; hence, the
transformation is one-to-one. The fixed points of the inversion
are seen, from the geometrical construction, to be the points of
Q itself. This appears analytically if we set ZI = Z in (21).

The inversion (22) can be written as the succession of the two
transformations

The first of these is a reflection in the real axis; the second is a
linear transformation. The first' preserves the magnitudes of
angles but reverses their signs; the second makes no alteration.
Hence, the inversion is inversely conformal. This follows also
fr'om the fact that the second member of (22) is an analytic
function of z.

The reflection in the real axis obviously carries circles into
circles, and the succeeding linear transformation does likewise.
Again the reflection carries a circle and two points which are
inverse with respect to it into a circle and two inverse points;
and this relation, by Theorem 10, is preserved by the linear
transformation.

We summarize the results in the following theorem:
THEOREM 11.-Inversion in a circle is a one-to-one inversely

conformal transformation which carries circles into circles, and
carries two points inverse with respect to a circle into two points
inverse with respect to the transformed circle.

Since the inversion is a one-to-one transformation of the plane
which preserves the magnitude of the angle but changes its
sign, the result of performing two inversions, or any even number
of inversions, is a one-to-one transformation which preserves
both the magnitude and the sign of the angle. According to
Theorem 3, Corollary 1, such a transformation is a linear trans
formation. Hence, we have the theorem:

THEOREM 12.-The suc,cessive performance of an even number of
inversions is equivalent to a linear transformation.
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We shall prove that, conversely, any linear transforlnation
is so constituted. First, let us examine some of the simpler
linear transformations and find equivalent pairs of inversions.

(a) The translation, z' = z + b.
By this transformation each point of the plane is translated

parallel to the line Ob (Fig. 2) a distance equal to the length of
Ob. Let L 1 and L 2 be two lines perpendicular to the line Ob
and at a distance apart equal to half the length of Ob. A
reflection in £1 followed by a reflection in L 2 , the lines being
designated as in the figure, is equivalent to the given trans
lation. It is sufficient to note that three points are transformed
in the proper manner (Theorem 7). We observe at once that

I
I
I
I
I

o -
I
I

FIG. 2.

b

FIG. 3.

the points of L1, which are unchanged by the first reflection, are
translated in the desired manner by the second reflection.

(b) The rotation, z' = eiOz.
Each point is rotated about the origin through an angle

o. A reflection in L1, followed by a reflection in L 2, arranged
as in Fig. 3, clearly rotates the points of L 1 as required; hence,
the two reflections are equivalent to the desired. rotation.

(c) The stretching from the origin, z' = Az, A > o.
Each point is transformed into a point with the same argument,

but with the modulus multiplied by A. There is a stretching
from the origin, or, if A < 1, a contraction toward the origin.
This is equivalent to an ,inversion in a circle Q1 with center at
the origin and radius r1 (Fig. 4) followed by an inversion

in a circle Q2 with center at the origin and radius r2 = rlVA.
For, if Zl, z' are the successive transforms of z, we have

ZlZ = r1
2

, Z'ZI = r1 2A;
whence,

z' = r1
2
A = r1 2A . -~ = Az

Z1 r1 2 •

(d) The transformation z' = -liz.
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This can be written

Z1 = -z, , 1z =~.

Z1

It is, thus, a reflection in the imaginary axis, z + z =:= 0, followed
by an inversion in the unit circle, ZZ = 1 (Fig. 5).

Consider now the general transformation (1). If c ~ 0, we
can write this

z'
abc-ad
c - c(cz +d)

1
(22')

I

FIG. 4. FIG. 5

supposing ad - bc = 1. This can be written as the following
sequence of transformations:

d 1 a
Z1 = Z + -, Z3 = C2Z1, Z4 = - ~, z' = Z4 + -.

C ' Z3 c

The first, third, and fourth of these transformations have each
been shown to be equivalent to a pair of inversions. The second
can ~e broken into two, putting G2 = AeiO, A > 0,

~2 = eiOz1, Z3 ,==.Az2,

each of which is equivalent to a pair of inversions.
If c = 0, the transformation has the form

. z' = aZ +13.
Putting a = AeiO, this is equivalent to the following sequence:

Z1 = ei~z, Z2 = Az1, Z' = Z2 + {3.

We have proved the converse of Theorem 12.
THEOREM 13.-Any linear transformation is equivalent to the

successive performance of an even number of inversions in circles.
A linear transformation can be expressed as the sequence of

inversions in an infinite number of ways. Later, we sqall show
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that any linear transformation is equivalent to four suitably
chosen inversions, and that a transformation of the class subse
quently called "non-Ioxodromic" can be expressed as a succession
of two inversions.

Let us consider now the most general one-to-one inversely
conformal transformation of the plane,

z' = V(z),

where, of course, V is not an analytic function of z. If we first
make a reflection in the real axis, Zl = z, and then apply the
preceding) we have a one-to-one directly conformal transforma
tion, and hence, by Theorem 3, Corollary 1, a linear transforma
tion of z. That is,

- - az+b
V(Zl) = V(z) = cz + d'

and
,- az+bz = V(z) = --.

cz + d
(23)

Inversion is seen to be a special case of this general transforma
tIon.

Equation (23) is a reflection followed by a linear transforma
tion. So we can state the" following general result:

THEOREM 14.-The most general one-to-one conformal trans
formation of the plane into itself is equivalent to a succession of
inversions in circles. The transformation is directly or inversely
conformal according as the number of inversions is even or odd.

6. The Multiplier, K.-We have already noted a separation of
linear transformati9ns into two classes. Putting aside the
identical transfo.rmation z' = Z, a transformation has either two
fixed points or one fixed point. The number of fixed points and
the behaviour of the transformation with reference to the fixed
points furnish a useful basis of classification of linear transforma
tions. We treat, first, the larger class with two fixed points.

Suppose, first, that in the transforrriation' (1) c ~ o. The
finite points ~b ~2 [Equation (10)] and the point 00 are carried
into ~l, ~2, and ale, respectively. Hence, from (14), the trans
formation may be written

(z' - h)(~ - ~2) Z - ~l
=--,

(z' - ~2{~ - h) z - ~2
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or

where

LINEAR TRANSFORMATIONS

z' - ~1 Z - ~1
--~ - K---~,
z' - ~2 - Z - ~2

[SEC. 6

(24)

a - e~lK = ------. (25)
a - e~2

K is called the" multiplier" of the transformation; its value, as
we shall see, determines the character of the transformation.

To get an expression for K in terms of the coefficients of the
transformation, we form the following symmetric function of
~1 and ~2:

K + 1 = ~ - e~ + ~-=~§
. K a - e~2 a - e~l

2a2 - 2ae(~1 + ~2) + e2(~12 + ~22)

a2 ~ ae(~l + ~2) + e2~1~2

Since ~1 and ~2 are the roots of

ez2 + (d - a)z -' b = 0, (9)
we have

~1 + ~2
a-d-,

e

b
~1~2 = - ,

e
(a - d)2 + 2be

~12 + ~22 = --- ~--_.

Making these substitutions and simplifying, we have

K + _~ = (a + d)2 - 2ad + 2be.
K ad - be

or, if ad - be = 1,

K + i = (a +d)2 - 2. (26)

We observe from (26) that the value of K depends solely upon
the value of a + d. If w~ replace K by 1/K, equation (26) is
unaltered; hence, the two roots of (26) are reciprocals. The
particular root to be used in (24) depends upon which fixed
point is called ~1 and which ~2.

Another simple equation satisfied by K is got from (26) by
transposing the 2 and extracting the square root:

_ r-- 1
vK + VK = a + d.

We now make the change of variables

(27)

z - ~lZ = G(z) = ----,
z - ~2

(28)

transformations which carry Jl and ~2 to 0 and 00, respectively.
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Then, (24) takes the forrn

Z' = KZ. (29)

Call this transformation K so that K(Z) == KZ, and we have for
the original transformation

z' = G-l(Z') = G-IK(Z) = G-IKG(z).

Writing for the original transformation z' = T(z), we have

T = G-IKG, whence K = GTG-l. (30)

Let F be any configuration (point, circle, region, or what not)
and let F be carried into F' by K. Operating with T on G-l(F),
we have

TG-l(F) = G-IKGG-l(F) = G-IK(F) = G-l(F');

that is, T carries G-l(F) into G-l(F'). We shall use this fact in
the following manner: We shall investigate the simple transfor
mation (29) and, having found how configurations are trans
formed, we shall carry the results back to the case of z and z' by
applying G-l.

The transformation with c = 0,

, az + b ad = 1
z = d '

can be put in the form (29) and treated similarly. One fixed

point is 00, the other is ~1 = -db . We find easily that
-a

,vhere

Putting

z' - ~1 = K(z - ~l) (31)

(32)

Z = G(z) = z - ~l, Z' = G(z') = z' - ~1,

transformations which carry ~1 and 00 to 0 and 00, respectively,
we have (29) as before. We have also

K + ! = ~ + ~ = a
2+ d

2 = (a + d)2 - 2ad = (a + d)2 _ 2.
K d a ad ad '

hence, for this case also K satisfies equations (26) and (27).
An advantage in writing a transformation in terms of K lies

in the ease with which powers of the transformation can be
written down. If the transformation (1) be repeated n times,
the equivalent single transformation becomes rapidly complicated
if expressed in terms of a, b, c, d. But, if we use (24) or (31), we
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have, obviously, as the result of n applications of the
transformation

z' - ~1 Z - ~l--,-- = Kn_-, or z' - ~l = Kn(z - ~l). (33)
Z - ~2 Z - ~2 •

Thus, we merely replace the multiplier K by Kn. Similarly,
for the inverse we use the multiplier K-l; and for n applications
of the inverse we use K-n.

Writing K in terms of its modulus A (> 0) and its amplitude
(J, so

K = Aei8,

we distinguish the three classes of transformations treated in
the following sections.

7. The Hyperbolic Transformation, K = A.-We assume
that A ~ 1, since, otherwise, we have ~he identical transforma
tion. The transformation Z' = AZ is the stretching from the

FIG. 6.

origin studied in Sec. 5(c). We observe at once the following
facts concer~ing it: (1) a straight line through the origin (that is,
a circle through the fixed points 0 and 00) is transformed into
itself, each half line issuing from the origin being transformed
into itself; (2) the half plane on one side of a line through 0 is
transformed into itself; (3) any circle with center at the origin
(and hence orthogonal to the farrlily of fixed lines) is transformed
into some other circle with center at the origin; (4) the points
o and 00 are inverse points with respect to any circle with center
at the origin.

We now make the transformation G-l which carries 0 and 00

to ~l and ~2. We have, then, the following facts concerning the
hyperbolic transformation: (1) any circle through the fixed
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points is transformed into itself, each of the two arcs into which
the circle is separated by the fixed points being transformed into
itself; (2) the interior of a circle through the fixed points is
transformed into itself; (3) any circle orthogonal to the circles
through the fixed points is carried into some other such circle;
(4) the fixed points are inverse with respect to each circle of (3).

Figure 6 shows the two families of circles just mentioned.
The way in which regions are transformed is indicated in -the
figure, each shaded region being transformed into the next in the
direction of the arrow. -

From (26), we get the condition that the transformation be

hyperbolic in terms of a + d. The quantity K + i has for

real positive values of K the mInImum value 2 when K =

1. Since K r!' 1, we have K + i > 2; whence, from (26),

(a + d)2 > 4. Hence, in order that the transformation be hyper
bolic it is necessary that a + d be real and la + dl > 2. That
this condition is sufficient will appear presently.

8. The Elliptic Transformation, K = 'ei8.-Here, () ~ 2n7r.
The transformation Z' = eiOZ is the rotation about the origin

FIG. 7.

discussed in Sec. 5(b). The straight lines and circles of the
preceding section have their roles interchanged. The circle with
center at the origin is transformed into itself, the interior of the
circle being transformed into itself. The points 0 and 00 are
inverse with respect to each fixed circle. A line drawn through
the origin is transformed into a line through the origin which
makes an angle () with the first line.
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Applying the transformation G-l, which carries 0 and 00 to
~l and ~2, respectively, we have the following facts: (1) an arc
of a circle joining the fixed points is transformed into an arc of a
circle joining the fixed points and making an angle 0 with the
first arc; (2) each circle orthogonal to the circles through the
fixed points is transformed into itself; (3) the interior of each
circle of (2) is transformed into itself; (4) the fixed points are
inverse points with respect to each circle of (2).

The character of the transformation, with 0 = U7r is shown
in Fig. 7. The shaded regions are transformed into shaded
regions as indicated by the arrows.

For the elliptic transformation, (26) gives

(a + d)2 = 2 ~ eiO + e-iO = 2 + 2 cos o. (34)

The second member is positive or zero and less than 4. Hence,
a + d is real and la + dl < 2. From (27) we have

+ d ( 1:-~ + -i~) +2 0 (35)a = ± e 2 e 2 = - cos 2·

If 0 is commensurable with 7r, there will exist an integer n
such that nO = 2m1r; and Kn = e2m1ri = 1. The result of applying
the transformation n times is that each point is returned to its
original position. The transformation is then said to be of
period n. We shall find that the only transformations possessing
this periodic property are certain of the ellipticitransformations.

We illustrate with two or three useful cases. If 0 = 7r the
transformation is of period 2. Then K = e1ri = -1, and

a + d ~ ±2 cos ; = O.

If 0 =. 21r/3, the period is 3. Then K = e21ri/ 3 = ~(-1 +
iV3), and a + d = ±2 cos; = ±1.

If 0 = 7r/2, the period is 4. Then K = e1ri/ 2 = i, and a +
7r _ /-

d = ±2 cos "4 = ± V 2.

9. The Loxodromic Transformation, K = Aei8.-Here A is
positive and unequal to 1 and 0 ~ 2n7r. The transforma
tion Z' = AeiOZ can be written as the succession of the trans
formations

Z' = eiOZl, Zl = AZ,

of which one is hyperbolic, the other elliptic. There is a stretch
ing from the origin followed by a rotation about the origin. Each
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circle with center at the origin is carried into another circle with
. center at the origin; and each half line through the origin is

carried into a half line making an angle f) with the first.
For the original transformatio~ there is a combination of

the motions shown in Figs. 6 and 7. Each circular arc joining
the fixed points is carried into another such arc making an angle
f) with the first. Each circle orthogonal to the circles through
the fixed points is carried into another such orthogonal circle.

The loxodromic transformation has, in general, no fixed
circles. There is an exception when f) = Jr. Then, any circular
arc joining the fixed points is carried into another arc joining
the fixed points and making an angle Jr with the first, the two
arcs thus forming a circle. Any circle through the fixed points
is then carried into itself. There is, however, this difference
from the preceding cases: the interior of a fixed circle is trans
formed into its exterior.

For the loxodromic transformation, (26) gives

(a + d)2 = 2 + AeiO + 1 e- iO

A

= 2 +(A +~) cos 8+{A -'1) sin 8. (36)

In general, the second member is not real. If, however, () = 1r

the second member becomes 2 - (A + ~} which is real. But

we found that A + ~ > 2; so in this case the second member is

negative. Without exception in the loxodromie transformation
a + d is a complex (non-real) number. In the loxodromic
transformation with fixed circles a + d is a pure imaginary.

10. The Parabolic Transformation.-There remains the trans
formation with one fixed' point, which is called a "parabolic
transformation." The condition that there is a single fixed
point (Sec. 3) is that a + d = ±2. Then the multiplier, if
defined by (26), has the value K = 1.

If c ~ 0, the fixed point is ~ = (a - d)/2c. The transforma
tion carries 00, ~, -die into ale, ~, 00, respectively; hence, by
the use of the formula (14), it can be written

, az -
c

z' -::..~-

~+~c
____ 0

z - ~
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Subtracting 1 from each member,

a dt-- t+-
__c = c _ 1.
z' - t z - t

Now,
a a-d a a+d _1

t - C= 2C - C = --=2C = + C'

t + ~ = a - d + ~ = a + d = ±!.
c 2c c 2c c

Hence, the transformation can be written in the form

1 1-,- = -- ± c. (37)
Z -t Z-t

In (37), we haye +c if a + d = 2, and "-c if a + d = -2
Making the change of variable,

Z = G(z) = _1_, Z' = G(z') = _,_1_, (38)
Z - t • z· - t

a transformation which carries t to 00, we have

Z' = Z ± c. (39)

If c = 0, so that 00 is the single fixed point, we have already
found, in Sec. 3, that the transformation is of the form (39)
without further change. We have, in fact, a = d = ±1, and

• z' = z ± b. (39')
The transformation (39) is the translation discussed in Sec.

5(a). The plane is translated parallel to the line joining the
origin to the point ± c. Any line parallel to this line is Itrans
formed into itself. The tta,lf plan:e on one side ~r a fix~d line
is carried into itself. Any other straight line is carried fnto a
parallel line.

On applying G-l, 00 is carried to t. Parallel straight lines,
intersecting at 00 only, are carried into circles intersecting only
at t, and, hence, tangent at t. Hence, in the parabolic trans
formation: (1) any circle "through the fixed point is transformed
into a tangent circle through the fixed point; (2) there is a one

"parameter family of tangent ~cles each of which is transformed
into itself; (3) the interior of each fixed circle is transformed into
itself.

The manner in which the plane is transformed is shown in
Fig. 8. Each shaded region is carried in the direction of the
arrow.
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It is clear from the Figs. 6 to 8 and from the reasoning on
which they are based that if a linear transformation is hyper
bolic, elliptic, or parabolic there passes through each point of
the plane, other than a fixed point, a unique fixed circle. In
particular, there is in each case a single fixed circle through 00;

that is, there is one fixed straight line. This line is easily
constructed; for it passes through the point -dlc which is
carried to 00 and the point alc into which 00 is carried.

At this point we shall combine certain of the results of the
latter sections into a theorem for reference. We exclude the
identical transformation z' = z.

FIG. 8.

THEOREM 15.-The transformation z' = (az + b)/(cz + d),
where ad - bc = 1, is of the type stated if, and only if, the following
conditions on a + d hold:

Hyperbolic, if a + d is real and la + dl > 2.
Elliptic, if a + d is real and la + dl < 2.
Parabolic, if a + d = ±2.
Loxodromic, 1,f a + d is complex.

We have proved that these conditions are necessary. That
they are sufficient follows, by elementary reasoning, from the
fact that they are mutually exclusive. Thus, if a + d is real
and la + dl > 2, the transformation can be neither elliptic,
parabolic, nor loxodromic, so it must be hyperbolic; and so on.

11. The Isometric Circle.-In an analytic transformation
z' = f(z), a lineal element dz = Z2 - Zl connecting two points
in the infinitesimal neighborhood of a point z is transformed
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(1)

into the lineal element dz' in the neighborhood of z'. We have
dz' = f'(z)dz; hence, the length of the elelnent is multiplied by
If'(z)l, and the element is rotated through an angle arg f'(z).
For the linear transformation

, az + b
z = T(z) = cz+d' ad - be = 1,

we have the following theorem:
THEOREM 16.-When the~transformation (1) is applied, .,infin

itf3simal lengths in the neighborhood of a point z are multiplied by
Icz + dl-2; infinitesimal areas in the neighborhood 'of z are multi
plied by Icz + dl- 4 •

For we have

~z' = T'(z) = 1 (40)
dz (cz + d)2'

.,.
whence, lengths are multiplied by IT'(z)l, or Icz + dl-2• An
infinitesimal region is carried into a similar region with cor
responding lengths. multiplied by IT'(z)l; hence, the area is
multiplied by IT'(z)12, or lcz + dl- 4

•

We get alternative forms for T'(z) from (24) and (37). Differ..
entiating (24) and simplifying, we obtain the first of the following
results: inverting and differentiating, we find the second. For
the transformation with two fixed points,

dz' , (Z' - ~2)2. 1 (Z' - ~1)2
-dz = T (z) = K z - ~; = K -z -= ~1 •

For the parabolic transformation (37), we have

, (Z' - ~)2T (z) =--- - ,
z .- ~

the same as (41) with the value K = 1.
From (4] \, we have

(41)

(42)

. (43)

At ~1 which is fixed, dz' = Kdz. For the hyperbolic transfor
mation, K = A, the infinitesimal neighborhood of ~1 undergoes a
stretching from ~1; for the elliptic transformation, K = ei8 , there
is a rotation about ~1 through the angle (); for the loxodromic
transformation, K = Aei8, there is a combination of stretching
and rotation. Anal~gous remarks apply to the neighborhood of
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opposite sense.
In the parabolic transformation, we find, on substituting

~ = (a - d)j2c into (40), that T'(~) = 1. The infinitesimal
neighborhood of ~ is unaltered.

Lengths and areas are unaltered in magnitude if, and only if,
Icz + dl = 1. If c ~ 0, the locus of z is a circle. Writing

Iz + ~I = I~I' we see that the center is ~d, the radius is ~I·
DEFINITloN.-The circle I,

I: Icz + dl = 1, c ~ 0, (44)

which is the complete locus of points in the neighborhood of which
lengths and areas are unaltered in magnitude by the transformation
(1), is called the isometric circle of the transformation.

The isometric circle will play a fundamental part in many
of our later developments. In this section we shall investigate
some of its properties.

We note, first, that if c = 0, so that 00 is a fixed point, there
is no unique circle with the property of the isometric circle.
The derivative T'(z) is constant and equal to K (Equations (31)
3.1nd (39')). Either IKI ~ 1, and all lengths are altered in
magnitude; or IKI = 1, and all lengths are unaltered. The
latter case comprises the rigid motions-the rotations (31) and
translations (39').

THEOREM 17.-Lengths and areas within the isometric circle are
increased in magnitude, and lengths and areas without the isometric
circle are decreased in magnitude, by the transformation.

For, if z is within I, lz + ~ I< I~I' or Icz + dl < 1, and

IT' (z) I > 1. A length or area within I is thus magnified in all
its parts. Similarly, if z is without I, IT'(z)1 < 1; and a length
or an area without I is diminished in all its parts.

THEOREM 18.-A transformation carries its isometric circle into
the isometric circle of the inl'erse transformation.

The inverse transformation, z' = (-dz + b)/(cz - a), has the
isometric circle

I': Icz - al = 1. (45)

Its center is ale, its radius l/lcl. Now T carries I into a circle
10 without alteration of lengths in the neighborhood of any point)
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hence T-l carries 10 back to I without alteration. But I'
is the cOlnplete locus of points in the neighborhood of which T
effects no change qf length; hence, 10 coincides with I'.

(a) Geometric In~rpretation of the Transformation.-The trans- ~

formation T carries'I into I' (Fig. 9) without alteration of any
arc. Let a point P on I be carried into P'. Then, if I be set
down upon I' so that P coincIdes with P', with proper orientation,
corresponding points will coincide. Any sequence of an even
number of inversions which will effect the proper transformation
on I will be equivalent to T (Theorem 7).

FIG. 9.

As a point moves from P covnterclockwise around I, suppose
that the corresponding point moves from P' counterclockwise
around I'. Then, I can be carried into I' by a rigid motion so
that corresponding points coincide. But 00 is fixed for a rigid
motion, so c = 0; hence, this case is impossible. Consequently,
as a point moves counterclockwise around I the corresponding
point moves clockwise around I'. The circle I must be turned
over before being applied to I'.

An inversion in I, leaving the points of I invariant, followed by
a reflection in L, the perpendicular bisector of the line segment
joining the centers, carries I into'I' with the desired change of
order. P is carried into a point Pl. A rotation with a/c fixed will
carry PI into P'. The two inversions together with the rotation
are equivalent to T.

Since a rotation is equivalent to two reflections (Sec. 5(b)),
four inversions at most are adequate for the representation of the
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transformation. If P' coincides with PI two inversions are
sufficient.

Several alternative geometric transformations are possible.
Thus, instead of inverting in I and then reflecting in L we may
reflect in L and then invert in I'. Or we may rotate about
- d/c at the start; and so on.

The preceding construction fails if I and I' coincide, for then
L is not defined. In this case a = -d, or a + d = 0; and T is
an elliptic transformation of period two (Sec. 8). P' lies on I.
An inversion in I followed by a reflection in L, the line joining
-d/c to the midpoint of the arc PP' is equivalent to T.

(b) The Types of Transformations.-The distance between the

centers of I and I' is I~ + ~I; the sum of the radii is 2/1c1. The

circles will intersect, touch, or be totally ext.erior according as
la + dl is less than, equal to, or greater than 2. Hence, applying
Theorem 15, if T is hyperbolic, the isometric circles of T and
T-I are external; if T is elliptic, they intersect; if T is parabolic,
they are tangent. If T is loxodromic, la + dl may have any
value other than zero, and the isometric circles may have any
relation to one another other than coincidence.

A distinction between the loxodromic and the three non
loxodromic transformations appears when we study the geometri
cal transformations which are equivalent to the transformation.
Let P, PI, P' (arranged as in Fig. 9) have the coordinates z, ZI, z'.

Since z, -d/c, and a/c lie on a line, z + ~ and ~ + ~ have the
c c c

same argument, the moduli being 1/lcl and la + dl/lcl, respec
tively, hence,

c
a

Zl - - =
Similarly,

z+~= a+d.
c la + dlc

a+d
-fa + dlc·

Making the transfornlation T, using (22'),

,a . 1 la + dlz--=- =- =
C c2 (z + d/c) (a + d)c

From these equations we see that z' coincides with ZI if, and only

if, a + d = a + d; that is, if a + d is real. The transformation
is then non-Ioxodromic.
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If the transformation is loxodromic, writing a + d = reitp ,

cp ~ n1r, we have

, a a + d( a) -2if/'( a)z - c= a + d Zl - C = e z~ - C .

To carry Zl to ZI, there is a rotation about a/c thr04gh the angle
-2l,O. We have the result: "

THEOREM 19.-If the transformation is hyperbolic, elliptic, or
parabolic, it is equivalent to an inversion in I followed by a reflection
in L; if it is loxodromic there is in addition a rotation about the
center of I' through the angle -2 arg (a + d).

Consider now the fixed points. Since T'(~l) = K, T'(~2) =
11K (Equation (43)), we have, if IKI ~ 1, increase of lengths at
one fixed point and decrease at the other; if IKI = 1, there is no
alterati.on. Hence, for the hyperbolic and loxodromic trans
formations one fixed point is within I, the other without; for the
elliptic transformation both fixed points, and for the parabolic
transformation the single fixed point, are on I. Identical state
ments are true of I' for similar reasons.

In the elliptic transformation I and I' intersect and L is the
common chord. The points of intersection are fixed for both
the inversion in I and the reflection in L; hence, they are the fixed
points. We found that the lineal elements issuing from the fixed
point are rotated through an angle (), where K = ei8• Since an
arc of I issuing from the fixed point is transformed into an arc of
I' issuing from the point, it follows that I and I' intersect at the

. angle o. .'
If a + d = 0, so that I and I' coincide, the line L is the line

joining the fixed points, which are then at the ends of a diameter.
In the parabolic transformation, L is the common tangent to

I and I' at thei~ point of tangency. The point of tangency is
then the fixed point.

(c) The Fixed Circles.-We consider now the non-Ioxodromic
transformations. Each" such transformation has a one-para
meter family of fixed circles, including, as we found in Sec. 10,
the line joining the centers of I and I'. The family of fixed circles
is easily constructed. I t consists of the circles with centers on L
orthogonal to I. For, being orthogonal to I, such a circle is
transformed into .itself by an inversion in I; and a reflection in L,
a diameter, transforms it again into itself. Each fixed circle is
also orthogo~al to I' from symmetry.
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FIG. 10.

THEOREM 20.-In a non-loxodromic transformation the isometric
circle is orthogonal to the fixed circles.

For use later we shall prove the following theorem:
THEOREM 21.-Let Q be a fixed circle of a non-loxodromic trans

formation and I its isometric circle. Let h be the distance of a point
z from q, the center of Q, and h' be the distance of the transformed
point z' from q; t~en

h' = h, if z is on I or Q;
h' < h, if z is within both I and Q, or without both;
h' > h, if z is within either I or Q, and without the other.

An inversion in I carries z to a point Zl which is carried to z'
by a reflection in L (Fig. 10). Obviously, the reflection does not
alter distances from q. The
proposition hinges, then, on
what happens when z is in
verted in I.

The distances of a point and
its inverse from the center of
a circle orthogonal to the circle
of inversion is clearly inde
pendent of the orientation of -+--.....--~---ll--"""----.'-_
the circles, and their relative
magnitudes are independent
of the scale used; hence, it will
suffice to take for I the unit
circle zz = 1 and to take q on
the real axis. The equation of Q is (z - q)(z - q) = r2, where,
for orthogonality, r2 + 1 = q2; whence,

zz - q(z + z) + 1 = o.
The expression in the first member of this equation is positive
for points without Q and negative for points within. Now,

h2 = (z - q)(z - q) = zz - q(z + z) + 1 + r2
,

and, since Zl = l/z,

h'2 _ - (+ - ) + 1 + 2 _ 1 - q(z + z) + zz + 2.- Z lZ 1 - q Z 1 Z 1 r - _ r I
, zz

whence,
h2 _ h'2 = [zz - l][zz - J(z + z) + 1].

zz

The theorem follows immediately from this equation. If Z is
within both circles or without both circles, the factors in the
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numerator of the second member are both negative or both
positive, and h' < h; if z is within one circle and without the
other, the factors differ in sign, and h' > h; if z is on one circle,
one factor is zero, and h' = h.

The following theorem relative to the fixed straight line is
easily seen to hold:

THEOREM 22.-In a non-loxodromic transformation let k and k'
be the distances of z and z', respectively, from the fixed straight line
M; then k' = kif z is on I or on M; otherwise, k' > kif z is within
I and k' < k if z is without I.

12. The Unit Circle.-We shall, subsequently, have much
to do with sets of linear transformations which have one fixed
circle in common. It will usually be convenient to take as the
common fixed circle some sirnple circle such as the real axis or
the unit circle with center at the origin. It is this latter circle,
,,;hich we shall henceforth designate by Qo, that we shall study
in this section.

We proceed to find the conditions on the constants in (1)
in order that Qo be a fixed circle. The equation of Qo is

zz - 1 = O. (46)

The transform of Qo by (1) is, from Equation (19),
(dd - cc)z'z' + (-bd + tic)z' + (-bd + ac)z' + bb ~ ati = o.
This circle is identical with Qo if, and only if,

-bd + tic"= 0, -bd + ac = o. (a)

dd - cc = ati - bb ~ o. (b)

Each equation in (a) is a consequence of the other; from the
second,

b a- = - = X
cd'

say; then
b = Xc, a ::: Xd.

Substituting,in (b)

dd - cc = XX(dd - cc) ~ 0,
whence, XX = 1.

From ad - bc = 1, we have

X(dd - cc) = 1;

hence, A is real, so A = ± 1. The sign of A depends upon the
sign of dd -.: cc. If the i~terior of .Qo is transforrned into its
interior, the point -die which is carried to 00 is outside the
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circle and I-dlcl > 1; so dd - cc > 0 and X = 1. Vfe have,
then,

b = c, a = d, d = ii.

These values obviously satisfy the conditions (a) and (b). We
have the following result:

THEOREM 23.-The most general linear transformation carrying
Qo into itself and carrying the interior of Qo into itself is the
transformation

Z' _- az + c 1 (47)aii-cc= .
cz + ii'

The most general linear transformation carrying Qo into itself
and carrying the interior of Qo into its exterior is found similarly.
Then, -die is within Qo and dd - cc < 0; so that X = -1.
The most general transformation is the resulting loxodromic
transformation

az - c
z' - cz - ii' cc - aii = 1. (48)

The transformation (47) maps the interior of Qo in a one-to
one and directly conformal manner on itself. It is a remarkable
fact, which we shall now prove, that it is the most general such
transformation. We first prove the following proposition:

The most general transformation which maps the interior of
Qo in a one-to-one and directly conformal manner on itself and which
leaves the origin fixed is a rotation about the origin.

Let z' = fez) be such a transformation. Owing to the con
formality fez) is analytic in Qo. Further, If(z) I < 1 when
Izi < 1, since an interior point is carried into an interior point.
Since z' = 0 when z = 0, fez) has a zero at the origin; hence
f(z)lz is analytic in Qo.
. Consider now If(z)lzl in a circle Q' with center at the origin
and radius r < 1. Since the absolute value of a function which
is analytic in and on the boundary of a region takes on its
maximum value on the boundary, we have, since Izl = r on Q',

I

f(z)1 1. Q' .-<-In .
z r

Since r may be taken as near to 1 as we like, we have

I~I = If~Z21 ~ 1 in Qo.

Considering the Inverse function, z = cp(z'), we ,have by the
~me reasoning Izlz'l ~ 1 in Qo. Consequently, Iz'lzl = 1 in Qo,
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whence z'/z = eia . But, if the absolute value of an analytic
function is constant, so also is its argument; hence ex is constant.
We have, thus,

z' = eiaz,

a rotation about the origin.
We shall now remove the restriction that the origin be fixed.

Let z' = fez) map the interior of Qo on itself in a one-to-one
and directly conformal manner, and let f(O) = ZOo Let z' = S(z)
be a linear transformation of the form (47) such that S(O) = ZOo

(It is easy to determine the constants of (47) so that c/Ii =
Zo < 1.) If we make the transformation f and then make
8-1, the interior of Qo is carried into itself and the origin is fixed.
Hence, 8-1f = U, a rotation; and f = SUo We thus have a
linear transformation. Since it carries the interior of Qo into
itself, it is of the form' (47).

THE9REM 24.-The most general transformation which maps the
~nterior of Qo in a one-to-one and directly conformal manner on
itself is the linear transformation (47).

The proof of the following more geperal theorem is now easily
made.

THEOREM 25.-The most general transformation which maps the
interior or exterior of one circle in a one-to-one and directly con
formal manner upon the interior or exterior of another circle is a
linear transformation.
~Let z' = fez) carry the interior or exterior of ·Ql into the

interior or exterior of Q2 in the manner stated. Let 8 1 and S2
be linear transformations carrying Q1 and Q2, respectively, into
Qo, the interior or exterior of each which is involved in the map
ping being carried into the interior of Qo. Then, the sequence
of transformations, 8 1- 1, followed by f, followed by 8 2, carries
the interior of Qo into itself, and is equivalent to a linear trans
formation T of the form (47).

S2/81- 1 = T, or f = 8 2- 1T81•

The transformation is thus a line'ar transformation.



CHAPTER II

GROUPS OF LINEAR TRANSFORMATIONS

13. Definition of a Group. Examples.-The automorphic func
tion depends for its definition on a set of linear transformations
called a "group." In the present chapter we shall make a
study of groups of linear transformations, after which we shall
be in a position to pass to the definition of the automorphic
function and to a study of its properties.

DEFINITION.-A set of transformations, finite or infinite in
number, is said to form a group if,

(a) the inverse of each transformation of the set is a transformation
of the set;

(b) the succession of any two transformations of the set is a
transformation of the set.

The definition applies to all kinds of transformations, but
we shall be concerned only with ~ets of linear transformations.
The two group properties, expressed in' symbolic notation, are:
(a) if T is any transformation of the set so also is T-I; (b) if S is
a transformation of the set, not necessarily different from T, so
also is ST. It follows by a repeated applicatJon of (b) 'that the
transformation equivalent to performing any sequence of
transformations of a group belongs to the group. In particular,
all positive and negative integral powers of a transformation T
of the group belong to the group. Also T-IT( = 1) belongs to
the group; that is, every group contains the identical transforma
tion, z' = z.

Given a set of linear transformations, we may test whether
or not it constitutes a group by applying (a) and (b) to the
transformations of which it is composed. There are, however,
certain cases in which the group properties obviously hold. For
example, if the set consists of all linear transformations which
leave some configuration F in the z-plane invariant, then the set
is a group; for, clearly, the inverse of any transformation or
the successive performance of any two transformations will leave
F invariant and, being themselves linear transformations, will

33
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then belong to the set. Thus, all linear transformations with
a con1mon fixed point constitute a group. All linear transforma
tions of the form (47), Sec. 12, leaving Qo and its interior invari
ant, form a group. . The set of all linear transformations which
carry a given regular polygon into itself, consisting of certain
rotations about its center, form a group.

Similarly, the set of all linear transformations which leave
invariant some function of z constitute a group. For example,
all linear transformations z' = T(z) such that sin z' == sin z
form a group. Such transformations as z' = z + 21r, Z' =
Z + 41r, Z' = 7r - z, etc., belong to. this group. It is by virtue
of this property, as we shall see later, that sin z is called an
"automorphic function."

Given a set of .linear transformations T 1, T 2, •••, Tn, we
may form a group containing them in the following way: Let
the set contain the given transformations, their inv-erses, and
the transformations formed by combining the given transforma
tions and their inverses into products in all possible ways. Then
it is easily seen that the inverse of any transformation or the
product of any two is itself some combination of the given
transformations and their inverses and, consequently, is included
in the set. Hence, the whole set forms a group. The group is
said to· be "generated" by the transformations T 1, T 2, • • • ,

Tn, and the transformations are called "generating transforma
tions" of the group.

Examples.-The following are a few examples of well-known groups, some
of which will be discussed later.

1. A Group of Rotations about the Origin.-The m transformations,
z' = z, e21ri/ mz, e41ri/ mz, ... , e2 (m-l)1ri/mz, form a group. They are the
rotati~ns about the origin through multiples of the angle 27r/m. The group
is generat~d by the transformation z' = e21ri/ mz.

2. The Group of Anharmonic Ratios.-The six transformations

z' = z, !, 1 - z _~, ~_!, z
z '.. 1 - z z z - 1

form a group. It can be verified by forming the inverses and by combining
the transformations that both group properties are satisfied. The group
is so named for the reason that if z is anyone of the anharmonic ratios of
four points on a line, the six anharmonic ratios are given by the trans
formations of the group.

3. The Group of the Simply Periodic Functions.-The set z' = z + mCJJ,
where w is a constant different from zero, and m is any positive or negative
integer or zero, formS' a group. The group is generated by the transforma
tion z' = z + w.
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4. The Group of the Doubly Periodic Functions.-The set z' = z + mw +
m'w', where wand w' are constants different from zero and the ratio w' /w is
not real, and where m and m' are any positive or negative integers or zero,
forms a group. It is generated by the transformations z' = z + w, z' = z +
w'.

The restrictions on wand w' are not necessary' for establishing the group
properties.

5. 1'he Modular Group.-The infinite set of transformations z' = (az +
b)/(cz + d), where a, b, c, d are real integers such that ad - bc = 1, consti
tutes a group. For, a reference to Equations (3) and (6) of Sec. 1 shows
that the inverse of such a transformation and, also, the product of two
such transformations are transformations with integral coefficients and of
unit determinants. Since the coefficients are real, each transformation
carries the real axis into itself.

6. The Group of Picard.-The set of transformati.ons z' = (az + b)/
(cz + d)J where a, b, c, d are either real or complex integers (i.e. of the form
m + ni, where m and n are real integers) such that ad - bc = 1, constitutes
a group. The proof is as in the preceding case.
. 7. A Group Allied"to Qo.-In a similar manner, the transformations z' =

(az + c)/(cz + a), where a and c are real or complex integers such that
ad - cc = 1, form a group. The transformations of this group (Theorem
23, Sec. 12) have Qo as a fixed circle and carry the interior of Qo into itself.

14. Properly Discontinuous Groups.-If we compare the
group of the simply periodic functions, z' = Z + mw, with 'the
group of all translations, z' = z + b, where b is any constant, we

"observe the following difference: In the former case there is no
transform of a point z within the distance Iwl of z; in the latter
group we get transforms of z as near to z as we like by taking b
small enough. These two groups bring out an essential
distinction.

DEFINITION.-A group is called properly discontinuous in the
z-plane if there exists a point Zo and a region S enclosing Zo such that
all transformations of the group, other than the identical transforma
tion, carry Zo outside S.

The automorphic functions are founded on the properly
discontinuous groups, and these only will appear in our subse
quent study. The groups whose transformations contain con
tinuously varying parameters, which have given rise to so many
and so profound researches, play no part in the theory to which
this book is devoted and will not be considered further.

A group is said to contain infinitesimal transformations if there is, for some
region A and any given E > 0, a transformation z' = (az + b)/(cz + d),
ad - bc = 1, such that for all points z of A we have Iz' - zl < E. It is
found without difficulty that a necessary and sufficient condition for this
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is that there be transformations for which c, d - a, and b are all arbitrarily
small (but not all zero, for then we have the identical transformation).

Not all groups which are free of infinitesimal transformations are properly
discontinuous. The group of Picard, for example, does not contain infini
tesimal transformations, since c, d - a, and b are complex integers and can-

. not be made arbitrarily small without being all zero. It can be shown,
however, that the points into which any point is carried are everywhere
dense in the whole z-plane. Such a group, that is, one which does nqt con
tain infinitesimal transformations and yet which is not properly discontinu
ous in the z-plane, is called" improperly discontinuous" in the z-plane.

16. Transforming a Group.-From a given group of linear
transformations infinitely many other groups can be derived by
applying linear transformations to the plane in which z and its
transforms are represented. Let T be any transformation of
the given group, and let T carry z into z'. Let a transformation
G be applied, z a~d z' being transformed into Zl and Zl', respec
tively. Then Zl is carried into Zl' by the t~ansformationS where

S = GTG-1; (1)
for

GTG-1(Zl) = GT(z) = G(z') = ZI'.

Let all the transformations of the original group be altered in
this manner, so that to each T of the group there corresponds an
S given by (1). We shall show that the new set of transforma
tions forms a group. We have S-l = (GTG-1)-1 = GT-1G-1,
which belongs to the set since T-1 belongs to the original group.
If Sl = GT1G-1 is a second transformation of the set, SSl =
GTG-1GT1G-1 = GTT1G-1, and SSl belongs to the set since TTl
belongs to the original group. Thus, both group properties are
satisfied. Two groups whose transformations can be made to
correspond in a one-to-one manner, as the Sand T transforma
tions are paired by virtue of (1), so that the product of any num
ber of transformations of one group corresponds to the analogous
product of the corresponding transformations of the other, are
said to be "isomorphic."

It will often facilitate the study of a group to transform it in
the manner indicated. For example, an important point can be
carried to 00, or an important circle can be carried into the real
axis or the unit circle Qo. Having found how figures are trans
formed by the n~w group, we can then carry the ~esults back to
the old by applying G-1. For if S carries a figure F into F', T
carries Gl 1(F) into G-1(F'), as ~e see at once from the equation
T = G-1SG.
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It should be mentioned that the transformations Sand T of
(1) are of the same type, whatever G may be. Let

T - az + b G _ aZ + {3 ad - be = 1,
- CZ+ d' -:rz+ 0' ao - {j'Y = 1,

and form the product in (1), using the equations (3) and (6) of
Sec. 1,

S = (-aoa + a'Yb - {joe + {j'Yd)z + a{ja - a 2b + (j2C - a{jd, 2)
( --yoa +- -y 2b - 02C + -yod)z + {J-ya - a-yb + {Joe - aod (

the determinant of S being 1. Then,

( - aoa + a'Yb - {joe + (j'Yd) + ({3'Ya - a'Yb + (joe - aod)
= -(a + d).

It follows that K has the same value for S as for T (Equation (26),
Sec. 6).

16. The Fundamental Region.-':-Before proceeding to the study
.of the general properly discontinuous group it is desirable to
introduce the important concept of the fundamental region.

DEFINITION.-Two configurations (points, curves, regions, etc.)
are said to be congruent with respect to a group if there is a trans
formation of the group other than the identical transformation, which
carries one configuration into the other.

DEFINITION.-A region, connected or not, no two of whose points
are congruent with respect to a given, group, and such that the
neighborhood of any point qn the boundary contains points congruent
to points in the given region, is called a fundamental region for the
group.

The accompanying figures show fundam~ntal regions for cer
tain simple groups. The reader is probably already familiar
with some of them.

For the group of rotations about a point through multiples of
an angle 0, which is a submultiple of 21r, we draw two half lines
from the fixed point forming an angle O. The region R o
within the angle is a fundamental region. In Fig. 11, R o is a
fundamental region for the group z' = e2n7ri/6z. The neighbor-

hood of any point on the boundary of R o contains points which
can he carried into the interior of R o by a rotation through the
angle ±21r/6.

In Fig. 12, R o, whose construction is evident from the figure, is
a fundamental region, or period strip, for the group of the simply
periodic functIons, z' = z + mw.
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. In Fig. 13, Ro is a fundamental region, or period parallelogram,
for the group of the doubly periodic functions z' = z + mw +
m'w'.

In Fig. 14, Ro, which is bounded by circles with centers at the
origin and with radii 1 and A, is a fundamental region for the
group of stretchings from the origin, z' = Al1Z.

FIG. 11.

Ro

FIG. 12.

Attention may be called to certain properties that are common
to the four fundamental regions constructed in the figures and
which we shall find to be more or less generally true-to what
extent will appear from later analysis-of the fundamental
regions we shall use for less simple groups. We note first that the

FIG. 13. FIG. 14.

boundaries of R o in each case consist of congruent curves. In
Figs. 11, 12, 14, each of the two boundaries can be carried into the
other by a transformation of the group. In Fig. 13; the lower
boundary can be carried into the upper by the translation z'
z + w', and the/left into the right by 2,' = z + w.
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Further, the transformations connecting congruent boundaries
are generating transformations of the group. The two transla
tions just mentioned generate the group of doubly periodic
functions. In Fig. 11, all transformations are formed by succes
sive applications of the rotation z' = e27ri

/
sz, which carries one

boundary into the other. The like fact is true of the other
examples.

We note that we can add to the open region R o one, but not
both, of two congruent boundaries without getting two congruent
points in the region. But R o must remain in part an open region.

The region R o and the regions congruent to it, some of which
are shown in the figures, form a set of adjacent, non-over
lapping regions covering practically the whole plane. The
origin in Fig. 14, however, is not in any region congruent to R o•

The angle at the vertex of R o in Fig. 11 is a submultiple of
21r. The sum of the angles at the four congruent vertices of Ro
in Fig. 13 is equal to 21r. These facts will reappear, suitably
generalized.

It is clear that the fundamental region is in no wise unique.
Any region congruent to R o will serve as a region. Furthermore,
we can replace any part of R o by a congruent part and still have a
fundamental region. Thus, we can subtract a part at one bound
ary and add a congruent part at another. In this way the
character of the bounding curve can be altered freely.

THEOREM I.-If no two points of a region are congruent, the
transforms of the region by two distinct transformations of the group
do not overlap.

Let A be a region containing no two congruent points. Sup
pose that two transformations'of the group, Sand T, carry A into
two overlapping regions. Any point Zo in the common part
is the transform by S of a point Zl of A and the transform
by T of a point Z2 of A. If Zl and Z2 are different for any Zo,

then Zl and Z2 are congruent points of A, which is impossible. If
Zl and Z2 coincide for every Zo in the common part, Sand T are the
same transformation (Theorem 7, Sec. 3).

Since a fundamental region contains no two congruent points,
we can state the following useful corollary:

COROLLARy.-The transforms of a fund(JffJ1;ental region by two
distinct transformations of the group do not overlap.

17. The Isometric Circles of a Group.-We shall now investi
gate the properties of the most general properly discontinuous
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(3)

(5)

(6)

group. For such a group there exists, by hypothesis, at least
one point Zo such that there are no transforms of Zo in a suitably
small region about ZOe Let G be a transformation carrying Zo
into 00; and let the group be transformed by G as explained in
Sec. 15. It is this tr~nsformed group which we shall study.

There is no point congruent to 00 outside or on a circle Qp
with a given center and with radius p suitably large. In particu
lar, 00 is not a fixed point for any transformation of the group.
Hence, in any transformation T = (az + b)/(cz + d) we have
c ~ 0, except in the case of the identical transformation. Th~

center of an isometric circle is congruent to 00 ( - d / c is carried to
00 by T); hence, the centers of all isometric circles lie within Qp.

(a) The Isometric Circle of the Product of Two Transformations.
Certain relations between. the isometric circles of two transforma
tions and the isometric circle of their product will be of use now
and subsequently. Consider any two transformations

T = ~_~ b, 8 = aZ + {3, r:d - be = 1, c ~ 0,
ez + d 'YZ + a aa - {3'Y = 1, 'Y ~ 0.

Then,
8T = (aa + {3c)z + ab + {3d.

('Ya + ac)z + 'Yb + ad
In what follows we assume that S ~ T-l so that 8T is not the
identical transformation; then, the isometric circle of 8T is

1('Ya + oc)z + 'Yb + adl = 1. (4)
Represent by Is, Is', It, Ie', 1st the isometric circles of 8,8-1

,

T, T-1, 8T, respectively; by gs, gs', gt, g/, gst their respective
centers; and by rs , rt, rst their radii. We have

a ,a d I a ('Yb + ad)
gs = --;Y' gs = "I' gt = - c' gt = c' gst = - ('Ya + oc)'·

111
rs = l-:rr rt = fCl' rst = l'Ya + acl·

From these values, we derive the following relations:

1 1 rsrt

r.t = l'Ya + 8cl = I+I~+ ~I = Igt' ~ g.1

and

whence,

gst - gt = (7)

(8)
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(9)

(10)

(b) The Arrangement of the Isometric Circles.-By means of the
preceding equations we can derive certain simple facts concerning
the isometric circles of the transformations of the group.

The radii of the isometric circles are bounded.
Let T (~1) be any transformation of the group and S (~1) a

transforma'tion of the group different from T-l. Then, from
(8),

rt2 = Igst - gtl . Igt' - gsl·

But each factor in the second member, being the distance between
points of Qp, is less than 2p; hence,

rt 2 < 4p2, r, < 2p.

The number of isometric circles with radii exceeding a given
positive quantity is finite.

Let Is and It' be any two different isometric circles with radii
greater than k, a positive quantity. Then ST is not the identical
transformation, and, from (6),

I ' I rsrt k
2

gt - gs = - > --.
rst 2p

The distance between the centers of two isometric circles with
radii exceeding k has thus a positive lower bound. Since the
centers of all such circles lie in the circle Qp, their number must
be finite. ' J

It follows from this fact that the transformations of the group
are denumerable.

Another consequence may be stated in the following manner:
Given any infinite sequence of distinct isometric circles II, 12, 13,

• . . ,of transformations of the group, the radii being r1, r2, r3, ... ,
then lim rn = o.

n= 00

18. The Limit Points of a Group.-In this section and the
remaining sections of the present chapter we suppose that no
transformation of the group has a fixed point at infinity, so that
the isometric circles exist for all transformations except the
identical transformation; and that there are no points congruent
to infinity in the neighborhood. of infinity. This assumption
involves no essential restriction 'since, as we have already noted,
any properly discontinuous group can be transformed into one
with the properties mentioned.

Consider the centers of the isometric circles. If the group
contains an infinite number of transformations, the centers are
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infinite in number and, hence, have one or more cluster points.
We lay down the following definitions:

DEFINITIONS.-A cluster point of the centers of the £sometric
circles of the,. transformations of a group is called a limit point oj
the group.

A point which is not a limit point is called an ordinary point.
I t is clear that all limit points lie within or on the circle Qp of

Sec. 17, since the centers of all isometric circles lie within that
circle. If the group contains only a finite number of trans
formations, there arc, of course, no limit points.

THEOREM 2.-In the neighborhood of a limit point P there is an
infinite number of distinct points congruent to any point of the
plane, with, qt most, the exception of P itself and of one other point.

Since only a finite number of isometric circles have radii
exceeding a giveJ.,l positive quantity, there are isometric circles
of arbitrarily small radius in the neighborhood of P. Let Q be
a small circle about P and let 11', I ~', ... be an infinite sequence
of isometric circles contained in Q, where the center gn' approaches
P as n becomes infinite. Let these be the transforms of the
isometric circles 1 1, 12, • • • , and let Sn be the transformation
carrying In into I n'.

The centers gn of In have at least one cluster point. Suppose
first that there is such a point P' distinct from P. It will suffice
to show that for any point P 1 distinct from P and P' there is a
congruent point in Q distinct from P; for, by decreasing the
region Q, we then have an infinite number of congruent points.
Let In be near P' and of small enough radius that In encloses
neither P 1 nor P. Then, since P 1 is outside In, Sn(P1) is inside
I n' and in Q. If Sn(P1) is different from P, the proposition is
established. If Sn(P1) coincides with P, then P is not a fixed
point for Sn and _Sn2(P1), or Sn(P), is in Q and different
from P.

There remains the case that the only limit point of the centers
gn is P itself. Let A and A' be any two points distinct from one
another and from P. -A ~dA' are outside an infinite number.of

,-cir<!les In. For these circles the congruent points, An = Sn(A)
.and An' = Sn(A') are in In' and in Q. At least one of the points
An and An' is distinct from P. It follows that at least one of the
points A and A' has an infinite number of congruent points in Q
which are distinct from P. Hence, there is not more than one
point, distinct from P, which does not have an infinite number of
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congruent points distinct from P and in Q. This establishes
the theorem.

THEOREM 3.-The set of limit points is transformed into itself by
any transformation of the group.

The centers of the isometric circles consist of all points con
gruent t04infinity. The transform of the center of an isometric
circle is the center of another isometric circle or is 00 itself.

Let P be a cluster point of the centers gl, g2, • • • Then a
transformation 8 which carries P into pI carries gI, g2, • • . into
gI', gl, ... with pI as cluster point. The points of the latter
set, with the possible exception of one point at 00, are centers of
isometric circles. Hence, pI is a limit point.

Furthermore, no point which is not a limit point is carried
by 8 into a limit point, since otherwise 8-1 would carry a limit
point into a point not a limit point. .

THEOREM 4.-1f the set of limit points contains more than two
points, it is a perfect set.

A set is perfect, by definition, if it has the following two
properties: (1) each cluster point of the set belongs to the set;
that is, the set is closed; and (2) each point of the set is a cluster
point of points of the set; that is, the set is dense in itself.

That the set is closed follows at once. For, since each limit
point contains an infinite number of centers of isometric circles in
its neighborhood, a point at which limit points cluster has also
an infinite number of centers of isometric circles in its neighbor
hood; hence, a cluster point of limit points is itself a limit point.

To establish the second property we must show that any limit
point P has an infinite number of limit points in its vicinity. If
PI and P 2 are two other limit points, at least one of them has an
infinite number of transforms in the neighborhood of P (Theorem
2). As these transforms are limit points, the second property
of the perfect set is established.

There are groups of transformations-the finite groups
wit4 no limit points. Groups with a single limit point and groups
with two limit points exist. A group other than these simple
kinds has an infinite number of limit points. Furthermore, by a
well-known property of perfect sets, the limit points are non~

denumerable.
THEOREM 5.-If a closed set of points ~, consisting oj more than

one point, is transformed into itself by all transformations oj the
group, then ~ contains all the limit points of the group..
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Suppose, on the contrary, that there is a limit point P not
belonging to~. Then, since ~ is closed, there is no point of
~ within a suitable neighborhood of P. Let P 1,- P 2 be two
points of~. At least one (Theorem 2) has transforms in the
neighborhood of P. This contradicts the hypothesis that ~

is transformed into itself.
As an example of the use of the last theorem, suppose that all

the transformations of the group are real. Then the real
axis is always transformed into itself. It follows that the limit
points all lie on the real axis.

19. Definition of the Region R.-R will consist of all that
part of the plane which is exterior to the isometric circles of all
the transformati,ons of the group. More accurately, a point
z will belong to R-if a circle can be drawn with z as center which
contains no point interior to an isometric circle. We thus rule
out those limit points, if any, which are not themselves within or
on an isometric circle but which have arcs of isometric circles in
any neighborhood of them. Later, we shall adjoin to R a part of
its boundary, but for the present it shall consist only of interior
points. It may be a connected region, or it may comprise two or
more disconnected parts. We see from (9) that it contains all
of the plane lying outside a circle concentric with Qp and of
radius 3p.

It is clear that no two points of R are congruent. A trans
formation T carries all points exterior to It into the interior of It'.
Any transformation of the group, except the identical transfor
"mation, carries a point of R into an isometric circle and, hence,
outside R; so no point of R is congruent to another point of R.

20. The Regions Congruent to R.-If we apply to R the
various transformations of the group, there results a set of
congruent regions no two of which overlap (Theorem 1). Con
cerning the distribution of these regions, we have the following
important theorem:

THEOREM 6.-R and the regions congruent to R form a set oj
regions which extend into the neighborhood of every point of the
plane.

Suppose, on the contrary, that there is a point Zo enclosed by
a circle Q with Zo as center and of radius r sufficiently small that
Q contains neither points of R nor points congruent to point~

of R. Then, all transforms of Q contain neither points of
R nor points congruent to points of R. In particular, Q and
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its transforms contain the centers of no isometric circles,
since these are congruent to 00, which is a point of R. The
interior points of Q and of its transforms are ordinary points.

Since Zo is not a point of R, ZO is within or on the boundary of
some isometric circle. Similarly, the center of each circle
congruent to Q lies within or on the boundary of some isometric
circle.

The proof consists in showing that there is a circle congruent
to Q of arbitrarily large radius, which constitutes a contradiction.
Let S be a transformation whose isometric circle Is has Zo for
an interior or boundary point. The center of Is is exterior to
Q. Consider the circle Ql into which S carries Q. S is equiva
lent to an inversion ~n Is followed by a reflection in a line and
possibly a rotation. The magnitude of Ql is determined by the
inversion.

It is a matter of simple algebra to show that if the center of
Q is on Is the radius of Ql is

where rs is the radius of Is. If Zo lies within Is, rl exceeds this
l value. Since rs < 2p (Equation (9)), and r < r8 < 2p, we have

1
rl > kr, k = - ---2 > 1.

1-~-
4p2

If we apply to Ql a transformation whose isometric circle
has the center of Ql as an interior or boundary point, we get a
circle Q'2 of radius r2 where, since rl > r,

rlr2 > ---- > krl > k2r.
r1

2

1 ---4p 2

Continuing in this manner, we prove the existence of a circle
Q", congruent to Q and of radius exceeding knr. By taking n
large enough, Qn will contain points of R exterior to the finite
region in which the isometric circles lie. These points are
congruent to points of Q, a contradiction which proves the
theorem.

We can now establish the following result: _
THEOREM 7.-R constitutes a fundamental region for the group.
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We have already shown that no two points of R are congruent.
We must show further that in any circle Q about a point P
on the boundary of R there are points congruent to points of R.
Let Zo be a point of Q which lies in an isometric circle I. Then
in the region common to Q and I, which contains no points of
R, there are, by Theorem 6, points congruent to points of R.
This establishes the theorem.

THEOREM .S.-Any closed region not containing limit points of
the group is covered by a finite number of transforms of R
(including possibly R itself). These regions fit together without
lacunre.

~et A be a closed regio?; for e~ar.nple,. a ~gion bounde? ?y
a sImple closed curve, haVIng no hmit pOInt~ ~.. the group In ItS
interior or on the boundary. Then there is 'It finite number of
isometric circles containing points of A. For, if there is an
infinite number, there are circles of arbitrarily small radius.
Their centers then have a point of A as cluster point,' contrary
to hypothesis.

A transformation 8 carries R into a region Rs lying in Is'
the isometric circle of 8-1• If Is' contains points of A, R s may
contain points of A; if A is exterior to Is', then R contains no
points of A. 'lIence, the number of regipns congruent to R
which lie wholly or in part in A is not greater than the number
of isometric circles which contain points of AJ This number is
finite. Also, since there are points of R, or points congruent to
points of R in the neighborhood of every point of A (Theorem 6),
it follows tha~ the regions fit together without lacunre. A is
completely covered, except, of course, for the boundaries sepa
rating the various regions.

THEOREM 9.-Within any region enclosing a limit point of the
group, there lie an infinite number of transforms of the entire
region R.

This theorem follows at once from the fact that there is an
infinite number of isometric circles lying entirely within a given
region enclosing a limit point. Each of these circles contains a
region congruent to the entire region R, and the various trans
forms are different regions.

The preceding theorems furnish a picture of the transforms
of R. R and the regions congruent to it fit together to fill up
all that part of the plane which is composed of ordinary points.
They cluster in infinite number about the limit points.
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21 The Boundary of R.-A point on the boundary of R is
a point. P not belonging to R but such that in any circle with
P as cent,er there are points of R. P may be an ordinary point
or a limit point. Obviously, P cannot lie within an isometric
circle.

If P is an ordinary' point, it lies on one or more isometric
circles. Since there is but a finite number of isometric circles
whose arcs lie in the neighborhood of an ordinary point, a circle
Q can be 4 drawn with P as center such that Q is exterior to all
isometric cir.cles other than those which pass through P.

In the most general case, a boundary point p. belongs to one
of the following three categories:

(a) P is a limit point of the group;
((3) P i~ an. ordinary point and lies on a single isometric circle;

, (,,) P is an ordinary point and lies on two or more isometric
circles. P is then called a "vertex."

It is desirable to include under (,,) the following special case:
If P is the fixed point of an elliptic transformation of period two,
so that, although P lies on a single isometric circle, it separates
two congruent arcs on the circle, we shall classify P under (,,)
rather than ({3). The advantages of this classification will
appear subsequently.

Concerning the boundary points of category (a), there is
nothing to be added to the theorems on limit points already
derived in Sec. 18. We shall show subsequently (Sec. 25) that
groups exist for which the boundary points of R are all limit
points. The groups of interest for our present theory, however,
possess ordinary boundary points also.

(a) The Sides.-Consider a boundary point of category ({3).
Let P lie on I t, and let P' on I t' be the point into which T carries
P. We shall show that pI is also a boundary point of category
({3) •. We put aside the case pI = P, a situation which can arise
only if It and It' coincide and P is a fixed point of the resulting
elliptic transformation of period two; for this case has been
included in (,,).

First, pI is within no isometric circle. Suppose pI to be within
Is; then S magnifies lengths in the neighborhood of P'. But,
since T carries P into pI without alteration of lengths, ST
magnifies lengths in the neighborhood of P. Then P is within
1st , which is contrary to the hypothesis that P is a boundary
point.
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Second, P' does not lie on an isometric circle other than 1/.
For, if P' lies on Is, the transformation ST effects no alteration
in lengths at P. Then P is on 1st , which is contrary to ~he hypoth
esis that P lies on a single isometric circle. It follows from
these facts that P' is a boundary point of category ({3).

There is no isometric circle in the neighborhood of Pother
than It. It is clear, then, that the points on ,It in the neighbor
hood of P are likewise boundary points of category ((3); so, conse
quently, are the congruent points on 1/. We thus have as a
part of the ,boundary an arc of It and the congruent arc on 1/.
These arcs may consist of the entire circles or they may terminate
in points of category (a) or (y). Since the arcs lie on isolnetric
circles, they are of equal length. We have, then, the following
theorem:

THEOREM IO.-The boundary points of R of category ({3) form a
. set of bounding circular arcs, or sides, which are congruent in pairs.
Two such congruent sides are equal in length.

(b) The Vertices.-There remain for consideration the bound
ary points of category (')'). Through a point P of this category
there pass a finite number of isometric circles. Let Q be a circle
about P sufficiently sm.all that all isometric circles other than
those through P are without -Q and such that any points of
intersection of the circles through P, other than P itself, lie
without Q. The isometric circles through P divide Q into a
finite number of parts. One of these parts A, owing to the
assumption that P is a boundary point, belongs to R. The two
arcs which bound A, on It a~d Is, say, are a part of the boundary
of R. The points of these arcs other than P belong to category
({3). That is, at a vertex two sides of R meet.

Now make the transformation T, P being carried into P' on
1/. By reasoning almost identical with that employed in the
preceding case, we show that P' is a vertex. We can show, In
fact, that P and P' lie on the same number of isometric circles.
Let P lie on the isometric circles of T, S, U, . . . ; then P'
lies on the isometric circle of T-l, and also 'on those of ST-l,
UT-l, ... , as we see on considering the way in which lengths
in the neighborhood of P' are affected by the transformations.
These transformations are different-thus, ST-l = UT-l implies
S = V-hence, their isometric circles are different. Hence, as
many isometric circles pass through P' as through P. Interchang
ing the rales of P and P', as many pass through P as through P'.
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(c) Extension of R.-We shall find it convenient to~add to the
region R certain points of its boundary. Of two congruent
sides, one, exclusive of the end points, may be added without
including points congruent to points previously in R. A vertex
where bounding arcs meet may' be congruent to several other
vertices, one of which may be adjoined. The resulting region is
still a fundamental region.

3z - 1T 5 =---,
8z - 3

To = z,

22. Example.-A Finite Group.-The following example of a finite group
illustrates parts of the preceding discussion. The transformations

2z - 1
T 1 = 3z--=-2'

constitute a group. This is, in fact, the group got by transforming the group
of anharmonic ratios (Sec. 13 (2)) by G = 1/ (z + 2) so that 00 shall not be
a fixed point of any transformation. The isometric circles are

I 1 : Iz - 7~ I = 7~, 12 : Iz - 7t I = 7t,
1 3 : I·z - 7~1 = 7~, 14: Iz - ~~I = 74, I;>: Iz - ~BI = 7~.

These are shown in Fig. 15.

1

FIG. 15.

The fundamental region R is bounded by arcs of II and 12• T 1 is an ellip
tic transformation of period two [a + d = 0], one of the fixed points being l.
T carries the upper half II of the bounding arc on II into the lower half l-l.
Similarly, T 2is of period two, the upper and lower sides, l2 and l_2 being con
gruent. There are thus two pairs of equal congruent sides.

Two congruent vertices are ~l.! ± i~, through each of which pass all
five isometric circles. The points 0 and 1 are also vertices.

R and the five regions congruent to R fill up the whole plane without
overlapping. The congruent regions are not drawn, but it is not difficult
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to verify that the six regions consist of the six parts into which the plane is
divided by the, complete isometric circles ]..1, 12, and 1 5•

23. Generating Transformations.-In Sec. 13, mention was
made of the group resulting from combining a finite or infinite
number of linear transformations in all-possible ways. We shall
now raise the question whether a knowledge of the fundamental
region R furnishes any i!J.formation as to a set of generating
transformations of the group.

Let ll, l-l, l2, l-2, . . '. be the congruent pairs of sides of R. Let
T 1 carry II into l-l; T 2 carry l2 into l-2; and so on. We shall show
that under certain circumstances T 1, T 2, •• -. form a set of
generating transformations for the group.

It is clear that the group formed by all possible combinations of
T 1, T 2 , ••• "and their inverses contains only transformations
of the original group. That is, the group generated by T 1,

T 2 ••• , which we shall designate by r t , is a subgroup of the
original group. The question at issue is whether r t contains all
the transformations of the group or only a part of them.

Let us consider the way in which R is transformed by the
transformations of the group r t • For convenience in notation, let
us represent Tn-1 by T-no T 1 carries R into a region R 1 adjoining
R along the side l_l; T-1( = T I-l) carries R into a region R_ I adjoin
ing R along the side ll. In general, Tn carries R into a region'Rn

adjoining R along the side l-n. Hence, T I , T 2, ••• and their
inverses carry R into regions adjacent to R along all its sides.

Let S be any transformation of the briginal group, and let S
carry R into Ra• Ra is bounded by circular arcs congruent to the
sides In of R·. The regions Rn adjoining R along its sides are
carried by S into regions adjoining Ra along all its sides. That is,
R8 C= S(lt)) is surrounded along all its sides by the regions STn(R),
n= ±1, ±2, ...

In particular, let S belong to the group r t • Then, STn belongs
to r t , and the regions surrounding Rs are transforms of R
by transformations of the group r t • The transforms of R
by the group r t are entirely surrounded by other such transforms,
the regions fitting together, without lacunre and with no free sides,
to form one or more networks of regions.. If these networks
fill up the whole plane, r t coincides with the original group;
otherwise it does not.

Let A be a closed region containing n6limit points of the group
and having points in common with the region R. Then R and a
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finite number of its transforms by the group r t cover A
completely. For, along the sides of R which lie in A, we can
adjoin regions of the network; along the sides of the new regions
which lie in A, we can adjoin other regions of the network; and

. so on. We can continue this process as long as there are any free
sides lying in A. But A is covered completely by a finite number
of regions congruent to R (Theorem 8)~ hence, this process must
end in a finite number of steps.

By similar reasoning, if the region A contains points of any
region Rt congruent to R by a transformation of r t , A can be
covered by a finite number of regions congruent to -n by the
transformations of r t •

We can now prove the following theorem:
THEOREM 11.-If some point of R can be joined to all its con

gruent points by curves not passing through limit points, then the
transformations T I , T 2, ••• by which the sides of R are congruent
constitute a set of generating transformations for the group.

Let S be any transformation of the group. Let Zo be a point of
R which can be "joined to any congruent point by a curve not
passing through a limit point. Let C be such a curve joining
Zo to zo/ = S(zo). C can be embedded in a. closed region A
consisting entirely of ordinary points.

A is covered by R and a finite number of regions congruent to
R by transformations of the group r t • In particular, there is a
transformation T of r t which carries R into a region covering the
neighborhood of zo/. The transforms of R by Sand T overlap,
whence S = T. Any transformation of the original group belongs
to r t , which was to be provea. '

There are certain cases in which we can state at once that
T I , T 2, ••• are generating transformations. The first is the

-finite group. Since there are no limit points, the conditions
of the theorem hold. For example, in the group given in Sec.
22, T I and T 2 are generating transformations. The reader can
verify that their combinations give the remaining transformations.

Again, the distribution of the limit points may be such that
any two points which are not limit points may be joined by
a curve not passing thr~ugh the limit points. Then, obviously,
the conditions of the theorem hold. The simplest-·examples are
the groups with a finite number (one or two) of limit points.

24. Cyclic Groups. DEFINITION.-A cyclic group is a group
generated by a single transformation. ·
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If T is the transformation which generates the group, then
the group consists of the transformations ... T-2, T-l, 1,
T, T2, ... The groups whose fundamental regions are shown
in Figs. 11, 12, 14 are cyclic groups. In the examples, all
the tra~sformations have a fixed point at infinity. In the
present section, we shall examine the cyclic groups arising when
T is one or another of tIle various types of transformations and
where the fixed points are finite. A knowledge of cyclic groups is
important because of the fact that every group contains cyclic
subgroups. For, the group generated by any transformation of
the original group belongs to that group.

If there are two fixed points, tl and ~2, T can be written in the
form (Sec. 6, Equation 24).

z; - tl = K Z - tl, K ~ 1,_
Z - t2 Z - t2

and the general transformation Tn is

z' - tl Z - tl--- = Kn__.
z' - t2 Z - t2

On solving for z', we have

(11)

(12)

z' = Tn(z) = (Kn t2 - ~l)Z + (1 - Kn)t1t2.
(Kn - l)z + ~2 - Kn t1 .

We find the determinant to be Kn(~l - t2)2, so we must divide
numerator and denominator by KnJ2(~1 - ~2) to render the
determipant 1. The isometric ci~cle In of Tn is

(13)

(a) Hyperbolic and Loxodromic Cyclic Groups.-If T is hyper
bolic, K is real and IKI ~ 1; then the multiplier Kn of Tn,
n =;t. 0, is likewise real and in absolute value unequal to 1; whence
all transformations of the group are hyperbolic. If K is not real
and IKI =;t. 1, then IKnl =;t. 1, n ~ 0, although in certain cases Kn
may be real; hence, if T is loxodromic all the transformations of
the group are loxodromic or hyperbolic.

We found in Sec. 11 (b) that a fixed point cannot lie on either
of the isometric circles I n, I n' of a hyperbolic or loxodromic
transformation Tn and its inverse. Clearly, there can be no
fixed points outside both In and In', for Tn shifts the position of
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such a point. Each In contains a fixed point. As n increases,
the radius of In approaches zero; so each fixed point is a limit
point of the group. An application of Theorem 5, where we
let the set ~ consist of the two fixed points, shows that there are
no further limit points. '

In studying the arrangement of the isometric circles we shall
make use of the following proposition:

THEOREM 12.-Let It, Is, Is', I u be the isometric circles of T, S,
8-1, U = SO:, respectively. If It and Is' are exterior to one another,
then I u is contained in Is.

If It and Is' are tangent externally, then I u lies in Is and is tangent
internally .

The proof is simple. Suppose the circles not tangent; and
let z be a point outside (or on) Is. Then S carries z into a
point z' within (or on) Is' with decrease of lengths (or without
alteration of lengths). Now z' is outside It; so T transforms
z' with decrease of lengths. Hence, U transforms z with decrease
of lengths, whence z is outside I u. Since every point on or
outside Is is also outside 1'1)" the latter circle is contained in the
former.

If It and Is' are tangent externally at a, the preceding reasoning
holds except at the point aD on Is which S carries into a. TS
makes no alteration of lengths at aD, whence aD lies on I u •

If, in the cyclic group, T is hyperbolic or if T is loxodromic
and la + dl ); 2, I and I', the isometric circles of T and T-l,
~are exterior to one another (possibly tangent). We now show
that I encloses 12 , 12 encloses 13 , etc., and, likewise, I' encloses
12', 12' encloses 13', and so on. We see at once from Theorem 12,
taking S = T, that 12 is contained in I. Similarly, from the
product T-IT-l, 12' lies in I'.

We establish the general relation by induction. Suppose that
the circles are arranged as stated up to In and In', and consider
I n+1• We write Tn+1 = TTn. By hypothesis In', the isometric
circle of T-n, lies in I', and hence is exterior to I. It follows
from Theorem 12 that /71,+1 lies within In. By identical reasoning
I'71,+1 is contained in In'.

It follows from the preceding that I and I' contain all other
isometric circles, whence the fundamental region R is the region
lying outside these two circles. In Fig. 16, the isometric circles
are drawn for a group generated by a hyperbolic transformation
with K = 4~
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The situation is somewhat different for a loxodromic trans
formation for which la + dl < 2. In Fig. 17 the isometric
circles are shown for the group generated by T = 1/(z + 1).
Here a + d = i, whence T is Ioxodromic. The congruent
boundaries of R are connected by the transformations T and T2.

R

FIG. 16.

r'2
/"--""',

I ..... -" '
I I \ \

'+ I '
\ \ I '
\ '_" I, /

'- .""---

According to Theorem 11, these are generating transformations
for the group. This example illustrates the fact that the gener
ating transformations found by an application of Theorem 11 are
not necessarily the best obtainable, that some of the trans
formations found in this way may be consequences of others.

I . R

R
FIG. 17.

I'

A simpler fundamental region for this case, although not bounded by
isometric circles, is got as follows. The loxodromic transformation may be
written T = UV, where V and U are hyperbolic and elliptic transformations,
respectively, with the same fixed points as T. Let I and I' be the isometric
circles of V and V-I. Then, it is readily shown that the part of the plane
exterior to I and I' is a fundamental region for the group generated by T.
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(b) Elliptic Cyclic Groups.-If T is elliptic, all isometric
circles pass through the fixed points. Here K = eifJ , and unless (J

is commensurable with 7r, the group is continuous. In Fig. 18,
the isometric circles are drawn for K = e6ri/ 5 • The group may
be generated. as the figure shows, by T2 which has the multiplier
e2ri/ 5•

I I ".,-//\,- "" I
/ /, \\ "

/ I \
I I I \ \ \

\ I { :' ,

\ \ \ I I I
\ \ \ / /

" '~I/ ,/....... - _/

(c) Parabolic Cyclic Groups.-If T is parabolic, the transforma
tion may be written (Sec. 10, Equation 37)'

1 1-,- = -- + c c ¢ O. (14)
z-~ z-~ I

Then Tn is the transformation
1 1

-'-t. = --t. + nc, (15)z -~ z-~

~~_I'

FIG. 19.
or

(nc~ + l)z .:- nc~2
z' = ncz + 1 - nc~ ·

The determinant in (16) is 1 and the isometric circle In is

Iz - (~- ~c)1 = I~cl·

(16)

(17)
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We see from (17) that ~ lies on In, and that the center of In,

namely ~ - J_, lies on the li-ne joining ~ to 1/c. Hence, all
nc

isometric circles have a common tangent at~. If n is positive,
the center of In lies on one side of ~; if negative, on the other.
As n increases in absolute value, the radius steadily diminishes.
From these facts it follows that the arrangement of the isometric
circles is as shown in Fig. 19. This can also be shown from
Theorem 12. The fixed point is the only limit point of the group.

25. The Formation of Groups by the Method of Combination.
We here explain a method of forming properly discontinuous
groups, by the use of which a great variety of groups with very
diverse properties can be constructed. The reader will gain some
idea of the intricate possibilities in the broad class of properly
discontinuous groups.

Given a finite or infin.ite number of properly discontinuous
groups r 1, r 2 ••• Let the transformations of these groups be
combined in all possible ways to form a group r. We get two
Kinds of transformations: (a) those belonging to the original
group's; and (b) cross-products resulting from the combination of
transformations not all belonging to the same original group.
The resulting group may be continuous or discontinuous. In
certain cases, however, we are able to state that the group is
properly discontinuous and to specify its fundamental region R.

THEOREM 13.-Let thf3 R-re'gions R 1, R 2, ••• of the groups
r 1, r 2, ••• all contain some neighborhood of infinity; and'let the
isometric circles of all transformations of each group be exterior
(possibly tangent externally) to all isometric circles of all the trans
formations of the remaining groups. Then the group r formed by
combining the given groups is properly discontinuous.

The region containing all points common to R 1, R 2, ••• is the
region Rfor r. Here a point is not counted as belonging to Runless
a region about the point lies in R 1, R 2, •••

R is the region lying outside the isometric circles of the trans
formations of r of the category (a). The cross-products have
not been taken into account. We no,v show that the isometric
circles of the transformations (b) contain no points of R.

Consider the general cross':product

U = 8 n8 n- 1 •• • 8 28 1•

Here we suppose that the two successive transformations Si,
Si+l do not belong to the same one of the groups r 1, r 2, •••.;
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(18)

otherwise, we combine them into one transformation. We apply
the transformation U to a point Zo of R. Let Ii, 1/ represent the
isometric circles of 8 i , 8 i - 1• Since Zo is exterior to 11, 8 1 carries
Zo into Zl within II'. Since II' is exterior to 12, Zl is exterior to 12

and 8 2 carries Zl into Z2 within 12'; and so on. At each step,
leypgths in the neighborhood of the point are decreased. So U
decreases lengths in the neighborhood of Zo; hence Zo is exterior
to the iSQmetric circle of U. Thus the region R of the theorem
is the region lying outside all the isometric circles belonging to
the group r. The existence of R shows that r is properly dis
continuous.

By the use of Theorem 12, employing reasoning similar to that of the
preceding section, we can show that the isometric circles of

8 1, 8 28 1, 8 38 28 1, ••• , U

form a sequence such that each circle encloses the circle which follows it.
It follows that the isometric circle of a cross-product lies within one of the
isometric circles of the original groups, and hence has no bearing on the
construction of R.

A few examples wherein we actually construct combination
groups will throw some light on the various forms which the
region R can take.

Given two equal circles, we can set up infinitely many trans
formations T such that the given circles are the isometric circl€s
of T and T-1. It is easily shown that the most general linear
transformation such that It and It' are, respectively,

Iz - ql = r, Iz - q'l = r,
is

q'z - (qq' + r2ei8 )T= ,
z - q

where () is any real quantity. If It and It' are exterior to one
another, the region exterior to I t and It' is the region R for the
cyclic group generated by T. We shall use groups of this sort in
applying Theorem 13.

(a) Given 2n circles 11, II'; ... ; In, In', which are equal in
pairs, and which are exterior to one another or are externally
tangent. We set up the transformation T i so that T i and T i-1
have the isometric circles Ii and 1/. Then the group generated
by T 1, T 2 , ••• Tn has for a fundamental region the region
outside the 2n circles.
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If no circles are tangent, R is a connected region, although not
simply connected. Its boundary consists entirely of sides,
there being no boundary points of categories (a) or (,,) (Sec. 21).

By making the circles tangent in various ways, the region
exterior to the circles can be separated into several regions.
Then R will consist of several parts.

(b) In the same way, we can select an infinite number of
circles equal in pairs and construct a group. Since we are assum
ing that the isometric circles lie in some finite domain, we shall
have circles of arbitrarily small radius.

These circles can be put together in such a way that R is
composed of an infinite number of separate parts.

(c) That R can be a region whose boundary points are all
limit points is shown by the following example:

FIG. 20.

Let C be a closed curve (Fig. 20). Without going into detail,
it is seen that pairs of isometric circles with which to form
a combination group can be put into the interior of C in such a
manner that every point within or on C which is not within a
circle has an infinite number of circles in its neighborhood.
Then R comprises the exterior of C. The boundary of R, namely
C itself, is composed entirely of limit points.

Constructions of this sort for other and more complicated
forms of the region R will occur to the reader.

An Extension. Schottky Groups.-Results analogous to
Theorem 13 can be derived for other kinds of fundamental
regions. Let r l , ••• , r m be groups with fundamental regions
F I , ••• , F m. Let Fi contain in its interior all points of the
plane not interior to Fi(i ~ j). If the combination group r
be formed we can show that the region F consisting of all points
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common to F 1, , Fm is a .fundamental region for r. The
boundary of F consists of the boundaries of F 1, • • • ,Fm.

In the neighborhood of a point P on the boundary of F i there
exist pQin's not belonging to F i which are congruent to points
of F i • Further, these points can be so chosen that the congruent
points in' Fi lie as near the boundary of Fi as we wish and so
belong to F. The second requirement of the fundamental
region is satisfied.

Obviously, no two points of F are congruent by transforma
tions of the original group. We now consider the effect of a
cross-product on a point Zo of F. Let U = 8 n • • • 8 1 , where
8i(~1) belongs to the group r n " and r n . and rn . are different

, , '+1

groups. 8 1 carries Zo into a point ZI outside Fn1 and hence in
Fn

2
; 8 2 carries Zl into a point Z2 outside Fn

2
and hence in Fn

a
; etc.

Finally, 8n carries Zn-l into a point Zn outside Fnn ; that is, U
carries Zo into a point outside F, and the first property of the
fundamental region is established.

The Schottky groupl is constructed as follows: Let Ql, Ql';
... ; Qm, Qm' be m pairs of circles external to one another.
Let T i be a linear transformation (loxodromic or hyperbolic)
carrying Qi into Q/ in such a way that the exterior of Qi is
carried into the interior of Q/. T i generates a cyclic group r i

for which all that part F i of the plane exterior to Qi and Q/ is
a fundamental region. Here Fi contains all that part of the
plane not contained in Fi(j ~ i). The Schottky group r is
got by combining r 1, ••• , rm. It has as fundamental region
all that part of the plane exterior to the 2m circles. r is gener
ated by the transformations T 1, ••• , T m.

In a subsequent chapter (Chap. X) there will arise group~

generated as is the Schottky group except that Ql, • • . , Qm'
are .closed curves which are not necessarily circles. Such a
combination group is called a "group of Schottky Type."

26. Ordinary Cycles.-Returning now to the fundamental
region R for the general properly discontinuous group, we shall
make a study of the vertices. Let Al be a vertex. If either
of the sides which meet in Al is carried into its congruent side,
A 1 is carried into a vertex at the extremity of this latter arc.
These congruent vertices may be carried into others, with the
result that Al may be congruent to several of the vertices of R.

1 Crelle's Jour., Vol. 101, pp. 227-272, 1887.
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We may find the vertices congruent to A 1 by the following
method: Let us think of the boundary of R as being traced in a
positive sense; that is, with the region on the left. In passing
through a vertex, we proceed along one side to the vertex and
then proceed along a second side from the vertex. We consider
the vertex as the end of the former side and the beginning of
the latter. When a side is carried into its congruent side, the
beginning and end of the former are carried into the end and
beginning, respectively, of the latter; this results from the fact
that the direction around the isometric circle is reversed (Sec.
11 (a)).

Let II be the side beginning at Ai (Fig. 21). This side is
carried by a transformation T l into the congruent side l-i, Al
being carried into A 2 at the end of l-l. There is a side l2 beginning
at A 2• The arc l2 is carried by some transformation T 2 into
the congruent side ~, A 2 being carried into A 3 at the end of l-2.

We can continue in this manner, getting other congruent vertices
until we return to A I and the side ll.

We will return to Al in a finite number of steps. Suppose,
on the contrary, that an infinite number of vertices A 2, A 3, •••

are congruent to A 1. The transformation Sn which carries Al
to An has an isometric circle passing through AI; for if Al is
outside the isometric circle, of Sn, An is within th'e isometric
circle of Sn-1, which is impossible. Then the isometric circles
of S2, Sa, ... , an infinite number, pass through Ai, which is
contrary to the hypothesis that A I is an ordinary point. Hence,
in applying the process just explained, we encounter a finite
number of vertices A 2, A a, ••• Am, congruent to Ai and then
return to AI.l

DEFINITION.-A complete set of congruent vertices of a funda
mental region is called an ordinary cycle.

We shall show presently that there are no vertices of R con
gruent to Al other than those just found; whence Ai, A 2 •••

Am constitute a cycle.
Let T 1, T 2, ••• , T m be the transformations in the preceding

treatment by which we carry Al t~ A 2, A 2 to A a ••• Am to At,
respectively. Some of these transformations, it will be noted,
may be inverses of the others, but each connects a pair of bound-

1 We continue until we encounter the vertex Al followed by the side li.
We may encounter Al once before this happens, in the special case that the
sides at A I are tangent. See Fig. 24 p. 73.
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ing arcs. The transformation S = T m .. · T 2T I carries Al into
itself. It may happen that S is the identical transformation. If
not, S is an elliptic transformation. For, Al is a fixed point of
S; and the fixed points of hyperbolic or loxodromic transforma
tions lie within isometric circles and the fixed point of a parabolic
transformation (Fig. 19) is a limit point of the group.

Consider now the way in which the transforms of R fit
together at AI. The transformations T m, T mTm-I, ••• , T m
... T 2, T m ... T I ( = S) carry Am, Am-I, ... A 2, AI, respec
tively, into AI. Further, the regions Rm, Rm- l , ••• , R 2 , R 1,

respectively, into which these transformations carry R fit together

FIG. 21. FIG. 22.

at Al (Fig. 22). Thus, T m carries Am into AI, Rmbeing adjacent
to R along the arc l-m ending at AI. In general, T i carries Ai into
A i +I and carries R into a region abutting on R along a side
ending in A i + I , whence the transforms of these two regions by
T m • • • T i+1, namely Ri and Ri +I , are adjacent along an arc
issuing from A 1. In proceeding counterclockwise around AI,
starting from R, we encounter in order the adjacent regions Rm ,

R m- I , ••• , R 2, R I • The curvilinear angle of R at An is carried
into an equal angle of Rn at AI.

Since there can be no overlapping of congruent regions, there
are -two possibilities. First, R I may coincide with R and the
regions R, R m, ... , R 2 completely fill up the angle about AI.
Then, S is the identical transformation. The sum of the angles
at the vertices AI, A 2, ••• ,Am is equal to 27r.

If R 1 does not coincide with R, S is an elliptic transformation.
Now, an elliptic transformation with multiplier K = eiO amounts
to a rotation in the neighborhood of the fixed point through the
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angle 8 ~ O. Carrying R into R 1 requires (Fig. 22) that 8be equal
to the sum of the angles at the vertices. On applying S, R,
R m , • • • ,R2 are carried into adjacent regions filling out more of
the region about Al counterclockwise from R I • After a finite
number, k, of applications of S, the region about Al is completely
filled up and Sk(R) coincides with R.

It is now clear that there are no vertices of R congruent to Al
other than A 2, ••• ,Am. For, a transformation carrying any
other vertex A to Al carries R into a region overlapping the
regions which fill out the angle about AI, which is impossible.

We state the preceding results in the following form:
THEOREM 14.-The sum of the angles at the vertices of an ordinary

cycle is 21r/ k, where k is an integer. If k > 1, each vertex of the
cycle is a fixed point of an elliptic transformation of period k.

THEOREM 15.-Each ordinary cycle determines a relation of the
form (TmTm-l · · · T 2 T1)k = 1 satisfied by the transformations
connecting congruent sides of R.

As an illustration of the preceding results, we take the group of Sec. 22,
the fundamental region of which is shown in Fig. 15. Consider the upper
vertex in that figure. The side II beginning at that vertex is carried by T 1

into l-I ending at the lower vertex. The side l-2 beginning at the lower
vertex is carried by T 2-1 into l2 ending at the upper vertex. The upper and
lower vertices thus constitute a cycle.

The transformation S = T 2-1T1is clearly not the identical transformation,
since the sum of the angles at the two vertices is less than 21r; hence, S is an
elliptic transformation with the upper vertex as fixed point. We find
readily that S = T 4, and that S3 = 1. The sum of the angles at the·two
vertices is 21r/3.

Again the origin is a vertex. The arc l2 beginning at the origin is carried
by T 2 into the arc l-2 ending at the origin. Hence, the origin alone consti
tutes a cycle. The angle there is 1r; whence T 2 2 = 1.

Similarly, the vertex at the point 1 constitutes a cycle. There are thus
three cycles.

27. Parabolic Cycles.-If a side of R terminates in a limit
point PI various situations may arise. It may happen that t4ere
is no other side terminating in Pl. Let us suppose that two sides
meet in PI; and let us apply the method given in the preceding
section for getting points congruent to Pl.

Let II be the side beginning at Pl. Then II is carried by a
transformation T I into a side l-l ending at a limit point P2. Let
l2 be the side, if any, beginning at P 2, and let T 2 carry l2 into the
side l-2 ending at P 3 ; and so on.
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In the application of this process there are three situations that
may arise: (1) the process may be terminated at some stage by
arriving at a point at which no side begins; (2) the process may
continue ad infinitum without a return to PI; (3) after arriving at
a finite number of congruent points P 2 , P 3, ••• , Pm, we may
return to PI and the side ll. It is not difficult to set up com
bination groups exemplifying each possibility.

if
If (3) holds, we say/that PI, P 2, ••• ,Pm constitute a parabolic

cycle, arid each point of the cycle is called a "parabolic point."
In many of the groups to be studied subseqlJently R has a

~nite number of sides and the only limit point~'on the boundary

PI
FIG. 23.

are points where two sides meet. These conditions rule out cases
(1) ftnd (2); whence the limit points on the boundary are::parabolic
points .~rranged in cycles.

The transformation S = TmTm-l · · · T 2T 1 carries PI into
itself; whe'nce S is either elliptic or parabolic. The reasoning
of the preceding section can be repeated word for word to show
that Tm, TmTm- 1, ••• , Tm · · · T 2, Tm .. · T 1 carry Pm,
Pm-I, · .. ,P2, PI, respectively, into PI and carry R into regions
R m , R m- 1, ••• , R 2, R 1 fitting together along arcs issuing from
PI in the order shown in Fig. 23. The angle between the sides
of R i which meet at PI is equal to the angle between the sides of
R which meet at Pi.

S carries R into R 1, the side II being carried into the side l'
whi~h separates R 1 and R 2• If S is elliptic II .and It' meet at an
angle different from zero. By repeating S a finite number of
times, the neighborhood of PI is covered by a finite number of
regions, which is contrary to Theorem 9. Hence S is p~rabolic.
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Since S is parabolic, II and l' are tangent at the fixed point Pl.
Then, the arcs bounding the intervening regions are also tangent
to ll. The angle between the sides which meet at each point of
the cycle is zero.

By repeated application of S to the regions in Fig. 23, we get
infinitely many other regions with two sides meeting at PI, the
sides being tangent to ll.

THEOREM l6.-The sides of R which meet at a parabolic point are
tangent. There is an infinite number of regions congruent to Reach
having two sides which meet at the parabolic point and are tangent
to the sides of R.

If the sides of R meet always at vertices or at parabolic pointsJ

the region is' of a particularly simple kind.
THEOREM l7.-If the boundary of R consists entirely of ordinary

points, or if the only limit points on the boundary are parabolic
points, then R has a finite number of sides.

Suppose that 'R has an infinite number of sides. Let ZI, Z2,

... be an infinite suite of points each lying on a side of R and no
two lying on the same side. These points have at least one
cluster point P, which is also a boundary point. In the neighbor
hood of P lie infinitely many sides of R. This is impossible either
at an ordinary point or at a parabolic p6int; and the theorem is
established.

28. Function Groups.-The ord~nary points of a properly
discontinuous group either form a single connected region, or
two-dimensional continuum, ~, or else are separated by the limit
points into two or more two-dimensional contin~ ~, ~1, ~2, •••

DEFINITION.-A prop'erly discontinuous group will be called a
,function group if one of the connected regions ~ into which the limit
points separate t~e plane is carried into itself by all the transforma
tions of the group.

In a finite group or a group with one or two limit points the
ordinary points constitute a single connected region which is
carried into itself by all transformations, whence the group is a
function group. A group of the sort shown in Fig. 20 is not a
function group. It is the function groups only that will play
a part in our subsequent theory.

THEOREM l8.-In the region ~ of a functio.n group lies a part
R o of the region R, and R o is a fundamental region.

Not all of R can be exterior to ~, for then the transforms of
R would all be exterior to ~, contrary to Theorem 6. Let P be
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a boundary point of R o• If P is a limit point, there are points
congruent to points of R o in the neighborhood of P by Theorem 2.
If P is an ordinary point on the boundary of R o, it lies in ~ and
there are points congruent to points of R in its neighborhood.
But these points are congruent to points of Ro since the trans
forms of all other points of R are exterior to~. Since obviously
no points of Ro are congruent, Ro is a fundamental region for the
group.

THEOREM 19.-The sides of R o are congruent in pairs; and the
transformations connecting congruent sides of R o form a set of
generating transformations for the"function group.

It is clear that Ro is bounded in part by sides. For, otherwise,
Ro is bounded entirely by limit points (or consists of the whole
plane if there are no limit points) and coincides with~. Then,
no two points of ~ are congruent, which is impossible. (We
assume here that the function group does not consist solely of the
identical transformation.) Each side of Ro is congruent to some
side of R. But the congruent side must lie in ~ and so is a side
of Ro•

Since ~ is, by hypothesis, a connected region, any interior
point of Ro can be joined to any of its congruent points by a
curve not passing through a limit point of the group. The
latter part of the theorem then follows from Theorem 11.

THEOREM 20.-1f a function group possesses a fundamental
region F which, together with its boundary, consists of interior
points of ~, and whose transforms cover the neighborhood of each of
its boundary points, then the boundary of R o consists of interior
points of ~, and R o has a finite number of sides.

A finite number of transforms of Ro cover F and its bound
ary completely. Let us carry the portion of F in each region R i

into Ro by means of the transformation which carries Ri into Ro•

These transforms of parts of F do not overlap, since no two points
of F are congruent.

Furthermore, they fill Ro completely without lacunre. Sup
pose, on the contrary, that an interior point Zo of Ro is exterior
to all the transforms 'of parts of F. Let Zl be the nearest
point of one of the parts in R o• Then in any neighborhood of Zl

are points which are not covered and which are, therefore, not
congruent to points of F. On carrying the .particular part back
to F, Zl goes into a boundary point of F which has in its neighbor
hood points not congruent to points of F. This is impossible.
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If Ro has a limit point on its boundary, so has one of the
parts covering R o and there is a congruent limit point on the
boundary of F, contrary to hypothesis.

We may now imbed the region R o in a closed region A con
sisting entirely of ordinary points. Only a finite number of
isometric circles enclose points of A. As isometric circles which
are exterior to A cannot form part of the boundary of Ro, it
follows that R o is bounded by a finite number of sides.

The group is then generated by a finite number of trans
formations.

Classification of Function Groups.-We shall separate the func
tion groups into three major classes.

1. Elementary Groups.-These consist of the finite groups and
the groups with one or two limit points.

2. Fuchsian Groups.-A group is called "Fuchsian" if its
transformations have a common fixed circle and if each trans
formation carries the interior of the fixed circle Into itself.

3. Kleinian Groups.-A function group is called" Kleinian" if
it does not belong to one of the pr~ceding classes.

Examples of elementary groups are the group discussed in
Sec. 22 and the' cyclic groups of Sec. 24.

There is a certain amount of overlapping between (1) and (2).
Certain of the elementary groups possess fixed circles; for exam
ple, the non-Ioxodromic cyclic groups.

Most of the combination function groups are Kleinian groups.



CHAPTER III

FUCHSIAN GROUPS

29. The Transformations.-As defined in the preceding
section, a Fuchsian group is a properly discontinuous group'each
of whose transformations carries a certain circle into itself and
carries each of the parts into which the circle divides the plane
into itself. The common fixed circle will be called the l'principal
circle." A point within the principal circle is carried into an
interior point; an exterior point is carried into an exterior point.
If the principal circle is a straight line, a point on one side of the
line is ~arried into~a point on the same side of the line.

Consider now the kinds of transformations that can belong
to a Fuchsian group. We found in Sec. 9 that the only loxo
dromic transformations which have fixed circles carry the
interior of each fixed circle into its exterior. Hence, there can
be no loxodromic transformation. Referring to Sees. 7, 8, 10,
where we studied the fixed circles of the non-Ioxodromic trans
formations, and to the accompanying figures, we see that a
transformation of the group, other than the identical transforma
tion, must be one of the following kinds:

(a) A hyperbolic transformation with its fixed points on the
principal circle.

(b) .A.n elliptic transformation with its fixed points inverse to
one another with respect to the principal circle.

(c) A parabolic transformation with its fixed point on the
principal circle and with its fixed straight line tangent to the
principal circle.

Conversely, a transformation of anyone of these three kinds
carries the circle into itself.

An application of Theorem 20, Sec. 11 (c), gives the following
result:
THEORE~ I.-The isometric circle.s of the transformations of a

Fuchsian group are orthogonal to the principal circle.
30. The Limit Points.-Since the principal circle is trans

formed into itself, it constitutes a set to which Theorem 5 of
Sec. 18 applies. Hence, we have the following theorem:

67
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THEOREM 2.-The limit points of a Fuchsian group lie on the
principal circle.

This theorem can also be proved directly from Theorem 1.
For, the requrrements that a limit point shall have isornetric
circles of arbitrarily small radius in its neighborhood and that
these circles shall be orthogonal to the principal circle can be
met only if the limit point' is on the principal circle.

THEOREM 3.-If there are more than two limit points, either (1)
the set of limit points consists of all points of the princi.pal circle;
or (2) the set of limit points is a perfect set which is nowhere dense
on the principal circle.

We have already found (Sec. 18) Theorem 4) that if there are
more than two limit points the limit points form a perfect set of
points. We must show further that unless every point of the
principal circle is a limit point, then the limit points form a set which
does not contain all the points of any arc of the principal circle.

Let Zo be a point lying on the principal circle and which is not a
limit point. Then the points in the neighborhood of Zo are also
ordinary points. In particular, the points on a suitably smalJ
arc h of the principal circle passing through Zo are ordinary points.

Let P be a limit point. Then, applying Theorem ~2, Sec. 18,
there are points congruent to points of h in the neighborhood of
P. These points are ordinary points and lie on the principal
circle. Since there are ordinary points on the principal circle
in the neighborhood of a limit point, it follows that the set of
limit points is. nowhere dense on the principal circle.

It is known from the theory of perfect sets that the set of
limit points in (2) can be formed by the removal from the princi
pal circle of an infinite number of open arcs, hI, h2, ••• These
arcs do not overlap and have no common end points. Further
between any two arcs lie infinitely many others. The perfect set
consists of the points that remain after the arcs have been removed.

On the basis of the preceding theorem we shall classify Fuchsian
groups as follows:

(a) Fuchs~z"an groups of the first kind, or groups for which every
point of the principal circle is a limit point.

(b) Fuchsian. groups of the second kind, or groups whose limit
points are nowhere dense on the principal circle.

To (b) belong the groups whose limit points form a non-dense
perfect set and also the elementary Fuchsian groups, where the
number of limit points is finite.
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In (a) the limit points separate the plane into two regions each
of which is carried into itself. In (b) the ordinary points form a
single connected region.

We shall find that groups of both kinds exist, and that the
two kinds of groups have strikingly different properties.

31. The Region R and the Region R o.-When we make an
inversion in a circle, any orthogonal circle is carried into itself
and the interior of the orthogonal circle is c~rried into itself.
Hence, from Theorem 1, if we make an inversion in the principal
circle, each isometric circle is carried into itself and its interior
and exterior go, respectively, into its interior and exterior. A
point of R, being exterior to all the isometric circle, is carried
into another point of ll. Hence, we have the following result:

THEOREM 4.-An inversion in the principal circle carries the
region R into itself.

In this inversion, infinity is carried into the center of the
. principal circle, providing, as we shall assume, that the principal
circle is not a straight line. Since the points in the neighborhood
of infinity lie in R, it follows that points in the neighborhood of
the center of the principal circle lie in R.
, The principal circle divides R into two parts which mayor
may not be connected with one another along the principal
circle.

We shall designate by R o the part of R lying within the principal
circle, by R o' the part of R lying without the principal circle.

R o' is the inverse of R o in the principal circle; its sides and
vertices are the inveFses of the sides and vertices of R o• The
sides which bound R o' lie on the same isometric circles as the
sides which bound R o• Corresponding sides are connected by
the same transformations. .

Let a transformation of the group be made. R o is carried
into a region in the interior of the principal circle and R o' into
a region on the exterior. As a consequence of Theorem 10,
Sec. 5, we can state that the two transformed regions are inverse
with respect to the principal circle.

It follows from the preceding remarks t~at, in a study of the
fundamental region, of its sides and vertices, of its congruent
regions, and the like, it will suffice to study the region R o within
the principal circle. An inversion in the principal circle will
then furnish the corresponding results for R o'. We shall,
therefore, limit our study to R o•
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THEOREM 5.-The region R o is simply connected.
It is clear that the region Ro is connected. A straight line

segment from the center of the principal circle to any point
of Ro lies entirely within Ro• Thus any two points of Ro can be
joined by a curve lying in Ro; for example, by combining the line
segments joining each to the center.

Ro is simply connected if any closed curve in Ro can be shrunk
continuously to an interior point without crossing the boundary.
This can be done by the simple process of moving the points of
the curve continuously along radii to the center.

The main facts concerning the sides of R o are summarized
in the following theorem:

THEOREM 6.--;-The sides of R o are circuwr arcs orthogonal to the
principal circle. These arcs are congruent in pairs. Two con
gruent sides are equal in length and congruent points thereon are
equidistant from the center of the principal circle.

That the sides are orthogonal to the principal circle follows
from Theorem 1. That the sides are arranged in congruent
pairs which are equal in length follows from the fact (Sec. 21,
Theorem 10) that the sides of R are so arranged. A side of Ro
is a side, or a portion of a side, of R, and is equal in length to its
congruent side. This congr\lent arc lies also within the principal
circle and is a side of Ro•

That congruent points on two congruent sides of Ro are
equidistant from the center of the principal circle is a conse
quence of Theorem 21, Sec. 11.

Attention should be called to the fact that an arc of the
principal circle along which Ro and Ro' are adjacent is not
considered as a side of R o• The term "side" is here limited to
arcs of isometric circles.

THEOREM 7.-Any closed region lying entirely within the principal
circle is covered by a finite number of transforms of R o• ,These
regions fit together without lacunre.
. This theorem follows from the fact that a region of the kind

specified is covered without lacunre by a finite number of trans
forms of R (Sec. 20, Theorem 8) and from the further fact that
Ro contains all the points of R whose transforms lie within the
principal circle. .

THEOREM 8.-The transforms of R o fill up, without lacunre,
the whole interior of the principal circle. They' cluster in infinite
number about each limit point of the group.
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The first part of this theorem is a consequence of Theorem 7.
A circle Q concentric with the principal circle and of smaller
radius is covered by R oand a finite number of regions congruent to
Ro• By taking the radius of Q near enough to that of the princi
pal circle we can enclose in Q any given point interior to the
principal circle. It follows that the interior of the principal circle
is completely covered. The second part of the theorem follows
from Theorem 9, Sec. 20.

THEOREM 9.-An interior point of R o is nearer the center of the
principal circle than any point congruent to it.

An interior point of R o is outside the isometric circle of any
transformation by which it is carried into a congruent point.
The theorem then follows from Theorem 21, Sec. 11.

32. Generating Transformations.
THEOREM 10.-The transformations by which the sides of R o are

congruent form a set of generating transformations for the group.
If the Fuchsian group is of the first kind, the theorem follows

directly from Theorem 19, Sec. 28; for R o is that part of R lying
in the interior of the principal circle, which may be taken as the
region ~ of Sec. 28. If the group is of the second kind, ~ con
sists of all ordinary points in the plane, and the fundamental

. region of that theorem is R itself. But the sides of R which
lie outside the principal circle are congruent by the same trans
formations that connect the sides of R o and so supply no new
generating transformations.

Let Q be a circle lying within and concentric with the principal circle, and
let us consider the network of regions by which Q is covered. We shall
prove the following theorem:

THEOREM ll.-A circle Q concentric with the principal circle and of smaller
radius is completely covered by R o and by regions which are congruent to R o by
transformations formed by combining those generating transformations which
connect sides of Ro lying wholly or in part in Q.

The network of regions covering Q is found by adjoining regions congruent
to Ro along the sides of Ro lying in Q, adjoining regions along such sides of
these transformed regions as lie in Q, and so on (Sec. 23). In this process,
we employ only those generating transformations connecting sides of R o
which lie in Q or are congruent to sides lying in Q. For example, if one of
these regions, T(Ro), has a side l in Q which is congruent to lk of R o, then
TTk(R o) is the region adjacent to T(Ro) along l. Hence, at each step we
introduce only the generating transformations stated.

Now, when R ois carried into a congruent region, the distance of an interior
point from the center of the principal circle is increased (Theorem 9), hence,
the distance of a boundary point is not decreased. Then all transforms
of all sides of R o which lie outside Q are themselves outside Q; and the
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transformations connecting these sides play no part in the formation of the
network. This establishes the theorem.

THEOREM 12.-Let S be a transformation of the group; let P be the potnt on
the isometric circle of S which is nearest the center of the principal circle; and let
Q be the circle through P concentric with the principal circle. Then S can be
expressed as a combination of those generating transformations which connect
sides of R o which have at least one interior or end point within or on Q.

The theorem is so worded as to include not only sides lying wholly or in
part in Q but also sides which touch Q or have an end point lying on Q.
Since there is but a finite number of sides in the ·neighborhood of Q we can
draw a slightly larger circle Q', concentric with Q, which contains no new
sides of R o• Q' contains P on Is and the congruent point P' on Is', since pI
and P are equidistant from the center of the principal circle.

It follows from the preceding theorem that Q' is completely covered by R o
and the regions congruent to R o by transformations of the kind mentioned in
the present theorem. These regions cover the neighborhoods of P and P'.
S carries interior points of a region T(Ro) in the neighborhood of Pinto

interior points of some region T(Ro) in the neighborhood of P', where both

T and T are combinations of generating transformations of the kind specified

in the theorem. Then ST(Ro) and T(Ro) overlap, whence (Theorem 1,

Sec. 16) ST = T; and S = TT-l. This is a combination of the kind
required; and the theorem is established.

33. The Cycles.-Let AI, A 2, ••• Am be the vertices of an
ordinary cycle of R, arranged in order as in Sec. 26. Then A k

and A k+l are congruent points at the ends of congruent sides
lk, l_k of R. We need consider only vertices of R o, those of R o'
being got by an inversion. It follows from Theorem 6 that A k

and A k+l are equidistant from the center of the principal circle.
The congruent points of a parabolic cycle are limit points and

lie on the principal circle. We have, then, the following theorem:
THEOREM 13.-The congruent vertices of an ordinary cycle lie on

a circle concentric with the principal circle. The points of a
parabolic cycle lie on the principal circle.

There arises the question whether there can be an ordinary
cycle with vertices lying on the principal circle. Such cycles do
exist for certain groups. Two isometric circles which meet on
the principal circle, being both orthogonal to the principal circle,
are tangent. Hence, the angle at each vertex is either 0 or 1r.

In Fig. 24 is shown the region R for a combination group
arising from two hyperbolic cyclic groups. Two of the circles
are made tangent. The order of the sides and vertices, accord
ing to the scheme of Sec. 26 is indicated. The congruent
vertices are in order AI, A 2 , A 3 ( =A 1)} A 4 •
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This situation can arise only if the sum of the angles of the
cycle is 21r. Otherwise, the transformation S = T m • • • T 1 ,

which carries Al into itself, is an elliptic transformation and
(Sec. 29 (b)) the fixed point A I does not lie on the principal circle.
In the figure, the angles at A 2 and A 4 are each 1r and those at
Al and A 3 are zero.

The cycle in this problem is not an essential one and we can remove it
entirely if we wish. We can replace any part of R by a congruent part and
still have a fundamental region. Let the sides l-1 and l2 be slightly deformed
in the neighborhood of A 2 so that A 2 becomes an interior point. The part of
R which is removed in the neighborhoocl of A 2 can be replaced by the con
gruent part lying within I l' in the neighborhood of A 1. Then, II and l-2 are
displaced slightly to the right and the sides no longer touch.

It is not difficult to see that this can be done in the most general case.
In such a cycle, two of the vertices, as A 2 and A 4, have the angle 7r~ and a
finite number have the angle zero. By deforming the sides at one of the
former vertices we can remove <lne of the points of tangency. By deforming
the sides which now meet at the latter point we remove another point of
tangency. By successive steps we can remove the remainder.

34. FJ,1chsian Groups of the First and Second Kinds.-Whether
a Fuchsian group is of the first or the second kind (Sec. 30)
depends upon the region R, as stated in the following theorem:

THEOREM 14.-1f R contains on its interior a point of the princi
pal circle, the group is of the second kind; if not, it is of the first
kind.

The first part of the theorem is evident. If a point of the
principal circle is on the interior of R, it is an ordinary point.
Not all points of the principal circle are limit points; and the
group is of the second kind.

To complete the proof we show that if the group is of j the
second kind, R contains a point of the principal circle on its
interior. Let Zo be an ordinary point on the principal circle.
Then a circle Q can be drawn about Zo such that all points within
and on Q can be covered by a finite number of transforms
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of R (Theorem 8, Sec. 20), RI, ... , Rn , say. Each of these
regions has a finite number of sides lying in Q. For, an infinite
number of sides would have a cluster point in or on Q; and this
cluster point, being the transform of a point of R at which infinitely
many isometric circles cluster, would itself be a limit point, which
is impossible. Further, the sides of these regions, being congru
ent to the sides of R, are orthogonal to the principal circle. Let
h be the arc of the principal circle lying in Q. Then, with the
exception of the finite number of points where the sides of RI,
R 2, ••• Rn meet the principal circle, each point of h is interior

FIG. 25. FIG. 26.

to one of the regions. Let Zl be a point of h interior to Rk •

Making the transformation which carries Rk into R, Zl is carried
into a point which is interior to R and which lies on the principal
circle. The existence of this point establishes the theorem.

If R contains a point of the principal circle on its interior, it
contains all points of an arc of the principal circle passing through
the point. In the group·of the second kind, then, R contains
one or more arcs of the principal circle on its interior. The two
regions Ro and Ro' abut along these arcs.

The region Ro for the two types of groups has the character
illustrated in the accompanying figures. In the group of the
first kind (Fig. 25) Ro either lies, together with its boundary,
within the principal circle; or, if there are points of the boundary
of Roon the principal circle they are limit points of the group with'
sides of l;lo in the neighborhood. In the group of the second kind
(Fig. 26) Ro abuts on the principal circle along one or more arcs,

JPf
and R contains these arCf(~n its interior.

THEOREM 15.-Ro consiiiutes a fundamental region for the
Fuchsian group of the first kind.
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This theorem is a consequence of Theorem 18, Sec. 28.
THEOREM 16.-1f the boundary of R o lies within the principal

circle, or if the only boundary points on the principal circle are
parabolic points, then R o has a finite number of sides. The group
is then generated by a finite number of transformations.

If the only boundary points of R o which lie on the principal
circle are parabolic points, the same is true of the boundary
points of R o'. The first part of the theorem then follows from
Theorem 17, Sec. 27. The latter is then a consequence of
Theorem 10.

In our later work, particularly in the study of uniformization,
we shall come upon Fuchsian groups of the first kind where the
fundamental region is found in quite other ways than that
employed here. We shall give now some theorems concerning
other fundamental regions.

THEOREM 17.-1f a Fuchsian group possesses a fundamental
region F whose transforms cover the neighborhood of each of its
boundary points and which lies within a circle Q concentric with the
principal circle and of smaller radius, then R o lies within Q.

A finite number of transforms of Ro cover F completely.
When we carry the portion of F in each region R, into Ro by
means of the transformation which carries R i into Ro these
transformed parts of F fill Ro completely without lacunre, as
shown in the proof of Theorem 20, Sec. 28. Then, R o is in Q;
for on transforming the parts of F into congruent parts in Ro the
dista~ce of no point from the center of the principal circle is
increased (Theorem 9).

THEOREM 18.-The transforms of F fill up, without overlapping
and without lacunre, the whole interior of the principal circle.

The transforms of F cover Ro completely. The transforms of
F, then, cover all transforms of Ro• These fill up the interior of
the principal circle. There can be no overlapping of the trans
forms of F since no two points of F are congruent.

THEOREM 19.-0f the fundamental regions lying within the
principal circle, R o has the maximum area.

A fundamental region different from R o is formed by replacing
parts of R o by congruent parts. Since R o is exterior to --all iso
metric circles, a shift of any part of Ro to a congruent position
effects a diminution of area. . ,'~.

36. Fixed Points at Infinity. Extension of the Method.-If a
transformation has a fixed point at infinity, either there is no
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isometric circle or all circles are isometric. In the study of a
group, we have supposed hitherto that it has been so transformed
that there are no transformations with 00 as a fixed point. This
involves, of course, no loss of generality. There is, however,
sometimes a distinct loss of simplicity in the definition of the
group. In the present section, we shall discuss briefly the forma
tion of the fundamental region for a properly discontinuous group
certain of whose transformations have fixed points at infinity.

THEOREM 20.-All the transformations of a given group which leave
[ome configuration unaltered constitute a subgroup of the given group.

For, the succession of two transformations which leave the
configuration unaltered and also the inverse of any, leave the
configuration unaltered, and they belong to the given group.

Taking the point at infinity as the configuration of the theorem,
we have the following corollary:

COROLLARy.-All those transformations of a given group which
leave the point at infinity fixed constitute a subgroup of the given
group.

We shall represent by V o(=1), VI, V 2 , • , •• the transforma
tions with 00 as fixed point and shall call the subgroup which
they form r u.

All transformations other than those of r u possess isometric
circles. I t is no longer necessarily true that the radii of these
circles are bounded, that their centers lie in a finite region, or that
the centers are distinct. Concerning these isometric circles we
shall prove the following theorem:

THEOREM 21.-A transformation of the group r u carries an
isometric circle into an isometric circle.

Let It be the isometric circle of T, and let a transformation U
be applied. We shall show that V(It ) is the isometric circle of
the transformation S = UTU-l. U has the form

Z' = V(z) = Kz + b,

where K is the multiplier, as we found in Sees. 6 and 10, Equa
tions (31) and (39'). Since V'(z) = K, the transformation
multiplies all lengths by IKI; the transformation V-I multiplies
all lengths by l/IKI.

Let P be a point on the circle V (I t) and let P be transformed by
S. V-I carries P to P', a point on It, lengths in the neighborhood
being multiplied by l/IKI. T carries pI into pI! without altera
tion of lengths. V multiplies lengths in the neighborhood of P"
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by IKI. The result is that UTU-l has not altered lengths in the
neighborhood of P; hence P is on the isometric circle of Is.

Let us now construct a fundamental region F for the subgroup
r u. The existence of F follows (after a preliminary transforma
tion of the group ru) from the general theory of the preceding
chapter-sides congruent in pairs, ordinary vertices arranged
in cycles, etc. In many cases, however, as in Figs. 11 to 14,
we know a fundamental region already, and we do not need
to employ the general theory.

The principal theorem of the present section will now be proved.
THEOREM 22.-Let F be a fundamental region for the subgroup

ru, where the sides of F are congruent in pairs and the transforms
of F cover the finite plane,l and let R consist of all 'that part of F
which is exterior to all isometric circles of the group. Then R is a
fundamental region for the group.

A transfo:rmation of r u carries a point of R into a point of a
region congruent to F and ,hence outsIde R. Any other trans
formation of the group carries a point of R into the interior of
an isometric circle and hence outside R. So no two points of R
are congruent.

On the assumption that the sides of F are congruent in pairs, the
sides of R are congruent in pairs. That part of a side of F which
is exterior to all isometric circles, and so is also a side of R, is,
from Theorem 21, congruent to a side which is also exterior to all
isometric circles. An ordinary boundary point P of R lying on
an isometric circle It is carried by T into a point PIon It'. We
can sh01N in the usual way that pI is interior to no isometric
circle. If pI lies in F, it is a boundary point of R; if not, it lies
ina congruent region U(F), and the congruent pointP" = U-l(PI

)

lies in F and is a boundary point of R. It follows that'the sides
of R which lie on isometric circles are congruent in pairs.

A region about a boundary point of R on a side lI'contains points
congruent to points of R in the neighborhood of the congruent
side l_l; the neighborhood of a limit point contains points con
gruent to points of R by Theorem 2, Sec. 18. Hence, R is a
fundamental region.

The further properties of R, such as the arrangement of the
vertices in cycles, the theorems on the generating transformations,

1 The fundamental regions of Figs. 11 to 14 have these properties. That
the most general subgroup r u has a fundamental region whose transforms
cover the whole finite plane will appear in Chap. VI.
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and the like, are established as in our previous treatment, and
will not be repeated here.

36. Examples. The Group oj the Anharmonic Ratios.-This
group (Sec. 13 (2)) contains, in addition to the identical trans
formation, the following transformations:

1 1
U = 1 - Z, T 1 =, T 2 = --,z 1 - z

z - 1 Z
T 3 = -z-' T 4 = Z - 1·

Here U is a rotation through the angle 1r about the point ~'2.

A fundamental region for the subgroup r u is the half plane
bounded by any straight line through ~'2; for instance, the upper
half plane.

The isometric circles of the remaining transformations are

11,13 : Izl = 1; 12,14 : Iz - 11 = 1.

~T3

-1 0 1 2

FIG. 27.

We have, then, as a fundamental region R for the group that
part of the upper half plane lying outside these circles (Fig. 27).

The rectilinear sides of R are congruent by U, the circular
sides by T 3• U and Ta are then generating transformations.
From the two cycles of angles 21l"/3 and 1r, we have the relations
T 33 = 1 and (UT 3)2 = 1.

A Group with Qo as Principal Circle.-As a further example,
we shall consider the group mentioned in Sec. 13 (7):

, az + c
z = ---, ali - cc = 1,

cz + Ii

where a and c are complex integers. This is a Fuchsian group
with Q0 as principal circle.

When c = 0, we have, ali = 1; whence, a = ± 1 or ± i. This
gives for r u the two transformations,

z' = z,
. iz

z' = U(z) = -. = -z.
-~
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U is a rotation about the otigin through the angle 7r. A funda
mental region for r u is the half plane above the real axis.

Among the remaining transformations, consider, first, those
with'" the largest isometric circles. The smallest absolute value
of e occurs when e =' ±1 or ±i. Then aa = 1 + cc = 2; and
a = ± 1 ± i. This gives for the center -ale, the possible
positions 1 + i, 1 - i, .-1 + i, -1 - i. Only two circles
with these centers and of unit radius lie in the upper half plane.
They are the isometric circles of

T = (1 + i)z + 1
z+l-i

and its inverse. They are shown in Fig. 28.
We shall now show that each other isometric circle in t1}.e

upper half plane is contained in one of these. Each such circle
is orthogonal to Qo and of radius less than 1. Unless it lies
within or is tangent internally to one of the two circles already
drawn, it must contain one of the points ± 1 or i on its interior.
I ts isometric circle is

lez + al = 1, Icl > -1.
If one of the three points lies within this circle, we have

I±e + al < 1, or· lie +al < 1.
Since the term whose absolute value appears in the first member
is an integer, its absolute value can be less th~n 1 only if it is
zero. Then lei = lal, and aa - ec = 0, which is impossible.

R, then, is that part of the upper half plane which is exterior
to the two circles of Fig. 28. R contains no points of Qo; so
the group is of the first kind. All points of Qo are limit points.
R consists of two parts: Ro within Qo, and Ro', the inverse of
R o in Qo. The transforms of Ro fill up the whole interior of Qo.
U and T are generating transformations.

There are three cycles. The origin constitutes an ordinary
cycle of angle 7r, whence U2 = 1. The point i constitutes a
parabolic cycle. The points 1 and -1 form a second parabolic
cycle.

37. The Modular Group.-This group (Sec. 13 (5)) consists
of the transformations

, az + b
z = ez + d' ad - be = 1,

where- a, b, c, d, are real integers. The real axis is a fixed circle.
Whether the upper half plane is carried into itself or into the
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lower half plane can be determined from a consideration of one
point. When z = i, we find z' = [ae + bd + (ad - be)i]j(e2 +
d2

) • . The imaginary part of this quantity is positive; so z' is
also in the upper half plane. The group is thus a Fuchsian
group.

When c = 0, we have ad = 1. Then a = d = ±1, and b
can have any integral value. This gives for the subgroup r u

(Sec. 35) the set of transformations

z' = z + n,

u..
Ro

FIG. 29.

where n is any integer. This is the group of translations whose
fundamental region-setting w = I-is shown in Fig. 12. We
shall take as fundamental region the strip enclosed by lines
perpendicular to the real axis through the points ±~~. The
subgroup is generated by the transformation

z' = U(z) = z + 1.

Consider the largest isometric circles. If c = ± 1, we have
ad + b = 1. For any integral value of a and d, we can deter
mine from this equation an integral value of b. It follows that
the center, +d, of the isometric circle I±z + dl = 1 can be any
integer. These circles, then, are the unit circles with centers
at the real integers. They are the large circles in Fig. 29.

These isometric circles enclose all points within a distance of

~~V3 of the real axis. For any other transformation lei ~ 2;
and the isometric circle is of radius not exceeding ~~. As the
center is on the real axis, such a circle lies in the space enclosed
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by the unit isometric circles. These smaller circles, then, can
form no part of the boundary of R.

The region R, lying in the period strip previously selected
and exterior to the isometric circles, is bounded by the unit
circle with center at the origin. It consists of the region R o
shown in the figure together with the reflection of Ro in the real
axis. The circular boundary of Ro consists of two sides l2 and
l-2 which are congruent by

z' = T(z) = 1--,
z

an elliptic transformation with fixed points ±i. U and Tare
generating transformations for the group.

There are three cycles. The point at infinity, to which
R o extends, is a parabolic point and constitutes a cycle. The
point i constitutes a cycle of angle 7r; whence T2 = 1. The

remaining two vertices, namely, ±~~ + '}~V3i, constitute a
cycle of angle 27r/3.

To get the relation connecting U and T which arises from
the last cycle, we proceed as in Sec. 26. Starting from the
right-hand vertex and the side l-l beginning there, we get the
transformation U- 1 then T before 'returning. Then,

18 = TU- 1 = - ----
z - 1

is a transforms of period three which carries the right-hand
vertex into itself. The desired relation is 8 3 = 1 or TU-ITU-l
TU-l = 1. This can also be written, if we take the inverse
and use the fact that T-l = T, in the form

UTUTUT = 1.

The transforms of Ro cover the whole upper half plane. A
number of the regions congruent to R o are shown drawn to scale
in the figure. The regions cluster in infinite number about each
point of the real axis.

38. Some Subgroups of the Modular Group.-As a further
exemplification of the method of forming the fundamental region,
we shall now consider a particular set of the great variety of
subgroups contained within he modular group. Let n be an
integer greater than 1, and consider all those transformations of
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ST = 0a + n 2{3'c')z + n(ab' + (3'd).
n("'I'a + DC')Z + n2'Y'b' + od

Since n(ab' + (3'd) and n("'I'a + DC') are divisible by n, this
belongs to the set. Thus both group properties are satisfied.

the modular group for which band C are divisible by n. We then
have all transformations of the form

T = az + nb', ad - n 2b'c' = 1,
nc'z + d

where"a, b', c', d are real integers.
We prove first that these transformations form a group.

The inverse, T-l = (-dz + nb')/(nc'z - a) is of the same form.
Let S = (az + n{3')/(n'Y'z + 0) be a second transformation of the
set, then

u..
Ro

u
)

FIG. 30. FIG. 31.

T=_Z_.
2z + 1

Setting c' = OJ we get for the group r u the set of transformations

Um = z + mn,
where m is any integer. r u is generated by U = z + n..

In the accompanying figures, fundamental regions for two
cases are shown. The reasoning follows the lines of the preceding
sections and is left to the reader.

Figure 30 shows Rofor the case n = 2. The group is generated
by the two transformations

U = z + 2,

There are three parabolic cycles.
Figure 31 is for the case n = 3. The generating transforma

tions are
z 4z - 3 5z + 3U = z + 3, T1 = --, T 2 = -- -, T 3 = ---.

3z + 1 3z - 2 3z + 2

There are four parabolic cycles and one ordinary cycle of angle 21r.



CHAPTER IV

AUTOMORPHIC FUNCTIONS

39. The Concept of the Automorphic Function.-Automorphic
functions are the generalization of the circular, hyperbolic,
elliptic, and certain other functions of elementary analysis. A
circular function, as sin z, has the property that it is unchanged
in value if z is replaced by Z + 2m7r, where m is any integer;
that is, the function is unaltered in value if z be subjected to
a transformation of the group z' = Z + 2m7r. A hyperbolic
function, such as sinh z, is unchanged in value if z be subjected to

- a transf<?rmation of the group ·z' = Z + 2m7ri. An elliptic func
tion, as the Weierstrassian function '.l3(z), retains its value
under transformations of a 'group of the form z' = z + mw + m'w'.

The automorphic function is an extension of this concept
to the more general properly discontinuous group. Roughly
speaking, a function is automorphic with respect to such a group
if it has the same value at congruent points. We shall lay down a
more precise definition.

By the domain of existence of a single-valued analytic function
fez) we shall mean the set of points at which fez) is analytic or
has poles. The domain of existence is a connected region con
sisting entirely of interior points,-a two dimensional continuum.

DEFINITION.-A function fez) will be said to be automorphic with
respect to a group of linear transformations T 1, T 2 ••• provided

1. fez) is a single-valued analytic function.
2. If z lies in the domain of existence of fez) so also shall Tn(z).
3. f[Tn(z)] == fez).
Because of the first condition, the functions here defined

might more properly be called "single-valued" automorphic
functions. There exist many-valued analytic functions satisfy
ing conditions (2) and (3). But we shall be concerned altogether
with single-valued functions; and to avoid repeatedly calling
attention to this fact we shall make single-valuedness a part of
the definition.

83
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We note that there arc no fupctions, other'tnan constants,
which are automorphic, according to this definition, with respect
to a continuous or an improperly discontinuous group. For, let
F(z) be such a function and let Zo be a point at which the function
is analytic. There are infinitely many points in the neighbor
hood of Zo which are congruent to ZOo At each of these points
F(z) = F(zo). It is a well-known fact that a function can take
on the same value at an infinite number of points in the neighbor
hood of a point at which it is analytic only if it is constant.

It is observed from the definition, that if fez) is automorphic
with respect to a group it is automorphic with regpect to any
subgroup.

In showing that a function is automorphic with respect to a
group, it is not necessary to investigate conditions (2) and (3)
for all points of the domain of existence of the function nor for
all transformations of the group. As the following theorems
show, it suffices to establish the conditions for some small region
and for the generating transformations of the group.

THEOREM I.-Let fez) be a single-valued function analytic at zoo
Let T(zo), where T is a linear transformation, lie in the domain of
existence of the function; and let

f[T(z)] == fez) (1)

be valid in the neighborhood of zoo Then, if z is any point in the
domlain of existence of the function, so also is T(z), and (1) holds
throughout the whole domain of existence.

The transformation T carries the domain of existence of fez) into
itself·

This theorem is an immediate consequence of the principle
of analytic continuation. The two functions of z that appear in
(1) are identical in a region surrounding Zo; they are, therefore,
identical in any region to which either can be continued analyti
cally. Let Zl be a point at which fez) is analytic. Then fez)
can be continued analytically from Zo throughout a suitable
region S surrounding Zl. Then in S f(T(z)) is analytic and (1)
holds. That is, fez) is analytic in the neighborhood of Zl' =
T(zl) and f(zr') = f(zl).

In the neighborhood of a pole Z2, fez) is analytic and fez)
becomes infinite as z approaches Z2. Then fez) is analytic in the
neighborhood of Z2' = T(Z2) and becomes infinite as Z2' is
approached.
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T carries any point of the domain of existence of fez) into
another such point. The same is true of T-l; since f[T-l(z)] ==
fez) holds in the neighborhood ~f zo' = T(zo). Then T carries
no point without the domain of existence into the domain.
Hence, T carries the domain of existence into itself.

THEOREM 2.-1f fez) is a single-valued analytic function and if

f[T 1(z)] == fez), f[T 2(z)] == fez), ... ,

then f(z) is automorphic with respect to the group generated by
T 1, T 2 , •

Each transformation of the group carries the domain of existence
of f(z) into itself.

The group is formed by constructing all possible products by
means of T 1, T 2, ••• and their inverses. It is clear that fez)
is unaltered when z is replaced by T1-l(Z), T 2-1(Z), ... Since
any product can be formed by repeatedly combining transforma
tions two at a time it suffices, to prove the first part of the
t~eorem, to point out that if f[S(z)] == fez), f[T(z)] == fez), then
f[ST(z)] == fez). But if z is in the domain of existence of the
function so is T(z), and hence ST(z), and we have j[ST(z)] ==
j[T(z)] == fez).

The latter part of the theorem is an application of the latter
part of Theorem 1.

Consider, as an example, the function cos z. We have cos
(z + 27r) == cos z and cos (-z) == cos z. Then cos z is auto
morphic with respect to the group generated by z' = z + 27r
and z' = -z.

The existence of a non-constant single-valued analytic function
which is unaltered when a set of linear transformations is applied
to the independent variable is sufficient to show that the group
generated by the transformations is properly discontinuous.
Thus, the group mentioned in the preceding paragraph is
necessarily properly discontinuous.

THEOREM 3.-The domain of existence of an automorphic
function extends into the neighborhood of every limit point of
the ·group.

For, in the neighborhood of a limit point lie points congruent
to points in the domain of existence of the function. These
points belong to the domain of existence of the function.

THEOREM 4.-1f the automorphic function is not a constant, each
limit point of the group is an essential singularity of the function.
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In the neighborhood of a point at which a function is analytic
or has a pole, the function can take on any value only a finite
number of times. In the neighborhood of a limit point there is
an infinite number of congruent. points at which the function
takes on the same value. Hence, the limit point is an essential
singularity.

,COROLLARy.-All points of the domain of existence of a non
constant automorphic function are ordinary points.

It is not true, of course, that all points on the boundary of the
domain of existence of the function are necessarily limit points.
The limit points lie on the boundary of the rdomain, but there
may be further boundary points. For example, the function
e'l3(z) is automorphic with respect to the group z' = z + mw +
m'w'. Its domain of existence consists of all points except the
point 00 (the only limit point) and the points mw + m'w'. At
these latter points 'l3(z) has poles and the function has essential
singularities.

It results from the preceding discussion that not all properly
discontinuous groups have non-constant automorphic functions.

THEOREM 5.-Ij a group possesses a non-constant automorphic
function, it is a junction group.

Let a group have a non-constant automorphic function existing
in a domain S. Let 2; be the part of the plane, bounded by
limit points, in which S lies. ~ consists of all ordinary points
which can be joined to a point of S by curves not passing through
limit points. Any point z of ~ and a curve C joining it to a
point of S are carried by any transformation T of the group into
a point z' and a curve C' joining z' to a point of S, where C'
consists of ordinary points. Then z' belongs to ~; whence ~

is carried into itself. The group is, therefore, a function group.
We shall find in the following chapter that every function

group possesses non-constant automorphic functions.
40. Simple Automorphic Functions.-In the present chapter,

and in our later work, we shall have much to do with automorphic
functions of a somewhat restricted kind. We shall impose
restrictions both on the character Qf the function and on the group
with respect to which it is automorphic.

Let j(z) have no essential singularity at an ordinary point of
the group. Then the domain of existence of the function, pro
vided it is not a constant, is one of the regions ~ into which the
limit points of the group separate the plane.
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That part R o of R which lies in ~ is a fundamental region for
the group. We shalf require that R o have a finite number of
sides.

If R o possesses one or more parabolic points we shall impose a
further condition on the function. As z approaches a parabolic
point P from the region Ro let the function approach a definite
value, finite or infinite; that is,

lim fez) = C, or 00,
z=p

where z is restricted, in its approach, to lie within or on the
boundary of Ro.! ,

To avoid long circumlocutions in the statement of theorems
we shall call such a functien a "simple automorphic function."
A simple automorphic function then (1) belongs to a function
group such that R o has a finite number of sides; (2) has the
domain of existence ~, provided it is non-constant; and (3)
behaves in the manner specified at the parabolic points, if any.

If the group is finite, ~ consists of the whole plane. The
simple automorphic function, then, has no other singularities
than poles and is,- therefore, a rational function.

If the group is Fuchsian, the simple automorphic function is
called a "Fuchsian function." If the group is of the first kind,
the domain of existence of the function, if not constant, is the
interior or the exterior of the principal circle. If the group is of
the second kind, the domain of existence consists of the whole
plane exclusion of the limit points lying on the principal circle.

If the group is Kleinian, the simple automorphic function is
called a "Kleinian function."

Extension of the Dejinition.-If fez) is a simple automorphic
function belonging to a group Tn, we shall define

y;(z) == j[S(z)],

where S is a linear transformation to be a simple automorphic
function- belonging to the transformed group S-lTnS. It is
clearly automorphic; for

.p[S-ITnS(z)] == j[SS-ITnS(z)] == j[TnS(z)] == f[S(z)] == Y;(z).
Here y;(z) has the domain of existence S-l(~), where ~ is the
domain of existence of f(z); and S-l(Ro) is a fundamental region
with a finite number of sides for the transformed group.

1 If P counts as two parabolic points of the region, as in Fig. 19, the
approach shall be from one side only. There shall be a limit when the
approach is from either side, but the two limits may be different.
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By this rneans we extend the definition to groups with fixed
points or limit points at infinity. Such a group can be repre
sented in infinitely many ways as the transform of a group with
infinity as a non-fixed ordinary point. The propositions deriyed in
this chapter-on zeros, poles, algebraic relations, etc.-hold for
the fundamental region S-l(Ro) when the group is transformed.

Also, for many of the commoner groups we know already
fundamental regions, not based on isometric circles, to. which
the proofs of the following theorems apply (Figs. 11 to 14, for
example). In the general case, however, we fall back on the region
R o, for the reason that the properties of R have been established
with complete generality.

A familiar example of a simple automorphic function is the
Weierstrassian ~-function. Here the domain of existence is
the finite plane, the period parallelogram is a fundamental
region, and there are no parabolic points.

Likewise sin z is a simple automorphic function. The period
strip is a fundamental region with _parabolic points at the ends.
We find readily that sin z approaches 00 as z approaches either
end of the strip.

41. Behavior at Vertices and Parabolic Points.-Of the fixed
points of the transformations of a group, only those belonging
to elliptic transformations can lie within the domain in which
the automorphic function is analytic or has poles; all other fixed
points are liInit points. At a fixed point of an elliptic transfor
mation, the function must behave in a particular way.

THEOREM 6.-A non-constant automorphic function takes on its
value k times, or some multiple thereof, at a fixed point of an elliptic
transformation of period k within the domain of existence of the
function.

A function fez) is said to take on its value s times at a point
Zo at which it is analytic if it can be written, in the neighborhood
of the point, in the form f(z) = f(zo) + (z - ZO)8cp(Z) where cp(z)
is analytic at Zo and cp(zo) ~ O. It takes on the value infinity
s times if l/f(z) takes on the value zero s times. If Zo = 00,

z - Zo is replaced by liz.
Let Zo be the fixed point of an elliptic transformation of

period k. We shall suppose that Zo is finite. Then there is a
transformation S of the form

z' - Zo z - Zo___ = e21rilk ---,'
z' - zo' z - Zo
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where zo', the second fixed point, is distinct. from zoo Let fez)
be analytic at zo; then we can write, for z in the neighborhood
of Zo,

(
z - ZO)8fez) = f(zo) + (z - Zo)S<p(Z) = f(zo) + --, t/;(z),
z - Zo

where t};(z) = (z - zo')s<p(z); so t/;(z) is analytic at zo and y;(zo) ~
o. If z is in the neighborhood of Zo so also is z.. = S(z); so

fez') = f(zo) + (z; - zo,)Sy;(Z') = f(zo) + (z - zo,)se2-rriS/kt/;(Z').
z - Zo Z - Zo

Since the function is automorphic, fez') = fez), whence

e2-rris/k = Y;(zL.
y;(z')

The first member of this equation is constant; so, also, is the
second. Letting z approach Zo, z' also approaches Zo, and we
have

e2-rrie/k = 1.

It follows that s, which is a positive integer, is a rnultiple of k,
which was to be proved.

If fez) has a pole at Zo, l/f(z) is an automorphic function with
a zero at ZOo The order of the zero is a multiple of k; hence,
fez) has a pole whose order is a multiple of k.

The proof for the case that Zo = 00 is not essentially different.
THEOREM 7.-A non-constant automorphic function takes on its

value k times, or some multiple thereof, at a vertex belonging to a
cycle the sum of whose angles is 27r/ k.

This is a corollary of the preceding theorem. If k > 1, the
vertex is a fixed point of an elliptic transformation of period k
(Sec. 26, Theorem 14); if k = 1, the proposition is trivial.

Consider now the behaviour of a simple automorphic function
at a parabolic point P. We can carry the congruent points of
the cycle to P, the transforms of the fundamental region
fitting together at P as in Fig. 23. Then fez) approaches a
definite finite or infinite value as z approaches P from within
the regions of that figure. For, fez) approaches a limit as z
approaches P within or on the boundary of each region; and,
owing to the common boundaries, the limits are equal. In other
words, fez) approaches the same value at all the points of the
parabolic cycle.
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As pointed out in Sec. 27, the transformation S which carries
R of Fig. 23 into R l , and the side II into l', is parabolic. S has
the form (Sec. 10, Equation 37)

1 1
Z'- P = z- P + c.

We shall investigate the function in the triangular region
ZlZ2P formed by ll, l', and a small circle C through P orthogonal
to the sides which meet at P (Fig. 32(a)). C is a fixed circle for
S. By repeated applications of S, the transforms of the
region mentioned fill up the circle C; and the values of fez) repeat
themselves in the transformed regions.

c .---------

(b)
FIG. 32.

(c)

We make the change of variable
t = e21ri / c (z-P)

thus mapping the region under consideration on the t-plane.
We write this in the form

21ri
Z = ----, t = eZ •

c(z - P)

The first transformation is linear. It carries Pinto 00 and the
circles into straight lines. Let Zl and Z2 be the transforms

. of Zl and Z2. We have

21riZl = --- ----,
C(Zl - P)

Z2 = --~ = 21ri[__1_ + c] = Zl + 21ri.
C(Z2 - P) C Zl - P

The arc ZlZ2 of C is transformed into a straight line parallel to
the imaginary axis (Fig. 32(b)). The sides PZ1 and z~ are
carried into straight lines perpendicular to Z l Z2, and~ hence,
parallel to the real axis. The triangle of (a) is mapped on the
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region bounded by the three lines of (b). Congruent points of II
and l' are carried into points in (b) which differ by 27ri.

These latter points are carried into coincident points by the
transformation t = eZ • The side Z l Z2 is carried into a circle
with center at the origin. The original circular arc triangle is
thus mapped on a circle slit along a radius, as in (c).

The functionf(z) becomes a function of t, cp(t), analytic except
for poles within and on the boundary of the region in (c) except
possibly at O. cp(t) takes on the same value at a point on the
radius along which the region is slit when approached from either
side. This slit can be removed, the function being single-valued.
Since cP(t) approaches a finite value at 0 or becomes infinite, either
it is analytic at 0, if properly defined there, or it has a pole at O.

We have established the following result:
THEOREM 8.-At a parabolic point a simple automorphic function

is a function of t analytic or having a pole at t = 0, where

t = e27ri/ c(z-P).

If P = 00, S has the form z' = z + c and we put t = e27riz/c

in Theorem 8.
In the neighborhood of 0, Fig. 29 (c), we can write

fez) = cp(t) = an + alt + a2t2 + ...
or

fez) = t-n(ao + alt + .. · ),
according as fez) approaches a finite value or becomes infinite as
z approaches P. This expansion is valid in a circle with 0 as
center ~nd passing through the nearest singularity of the func
tion in the t-plane. Carrying this back to t:p.e z-plane, the
expansion is valid within the circle C through the nearest pole or
limit point of fez). ·

42..The Poles and Zeros.-In counting the poles and zeros of a
simple automorphic function which lie in the fundamental
region, certain conventions are necessary in the cases of poles or
zeros lying on the boundary. (1) If there is a pole or zero on the
side In there is a pole or 'zero at the congruent point on the side
l-n. Only one of these shall be counted as belonging to the
region.' (2) The order 8 of a pole or zero at a vertex shall be
partitioned equally among the regions which meet there. If
there are m vertices in the cycle and the sum of the angles at the
vertices is 27r/k, then km regions meet at each vertex. Counting
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s/km poles or zeros at each vertex, we have s/k poles or zeros at
all the m vertices of the cycle. This number (Theorem 7) is an
integer. (3) If fez) becomes infinite or approaches zero at a
parabolic point P we shall determine the number of poles or
zeros from the behavior of <pet) at the origin. The number of
poles or zeros of <pet) at t = 0 shall be the number of poles or zeros
of fez) in the parabolic points, taken all together, of the cycle
to which P belongs.

The number of times fez) takes on any other value C shall be
the number of times fez) - C takes on the value zero.

THEOREM 9.-A simple automorphic function which is not
identically zero has an equal number of zeros and poles in the funda
mental region.

Suppose, first, that the function has neither poles nor zeros on
the boundary. Then,

N- M= 2:ifdlog fez),

D •

R

C A
(a)

R

(b)
FIG. 33.

An
(c)

where N is the number of zeros in the fundamental region, and M
the number of poles, the integral being taken in a positive sense
around the boundary. (If the region is multiply connected or
disconnected, we integrate, of course, around the complete
boundary.)

Consider the parts of the integral arising from two congruent

sides AB and CD (Fig. 33(a)): LB

d log J(z) + incd log fez).

At the congruent points z and z', we havef(z') = fez); then, log
fez') and log fez) differ at most by a multiple of 21ri, and d log
fez) = d log fez'). The second integral can then be written

.J:Ad log f(z); and the two integrals cancel. The integrals along

each pair of congruent sides cancel, and we have N - M = 0,
or N = M; which was to be proved.

If there is a zero or pole on the side AB, we deform the side
slightly, as in Fig. 33 (b), so as to include the zero or pole, and
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we make the corresponding alteration in the side CD. The
integrals along the new congruent sides cancel as before. Only
one of the two zeros or poles now lies within the contour. The
theorem holds as before, since but one of the pair should be
counted as belonging to the region.

Let fez) have a zero of order 8 at a vertex. We alter the path
of integration to exclude each vertex of the cycle as in Fig. 33(c),
the points Bn , Cn being at a distance d from An. The parts of
the sides that remain are congruent in pairs; and the integrals
over these sides cancel as before. At An we have fez) = (z 
An)scp(z), where cp(z) is analytic at An and does not vanish there;
and

.£
en .£en .£encp' (z )dzd logf(z) = 8 dlog (z - An) + ~-- --.

B n Bn B n cp(z)

Letting d approach zero, the last integral approaches zero, since
the integrand remains finite and the length of the path of integra
tion approaches zero. The prst integral of the second member
approaches 8( -iLA). Summing for all the vertices of the
cycle, we have

If the sum of the angles of the cycle is 27r/ k, we have

8 8
N - M = - k' or N + k = M.

Here, N is the number of zeros within the contour. As 8/k is
precisely the number of zeros which we are to count at the ver
tices of the cycle, the number of zeros is equal to the number of
poles.

A pole at a vertex is treated similarly, 8 being replaced by -8.

Finally, let fez) have a pole or zero at a parabolic point P.
Draw a circle C through P, as in Fig. 32, sufficiently small
that there are no poles or zeros other than at P within the region
ZlZ2P of that figure. The arc ZlZ2 cuts off from the regions that lie
in ZlZ2P certain parts AI, A 2 , As, ..• ,Am. The congruent parts
AI', A 2', ••• , Am' lying in the fundamental region make up the
neighborhoods of the parabolic points of the cycle. We shall
remove these parts from the fundamental region and integrate
around the contour of the remainder. The integrals over pairs of
congruent sides cancel. The integrals over the circular arcs
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cutting off the parabolic points may be replaced by the integrals
over the congruent arcs on C:

1 .r.Z1

N - M = -2' d log fez).
7r't Z2

This last integral may be replaced by 1/27rifd log cp(t) taken
clockwise around the circle in Fig. 32(c). This has the value
-s if cp(t) has a zero of order s at t = 0, and the value p if cp(t)
has a pole of order p there. Hence we have N + s = M or
N = M + p; and the theorem holds.

By combinations of the preceding methods of contour integra
tion we dispose of all cases in which there is a finite number of
poles and zeros on the boundary of the fundamental region.
Now, fez) cannot have an infinite number of poles for the poles
would then have ~ cluster point z'. If z' is an ordinary point,
fez) has an essential singularity there; if z' is a parabolic point,
cp(t) has an essential singularity at the origin, both of which
are contrary to hypothesis. Similarly fez) cannot have an
infinite number of zeros unless it is identically zero, for a cluster
point of zeros would be, likewise, an essential singularity. Hence,
the theorem is established.

THEOREM 10.-A simple automorphic function which has no
poles in the fundamental region is a constant.

Let fez) be a simple automorphic function having no poles
in the fundamental region; and let its value at Zo, a point of
the region, be C. Then f(z) - C is a simple automorphic function
with a zero at Zo and having no poles. This is possible, accord
ing to Theorem 9, only if fez) - C == 0, or fez) == C.

THEOREM 11.-A simple automorphic function which is not a
constant takes on ever'll value the same number of times in the funda
mental region.

If a simple automorphic function fez) is not constant, it
has a certain finite number of poles in the fundamental region.
The function fez) - C, where C is any constant, is a simple
automorphic function with the same poles as fez). The number
of zeros is equal to the number of poles. That is, the number of
times fez) takes on the value C is equal to the number of poles
of fez), which establishes the theorem.

43. Algebraic Relations.-As a consequence of the preceding
results, the following important theorem can now be established.
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THEOREM 12.-Between two simple automorphic functions
belonging to the same group and having the same domain o! existence,
there exists an algebraic relation.

Let !1(Z) and !2(Z) be two such simple automorphic functions,
with k 1 and k 2 poles, respectively, in the fundamental region.
We are to show that there exists a relation of the form

cF(!I, !2) == A 1!lm!2n + A 2!lm!2n- 1+ · · · + A Cm+1)(n+l) = 0, (2)

where AI, A 2, ... are constants, the relation holding for all
values of z in the domain of definition of the functions. What
ever values be given to the constants, the function cF is a simple
automorphic function. The degrees of cF in !1 and !2, namely,
m and n, respectively, will be determined later. The number of
poles of cF is not greater than mk1 + nk2•

The most general polynomial of degree m in !1 and n in f2
contains (m + l)(n + 1) constants. We can so choose these
constants that cF shall have zeros at (m + l)(n + 1) - 1
assigned points in the fundamental region. For, let Cl, C2,
... , CCm+l)(n+l)-l be distinct points of the region different
from the poles of !1(Z) and !2(Z); and let AI, A 2, ••• be deter
mined to satisfy the equations

A 1!lm(Ci)!2n(Ci) + ... + A(m+l)(n+l) = 0, (3)
i = 1, 2, · · · , (rn + 1) (n + 1) - 1.

Constants not all zero can always be found to satisfy these
equations, since there is one more constant than equations to be
satisfied. With these values of A 1, A 2, ••• , cF has zeros
at the points Cl, C2, • • •

. The function then has at least (m + l)(n + 1) - 1 zeros
and not more than mk1 + nk2 poles. Now, if m and n be large
enough

(m + l)(n + 1) - 1 > mk1 + nk2, (4)

and cF has more known zeros than possible poles. According to
Theorem 9, cF is identically zero. This establishes the theorem.

It will generally happen, if the algebraic relation be found
in this manner, that cF is reducible:

cF(!I, !2) == cFl(!I, !2)cF2(!I, !2) · · . cFr (fl' !2),

where cFi is an irreducible polynomial in !1 and !2. Some one of
the irreducible factors must vanish identically. This irreducible
relation will contain both factors unless one of them is a constant;
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for from a relation of the form iP i (f1) = 0, we deducef1 = canst.
If neither function is a constant, there is essentially but one
algebraic relation connecting them; for, from two independent
relations iP i (f1' f2) == 0 and iP i (f1' f2) == 0, we have, on solving,
fl == canst. and f2 == canst.

It is easy to see, in the general case, what the degrees of the
irreducible equation in f1 and f2 will be. The degree in f1 is
the number of values of f1 which satisfy the equation when f2
is given a fixed value. There are k 2 points in the fundamental
region at which f2 = C, where, as before, k2 is the number of
poles of f2. At each of these points f1 has a value satisfying the
irreducible equation. Hence, in general, this equation is of
degree k2in fl. Similarly, it is of degree k1 in 12, in general. It
may happen, for particular functions, that some of the values
of f1 at the k2 points are always coincident, in which case the
degree in f1 is less than k 2. The functions f2 and f1 = f2 2 furnish
a simple example.

There arises the question whether, conversely, each pair of
values C1, C2 satisfying the irreducible equation iPi (C1' C2) = 0 is
taken on by the functions at some point of the fundamental
region. This is, in fact, the case. The algebraic equation
'Pi (f1' f2) = 0 determines f1, say, as a function of f2, f1 = 1/;(f2),
and the Riemann surface of this function is connected. All
pairs of values satisfying the equation are represented by points
of the Riemann surface.

In the neighborhood of a point Zo of the fundamental region
let f1 = C1', f2 = C2', the points being so chosen that C1'C2' is
not at a branch point of the Riemann surface. In the neighbor
hood of Zo, f1(Z) coincides with that branch of 1/;[f2(Z)] which takes
on the value C1' at ZOo These two functions are then equal
wherever they can be extended analytically. Now, in the
f2-plane we can trace such a path that as f2 moves from C2' to
C2, 1/;(f2) moves from C1' to C1. Along this path Z(f2) is analytic
provided we avoid certain singular positions, since the derivative
dz/df2 = 1/f2'(z) exists. Hence, z traces a path in the domain
of existence of the functions. At the terminus z' of this path
f1(Z') = C1. In the point zo' of the fundamental region congruent
to z' we have f1(ZO') = C1, f2(ZO') = C2.

THEOREM 13.-Any simple automorphic function can be
expressed as a rational function of two simple automorphic functions
which have the property that an arbitrary pair of values of the
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functions is taken on at but one point of the fundamental region,
the domain of existence of the three functions being the same.

Let f1 and f2 be two functions with the desired property, and
let f3 be a third function. To each pair of values of f1 and f2,
there corresponds, in general, one value, and only one, of z in
the region and, hence, one value of f3. That is, f3 is single
valued on the Riemann surface of f1 = t/;(f2). Also, fa is an
analytic function of f2, except for certain exceptional points
where f3 becomes infinite or f2' (z) is zero. At all exceptional
points of the sttrface, f3 approaches a finite value or becomes
infinite. Hence, fa has no other singularities than poles on the
Riemann surface. By a well-known theorem, f3 is a rational
function of 11 and f2:

A 1f{f2 8 + . · .
f3 = -B-fp.fq +-- = R(fl' f2). (5)

1 I J 2 •••

THEOREM 14.-1f there exists a' simple automorphic function
.r1(Z) having a single pole in the fundamental region, then any
simple automorphic function connected with the group, and having
the same domain of definition, is a rational function of f1(Z).

Let f2(Z) be a simple automorphic f~nction with k2 poles. If
in equation (2) we take m = k 2, n = 1, the inequality (4) is
satisfied: 2k2 + 1 > 2k2• The identically vanishing polynomial
(2) is then of the form

Qk2(fl) . f2 + Pk2(f1) == 0,

where Pk 2 and Qk 2 are polynomials of degree k 2 at most. Not

all the coefficients in Qk2 are zero; for, otherwise, P k2 (f1) == 0

and f1 == const., contrary to hypothesis. We have, then,

12
= _ Pk2 (f1),

Qk2(ft) (6)

which was to be proved.
COROLLARy.-The most general simple automorphic function

having a single pole in the fundamental region ~s the function

Afl + B
f = Cf1 + D' AD - BC ~ o.

It is clear that this function has a single pole in the fundamental
region whatever the constants A, B, C, D may be, provided that
AD - BC rf:. o. For, the values of f correspond in a one-to-one
manner to those of f1; hence, f takes on each value once in the
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fundamental region. That this is the most general such function
follows from the proof of the preceding theorem. Any function
f2 having a single pole satisfies an equation of the form (6) where,
since k 2 = 1, the numerator and denominator are linear, and
where, since f2 ~ const., the determinant is different from zero.

44. Differential Equations.-The derivative of an auto
morphic function is, in general, not automorphic. Differen
tiating the equation

fez') == fez),

dz
f'(z') = f'(z) dz' = (cz + d)2f'(z).

where

we have

I az + bz =--,
cz + d

dz' 1
dz = (cz + d)2'

(7)

The derivative is automorphic with respect to the group, provided
it is not identically zero, only if c = 0, d = ± 1 for all transfor
mations of the group. The transformations are then all of the
form z' = z + b; -and the group, as we shall find later (Sec. 59),
is simply or doubly periodic.

We observe from (7) that the quotient of the first derivatives
of two automorphic functions belonging to a group is unaltered
by the transformations of the group. This is apparent for
simple automorphic functions when we differentiate the relation
connecting them. We have 4!'f1f/(z) + 4!'f2 f2 '(z) = 0; whence
the quotient f/(z)/f2'(Z) is rational in fl(Z) and f2(Z), and so is
a simple automorphic function.

We can set up other combinations which are unaltered by the
transformations of the group. Differentiating (7), we find

f"(z') == (cz + d)4f"(z) + 2c(cz + d)3f'(z),

f"'(z') == (cz + d)6f"'(z) + 6c(cz + d)5f"(z) + 6c2(cz + d)4f'(z),
and

2f'(z')f"'(z') -=- 3f"(z')2 = (cz + d)8[2f'(z)f'''(z) - 3f"(Z)2]. (8)

The quantity
dy d

3
y (d2Y)2

2dx dx3- 3dx2 d2 dy 1( d dy )2
D(y)x = 2(dyjdx)2 = dx210gdx - 2 dxlogdx (9)

is known as the" Schwarzian derivative"1 of y with respect to
1 SCHWARZ, H. A., llGesammelte Mathematische Abhandlungen," Bd. 2,

p. 78. Various notations have been used for this expression: t/;(y, x) by
Schwarz; {y, x} by Cayley; [ylx by Klein; D(y)x by Koebe.
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x. We have from (8) and (7) that the function

2f'(z)f"'(z) - 3j"·(Z)2 D(f)f&"
2f'(Z)4 j'(Z)2

(10)

is unaltered by the transformations of the group.
We now show that if fez) is a simple automorphic function so

also is (10). If fez) is analytic or has a pole at it point, the same
is true of its derivatives and th~ rational combination of deriv~

tives in (10) is analytic or has a pole at the point. The function
is then analytic except for poles throughout the domain of exist
ence of fez). There remains the question of its 'behavior at the
parabolic points, if any occut. At such a point f'(z) is analytic
or has a pole at the origin when expressed as a function of t,
where

z 27ri 27riz
t = e Z = --- or Z = ---,

, c(z - P). c '

according as the parabolic point is finite or infinite (Sec. 41).
In changing the variable, we make use of the following proper

ties of the Schwarzian derivative, which are easily established:

D(:: : ~)z = D(y)z, whence D(:: : ~) = D(x)z = o. (11)

D(y)z = D(Y){~~Y + D(t)z. (12)

Equation (11) expresses the fundamental prope~y of the
Schwarzian derivative; in fact, the derivative was originally so set
up as to be invariant when y is subjected to a linear transform,a
tion. Equation (12) is the formula for the change of variable.

Making the change of variable given above and noting that

D(Z)z = 0, D(t)z = -7'2,
we have

D(f)z = D(f)z(~:Y = (~:Y[D(f){:~Y - ~l
whence,

D(f)z D(f)t 1 D(j)t 1
(dj/ dz) 2 = (df/ dt) 2 - 2(dj/ dZ) 2 = j ' 2(t) - 2t2j' (t) 2·

This function of t is analytic or has at most a pole at t = o.
Hence, the function (10) is a simple automorphic function.

We shall now prove the following remarkable theorem:
THEOREM 15.-1f w(z) is a non-constant simple automorphic

junction oj z, then z can be expressed as a function of w by the
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quotient of two solutions of a linear differential equation of tf
second order of the form

(13)

w~ere u is an algebraic function of w, <I>(u, w) = o.
If w has a single pole of the first order in the fundamental region,

u is a rational function of w.
Consider the functions

(14)

(15)

z = 111.

112

712 = {dW,\}dZ
711 = Z [clw,

\}dZ
We shall show that

1 d2111 _ 1 d2112 _ D(w)z
111 dw2 - 112 dw2 - 2(dwjdz) 2·

From the relations
dw _ 111

2
_ 2dz - Z2 - 1]2 , (16)

we proceed to find D(w)z, using the last formula of (9). Taking
logarithms and differentiating, we have

2d111 2d1]2
~ 10 ~w = dw dw _ ~ = dw ~~.
dz g dz 1] 1 dz z 1] 2 dz

Replacing dw/dz in the second and third members by its values in
(16),

2 d111
1]1-

d dw dw 2 d1]2- log - = -- - - = 21]2-·
dz dz Z2 Z dw

(17)

Differentiating again and substituting as before for dw/dz,

[

d21]1 (d1]1)2] d1]l
_d~ 10 ~w = 2711~W2 + -=- dw 711

2
_ 4711dw + ~ (18)

dz 2 g dz z2 Z2 Z2 Z3 Z2

= [2712~;: + 2(~~Y}22.
On subtracting half the square of (17) from (18), most of the
terms cancel, and we have

2 3
d21] 1

111 dw2 d2
D( ) - 2 3 112

W Z = Z4 - 1]2 dw 2•

On dividing by 2(dw/dz)2 from (16) we have (15).
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\ It follows from (15) that 'YJl and 'YJ2, whose ratio is z, are solu
ions of the differential equation

d2'YJ .
dW2 = U'YJ,

where we write u for the last member of (15). But we found in
(10) that u is a simple automorphic function of z. Hence,
(Theorem 12) u and ware connected by an algebraic relation,
<I>(u, w) = o. In particular, if w has a single pole.in the funda
mental region (Theorem 14), u is a rational function of w. The
theorem is thus established.



CHAPTER V

THE POINCARE THETA SERIES

45. The Theta Series.-In the preceding chapter, we assumed
the existence of automorphic functions and studied their prop
erties. In the present chapter, we shall demonstrate their
existence by the process of actually s,ett,ing them up by means
of series.

Let the transformations of the group be

(1)

... ,
the identical transformation being Zo = To(z) = z. As an aid
to simplicity in the formulre, we shall use the notation Zii = Ti(Zi)

= TiTi(z), Zijk = TiTiTk(z), etc.
We consider, first, a case whose treatment involves little

difficulty, namely, the finite group. Let the group contain m
transformations (i = 0, 1, . · . , m - 1). Let H(z) be any
rational function of z and form the function

lp(z) = H(z) + H(Zl) + H(Z2) + · .. + H(Zm-l). (2)

This function has no other singularities than poles. If we apply
a transformation of the group to z, we have

lp(Zk) = H(Zk) + H(Zlk) + · · · + H(Zm-l,k).

Now, Zk, Zlk, ... , Zm-l,k are the set of transforms of z and,
since Zk is congruent to z, this set coincides with z, Zl, . . . ,
Zm-l. The terms in the sum are the same as before, their order
being merely interchanged; hence, lp(Zk) = lp(z). The function is
thus automorphic. In fact, having no other singularities than
poles, it is a simple automorphic function. In like manner, any
rational symmetric function of H(z), H(Zl), ... , H(Zm-l) is
simple automorphic function.

If the group contains an infinite number of transformations
and we extend (2) to an infinite number of terms, the series will

102
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ordinarily fail to converge. For, the general term H(zn) will
not even approach zero unless H(z) is zero in the limit points
about which the points Zn cluster. Poincare got around the diffi
culty by ~he introduction of convergence factors. By the use of
these factors we are led to a sum which is no longer automorphic
but which behaves in a simple manner when a transformation of
the group is applied.

~et H(z) be a rational function none of whose poles is at a
limit point of the group.l We consider the following series:

O(Z) = ~(CiZ + di)-2mH(Zi).

i=O

(3)

This is the theta series of Poincare. 2 We shall presently estab
lish its convergence, under suitable circumstances, when m
is an integer greater than 1. We shall assume its convergence
and derive the pasic property of the function which it defines.

If Z be subjected to a transformation Ti of the group, the series
becomes

O(Zi) = ~(Ci::: t ~~ + di)-2mH(Zii)

= ~ [(Ciai + diCi)Z + Cibi + didiJ-2mH( ..)
~ CjZ + di . Z~l •

The factor (CiZ + di)2m comes out of all the terms and we have,
on replacing the numerator by an equivalent expression,

(J(Zi) = (CjZ + dj)2m~(CijZ + dij )-2mH(zii).

The series on the right is the series (3) with the terms rearranged.
Our subsequent convergence proof will justify rearranging the
terms, so that we have

()(Zi) = (CjZ + di)2m(J(z). (4)

This equation expresses the fundamental property of the theta
series.

By means of these series we can set up functions which are
unaltered when a transformation of the group is applied. Let

,lIn the case of a function group which carries a region ~ into itself, it
ufficies that H(z) have no other singularities than poles in ~ and be bounded

on the boundary of ~.

2 POINCARE, 11., "Memoire sur les fonctions fuchsiennes," Acta Math., vol.
1, pp. 193-294; Oeuvres, vol. 2, pp. 169-257.
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81(z) and 82(z) be two theta series formed with the saIne integer m
and consider their quotient, F(z) = (}1(Z)/(}2(Z). We have

F(z-) = IMzj) = (CjZ + dj)
2m

01(Z) = F(z) (5)
'} (}2(Zi) (CjZ + dj )2m(}2(z) .

It will appear subsequently that, for a function group, Zj lies in
the domain of existence of the theta functions. Then F(z) is an
automorphic function.

Poincare called the series (3) a "theta-fuchsian series" or a
"theta-kleinian series" according as the group. to which it
belongs is Fuchsian or Kleinian. He calls a function with the
property (4) and which has no other singularities than poles at
ordinary points of the group, whatever the manner of its forma
tion may be, a "theta-fuchsian function" or a "theta-kleinian
function." For example, the derivative of an automorphic
function (Sec. 44, Equation 7) is a theta function with m = 1.

46. The Convergence of the Series.-The following proposition
is fundamental for establishing the convergence of various series
and products connected with the group:

THEOREM I.-If the point at infinity is an ordinary point ofthe
group, the series ~lcnl-2m, where in the summation the fin1:te
number of terms for which en = 0 are o'mitted, converges for
m ~ 2.

The series in the theorem can be written ~rn2m, where rn is
the radius of the isometric circle In of Tn. Suppose, first, that
infinity is not a fixed point for an elliptic transformation. Then,
there are no points congruent to infinity in the neighborhood of
infinity, and we have the groups for which we developed the prop
erties of the isometric circles in Chap. II.

I t will suffice to prove the theorem for m = 2. Except,
possibly, for a finite number of terms r n < 1, so that if m "> 2,
rn2m < rn4 and the convergence follows from that of ~rn4.

The centers of the isometric circles lie in a finite region and
their radii ~re bounded (Sec. 17). Hence there exists a positive
constant h such that a circle Qn of radius h concentric with any
isometric circle In contains all the isometric circles on its interior.
Let Qn' be the transform of Qn by Tn. Qn' is got by invert
ing Qn in In and making certain other transformations which
do not alter magnitudes (Theorem 19, Sec. 11). By inversion,
we find the radius of Qn' to be rn2/h; its area is 1rrn4/h2. Now, the
exterior of Qn, which lies entirely within R, goes into the interior
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of Qn', which, therefore, lies within Rn, the transform of R
by Tn. As the regions R n fit together without overlapping, it
follows that there is no overlapping of the circles Qn'. Their
areas then are less than the area of anyone of the circles Qn which
encloses them. We have then

~7rrn4 2 ~ 4 4
~~ < 7rh, ~rn < h,

and the series converges.
If infinity is a fixed point for an elliptic transformation, the

reasoning is not essentially different. The isometric circles are
confined to a finite region as before, and the constant h exists.
There is the difference that a point outside Qn may have p - 1
points- exterior to Qn congruent to it, where the elliptic cyclic
subgroup with fixed point at 00 contains p transformations.
The circles Qn' can overlap, but no point can be interior to more
than p such circles. Hence,

~7rrn4 2 ~ 4 4
~h:2 < p7rh, ~ rn < ph ,

and the series is convergent. .
By the use of the preceding theorem, we are able to establish

the convergence of the theta series.
THEOREM 2.-If m ~ 2 and if the point at infinity is an ordinary

point of the group, then the theta series (3) defines a function which
is analytic except possibly for poles in any connected region not
containing limit points of the group in its interior.

It will suffice to prove the theorem for a region S' such that
there are no limit points of the group within or on the boundary
of S', since such a region can be made large enough to include any
given interior point of a region with limit points on its boundary.

We observe, first, that certain terms of (3) may have poles
in S'. At z = -di/ci, the center of the isometric circle Ii,
the factor (CiZ + di )-2m becomes infinite. Again, if Z is such
that Zi = a, where a is the pole of H(z),-that is, if Z = T i-l(a)
then H(Zi) has a pole. It is clear, however, that only a finite
number of terms of the series have poles in S'; for S' contains in
its interior and on its boundary only a finite number of centers
of isometric circles and only a finite number of points congruent
to each of the poles. of H (z).

We now put aside the finite number of terms having poles in
and on the boundary of S', and we prove that the remainder of
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the series converges absolutely and uniformly in 8'. Let d > 0
be the minimum distance from the boundary of 8' to the centers
of those isometric circles whose centers are exterior to 8'. We
have, then, for all the terms we are considering and for all Z in 8'

Iz + ~I ~ d.

Further, we can draw curves about the poles of H(z) such that
when z is in 8' all points Zi, in the terms considered, lie outside
the several curves. But in the regions· outside these curves,
H(z) is bounded, so that we have

IH(Zi)1 < M.
We have, then, excluding further the finite number of terms for
which Ci = 0,

H(Zi) M -2--!!t
I(CiZ + di)-2mH(Zi)[ = 1-(- di)2m < d2mlcil • (6)

Ci2m Z + -
Ci

This inequality holds for all points of 8'. Since the series of

positive constant terms ~:'lcil-2mconverges (Theorem 1), the

absolute and uniform convergence of the series in 8' is established.
The sum of the series is an analytic function in 8'. It follows
that (3) is analytic in 8' except for the finite number of poles
which arise from the terms which we put aside.

47. The Convergence for the Fuchsian Group of the Second
Kind.-It can be shown that in general the theta series does
not converge if m = 1. There are certain groups, however, for
which the series does converge. An important case is the
following :1

THEOREM 3.-For a Fuchsian group of the second kind Jor which
the point at infinity is an ordinary point, the series 2;lcn l-2 converges.

Then, the theta series (3) converges for m = 1.
We shan suppose, first, that the principal circle is a straight

line-the real axis, for example. The region R contains a portion
of the real axis in the neighborhood of infinity in its interior.
The isometric circles lie in a finite region, and their centers are
on the real axis.

We shall employ the constructions used in the proof of Theorem
1. The circle Qn concentric with In and of suitable radius h

1 BURNSIDE, W.. "On a Class of Automorphic Functions," Proc. London
Math. Soc., vol. 23, pp. 49-88, 1892.
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lies in R. Its exterior is transformed into the interior of the
circle Qn', with center on the real axis. The portion of the real
axis exterior to Qn is transformed into the portion of the real axis
within Qn'. The length of this latter segment is 2rn2/h, the
diameter of Qn'. Since the circles Qn' are exterior to one another
and all lie in anyone of the circles Qn, the segments of the real
axis which they contain are non-overlapping, and the sum of their
lengths is finite:

~2rn2 2h ~ 2 h2
~h < , ~rn < .

Hence, the series ~rn2, or ~lcnl-2, converges.
The proof for the general Fuchsian group of the second kind

rests on the following lemma:
LEMMA.-If the point at infinity is an ordinary point for a group

Tn and its transform Tn' = GTnG-l, then the series ~lcnl-2m and
~lcn'I-2m both converge or both diverge.

Let the transformation which is applied to the group be G =
(az + (1)/('Yz + 0), ao - {1'Y = 1. Then (Equation (2), Sec. 15)

Cn' = -'Yoan + 'Y 2bn - 02Cn + 'Yodn. (7)

Suppose, first, that 'Y ~ O. Substituting for bn the value
bn = (andn - l)/cn and combining terms, we can write (7) in
the form

Cn' = 'Y2cn[(dn - ~)(an + ~) - -;)J. (8)
Cn 'Y Cn 'Y Cn

Now, the centers, -dn/cn and an/cn, of the ;jsometric circles
lie in a finite region; and their distanc~s from.' the point - o/'Y
are bounded

Idn- ~I < K, Ian + ~I <K.
Cn 'Y Cn 'Y

Also, 1/lcn
2 1 is bounded: 1/lcn

2 1 < K'. Hence, we have

Icn'l < 11" 2
/ • Icn \ (K2 + K') c:: K1lcnl,

and
\cnl-2m < K 12m\cn'I-2m.

It follows from this inequality that if ~lcn'I-2m con~erges, so
also does ~lcnl-2m.

If 'Y = 0, we have at once Icn'l = 101 2 • Icnl, 0 being different
from zero, and the conclusion follows as before.

Now the group Tn is also a transform of Tn'; thus Tn =
G-lTn'G. Hence, if ~lcnl-2m converges, so., also, does ~lcn'I-2m.

This establishes the lemma.
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We return now to the general Fuchsian group of the second
kind. Let the group be transforn1ed so that the principal circle
is carried into the real axis and an ordinary point on the principal
circle is carried to infinity. We found above that ~lcn'I-2 con
verges for the transformed group. Hence, applying the lemma,
~lcnl-2 converges for the original group.

The convergence of the theta series follows from Equation

(6) with m = 1 since the series of positive terms ~~ICiI-2

converges.
48. Some Properties of the Theta Functions.-Let ~ be a

connected region of the z-plane bounded by limit points. Then,
O(z) in (3) is analytic except for poles in~. If the limit points
separate the plane into two or more regions, the series (3) defines
a function in each region, but, in general, the functions so defined
are distinct.

Consider, for example, the Fuchsian group of the first kind.
Here the limit points consist of all points of the principal circle.
Then (3) defines a function analytic except for poles within the
principal circle. The poles of O(z) arise from the poles of the
individual terms of the series. If H(z) has a pole at a within
the principal circle, then H(Zi) becomes infinite when Zi = a.
That is, O(z) has poles at the poles of H(z) within the principal
circle and at points congruent to these poles--except that, in
special cases, H(z) may have poles at congruent points of such
a character that the singularities arising from two or more terms
of the series cancel. Putting this special case aside, the number
of poles in the fundamental region Ro is exactly equal to the
number of poles of H(z) within the principal circle. If O(z)
has poles within the principal circle, these poles cluster in infinite
numbers about each point on the principal circle. The principal
circle is thus a natural boundary of the function.

In a similar manner, (3) defines a function analytic except
for poles on the exterior of the principal circle. These poles are
the poles of H(z) lying without the principal circle, the points
congruent thereto, and the points - d i / Ci, where a convergence
factor becomes infinite; although here, also, there is a possibility
of the singularities from different terms cancelling. If the
function has poles, these poles cluster about the points of the
principal circle, and the function cannot be extended analytically
across the circle. The one forrrlula (3) then defines two distinct
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functions, one existing within the principal circle, the other
without.

In the Fuchsian group of the second kind the function defined
by (3) is a single function, existing both within and without the
principal circle.

The proof of the convergence of the theta series does not
require that the group be a function group. The property (4)
is a relation connecting two distinct functions, however, unless
8(z) can be continued analytically from z to Zi. In order that
(4) express a property of a single one of the functions defined
by the series, it is necessary that the domain of existence of the
function be carried into itself by the transformations of the
group. The group is then a function group.

In setting up functions by means of the series (3), the poles
of H(z) are at our disposal. By placing a pole at a desired point,
we can be sure that 8(z) in a region ~ under consideration has a
singularity and, hence, is not identically zero. Further, in
forming automorphic functions for a function group by means
of (5), we can place the poles of the numerator and denominator
at different points of ~ and, thus, be assured that the auto
morphic function does not reduce to the trivial case of a constant.

Equation (4) exhibits a relation between the theta function
and the isometric circle. If 8(z) is neither zero nor infinite at
Z, then 18(zj)1 is greater than, less than, or equal to 18(z)1 according
as ICjz + djl is greater than, less than, or equal to 1; that is,
according as z lies without, within, or on the isometric circle
of Ti . We note that I8(z) I, when not zero or infinity, has a
smaller value at a point of R (exterior to all isometric circles)
than at any congruent point within the domain of existence of
the function.

Behavior at a Vertex.-Let ~ be the fixedpoint of an elliptic
transformation lying within the domain of existence of a theta
function. The transformations with ~ as fixed point form an
elliptic cyclic group generated by z' = T(z) of the form

z' - ~ = K Z - "{ K = 27ri/k (9)
Z' - ~' z _ ~" e,

where ~' is the second fixed point and k is an integer greater than
1. The fundamental property (4), for T, may be written

(dT)-m
8(z') = dz 8(z)·
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(11)

(12)

(14)

If we put

We find, on taking the logarithm of (9) and differentiating,

dT _ dz' _ (z' - t)(z' - t')
dz - dz - (z - t)(z - ~')

F(z) = (z - t)m(z - t')mo(z),

we can write (10) in the form

F(z') = (z' - t)m(z' - t')m(J(z')
= (z - t)m(z - t')mo(z)
= F(z). (13)

Hence, F(z) is unaltered by the transformation T, and conse
quently is automorphic with respect to the cyclic subgroup
generated by T.

Applying Theorem 6, Sec. 41, we conclude that F(z) lakes on
its value k times, or a multiple thereof, at t.

Suppose that O(z) is analytic at t. Then F(z) has a zero at t
of order m at least, owing to the factor (z - t)m. Now, if 'm

is not a multiple of k, then O(z) must have a zero at t also, the
order 8 of the zero being such that

m + s = lk,
where l is an integer.

If O(z) is analytic at t, it is necessarily zero there unless m is a
multiple of k. The order 8 of the zero satisfies an equation of the
form (14).

If O(z) has a pole of order p at t, then F(z) has a pole of order
p - m or a zero of order m - p, unless p = m. An equation
of the form (14) holds where we put s = -p, l being a positive
or negative integer or zero.

Behavior at a Parabolic Point.-There is a parabolic cyclic
subgroup generated by a transformation S with the parabolic
point P as fixed point. S has the form

1 1
-'--P = -P + c. (15)z - z-

Here we have

Writing

dS _ dz' _ (Z' - P)2
dz-dz- z'-p. (16)

G(z) = (z - P) 2mO(z), (17)

the fundamental relation (10) for the transformation S may be
written in the form

G(z') = (z' - P) 2mO(z') = (z - P) 2mO(z) = G(z). (18)
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The function G(z) is automorphic with respect to the subgroup
generated by S.

On making the customary change of variable

t = e2ri/c (z-P) (19)

(20)

(See Sec. 41; here we use particularly Fig. 32), G(z) is transformed
into a function of t, G(z) == get), single valued in the neighborhood
of t = o. We have, then,

O(z) = G(z) = (c lo~ t)2m (t).
(z - p)2m 27f't g

The theta function thus has a logarithmic singularity at t = o.
We consider now the form of get) when O(z) is defined by the

theta series (3). We can take the circle C of Fig. 32(a) small
enough that it contains no point -d;/ci and no point congruent
to a pole of H(z). For C, when small enough, contains only
points congruent to points of the fundamental region R which
lie in the neighborhoods of the parabolic points of the cycle; and
these neighborhoods can be sufficiently restricted to exclude 00

and the finite nUIrlber of points of R congruent to poles of H(z).
Taking d slightly smaller we have bounds for the following
quantities: / ·

I

Z - ~ < K, IH(Zi)1 < M,
z+-

Ci

where z lies within or on the boundary of the triangle ZlZZP of
Fig. 32(a), exclusive of P itself. In the series

G(z) = ~(: : ~ymCi~mH(Zi)'

the general term is less in absolute value than the corresponding
term of the convergent series of positive terms K2mM~lcil-2m.

G(z) thus remains finite as z approaches P from the interior of
the triangle. In the t-plane, then, get) is analytic in the neighbor
hood of t = 0 and is bounded; hence, get) is analytic at t = 0 if
properly defined there.

If we form an automorphic Junction as the quotient of two
theta series, which may be wri~ten

(z - P) 2m 01(Z) gl(t)
fez) = (z - P) 2m02 (Z) = g2(t)'
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we observe that fez), as a function of t, is analytic or has a pole
at t = o. Then as z approaches P from the interior of R fez)
approaches a definite finite or infinite limit. It thus satisfies
the requirements laid down in Sec. 40 for the behavior of a simple
automorphic function at a parabolic point.

49. Zeros and Poles of the Theta Functions.-We consider now
function groups in which the region R o lying in ~ has a finite
number of sides (Sec. 40). We consider theta functions having
a finite number of poles in R o, such as those defined by the theta
series (3). We suppose that get) in (20), as in the case of the
series (3), is analytic at t = 0 or has a pole there; and we assume
further that 8(z) is not identically zero.

We make the same conventions about counting zeros and poles
at ordinary points on the boundary as were made in Sec. ~2.

We observe that this may lead to the count of a fractional number
of zeros or poles in the region; thus, at the vertices of a cycle of
angle 21r/k the zeros, from (14), amount to

~ = l -~,
k k

which may be fractional. The order of the zero or pole of get)
at t = 0 will be counted as the number of zeros or poles of the
function 8(z) in the points of the parabolic cycle to which P
belongs.

We now remove the neighborhoods of the vertices and para
bolic points of R o by small circles as explained in Sec. 42. Let
No, M o be the number of zeros and poles, respectively, in the
resulting region. Then,

No - M o = 2~ifd log 8(z), (21)

the integral being taken around the boundary-further altered
as in Fig. 33 (b) if a pole or zero lies on a side.

Before evaluating the integrals along the sides, we shall
consider the integrals along the small circular arcs just con
structed. When we let the radii of the arcs cutting off the
vertices approach zero, we find, exactly as in Sec. 42, that
the integrals along these arcs approach mo - no where no and mo
are the number of zeros and poles, respectively, that we assign to
the various vertices.

The parabolic points, as usual, are less simple to handle.
The circular arcs h, hI, ., hn about the parabolic points
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of a cycle P, PI, ... , P n are the transforms of h, hI', ... ,
hn ' which fit together to make up the arc ZlZ2 of Fig. 32(a).
The arc hk is the transform of hk' by some transformation 1/k =
Tk(z), and we have,

f d log O(1]k) = f d log (CkZ + dk) 2m O(Z)
Jhk Jhk'

= f d 10 (Ck
Z + d k

)2m G(z)
Jhk' g Z - P

= 2m f fdlog(z + d
k
)_ dlog (z- P)] + r dlogg(t), (22)

)hk' CIc Jhk"

where hk " is the corresponding arc on the circle in the i-plane in
Fig. 32(c).

We need consider here only the imaginary part of the integral
fd log 0, since the members of (21) are necessarily real. Now,
when we let the radius of C in Fig. 32(a) approach zero, it is easy
to see that the imaginary parts of

f d log (z + dk
),

Jhk' Ck
f d Jog (z - P)

Jhk'

both approach zero, being i times the angle through which the
line from -dk/Ck, or from P to z, turns as z moves along the arc
hk ' lying on ZIZ2.

We have, then, only the last integral in (22) to consider.
Adding the integrals arising from the several vertices, we have

2~iJd log get),

the integral being taken around the circle in Fig. 32(c) in a
clockwise direction. Its value is -n' or m', where get) has a
zero of order n' or a pole of order m' at t = O.

On shifting the integrals evaluated to the first member of (21),
and letting N, M represent the total number of zeros and poles,
respectively, belonging to R o, we have

N - M = 2~~ fdlog O(z),
7rl~Jli

(23)

the integrals being taken along the sides li of R o•
Consider the two integrals arising from congruent sides

AB, CD (Fig. 33 (a) or (b)). Let z' = (az + b)/(cz + d) be
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the transformation carrying AB to CD. Here, -dlc is the center
of the arc AB. We have

r d log O(z) + r d log O(z') = r d log O(z) +
JAB JDC JAB

r d log (cz + d) 2mO(z) = 2m r d log (z + ~) = 2ima,
JBA JBA c

where a is the angle subtended by the arc BA at its center.
The equal arc CD also subtends the angle a at its center; and
we can write the integral as mi times the sum of the angles
subtended by the two arcs. We get similar results for the other
sides, which gives the following theorem:

THEOREM 4.-Let N, M be the number of zeros and poles, respec
tively, of the theta function in the region Ro; and let aI, a2, ... ,

ak be the angles subtended by the sides of Ro at the centers of the
isometric circles on which these sides lie. Then

rn~
N - M = 21r~ai. (24)

We observe that the function has always more zeros than
poles in R o• We note that the difference N - M depends only
upon m and upon the character of the group. It is independent
of the function H(z) used in the construction of the theta series
(3). This independence could have been easily foreseen. The
fact that the automorphic function in (5) has the same number of
zeros as poles requires that the difference N - M for the func
tions 01(Z) and 02(Z) be the same.

The poles and zeros in a region R i congruent to Roare deter
mined from (4). If Ro does not contain the point 00 the number
of zeros and poles in R j is the same as in Ro• If, however,
R o contains 00, N - M is decreased by 2m, owing to the factor
(CjZ + d~)2m appearing in (4).

Suppose R o is a fundamental region with n pairs of sides for the Fuchsian
group of the first kind. Let 27r/k l , 27r/k2, ••• be the sum of the angles
in the ordinary cycles of R o• Then the sum of the interior angles in the

circular polygon is 2,..~~.
Consider the rectilinear polygon of 4n sides in Fig. 34. The sum of its

interior angles is 27r(2n - 1). The sum of the angles at the centers of

isometric circles is 1:ai; the sum at the remaining vertices is 2,..~~ +
2nr. Hence,

2,..(2n - 1) = ~ai + 2,..k~ + 2n,...
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Substituting the value of ~ai from this into (24), we have

N - M = m(n - 1 - ~~}

This result is given by Poincare in the memoir previously cited.
A particularly simple application of (24) is to the group of Sec. 25(a).

Here, R is bounded by 2n complete circles, and ai = 211". For R, then)

N - M = 2mn.

Here, R contains 00; so for R j , any congruent region,
N - M = 2m(n - 1).

FIG. 34.

50. Series and Products Connected with the Group.-By the
aid of Theorems 1 and 3 we can establish the convergence of
numerous series and products connected with the group. We
illustrate with a few examples.

Let Zn, Un, Vn, . . . be the transforms of z, u, v,. by the
transformation Tn of the group. We have

Z-u z-u 1
Zn - Un = = . -. (25)

(cnz + dn)(cnu + dn) (z +dn)(u + dn) cn2

Cn Cn

If z and u be restricted to lie in regions containing no limit points
of the group and having no limit points on the boundary, then,
excepting for a finite number of values of n, the factor preceding
1/cn

2 in (25) is bounded.
Suppose that ~lcnl-2 converges; and consider the series

~(zn - Un),

the summation being extended to all transformations of the
group. Except for a finite number of terms, this series converges
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absolutely and uniformly in the regions mentioned. It is thus
analytic in each variable except possibly for poles arising from
a finite number of individual terms. In a similar manner we
establish the convergence of such functions ..as

~Zn - Un,
~Z - W n

where H.(z) is defined as for the theta series; etc.
In a subsequent chapter (Sec. 99), we shall employ products

of the type rrz - Un = rr(l + Vn - Un) (26)
Z - Vn Z - Vn

in connection with Fuchsian groups of the second kind, where U

and v are distinct from limit points. The convergence here
depends upon the convergence of the series

~Vn - Un,
~ Z - Vn

which is readily established from the known fact that ~lcnl-2

converges. We conclude readily that (26) is an analytic function
of Z at all ordinary points of the ,z-plane except for poles at the
points Vn , and that the function is different from zero except at
the set of points Un.

In the general case, where ~lcnl-4 converges, we establish
readily the convergence of such series a"S

~ (zn - Un)2, ~ (zn - Un)(Vn - wn), .~ Zn - Un 2 H(Zn),
~ ~ Z - tn ~ (Cnz + dn )

and the like.
From (26) we can build a convergent product for the general

case by the insertion of convergence factors, thus
Un-Vn

rrz - Un Z-Wn--e ,
z - Vn

where W is an ordinary point. Another example in which the
convergence is easily established is the product due to Whittak~rl

, ! ! (Z-U)(Zn-Un)

(z - u) IT [(Z - Un) (u - ZnJ] 2 e2 (Z-Zn)(U-Un

(Z - Zn)(U - Un)

where the product extends to all transformations of the group
excepting the identical transformation.

1 Mess. Math., vol. 31, p. 145, 1902.



CHAPTER VI

THE ELEMENTARY GROUPS

I. THE FINITE GROUPS

51. Inversion in a Sphere.-The study of finite groups will
be much simplified by the introduction of transformations of
three dimensional space. In this treatment, the space trans
formation known as "inversion in a sphere" plays a fundamental
role. We shall now make a digression and derive toe salient
properties of this transformation.

Inv.ersion in a sphere is a direct generalization of inversion
in a circle (Sec. 5). Consider a sphere S with center K and
radius p. Let P be any point in space and construct the half
line beginning at K and passing through P. Let PI be a point
on this half line such that KP I · KP = p2; then PI' is called the
inverse of P with resp~ct to S . . P is, also, obviously the inverse
of Pl. Sand K are called the "sphere of inversion" and the
"center of inversion," respectively. The inversion carries a
point within S into a pQint without S and leaves the points on
the surface of S fixed.

It is clear also, as in Sec. 5, that any sphere or circle through
P and PI is orthogonal to S. For, any tangent KT from K to
the sphere or circle (Fig. 1) has the property that KT2 = KP I •

KP = p2. That is, T lies on S; so that at T the sphere or circle
is orthogonal to S. Further, any other secant through K,
meeting the sphere or circle at PI', P' has the property that
KP l ' • KP' = KT2 = p2. Hence, by the inversion, any circle
or sphere through two inverse points is transformed into itself.

We now derive the analytic expressions for the inversion.
.Let K, P, PI be the points (a, b, c), (~, 77, r), (~1, 771, rI), respectively,
in rectangular space coordinates. Put

r2 = (~ - a)2 + (77 - b)2 + (r - C)2,

r'2 = (~' - a)2 + (7]' - b)2 + (r' - C)2. (1)

Then it is required that
rr' = p2. (2)

117
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Projecting the segments KP and KP1 on the three axes, we have,
from the resulting similar triangles,

r - a 7/' - b !;' - c r' rr' p2 (3)
t - a = 11 - b = r - c = r = 1=2 = 1-2.

These give the following equations for the transformations
, _ p2(t - a), _ p2(11 - b), _ p2(r - c)

t - a - r2 ,11 - b - r2 ,r - c - ~_. (4)

Expressions for t, 11, r in terms of t', 11', r' are got by interchanging
the primed and unprimed variables in (4).

Consider, now, the magnification of an element ds. Let ds'
be the length of the transformed element. We have from (4)

dt' = ~2dt _ 2p2(t - a)dr
r2 r3

'

with similar expressions for d11' and dr'. Squaring and adding,
dS,2 = dt,2 + dr/ 2 + dr,2

= p4(dt2 + d11 2 + dr2) - 4
p4

dr[(t - a)dt + (11 - b)d'YJ +
r4 r5

(r - c)dr] + 4p4dr2[(t - a)2 + (11 - b)2 + (r - C)2J
r6

p4 . 4p4 4p4 p4
= -ds2 - -dr[rdr] + -dr2[r2] = -ds2

r4 r5 r6 r4 ,

or
2

ds' = P2ds.
r

(5)

The magnification depends only upon the position of the
element and not upon its direction. A small triangle in the
neighborhood of a point will have all its sides multiplied by
the same quantity; hence, it is transformed into a similar triangle.
Its angles are unaltered in magnitude. In other words, inversion
in a sphere is a conformal transformation.

We consider now the transform of a sphere or plane ~:

ACt2 + 11 2 + r2
) + Bt + C11 + Dr + E = O.

This is a sphere (possibly of imaginary radius) if A ~ 0; a plane
if A = O. This can be written equally well-thinking of the
origin as translated to Ca, b, c)-in the form

A[(t - a)2 + (11 - b)2 + (r - C)2] + B'(t - a) +
C'(11 - b) + D'Cr - c) + E' = 0,

or
Ar2 + B'Ct - a) + C'(11 - b) + D'Cr - c) + E' = O. (6)
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Then, from (2) and (4), the transform is
4 2 2 2

A~ + B'L(~ - a) + C,L( , - b) + D,L(S' - c) + E' = 0,2,2 ,2 1] ,2 ,
r r r r

or
E'r,2 + B'p2(~ - a) + C'p2(1]' - b) + D'p2(r' - c) + A p4 = o.

(7)

This is the equation of a sphere or plane according as E' :;e 0
or E' = o. We have proved that by inversion in a spher.e a
sphere or plane is carried into a sphere or plane.

In (6) E' = 0, if k passes through the center of inversion.
Hence, a sphere or plane through the center of inversion is
transformed into a plane. This could have been foreseen
geometrically.

Since a circle or straight line is the intersection of two spheres
or two planes, and these latter are carried into spheres or planes,
it follows that by an inversion in a sphere a circle or straight line
is carried into a circle or straight line. The transform is a straight
line if, and only if, the original circle or straight line passes through
the center of inversion.

Finally, if P and Q are two points inverse with respect to a sphere
~, the transformed points PI and QI are inverse with respect to the
transformed sphere ~1. This is most easily established geometri
cally. Through P and Q pass a family of spheres orthogonal to
~. The transforms of these spheres pass through PI and Ql and
are orthogonal to ~l-since angles are preserved. On inverting
in ~I, each of these spheres is transformed into itself. The point
PI, common to all these spheres, is transformed into the second
common point Ql. Hence, P l and Ql are inverse with respect
to ~I.

If ~I is a plane, two points P l and QI such that all spheres
through them are orthogonal to the plane must be equidistant
from the plane and on a common perpendicular to it. That is,
Ql is the reflection of PI in ~1. We thus extend the idea of
inversion to the case in which the sphere of inversion is a plane.
I nversion in a plane is merely a reflection in a plane. This trans
formation possesses the various properties of inversion in a
sphere which are italicized in this section.

52. Stereographic Projection.-We now introduce a widely
used method of representing the complex z-plane on a sphere.
Let the complex plane be a plane in three dimensional space, and
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let an inversion be made in a sphere whose center K does not lie
in the z-plane. Then the z-plane is carried into a sphere which
passes through K. The points of the z-plane and the points of
the resulting sphere correspond in a one-to-one manner. Corre
sponding points lie on a line through K. Corresponding angles
are equal. This correspondence between the points of the plane
and of the sphere is known as a stereographic projection.

For convenience we shall so choose the sphere of inversion
that the transform of the z-plane is the unit sphere with center
at the origin. Let the space axes be so placed that the ~- and
·17-axes coincide with the real and imaginary axes in the z-plane.
Let K be the point (0, 0, 1); and let the radius of S, the sphere of
inversion, be v"2. Then S passes through the ,unit circle Qo
with center at the origin in the z-plane. The points of Qo
remain fixed on making the inversion. The point at infinity in
the z-plane inverts into K, the center of S. The z-plane then
inverts into a sphere ~o through Qo and the point (0, 0, 1).
Hence, ~o is the unit sphere

~2 + 7]2 + r2 = 1. (8)

Corresponding points of the z-plane and of ~o lie on a line through
(0, 0, 1). The interior of Qo is transformed into the lower half'
of ~o; the exterior into the upper half. Circles and straight
lines in the z-plane are transformed into circles on ~o.

The equations connecting a point z = x + iy and the corre
sponding point (~, 7], r) of ~o can be written down at once from
(4). Putting (x, y, 0) for (~, 7], r) and .(~, 17, r) for (~', 17', r') we
have, since

r2 = x 2 + y2 + 1 = zz + 1
and p2 = 2, the equations

2x 2y zz - 1
~ = zz + l' 17 = zz + l' r = zz + 1· (9)

Interchanging primed and unprimed values in (4) and using the
equation

r,2 = ~2 + 7]2 + (r - 1)2 = ~2 + 17 2 + r 2
- 2r + 1 = 2(1 - r),

we have

X
= _~_, r ~ + i7]

1 - r y = 1 - r' z = 1 - r· (10)

53. Rotations of the Sphere.-If ~o be transformed into
itself in a directly conformal manner, the corresponding points
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of the z-plane undergo a one-to-one and directly conformal
transformation. That is, the z-plane is subjected to a linear
transformation. We shall be particularly interested in the rigid
motions of space which carry ~o into itself. Such a motion
is, obviously, one-to-one and preserves angles.

The most general rigid motion which carries a sphere into
itself is a rotation about an axis through the center. Thus, in
a rigid motion carrying ~o into itself, there is at least one fixed
point PI on ~o, since the corresponding linear transformation
of the z-plane has a fixed point. The center 0 of ~o is also
fixed in rigid motion. Hence, the line OP I is a fixed axis; and
the motion is a rotation.

FIG. 35.

What is the character of the resulting linear transformation
in the plane? Let PI and P 2 be the ends of the axis of rotation
(Fig. 35). A great circle through PI and P 2 is rotated into
another such circle making an angle () (the angle through which
the sphere is rotated) with the original circle. Any circle lying
in a plane perpendicular to P 1P 2 is carried into itself. This
latter circle is orthogonal to the circles through PI and P 2• We
now make the stereographic projection. PI and P 2 project into
two points Zt, Z2 which remain fixed as the sphere is rotated.
The circles through PI and P 2 project into circles through ZI and
Z2. Then, each circle through ZI and Z2 is carried into another
such circle making an angle () with its former position. The
fixed circles on the sphere project into fixed cir.cles on the plane
orthogonal to the circles through ZI and Z2. This arrangement
of the fixed circles shows that the transformation is (Fig. 7) an
elliptic transformation.

Conversely, any elliptic transformation of the z-plane whose
fixed points are the projections of the ends of a diameter corre
sponds to a rotation of ~o. For, we can find a rotation of ~o
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whose corresponding transformation of the z-plane has the
same fixed points as the given transformat'~n and w.hich turns
a circle through the fixed points through the same angle. The
given transformation and the transformation corresponding· to
the rotation have the same fixed points and the same multiplier,
so they are identical.

We now find the relation between two points Zl, Z2 in order
that they be projections of two points PI, P 2 which are at opposite
ends of a diameter of };o. If (~1, 111, rl) are the coordinates <1f PI,
then (- ~1, -'1]1, -rl) are the coordinates of P 2• So, from (10),

~1 ~ i~1 ~1 ~ i'1]l
ZI = 1 - rl' Z2 = 1 ~ rl

Forming the conjugate of ZI and multiplying, we have, using (8),

_ ~12 ~ 111 2
Z1Z2 = - 1 _ r12 = -1,

or
1

(11)

Conversely, if (11) is satisfied the points on };o corresponding
to ZI and Z2 lie at opposite ends of a diameter.

We shall now prove the following theorem:
THEOREM 1.-The necessary and sufficient condition that a

transformation of the z-plane correspond to a rotation of };o is
that it be of the form

az - c
z' = ----, aa ~ cc = 1. (12)
. cz ~ a

Let z' = (az ~ b)/(cz ~ d), ad - bc = 1, correspond to a
rotation of };o. The rotation has the property that points at
the ends of a diameter remain at the ends of a diameter after the
rotation. So, if ZI and Z2 satisfy (11) so also do the transformed
points (azl ~ b)/(CZl ~ d) and (az2 ~ b)/(CZ2 ~ d). We have,
then,

aZ2 + b CZl ~ d dZ2 - C--- - - ---------- = ,
CZ2 ~ d aZI ~ 6 - 6Z2~ a

the last expression resulting from setting Zl = -1/Z2 in the
preceding. From this identity in Z2, we have

abc d
- -= = -= = = X,
d c b a

or
a = Xd, b = -Xc, c = -Xb, d = Xa.
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From these equatioj:S, we have

ad - be = "h(ad - be); or 1 = x.
Hence, b = - c and d = a, and the transformation has the form
(12).

We now assume that the transformation has the form (12)
and prove that it corresponds to a rotation of the sphere. In the
first place, (12) is elliptic, unless it is the identical transformation.
If e~ 0, we have lal < 1, so that la + al < 2. Since a + a is
real, this is the condition that the transformation be elliptic
(Theorem 15, Sec. 10). If e = 0, we have lal = 1; then,
la + al < 2, unless a = ± 1. In this latter case, we have the
identity z' = z.

Again, the fixed points of (12) satisfy (11). Let Zl be one of
the fixed points; then Zl satisfies the equation

eZl2 + (a - a)zl + C = o.
Taking conjugates

CZl 2 + (a - a)zl + e = 0;

whence, dividing by Z1 2,

;- + (a - a)(- _1) + c = o.
Zl2 Zl

That is, - 11zl is also a root of the equation determining the
fixed points. The fixed points thus satisfy (11), and, hence, are
the projections of the ends of a diameter. It follows that the
transformation corresponds to a rotation of the sphere.

54. Groups of the Regular Solids.-We propose, now, to
construct finite groups of linear transformations by forming
finite groups of rotations of the sphere ~o and projecting stereo
graphically on the z-plane. We proceed as follows: Let one of the
regular solids,-a cube, for instance, or a regular tetrahedron
be placed with its center at the center of ~o. There exist certain
rigid motions of space which carry the regular solid into itself.
These motions, which interchange the faces in various ways,
leave the center of the figure fixed. Hence, each such motion is a
rotation about an axis through the center. By these motions,
the sphere ~o undergoes certain rotations about diametral axes;
and, by stereographic projection, the z-plane is subjected to
corresponding linear transformations.

It is clear that the set of all rigid motions which carry a body
into itself constitutes a group of rigid motions. For, the succes-
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K

K'
FIG. 36.

sion of two such motions, as well as the inverse of any, is a rigid
motion which also leaves the body invariant, and, hence, belongs
to the set. The set of linear transformations of the z-plane
corresponding to the group of rotations carrying the regular
solid into itself constitutes a group of linear transformations
isomorphic with the group of rotations.

It is evident that the number of rotations which carry a
regular solid into itself is finite. There is but a finite number
of ways, for example, in which a given face can be made to

coincide with itself or with
some other face of the solid.
Hence, in the z-plane we have
groups containing a finite num
ber of linear transformations. 1

55. A Study of the Cube.
We begin with the most

L familiar of the regular solids
the cube. Let a cube be placed
with its center at the origin
(Fig. 36) and with its edges
parallel to the coordinate
axes. We may suppose that
the cube is inscribed in ~o.

We study the axes about
cube can be rotated into itself. These are of threewhich the

kinds.
There are, first, the axes joining midpoints of opposite faces

as KK' in the figure. There are three such axes. Rotations
about each of these axes through angles of 90, 180, and 270
degrees carry the cube into itself. There are, thus, nine rotations
about the three axes which carry the cube into itself.

Second, there are the axes joining opposite vertices, as MM'
in the figure. There are four of these axes. Rotations about
each axis through 120 and 240 degrees carry the cube into itself.
There are, thus, eight rotations arising from the four axes.

Finally, there are the axes joining the midpoints of opposite
edges, as NN' in the figure. There are six of these axes, a rota
tion about each of them through 180 degrees carries the cube into
itself.

1 All these groups are treated in KLEIN'S "Vorlesungen tiber das Iko
saeder."
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From the three types of axes we have 9 + 8 + 6 = 23 rota
tions. 'fo these we add the identical transformation; tha tis,
the case of no rotation. The group of rotations which carry the
cube into itself consists of 24 rotations.

The corresponding group in the z-plane consists of 24 linear
transformations. The setting up of these transformations is a
mere matter of algebra. We have, first, to find the two points
where an axis of rotation meets };o. We next project the two
points on the z-plane (Equation (10)). Let Zl, Z2 be t.he pro
jected points. We then set up the transformation

(13 )

where () is the angle through which the cube is rotated.

We consider a few examples from Fig. 36. The points L(I, 0, 0) and L'
(-1, 0, 0) project into Zl = 1 and Z2 = -1. The angle (J is 7r/2, 7r, or
37r/2; so ei8 = i, -1, -i. The three transformations corresponding to the
rotations about LL' are

z' - 1 Z - 1
z' + 1 = k Z + l' k = i, -1, -i.

The points M( -I/v!3, -1/v!3, I/V3) and M'(I/v!3, I/V3, -1/V3)
. . f (10) 1 + i 1 + i H /pi~oJect Into, rom , Zl = - _/- , Z2 = _/i) -. ere (J = 27r 3 or

v 3 - I v 3 + 1

47r/3; ei8 = ~'2 (-1 + iv!3) or >'2 (-1 - iv!3). On substituting in (13)
we have the desired transformations.

The points N(-I/V2, 0, I/V2) and N'(I/v'2, 0, -I/V2) project into

Zl = - (V2 + 1) and Z2 = V2 - 1. Here () = 7r and ei8 = -1. On
substituting into (13) and simplifying we have

Z - 1
z' = S(z) = - i-+-l' (14)

The points K and K' project into 00 and 0, respectively. The correspond
ing transformations in the plane are the rotations z' = kZ, where k = i, -1,
-i. The three rotations are powers of the transformation

z' = T(z) = iz. (15)

It is evident that, if an axis passes through the midpoints of
opposite faces, the corresponding three linear transformations
are powers of a single transformation of period four. If the
axis joins opposite vertices, the corresponding two transforma
tions are powers of a transformation of period three. If the
axis joins the midpoints of opposite edges the corresponding
linear transformation is of period two. The fixed points of the
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elliptic transformations which form the group are thus divided
into three sets. All the fixed points of anyone of the sets are
congruent. Thus, K can be carried into L, K', L', or any point
at the end of an axis of the same kind, by means of a rigid motion
which carries the cube into itself. Hence, the projections of
all these points are congruent. But K cannot be so carried into
M or N. Similarly, the points corresponding to the ends of the
axes of the kind to which M M' belongs are congruent. The same
is true of the points corresponding to N, N' and similar points.

We can form a fundamental region for the group by con
structing the isometric circles. We shall, however, proceed in
a different manner. Consider the triangle MHG, in the figure,
formed by joining the vertices at the ends of an edge to the
midpoint of an adjacent face. By a suitable one of the rotations
about KK', the triangle can be carried into another such triangle
abutting along the side MG, or one abutting along HG. By the
rotation about NN', we get a triangle abutting along MH. If
we project the triangle MHG on the surface of the sphere, the
origin being the center of projection, we have the spherical tri
angle formed by the arcs of great circles KM, KH, MNH. This
spherical triangle is a fundamental region on the sphere for the
group of rotations. Its stereographic projection in the z-plane
is a fundamental region for the group of linear transformations.

Let ZM, ZN, ZH, ZK (= 00) be the projections of M, N, H, K.
Then the fundamental region has two pairs of congruent sides.
The transformation T (Equation (15)) carries ZKZH into ZKZM; the
transformation 8 (Equation (14)) carries ZNZM into ZNZH. There
are three cycles: ZK constitutes a cycle of angle 17"/2; ZN is a
cycle of angle 17"; and ZIl and ZM constitute a cycle of angle 217"/3.
These cycles give the relations T4 = 1 and 8 2 = 1, which we
know already, and (8T)3 = 1, which is easily verified.

We can construct 23 other triangles on the cube by joining
the ends of an edge to the midpoint of an adjacent face. We
can carry MHG into anyone of these by a suitable rotation. If
these 23 triangles be projected on the sphere and then projected
stereographically on the z-plane, we have the 23 regions congruent
to the fundamental region constructed above.

The transformations 8 and T connecting congruent sides of the
fundamental region are generating transformations for the group.
For, by the combinations of 8 and T, we can construct regions
adjacent to the fundamental region, regions adjacent to the new
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K'
FIG. 37.

regions, and so on as long as there are any free sides. We thus
cover the whole plane; and all the transforms of the fundamental
region are accounted for.

The preceding group of 24 linear transformations is known
as the "octahedral group." This name is due to the fact that
it is the group arising from the regular octahedron. Let the six
intercepts of the sphere on the coordinate axes-K, L, K', etc.
be joined by lines to form a regular octahedron (Fig. 37). The
octahedron admits the same rotations about KK', LL', etc., as
the cube. It is easily seen that an axis, as M M', joining opposite
vertices of the cube joins the midpoints of opposite faces of the
octahedron; that an axis, as
NN', joining the midpoints of K
opposite edges of the cube
also joins the midpoints of
opposite edges of the octa
hedron; and that the octa
hedron and the cube admit
the same rotations about these L L
axes.

66. The General Regular
Solid.-Let the number of
faces of the solid be F, the
number of its vertices be V,
and the number of its edges
be E. Let ~ be the num
ber of edges bounding each face, and let v faces meet at the
vertex.

The number of rigid motions carrying the regular solid into
itself is easily found. The solid can be brought into coincidence
with itself so that a given edge aobo is made to coincide with any
edge aibi or with biai. Then the number of rotations carrying the
regular solid into itself is equal to 2E.

Let the regular solid be inscribed in ~o, and we project stereo
graphically on the plane as in the preceding section. The
various fixed points of the linear transformations in the plane
are the projections of the ends of the diameters about which the
rotations take place. A diameter is an axis about which the
solid can be rotated into itself if, and only if, it passes through
the midpoint of a face, through a vertex, or through the midpoint
of an edge. The number of fixed points of the group is then
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F + V + E. Using Euler's formula, which applies to any
simply connected solid,

V + F == E + 2, (16)
we have that the number of fixed points in the group is 2E + 2.

The rotations about an axis through the midpoint of a face
are all through multiples of an angle 27r/ p.; that is, the rotations
are powers of a rotation of period p.. The rotations about an
axis through a vertex are powers of a rotation of period v. The
rotation about an axis through the midpoint of a side is of period
2. These statements are true for the corresponding transforma
tions in the plane.

A midpoint of a face can be carried into the midpoint of any
other face; a vertex can be carried into any other vertex; a
midpoint of an edge can be carried into the midpoint of any
other edge by a rotation which carries the solid into itself.
Hence, the fixed points of the plane are separated into three
sets of congruent points: F fixed points are congruent; V others
are congruent; and the remaining E are congruent.

A fundamental region for the group can be got, as in Fig. 36,
by joining the vertices at the ends of an edge to the midpoint
of an adjacent face to form a triangle; then projecting this
triangle on the sphere; and, thence, projecting stereographically
on the plane. The transforms of this fundamental region are
the like projections of the 2E - 1 other such triangles which
can be drawn on the solid. The congruent sides of this funda
mental region are connected by a transformation T of period p.

and a transformation S of period 2. Sand T are generating
transformations for the group. They are connected by the
relation (ST)" = 1.

In the following table, the various regular solids are listed
with the number of their faces, vertices, etc. In the last column
N (= 2E) is the number of transformations of the group:

TABLE I

Tetrahedron ................. 4 4 6 3 3 12
Cube....................... 6 8 12 4 3 24
Octahedron .................. 8 6 12 3 4 24
I>odecahedron ............... 12 20 30 5 3 60
Icosahedron ................. 20 12

I

30 3 5 60
I>ihedron. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 2 n n n 2 2n

i
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The dihedron is an ideal solid of zero volume. Let a regular
polygon of n sides be inscribed in Qo, the equator of ~o. We
shall look upon this figure as a regular solid with two coincident
faces. The line KK' is an axis about which the figure can be
rotated into itself through multiples of the angles 27r/n. Also,
any diameter through a vertex or through the midpoint of a
side of the polygon is an axis about which the figure can be
rotated through the angle 7r into itself. The group of rotations
of this figure also carries into itself the double pyramid formed by
joining K and K' to the vertices of the polygon inscribed in Qo.
This latter figure, however, is not a regular solid.

We note the same sort of duality between the dodecahedron
and the icosahedron that exists between the cube and the octahe
dron. If we interchange the numbers F and V and the numbers
p. and 11 in the tabulated values for the dodecahedron, we have the
entries for the icosahedron. It is not difficult to verify the fact
that the icosahedron can be so placed as to have precisely the
same group of rotations as the dodecahedron. The axes joining
the midpoints of the opposite faces of one solid are made the axes
joining the opposite vertices of the other.

Two further groups remain to be mentioned. The four group
corresponds to the four rotations of the sphere ~o which carry the
real axis into itself and the imaginary axis into itself. It may be
regarded as a limiting case of the dihedral group in which n = 2.

There is, finally, the simplest of all the finite groups-the
elliptic cyclic group. This group has two non-congruent fixed
points. We can give it a geometrical origin, if we like, by
considering it as arising from the group of rotations which
carries into itself a regular pyramid formed by joining the
vertices of a regular polygon inscribed in Qo to the point K.

We have found five types of finite groups of linear trans
formations: the elliptic cyclic group, the dihedral group (including
the four group), the tetrahedral group, the octahedral group, and
the icosahedral group. Each of these groups can be transformed
after the manner of Sec. 15, to get other finite groups. The
possibility of further finite groups will be investigated in the next
section. We shall find that there are no others.

57. Determination of All the Finite Groups.-We first prove
the following theorem:

THEOREM 2.-1f a group contains two non-parabolic transforma
tions which have one fixed point in common and the other fixed
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points different, then the group contains parabolic transformations
with the common point as fixed point.

Let the group be so transformed that 00 is the common fixed
point and 0 and 1 are the remaining fixed points. The two
transformations are then of the form

8 1 = K1z, 8 2 = K 2(z - 1) + 1, K 1 ~ 1, K 2 ~ 1.

Combining these in the product given below, we find readily

U - 8 -18 8 8 -1 _ + (K 1 - 1)(K2 - 1)
- 1 212 -z ·K 1

This is a translation; that is, a parabolic transformation with 00

as fixed point. Any power of this transformation Un, n ~ 0,
is parabolic with 00 as fixed point.

A finite group has only elliptic transformations. It follows
from the preceding theorem that all transformations of the
group which have one fixed point in common have the second
fixed point in common, also. If p transformations (including the
identical transformation) have a common fixed point, e, we shall
call e a fixed point of order P. These transformations form
a cyclic subgroup; and the transformations are powers of a trans
formation with multiplier e21ri / v • Congruent fixed points are
of the same order. Thus, if e' = T(e); and 8 i , i = 1,2, ... are
the transformations with. e as fixed point, then the v trans
formations T8 iT-t, and no others, have e' as fixed point.

Given a finite group of N( > 1) linear transformations, so
transformed, if necessary, that 00 is not a fixed point for any
transformation. Let R be the fundamental region exterior to all
the isometric circles. We shall investigate the cycles of the
region.

Let Zo be a vertex belonging to a cycle of angle 21r/k, k > 1.
Then we found in Sec. 26 that Zo is a fixed point of an elliptic
transformation with multiplier e21rilk. There is no transforma
tion with Zo as fixed point and with multiplier eifJ where 0 < () <
21r/k; so Zo is a fixed point of order k.

Consider now a fixed point e of order v lying outside R. There
is a point e' congruent to e lying within or on the boundary
of R. But e' is the fixed point of an elliptic transformation
of order v, and has isometric circles passing through it. Hence,
e' is a vertex of R. That is, each fixed point of order v is congruent
to a vertex of R belonging to a cycle of angle 21r/ v.
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Let a, b be finite inner points of R. We form the function

fez) = (z - a)(zl - a) (ZN-l - a) (17)
(z - b)(Zl - b) (ZN-l - b)

where Zl, Z2, • . • ZN-l are congruent to z. This function is
automorphic with respect to the given group, since if Z be trans
formed into Zi the variables z, ... , ZN-l are permuted and
fez) is unaltered. It has zeros of the first order at a and the
points congruent thereto and poles of the first order at band
congruent points. It has a single pole in R j hence, it takes on
every value once in R (Sec. 42, Theorem 11).

The proposition that an automorphic function takes on every
value the same number of times in the fundamental region
requires that we count the values in a particular way at the
vertices. Let f(zo) = A; and let fez) take on the value A r
times. We count the value A as taken on r/k times in the
vertices of the cycle (Sec. 42 (2». In the present case, r/k = 1;
whence, fez) takes on the value A exactly k times at ZOo The
derivative, f'(z), has k - 1 zeros at zoo

Now let us look upon fez) as a rational function in the whole
plane. It has N poles; so it takes on each value N times.
It takes on the value A only at the vertex Zo and the points
congruent thereto; and at each such points it takes on the value
k times. It follows that the point Zo and the points congruent
to it form a set of N /k congruent points. Since any fixed point
is congruent to a vertex of R, we can state this result as follows:
A fixed point of order 11 belongs to a set of N / 11 congruent fixed
points. The order of a fixed point is a submultiple of N.

Consider f'(z). Since fez) has N poles of the first order, its
derivative has N poles of the second order. Hence, f'(z) has 2N
zeros. The roots of f'(z) can all be located. At a finite point
which is different from a fixed point, f'(z) ~ O. Otherwise,
fez) would take on its value twice at the point; this is contrary
to the fact that fez) takes on no value more than once in R or in
any of the regions congruent to R which cover the plane. At
infinity we have developments of the form

fez) = Co + ~ + · · .; f'(z) = -~~ + · · ·
Here, Cl ~ 0, sincef(z) takes on the value Co only once at infinity.
Hence, f'(z) has a zero of the second order at infinity. The
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remaining zeros of f'(z), 2N - 2 in number, are at the fixed
points.

Let the fixed points of the group fall into s sets of congruent
points. Let the orders of the points of the sets be VI, V2, • • • ,

V:'. Then the sets consist of N / VI, N / V2, N / Vs points,
respectively. Summing the zeros of f' (z) and equating to
2N - 2, we have

8

~
N
- (Vi-I) = 2N - 2,
Vi

i=l

or

(18)

The integers N and Vi for any finite group must satisfy (18).
Here N ~ 2 and Vi ~ 2; also N /Vi is an integer. We have
s > 1; for is s = 1, the first member of (18) is less than 1 and

the second is greater than or equal to 1. Also, s < 4; for 1 _ 1~
Pi

> ~ and the first member equals or exceeds s/2, which is greater

than the second member if 8 ~ 4. There are then two cases to
consider 8 = 2 arid 8 = 3.

If 8 = 2, (18) becomes

1 1 2 N N
1 - - + 1 - - = 2 - -, whence, + --- = 2.

VI V2 N VI V2

We have N / VI = N / V2 = 1. Hence, N may be any integer and
VI = V2 = N. The two sets of congruent fixed points contain
one point each; and each fixed point is of order N. The groups
satisfying these conditions, obviously, consist of the cyclic groups
of N transformations.

If s = 3, (18) reduces to

! + ~ + ~ = 1 + -~. (19)
VI V2 ~\ V3 lV

\

Let the subscripts be so chosen1that VI ~ V2 ~ V3. Then VI = 2,
for, otherwise, the first member 40es not exceed 1. Then,

1 1 1 2
V2 + -;; = 2 + N· (20)

Then, V2 = 2 or V2 = 3; otherwise, the first member does not
exceed }~.
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If V2 = 2, we have V3 = N /2. If N is any even number,
N = 2n, the equation can be satisfied.

If V2 = 3, we have, from (20),

!=!+!
V3 6 N

whence, V3 < 6. We find that each of the possible values
V3 = 3, 4, 5 gives an integral value of N; namely N = 12, 24,
60, respectively.

We have found then that, except for the cyclic group (s = 2),
all finite groups have three sets of congruent fixed points. The
orders of the points, the numbe~s in each set, and the total
number of transformations are only such as appear in the
following table:

TABLE II

Nl v 3 N

2 2 n n n 2 2n
2 3 3 6 4 4 12
2 3 4 12 8 6 24
2 3 5 30 20 12 60

That there actually exist finite groups corresponding to the
possibilities set forth in Table II is evident on an inspection of
Table I. In that table, there are three sets of congruent fixed
points containing F, V, and E points. The corresponding
orders are J1., v, and 2, respectively. The first possibility in
Table II is realized in the dihedral group (in the four group, if
n = 2), the second in the tetrahedral group, the third in the
octahedral group, and the last in the icosahedral group.

THEOREM 3.-There are no finite groups of linear transformations
other than the ellipt£c-cyclic groups, the groups of the regular solids
(including the four group), and the transforms of these latter groups
by means of linear transformations.

We have found that when s = 2 the only groups arising are
the cyclic groups. We shall now show that any group with three
sets of congruent fixed points is the transforln of a group
arising from one of the regular solids. We shall prove (which
amounts to the same thing) that if two groups have the same
values of v!, V2, V3 one is the transform of the other.
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Given two finite groups with the same values of VI, V2, V3.

Let each be so transformed, if necessary, that 00 is not a fixed
point. If the transformed groups are the transforms of one
another, the same is true of the original groups. Let the group
S consist of the transformations SI, ••• , SN and have the
fixed points aI, a2, • • • , aN/vI of order VI, the fixed points
bl , b2, • • • , bN/ V

2
of order P2, and the fixed points CI, C2, • • • ,

CN/V3 of order V3. Let the group S' have the transformations
St', ... , SN', the fixed points aI', ••• , a'N/Vl of order VI, the
fixed points bl ', ... , b'N/V2 of order V2, and the fixed points
CI', ••• , C'N/V3 of order P3.

We now use formula (17) to set up an automorphic function
fez) for the group S and an automorphic function fl(z) for the
group S' where the constants a and b in the formula are different
from the fixed points. Let f(ai) = A, f(bi) = B, f(ci) = c;
fl(a/) = A',fl(B/) = B',fl(C/) = C/o Let t = (at l + b)/(ct l +
d) be the transformation carrying the distinct points t l = A',
B', C/ into the distinct points A, B, C, respectively, and form
the function

F(z) = afl(z) + b.
cfl(z) + d

Then, F(a/) = A, F(bi') = B, F(c/) = C. The functions F(z)
and fez) have N poles each, and, hence, take on any value N
times.

We shall represent the group S in the z-plane and S' in a
second or z'-plane. We shall set up a correspondence between
the points of the two planes by means of the equation1

F(z') = fez). (22)

To each value of z there correspond N values of z'; for a given z
determines one value of fez) and this value is taken on by F(z')
at N points z'. Likewise, to each z/ correspond N values of z.

If z ~ ai, bi, Ci then fez) is distinct from A, B, C and the
corresponding values of z/ are N distinct points in the z'-plane.

If z = ai, then fez) = A and the corresponding values of z/
fall into N / VI sets of VI equal values each; namely, z' = al/,
a2', ••• Consider the arrangement of the VI values of z' in
the neighborhood of a/ when z is in the neighborhood of ai.
We have the following developments in the neighborhoods of

1 This correspondence was suggested by Prof. P. Koebe.
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the points in question, since each function takes on its value Vl
times:

fez) = A + k(z - ai)"l + .
F(z') = A + k'(z' - a/)t'l +

Then, (22) becomes

(z' - a/)"l(k' + ... )

k ~ O.
k' ~ O.

Extracting the vl-th root,

(z' - a/)(k'l/"l + ... ) = EI«(Z - ai)(kl/"l + · · · ),
K = 1, 2, .. · , Vl,

where El, ... , EJl1are the vl-th roots of unity. From these we
have the Vl developments in the neighborhood of ai,

z' = a/+ E.(~Y/Vl (z - ai) + ...

Hence, although Vl values of z' become equal at ai, these values
belong to distinct branches. Similar reasoning applies to bi

and Ci.

The relation (22), then, gives in the neighborhood of any
point of the z-plane N distinct function elements. These
elements combine to form N single-valued functions of z. Other
wise, since there are no branch points, the N sheets bearing the
values of z' are not connected. Consider one of the functions,
z' = T(z). To each value of z there corresponds one and only
one value of z'. Interchanging the roles of z and z', to each z'
there corresponds one, and only one, z. Hence, z' = T(z) is a
linear transformation (Sec. 1, Theorem 3, Corollary 1).

The transformation T carries the fixed points of the group
S into the fixed points of the group S'; since when z = ai, bi, Ci

then T(z) = a/, b/, c/o Then the group Vi = TSiT-l is a
group with the same fixed points and of the same orders as the
group 8'. Is the group U the same as the group S'?

Let Vi and S/ be transformations with the fixed point a/
and the same multiplier. We shall show that the second fixed
points are identical. Suppose they are different. We combine
Vi and S/ in all possible ways to generate a group r. A point
a/ (~a/) is carried by each of the transformations into another
of the points ak'; that is, a/ has a finite number of distinct
transforms by the group r. But r contains parabolic
transformations with a/ as fixed point (Theorem 2); and by
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repetitions of such a parabolic transforrnation q/ has an infinite
number of distinct transforms. This contradiction proves
that Vi and S/ have the same fixed points; whence they are
identical. We thus identify each transformation of U with a
transformation of S'. The group S' is the transform of S
by a linear transformation, which was to be proved.

The Polyhedral Functions.-The automorphic functions belong
ing to the finite groups, which, owing to their connection with
the regular solids, are called "polyhedral functions," are readily
set up. The function fez) in (17) takes on· each value once in
the fundamental region. Hence (Sec. 43, Theorem 14), the
most general simple automorphic function belonging to the group
is a rational function of fez).

58. The Extended Groups.-Intimately connected ,vith the
rotations which carry a regular solid into itself are the reflections

FIG. 38

in planes of symmetry which, likewise, carry the solid into
itself. In the cube, Fig. 36, there are nine planes of symmetry:
three planes through the midpoints of four faces (the coordinate
planes), and six planes containing opposite edges. These planes
intersect the sphere ~o in nine great circles. These circles are
projected stereographically on the z-plane in Fig. 38. The real
and imaginary axes and the unit circle Qo arise from the first
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three planes of symmetry mentioned above; the remaining two
straight lines and four circles arise from the latter six planes.

What is the transformation of the z-plane corresponding to
a reflection in a diametral plane of the points of ~o? On making
the inversion which projects ~o stereographically on the z-plane,
a diametral plane II through a great circle C is carried into a
sphere ~ through C', the stereographic projection of C. Since
IT is orthogonal to 2;0, 2; is orthogonal to the z-plane and has C'
as equator. Two points on ~o inverse with respect to II are
carried into two points of the z-plane inverse with respect to ~

and, hence, inverse with respect to C'. Hence, if the points of 2;0

be transformed by a reflection in II the corresponding points of
the z-plane undergo an inversion in C'. Reflection in the nine
planes of symmetry of the cube, then, correspond to inversions
in the nine circles of Fig. 38.

The planes of symmetry divide the surface of the cube into
48 equal triangles. One such is the triangle GHP formed
by bisecting the triangle MHG by a line from G to the midpoint
of MH. This triangle projects on the triangle KNH on the
sphere and the latter projects stereographically on the shaded
triangle in the upper left hand corner of Fig. 38. The triangle
GPM corresponds to the unshaded region in the lower left-hand
corner of Fig. 38; and the remaining triangles on the cube cor
respond to the remaining triangles of Fig. 38.

N"ow, let us form a group by combining the reflections in
planes of symmetry in all possible ways. Each such reflection
carries GHP into one of the 48 triangles on the surface of the
cube. Further, by suitable sequences of such reflections,
the whole surface of the cube can be covered; that is, GHP can
be carried into any other triangle. It is easily seen that two
such sequences which carry GHP into the same triangle transform
all points in the same way and so are identical. The group thus
contains exactly 48 transformations. In the z-plane the cor
responding transformations carry a given triangle of Fig. 38
into each of the triangles of the figure.

This group in the z-plane is known as the "extended group."
It is found by combining in all ways the inversions in the nine
circles in Fig. 38. Each triangle is a fundamental region for
the group. The transformations are of two kinds. An even
number of inversions is a linear transformation; an odd number
js an inversely confornlal transformation of the plane into itself,
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and has the form z' = (az + b)j(cz + d) (Sec. 5, Equation (23)).
There are 24 transformations of each kind. The former cor
respond to the rotations of the sphere which carry the cube into
itself, since an even number of reflections in diametral planes is
equivalent to a rigid motion. Among the inversely conformal
transformations are the nine inversions from which we formed the
group.

If we shade the alternate triangles in Fig. 38, we note that a
transformation which carries a shaded triangle into a shaded
triangle or an unshaded triangle into an unshaded triangle
is a linear transformation; a transformation which carries a
shaded triangle into an unshaded triangle or vice versa is a
transformation which reverses the sign of the angle. The former
24 transformations constitute the octahedral group. A shaded
and an unshaded region together constitute a fundamental region
for the group.

It is easy to see that the extended group can be generated
by three inversions; namely, in the sides of anyone of the tri
angles of the figure. By repeating these three inversions, any
triangle of the figure can be carried into any other.

The groups of the remaining regular solids can be extended
in a precisely similar way. We shall not treat the several cases
in detail. By repeated reflections in planes of symmetry, a given
edge aobo can be carried into an edge aibi in four ways-so that
aobo coincides with aibi or with biai, and so that angles are
preserved or angles are reversed. The extended group cor
responding to the sequence of reflections then consists of 4E
transformations, where E is the number of edges.

The planes of symmetry divide the surface of the regular
solid into 4E triangles, each formed by joining the midpoint of
a face to the end and the midpoint of an adjacent edge. The
projection of these triangles on the sphere and thence on the
z-plane gives a system of triangles with properties analogous to
those of Fig. 38. From the tetrahedron we get 24 triangles;
from the icosahedron 120; from the dihedron 4n. In each case,
half the transformations are linear transformations and half are
transformations with reversal of the sign of the angle. The
former constitute a subgroup identical with the group of the
regular solid.

The extended groups will reappear in a later chapter in the
study of the Riemann-Schwarz triangle functions.
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II. THE GROUPS WITH ONE LIMIT POINT

59. The Simply and Doubly Periodic Groups.-The groups
with one limit point are of particular interest. They comprise
the groups whose automorphic functions-the simply and doubly
periodic functions-have been studied more than any other
automorphic functions. Further, as we shall find later, these
groups form one of the three classes of groups whose automorphic
functions are employed in the simplest theory of uniformization.

A group with but one" limit point can contain no hyperbolic
or loxodromic transformation; for each of the two fixed points
of such a transformation is a limit point. Each transformation
of the group is either parabolic or elliptic. Each transformation
has the limit point as fixed point; otherwise, the limit point
would have a transform which would be a second limit
point. The group cannot consist entirely of elliptic transfor
mations. For, the second fixed points do not all coincide;
otherwise, the group would be a finite cyclic group. It follows
from Theorem 2 that the group contains parabolic transforma
tions. The group, then, consists either of parabolic transforma
tions alone or of parabolic and elliptic transformations.

Let the group be so transformed that the limit point is carried
to infinity. Then all the transformations are of the form

z' = Kz + b,

where K is the multiplier of the transformation. The parabolic
transformations (K = 1) are translations; the elliptic transfor
mations are rotations:

If the group contains only translations, it is either a simply
periodic group with a period strip (Fig. 12) as fundamental
region or a doubly period group with a period parallelogram
(Fig. 13) as fundamental region.

We prove these facts briefly. The translations are of the form Si =
z + ni, ni being called a "period." We have SIrn1 S2'm2 ... Snrnn = Z +
mInI + m2n2 + ... + mnQn ; that is, any linear combination of periods
with integral coefficients is a period. Now, let all the periods be plotted in
the complex plane. These points have no cluster point. If there were a
cluster point, the transformation SiSj-l = z + f2i - f2j, where ni and nj are
taken sufficiently near the cluster point, would have an arbitrarily small
period; and the group would be continuous.

Let w be a nearest period to the origin; that is, one of the finite number
at the minimum distance. Let L be the line joining the origin to wand let n
be any period lying on L. We can write n = Mw, where M is real. We
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shall show that M is an integer. Suppose not; and let m be the nearest
integer to M. Then 1M - ml ~ J-~; and the period n' = n - mw is such
that In'l = I(M - m)wl ~ ~Iwl. This is contrary to the assumption that
w is the nearest period to the origin. The transformation S = z + n is
then a power of T = z + w; namely, S = TM. If all the periods lie on L,
the group is the simply periodic group generated by T.

Suppose, next, that there are periods not lying on L. Let w' be at the
minimum distance from the origin among these. Then any period in the
plane can be written n = Mw + M'w', where M and M' are real. We now
prove that M and M' are both integers. Suppose not; and let m and m'
be the nearest integers to M, M'. Then 1M - ml ~ 7~, 1M' - m'l ~ 7'2.
Consider the period

n' = n - (mw + m'w') = (M - m)w + (M' - m')w' ¢. O.

Here we have
In'l < >~Iwl + >~lw'l ~ Iw'l.

This is impossible unless n' lies on L. But, then, M' - m' = 0 and In'l ~
721wl, which is impossible. It follows that M and M' are integers.

A transformation of the group, S = z + n, can then be written in the
form S = TMT1M', where T = z + w, T 1 = Z + w'. The group is the
doubly periodic group generated by T and T I .

We can assume, without loss of generality, that a period of
smallest absolute value is 1. Let G = z/w, where w is a smallest
period, and transform the group by G.

8 = z + n, G8G-1 = G(wz + n) = z + ~.
w

When n = w, the period is 1. Otherwise, In/wi ~ 1, since In I ~ Iu:'l.
The most general group with one limit point and containing

only parabolic transformations is the transform of a simply or
doubly periodic group.

60. Groups Allied to the Periodic Groups.1-We now consider
groups containing parabolic and elliptic transformations. We
show first that the multiplier of an elliptic transformation is
limited to a small number of possible values. Let S = z + n
and 8 1 = Kz + b be a parabolic and an elliptic transformation
contained in the group. Then the translation

8 1881- 1.= 81(~~ ~ + Q) = Z + KQ
has the period Kn. Let the minimum period be 1; then, taking
n = 1, K is a period. Now, the multipliers of the transforma
tions with a common fixed point of order v are

K p ( = e27ri /
p) , K p2, ••• , Kpp-1.

I For the treatment in this section and the next see KOEBE, P., Math. Ann.,
vol. 67, pp. 164-168, 1909.
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Kt
FIG. 39.

These rnultipliers-the v-th roots of unity-lie on the unit
circle Qo.

The possible values of K and the periods ± 1 must be so
spaced about Qo that the distance between any two distinct
periods is not less than 1. Otherwise,
there is a period of smaller absolute value
than 1, contrary to hypothesis. If v ~ 7,
(Fig. 39) we have IKv - 11 < 1, which
is impossible. If v = 5, we have IKv 2

+ 11 < 1, which is impossible. Hence, -1
v is limited to the values 2, 3, 4, 6.
Also v = 4 and v = 3, or v = 6, cannot
both appear; since IK4 - K 3 1 < 1 and
IK4 - K 6 1 < 1.

Two elliptic transformations with the
same multiplier, 8 1 = Kz + b, 8 2 = Kz + b', have constants b,
b' which differ by a period. For,

8 28 1-
1 = K(Z ~ b) + b' = Z+ b' - b,

which has the period b' - b. Conversely, if Q is any period,
there is a transformation with the multiplier K and the constant
b + Q; namely, where 8 = z + Q,

88 1 = Kz + b + Q.

Then all transformations with the multiplier K which the group
contains, and no others, are comprised in the formula

Si = Kz + b + Qi, (23)

where b is the constant for one such transformation and Qi is any
period or zero. The finite fixed point of (23) we find to be

~i = ~ ~ ~. (24)

In locating the fixed points from (24), it suffices to find those
which lie in a period strip or period parallelogram of the, subgroup
of translations. The remaining fixed points differ from these
by periods. For, if U is any transformation of the group, U8 i U-1
has the same multiplier as 8 i and has the "fixed point U(~i). In
particular, each fixed point has a congruent fixed point lying in
the period strip or period parallelogram.

We treat first the case in which v = 2 for all the fixed points;
so K = -1. We can transform the group by a translation
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carrying b to the origin; so we can take b = o. The resulting
transformations,

Si = -z + ni , T i = z + ni ,

where the T i form a simply or doubly periodic group, are easily
shown to be a group. The fixed points, from (24), are ~i =
Q i /2. The location of the fixed points (marked "2") in a
period strip and a period parallelogram are shown in Figs. 40 and
41. The half of the strip or parallelogram whose congruent sides
are joined by arrows is a fundamental region for the group. We
verify readily that certain transformations carry the region into
regions abutting along each of its sides, and that all except the
identical transformation carry it outside itself.

:> 2

~
2 2

2

2
2

FIG. 40. FIG. 41.

If v > 2, the subgroup of translations cannot be simply
periodic. For K p is then a period which is not a multiple of 1.
Since K p is at a distance 1 from the origin and no period can be at
a less distance, we may, according to the previous section, take
K p as the period of the second generating transformation. The
doubly periodic subgroup is generated by T = z + 1 and T 1 =
z + K p • The doubly periodic group is, thus, a very special one.

Consider the case v = 4. We have K 4 = i, K 4 2 = -1 = K 2 ,

K 43 = -i. Since K 44 = 1, we may write the transformations,
both elliptic and parabolic, in the form

Si = K 4nz + ni = K 4nz + m + m'i.

Both group properties are readily established for these trans
formations.

For K = i and K = -1 we have from (24)

~i = m
1
+_~'i = (1 + ili~ + m'i), ~i = m ~m'i
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The first formula gives the points marked "4'~ in the period
parallelogram in Fig. 42. The second gives those marked "4"
and in addition those marked "2." These latter points are of
order 2. The fixed points when K = - i are, of course, the same
as those for K = i. We can show easily that the square whose
congruent sides are connected by arrows is a fundamental region
for the group.

4
2

4

2 4 2

\\..
4 2 4

FIG. 42.

2
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The cases 1) = 3 and 1) = 6 are pictured in Figs. 43 and 44.
The group in each case is

Si = Kvnz + m + m'K v , n = 1, 2, · · · , 'II.

The fixed points are located as in the preceding figure. In the
latter case there are fixed points of three orders, 2, 3, and 6.
In Fig. 43, the parallelogram has been drawn from the periods

2Ir-----+---...,6

FIG. 43. FIG. 44.

1 and K 3 + 1( = K 6); this latter period is at a distance 1 fronl
the origin and may be used, as well as K a itself, as the period of
the second generating transformation.

We observe that in Figs. 42, 43, and 44, the transformations
connecting congruent sides of the fundamental region are elliptic.
Each of these groups is generated by rotations.

The groups constructed in this section, together with their
transforms by means of linear transformations, include all
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the groups with a single limit point which contain elliptic
transformations.

61. The Automorphic Functions.-We shall now set up all the
simple automorphic functions for the groups with one limit point.
We suppose the group so transformed that the limit point is at
infinity, the smallest period is 1, and an elliptic point of highest
order (if elliptic points exist) is at the origin.

For the simply periodic group, the function e27riz is an auto
morphic function taking on each value once in the period strip.
Hence (Sec. 43, Theorem 14), the most general simple automorphic
function connected with the group is a rational function of e27riz •

In the group of Fig. 40, the function cos 21rZ is a simply periodic
function which takes on each value twice in the period strip
(since it has two zeros, Z = ±~~, in the strip). Now cos 21r
(-z) = cos 21rz. The function thus admits the elliptic
generating transformation; so it is automorphic with respect to
the group of the figure. It takes on each value once only in
the upper half of the strip, the other value being taken on in the
lower half. According to Theorem 14, cited above, the most
general simple automorphic function connected with the group is a
rational function of cos 21rz.

The group of Fig. 41 is treated similarly. The Weierstrassian
function

1 ~'[ 1 1 ]'.l3(z) = Z2 + ~i (z -- 12;)2 - 12i
2 '

(25)

the summation being extended over all non-zero periods Qi, is
a doubly periodic function with a pole of the second order in the
period parallelogram. Hence, '-l3(z) takes on each value twice in
the period parallelogram. But ~(z) is an even function,
'-l3( -z) = '-l3(z)-as we see on changing z to -z and Q i to - Qi,

which does not alter the set of periods. Then '-l3(z) takes on each
value once in the fundamental region of the figure. The most
general simple a~tomorphic group is a rational function of 'l3(z).

For the doubly periodic function itself there is no automorphic
function with a single pole in the period parallelogram in terms
of which to express all automorphic funct.ions rationally. Let
fez) be a simple automorphic function belonging to the group;
that is, an elliptic function. • Thenf(z) can be written in the form

fez) = ~~[f(z) + f( -z)] + ~2[f(z) - f( -z)].
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Here, I( -z) is also an elliptic function. 'The first term is an
even function of z; and so is automorphic with respect to the
group of Fig. 41. It is a rational function of '13(z). The second
term is an odd function. Now '13'(z) is also an odd elliptic
function. Hence, ~~[f(z) - f( -z)]/'13'(z) is an even function
and so is a rational function of '13(z). The most general simple
automorphic function is then

fez) = Rl[~(Z)] + ~'(Z)R2[~(Z)],

where R 1 and R2 indicate rational functions.
Consider now the groups of Figs. 42 to 44. The transforma

tions here are of the form

Zi = K lInz + nh n = 1,2, ... , 11, (26)

where 11 = 4,3, or 6. The function '13(z) is not automorphic with
respect to the groups. Vie have, from (25),

'l3(Zi) = (K:'z ~ Qi)2 + ~: [(K.nz + ;i - Qi)2 - ~i2]

= K~2n 1(z +~y+ ~:r(z + Q~inQiY - (by]!'
Now, the division of a period n i by K lIn amounts to rotating it
through the angle - 21rn/ 11 about the origin and carries it in
each of the three cases into another period Q/. ~uch a rotation
carries the set of all periods into itself. We have, then,

'l3(Zi) = K~2n {(z +1 n/)2 + ~: [(Z + Q) _ Q/)2 - Q:,2]}

= K~2n 'l3(z + Q/) = K~2;;-'l3(Z). (27)

For 11 = 4, (Fig. 42) !( = ±i, ±1 and K 1I 2n = ±1. Then,
'13(Z)2 is automorphic with respect to the group. ~(Z)2 has a
pole of the fourth order in the period parallelogram and takes on
each value four times. The period parallelogram contains four
copies of the fundamental region in the figure. Hence, the
function takes on each value once in the fundamental region. It
follows (Sec. 43, Theorem 14) that the most general simple auto
morphic function belonging to the group is a rational function
of ~(Z)2.

Differentiating (27) and (26), we have

\11'( )dz j 1 \11'() dZ j K
+l Zj dz = K v 2n +l z, dz = J}n,
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whence,
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'l3'(Zj) = K~3n 'l3'(z). (28)

If p = 3 (Fig. 43), K p is a cube root of unity and K v3n = 1.
Then 'l3'(z) is automorphic with respect to the group. 'l3'(z)
has a pole of the third order and takes on each value three
times in the period parallelogram. The period parallelogram
contains three copies of the fundamental region of the figure;
hence, the function takes on each value once in the fundamental
region. The most general simple automorphic function belonging
to the group is a rational function of 'l3'(z).

If v = 6 (Fig. 44), K p is a sixth root of unity and K v3n = ± 1.
Then 'l3'(Z)2 is automorphic. This function has a pole of the
sixth order and takes on each value six times in the period
parallelogram. The period parallelogram contains six copies of
the fundamental region of the figure; hence, the function takes on
every value once in the fundamental region. The most general
simple automorphic function belonging to the group is a rational
function of 'l3' (z) 2.

III. THE GROUPS WITH TWO LIMIT POINTS

62. Determination of the Groups.-The remaining elementary
groups-those with two limit points-are of less interest. We
shall derive them briefly. Given such a group, so transformed
that the limit points are zero and infinity. Then each trans
formation must carry a limit point either into itself or into the
other limit point. The transfotmations (a) which have 0 and'
00 as fixed points; and (b) which carry 0 to 00 and 00 to 0, are
readily found to have the following forms:

(a) z' = Kjz, (b) z' = 9i. (29)
z

The forlner are hyperbolic, elliptic, .or loxodrornic transforma
tions, according to the value of K j ; the latter are elliptic with the

fixed points ± vC;.
Taking logarithms in (29) and setting iog z = w, log z' = w',

log K i = nj, log Cj = n/, we have

(a) w' = w + nj + 2m7ri, (b) w' = -w + n/ + 2n7ri, (30)
the integers m and n depending upon the values used for the
logarithms. If the transformations in (29) form a group, so,
also, do those in (30), and conversely. The group (29) is con-
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tinuous or discontinuous according as (30) is continuous or
discontinuous. Thus, (30) is continuous if it has arbitrarily
small periods, Qj + 2m7ri = e. Then log z' = log z + e and
z' = e'=z, which differs arbitrarily little from the identity.

The groups (30) are of the type studied in Sees. 59 and 60
for 11 = 2. Suppose, first, that the transformations (b) do not
appear. In (a) we can take one of the primitive periods to be
a pure imaginary. Since 27ri is a period, this primitive period
is of the form w = 27ri/k, where k is an integer. If there are no
periods other than multiplies of w, the group (30)(a) is simply
periodic and is generated by the transformation w' = w + w.

The group (29)(a) is then generated by z' = ewz = e21rilkZ. It
is a finite cyclic group and can be discarded, since it has no
limit points.

If (30)(a) is a doubly periodic group, let w, w' be a pair of
primitive periods, w being the period found above. Then w' is
not a pure imaginary. The general transformation of the group
is w' = w + mw + nw' and the general transformation of the
original group is z' = emw+nw'z. If k = 1, so that w = 21ri, then
emw = 1 and the group is simply z' = enw'z. Putting K = ew',
K 1 = ew , we have the following types of groups:

(A) z' = Knz; (B) z' = KnK1mz IKI ~ 1, K 1 = e21ri/ k •

(A) is a hyperbolic or loxodromic cyclic group. (B) contains
elliptic and loxodromic transformations and possibly also
hyperbolic transformations.

If the transformations (b) appear in (30), they have the form
(Equation (23) with K = -1)

w' = - w + b + mw + nw'.

The group can be transformed by a translation that carries b
to the origin (which amounts in (30) to a transformation carrying

VC to 1); so we can take b = O. From log z' = - Jog z + mw +
nw', we get z' = emw+nw'/z. We have then the following further
groups:

Kn KnK m
(C) z' = Knz, z' = -' (D) z' = KnK1mz z' = __1_.

Z ' 'z
For any values of K, K 1such that IKI ~ 1 and K 1 = e2rri/ k , the
sets of transformations (A )-(D) form groups of the kind sought.

The most general groups with two limit points are the groups (A)
(D) and their transforms by means of linear transformations.
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63. Certain Results from the Theory of Elliptic Functions.
The earliest automorphic functions to be studied were the
elementary ones-the circular functions, the elliptic functions,
and the rational or polyhedral automorphic functions. Of the
non-elementary functions the so-called "elliptic modular func
tions" were extensively studied before the erection of a general
theory of Fuchsian functions. By an elliptic modular function,
or more briefly, a modular function, is meant a simple automorphic
function belonging to the modular group or to one of its subgroups.!

In Sec. 37, we constructed the
fundamental region for the
modular group. By transform
ing the group so as to reduce
infinity to an ordinary point,
we could set up automorphic
functions by means of the theta
series of Poincare (Chap. V) .
Instead of following this process,
however, we prefer to follow the
historical order of development
and to derive the modular ,func
tions in such a way as to bring

out their connections with the elliptic functions. To this end we
recall certain of the properties of the Weierstrassian function ~(z).

Let w, w' be a pair of primitive periods so denominated that for
the ratio

I
W .

'T = -- =' x + ~y,
w

(1)

1 The most complete treatise on these functions is FRICKE-KLEIN, "Vor
lesungen tiber die Theorie der elliptischen Modulfunktionen," two volumes
of some 1450 pages. See, also, VIVANTI, "Fonctions polyedriques et modu
laires." Brief accounts will be found in HURWITZ-COURANT, "Funktionen
theorie," 2nd ed., pp. 220-230, and in BIEBERBACH, Lehrbuch der Funktionen
theorie, vol. 2, pp. 95-114.

148
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(2)

y is positive; that is, which shall be called wand which w' is
governed by the requirement that the angle wOw' shall be positive
and less than 7r (Fig. 45). We use the symbol n = mw + m'w'
for the general period. The elliptic functions

1 '[ 1 1 ]$(z) = Z2 +~ (z _ n)2 - nil '
where the surnmation extends to all non-zero periods, and its
derivative

2 ' 1
$'(z) = - Z3 - 2~ (z _ n)3' (3)

are connected by an algebraic relation (Theorem 12, Sec. 43).
This relation is the following

'l3'(Z)2 = 4'l3(Z)3 - g2~(Z) - g3, (4)
where

, 1 ' 1
g2 = 60~ n4' g3 = 140~ nil' (5)

This relation is got most easily by combining '13(z) and 'l3'(z) into a
polynomial in such a way that the pole at the origin disappears. Then
the polynomial reduces to a constant (Theorem 10, Sec. 42). In the
neighborhood of the origin, we have

1 1 2z 3z2 4z 3 5z4

(z - n)2 = Q2 + ri3 + -Q4 + -Q5 + fi6 + . . .
We now insert this value in (2) and sum. We note that~'~3 = ~' ;,

= . . . = 0 by virtue of the fact that the term containing Q = mw + m'w'
is cancelled by the term containing n = -mw - m'w'. We have

1 ' 1 ' 1
m (z) = + 3z2~ - + 5z4~ - + .
:+J Z2 ~ Q4 ~ Q6

or

lD(z) = ;2 + ~~ Z2 + ~g Z4 + . · ·
From this series, we have, at once, the following:

2 g2 g3
~'(z) = -Z3 + loz + -j Z3 +

1 3g 2 3g 3
~(z)a = Z-6 + 20z2 + 28- + ... ,
~' (Z)2 = 4 _ 2g2 _ 4g~ -t-

Z6 5z2 7

On combining these equations we find

~'(Z)2 - 4'l3(Z)3 + g2'l3(Z) = -ga + cz2 +
The first member of this equation is an elliptic function with no singularity
in the fundamental region; hence, it is a constant.
Setting z = 0, we see that its value is - ga and (4) is established.
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(6)

The function 'l3'(z) satisfies the following:

the first of which follows from the fact that - Q/2 and n/2
differ by a period and the second from the fact that 'l3'(z) is an
odd function of z. It follows that if 'l3'(z) is analytic at n/2;
that is, if n/2 is a half period, then 'l3' (n/2) = o. Three of
these half periods lie in the period parallelogram. The three
quantities

(w) (w + w') (w')el = ~ 2 ' e2 = 'l3 .-2-,- , e3 = ~ 2 '

are then the roots of the equation

4t3 - g2t - ga = o. (7)

The three quantities el, e2, e3 are unequal. 'l3(z) takes on
each value twice in the period parallelogram. Since 'l3'(z)
vanishes at w/2, 'l3(z) takes on the value el twice there, and so
cannot take on the value el elsewhere in the parallelogram. By
similar reasoning e2 and ea are unequal. The condition for
equal roots in (7) we find readily to be the vanishing of the
expression

(8)
Hence,

D. ~ o.
64. Change of the Primitive Periods.-We consider the

problem of finding all pairs of primitive periods; that is, periods
in terms of which we can express all other periods by adding
integral multiples of the two periods. The periods

WI' = aw' + bw, WI = ew' + dw (9)

a, b, e, d being integers, are primitive periods if, and only if, w, w'

can be expressed as sums of integral multiples of WI, WI'. This
condition is necessary, by definition. It is also sufficient.
For, any period n,. being expressible in integral multiples of
w, w', is then expressible in integral multiples of WI, WI'. Solving
(9) we have

w' = aWl' + {3WI, W = '¥wt' + OWl,

where, putting D = ad - be,

ex =~, {3 = - i, 'Y = -15' {) = TI·
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(12)

(11)

ad-be 1ao - {3'Y = D2 = Jj.

If a, (3, "I, 0 are integers, then liD is an integer; whence, D = + 1.
Obviously, if D = ±1, the four quantities are integers. Hence,
the necessary and sufficient conditions that (9) be primitive periods
is that ad - be = ± 1.

The ratio of the new periods satisfies the relation

Wi aT + b
T1 = -- = ~-- --. (10)

Wi CT + d

Let us require that the periods be so named that in the expression
T1 = Xl + iYI, YI shall be positive. Then T1 as well as T lies in
the upper half plane. Now, the transformation (10) is non
loxodromic if D > 0 and is loxodromic if D < o. In the former
case, the upper half plane is carried into itself; in the latter it
is carried into the lower half plane. We have then

ad - be = +1.
The set of transformations (10) is the modular group.

65. The Function ](r).-Expressing the quantities (5) and
(8) in terms of the ratio T, we have

g2 = g2(W, w') = 60~'(me,;;~:/m'W')4

60~' 1 1
=. W4~ (m + m/~)4 = w4g2(1, T),

40~' 1 1g3 = g3(W, w') = -6 (+ ')6 = --6 g3(1, T),
W m mT W

A = A(w, w') = g2(W, W')3 - 27g3(w, W')2 = -h A(l, r).
W

It is a well-known result that the series (5) converge abso
lutely for any pair of primitive periods w, w' whose ratio is not
real. Hence, the series for g2(1, T) and g3(1, T) converge abso
lutely for any value of T which is not real. We show below
that these series converge uniformly in any closed region not
containing real points. From this, it follows that g2(1, T) and
g3(1, T) are analytic functions of T in the whole upper half T-plane.
So also, then, is ~(1, T).

We may establish the uniform convergence as follows: Let S be a closed
region in the r-plane not containing real points. Let 1] be the minimum
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distance from the boundary of S to the real axis; and let ITI < N in 8.
We now show that E > 0 can be chosen sufficiently small that

1m + m'TI > Elm + m'il; or 1m + m'T12 - E21m + m'il 2 > 0,

for all values of m, m' in the summation and for all T in S. Writing T =

X + iy, the first member of the last inequality may be written

1m + m'x + im'Yl2 - E
21m + m'il2

= m2 + 2mm'x + m,2x2 + m,2y2 - E2m2 - E2m'2

= m{1 -:2 - .2] + [tqn + km'xr
+ m,2[y2 - (k2 - 1)x2 - E2].

Here, since x is bounded, Ixl < N, and Iyl ~ '7, we can take k( > 1) near
enough to 1 and E( >0) small enough that all the terms in the last member are
positive whatever m and m' are; which establishes the desired inequality.
The terms of the series for g2(1, T) are less in absolute value than the cor
responding terms of the series of positive constant terms

, 1

'! 1m + m'iI 4
•

4
'

which is known to converge. It follows that the series for g2(1, T) converges
uniformly in S. The uniform convergence of the series for g3(1, T) is simi
larly established.

We now combine the quantities in (12) to form a function
from which the factor W cancels and which is, therefore, a function
of the ratio r alone:

J(T) = Jl:l. = flJ,(1, T2! (13)
~ ~(1, r)

The numerator and. denominator are analytic functions of r, and
the denominator does not vanish, in the upper half plane.
Hence, J(r) iR analytic in the whole upper half r-plane.

Let w, w' of given ratio w'/ w = r generate a group. Then, the
periods Wl' = aw' + bw, WI = c~' + dw, where a, b, c, d are any
integers such that ad - bc = 1, are primitive periods for the
group. Since the new periods generate the original group, they
lead to the same 'l3-function and to the same constants .g2, g3, ~.

Hence, the function J is unaltered. Now, the ratio of the new
periods rl = WI'/WI is connected with that of the old by Equation
(10); hence, we have, for any transformation of the modular
group,

(14)
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66. Behavior of J(r) at the Parabolic Points.-J(r) is analytic
at all finite points of the fundamental region R o of Fig. 46. We
now consider its behavior at the upper end of the region. The
sides which meet at infinity are congruent by the transformation
r' = r + 1. In accordance with Sec. 41, we make the change
of variable

(15)

This transformation maps the part of Ro above the line DEF,
with the equation y = k > 1, on the interior of the circle K whose
equation is ItI = e-27rk , congruent points on the two sides going
into coincident points on a radius (Fig. 47). The function J
takes on the same values at a point of this radius other than the

I
D E F

I
I

Ro
I
I
I
Ie

/A J
I B'/ , ,

/ \
I I ,, I I

-1 0 1
FIG. 46. FIG. 47.

orIgIn, when approached from the two sides, and so is single
_,valued and analytic in K, with the possible exception of the
origin. This is also true of 02(1, r) and 03(1, r), for each is
unaltered by the transformation r' = r + 1. Thus,

the terms of the second sum being merely a rearrangement of
those of the sum defining g2(1, r). Similarly, g3(1, r + 1) =
03(1, r).
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In order to express g2(1, T) and ga(l, T) as functions of t, we
shall employ two well-known expressions for the cotangent: 1

and

co

1r cot 1rU = 1+ ~' [_1__ l_J
U ~ u+m m

m=-co

.w + 1 ·cot 1rU = ~ --, w = e21riu ,. w - 1

(17)

whence,
1r cot 1rU = -1ri[l + 2w + 2w2 + 2wa + · · .]. (18)

We now equate .the second members of (17) and (18) and differ
entiate, respectively, three and five times with respect to u, using
each time the relation dw/du = 21riw. We have the following
results:

-6
rn= - co

],

- 120 ~ 1_ = 641r 6 [w + 32w2 + ... ],
~ (m + U)6

rn = - 00

where the terms 1/u4 and 1/u6 have been put under the sign of
summation. Setting u = m'T (m' > 0), so that w = e21rimlT =
t m

' we have

~ 1 = ~~[tml +- 8t2ml + ... ],
~ (m + m'r)4 3

m=- co

_~~~[tml + 32t2ml +
15 · ].

m= - 00

We can write 2

00 00

g2(l,'-) = 60[ ~' ~4 + 2~ ~ (m + ~/,-)4
m = - 00 rn' = 1 m = - 00

00

= 60[~ + !~71"4~ (trn/ + 8t2ml + · . · )l
rn' = 1

1 For the first, see OSGOOD, W. F., "Lehrbuch der Funktionentheorie," 2nd
ed., p. 507.

I 1 I 1
2The values of~ m 4 and ~m6 which are used here and in (20) are

readily got from (17) by expanding 7r cot rU - 1:. in power8 of u, differ
u

entiating three and five tinles, and setting u = o.
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Now, the functions in the last summation are analytic in the
whole interior of K, including the origin. Since the series
converges uniformly on the circumference of K, the sum is an
analytic function throughout K. Also, we can collect the
powers of t. We have

Similarly,
g2(1, r) = 7r4[~~ + 320t + . . . ]. (19)

ga(l, T) 140 [m~~~6 + 2 ~1 m~ 00 (m +lm 'T) 6 ]

= 140 [271"6 _ 1671"6~ (tm' + 32t2m' + )]
945 15 ~

m'=l

= 7r6[~~7 - 44~~t + · .. ]. (20)

From (19) and (20) we find

~(1, r) = g2(1, r)3 - 27g3(1, r)2 = 7r 12[4090t + .], (21)

and finally
J(r) = g2(1, r )~ = 7r12(~~ + 320t + .. · )3

~(1, r) 7r
12

( 4096t + · · · )
1

= 1728t + Co + CIt + . . . (22)

The function J(r), when expressed in terms of t, thus has a pole
of the first order at t = o.

67. Further Properties of J(r).-The function J(r) has a
single pole of the first order in Ro, according to the convention of
Sec. 42. It, therefore, takes on each value once in Ro (Theorem
11, Sec. 42).

THEOREM I.-The function J(r) takes on each value once, and
only once, in the fundamental region.

Applying Theorem 14, Sec. 43, we determine all functions which
are automorphic with respect to the modular group and have no
other singularities than poles in the fundamental region.

THEOREM 2.-The most general simple automorphic function
belonging to the modular group is a rational function of J(r).

We next consider the values of J(r) at the vertices A, B,
C of R o• At A we have T = P = -~~ + ~~iV3. Here, p is a
cube root of unity, so p3 = 1 and p2 + p + 1 = o. If, in

, 1
g2(1, p) = 60~ (m + m'p)4'
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we multiply numerator and denominator by p8, thus inserting a
factor p2 in each factor in the denominator, we have

~/ 1
g2(1, p) = 60p8~ (mp2 + m/)4

= 60p2~'(', 1 )4 = p2g2 (1, p),
~ m - m - mp

for the terms of the last summation are merely those of the
original sum arranged in a different order. From this, since
p2 ~ 1, we have

g2(1, p) = 0, J(p) = O. (23)

-g3(1, i).

J vanishes also at the congruent point B.
At C we have 7 = i. Then,

. ~/ 1
g3(1, 2) = 140~ (m + m'i)6

_ 140'6~' 1
- 2 ~ (mi _ m')6

From this we have'
g3(1, i) = 0, J(i) = 1. (24)

We propose now to find all points of Ro at which J(r) is real.
We consider the reflection of a point r in the imaginary axis;
namely 7' = -r, where, as hitherto, the bar indicates the
conjugate imaginary. We have

g2(1, r') = 60~' (m _::.:_1m'r)4; g2(1, r) = 60~ (m +1m'1')4;

so, g2(1, 7') = g2(l, 7). Similarly, g3(1, 7') = g3(l, 7); and

J(7') = J(r). (25)

There are two cases in which J(7') = J(7). If 7 lies on the
imaginary axis, it coincides with its reflection, and 7' = 7. If
7 lies on the boundary of Ro, its reflection 7' lies at a congruent
point on the boundary at which J has the same value as at 7.

In both cases we have

:J(r) = J(7),

and J(r) is real. That is, J(7) is real on the boundary of Ro
and on the imaginary axis.

'I'here are no further points of Ro at which J(7) is real. For,
if the function is real at any other point 71 of R o, we have J(7I)

= J(71) = J(r1'); and the function takes on the same value
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at the two distinct inner points Tl, Tl' of R o, which is contrary
to Theorem 1.

It follows from the preceding that the imaginary part of the
function J(T) = U + iv has always the same sign in each of
the halves into which the imaginary axis divides R o• If vr1 > 0

and vr2 < 0 at two points of R o on the same side of the imaginary

axis, and if T trace a curve A from Tl to T2, lying in R o and not
meeting the imaginary axis, then v = 0 at some point of A. At
this point, the function is real, which is contrary to what we have
just proved.

It remains to find in which half v is greater than zero. As T

moves from A to C along the boundary of R o, J(T) moves from
o to 1 to the right along the real axis in the J plane. Points in
the neighborhood of the first path ana to the left of it go into
points in the neighborhood of the second path and to the left of
it; that is, into points,.of the upper half J-plane. Then v > 0 in
the left half of R o•

We collect our resul~s int~ the following theorem:
THEOREM 3.-Writin\i J(T) in terms of its real and imagtnary

parts, J(T) = U + iv; th\n v > 0 at the inner points of R o to the
left of the imaginary axis; v < 0 at the inner points of R o to the
right of the imaginary axis; v = 0 on the boundary of R o and on
the imaginary axis. Also, vr ' = - vr , where T' is the reflection of T'

in the imaginary axis.
The last statement of the theorem is an immediate conse

quence of (25).
The function z = J(T) maps the left half of Ro in a one-to-one

manner on the upper half z-plane and maps the right half similarly
on the lower half-plane. As T moves upward along the imaginary
axis from C to 00, z moves from 1 to the right to + 00. The
two halves of the z-plane are joined to the right of z = 1. R o is
mapped on the z-plane bounded by a slit which extends along the
real axis from z = 1 to z = -00.

68.,~The Function "A(r).-Of the elliptic modular functions
belonging to a subgroup of the modular group, and not auto
morphic with respect to the whole group, we shall treat here
only one. The function which we shall consider is defined as
follows,

~(r) = e2 - e3, (26)
el - e3

where el, e2, e3 have the definitions given in Equation (6).
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We note first that Ais, in fact, a function of the ratio T alone~·~

We write ~(z; w, w') to call attention to the dependence of the
\l3-function on the periods. Since all the terms in the series (2)
defining'l3 are of the (-2)nd degree in z, w, w', we have

~(z; W, ~') = k2~(kz; kw, kw'), k ~ o.

Applying this to Equations (6), taking k = l/w, we have

27)

(28)

On forming the quotient in (26). w cancels, and A is a function
of T alone.

The uniform convergence of the series that define the func
tions of T appearing in (28) can be proved for any closed region
in the T-plane which does not contain points of the real axis.
This proof follows the lines of the convergence proof in Sec. 65

.and will not be given here. These functions are then analytic
in the upper half plane. Since eI, e2, ~ are unequal, A(T) is an
analytic function of T, and nowhere takes on the value 0 or the
value 1, in the upper half T-plane.

Consider the group generated by a pair of periods w, w' whose
ratio w' /w is T. Let WI, WI', Equation (9), be a second pair of
primitive periods with the condition that ad - bc = +1. The
ratio of the new periods is given by (10). For the new periods,
we have

Since we are dealing with the same group and, hence, have the
same ~-function, we have the same constants as before. They
are possibly arranged in a different order. And a rearrangeme~t

of the constants in (26) alters the value of A, in general.
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~ If now (ew' + dw)/2 and w/2 differ by a period, that is, if
(ew' + (d - 1)w)/2 is a period, we have

(
ew' + dW) (w) ,~ --2-- = ~ 2 ,or el = el. .

This occurs if, and only if, e is even and d is odd. Similarly, if
(aw' + bw)/2 and w'/2 differ by a period, that is, if ((a - l)w' +
bw)/2 is a period, we have ea' = ea. This occurs if a is odd and
b is even. If the preceding conditions hold, the remaining
roots are equal, e2' = e2, and A is unchanged.

Now if band e are even, b = 2b', e = 2e', then, a and dare
necessarily odd, as a consequence of the relation ad - be = 1;
and we have

}.{~:'::~) = A(T), ad - 4b'c' = 1. (30)

A(r) iG thus unaltered by all the transformations of the subgroup
treated in Sec. 38 and whose fundamental region was found in
Fig. 30. (For convenience this region is repeated in Fig. 48.)

69. The Relation between A(r) and J(r).-If we make a
transformation of the modular group which does not belong to
the subgroup of (30), there is an interchange of the roots el, e2, ea.
AI! values of (26) which can result are contained in the following
table:

e2 - e3 = X
el - e3 '
el - e3 1
e2 - e3 = X'

ea - el 1
---=--,
e2 - el 1 - A
e3 - e2 X
--- =--,
el - e2 X-I

el - e2 X - 1
--- =--,
ea - e2 A

~~-=~ = 1 - X.
ea - el

(31)

These six transformations of X constitute a group, namely, the
group of the anharmonic ratios (Sec. 36).

If, now, we form a rational symmetric function of the six
quantities (31), we have a, simple automorphic function F(r)
belonging to the modular group. For, in the first place, any
modular transformation merely interchanges the quantities
,el, e2, e3 in a certain way and does not alter a symmetric function
of these quantities. And, in the second place, such a symmetric
function of the roots can be expressed as a rational function of
the coefficients g2(W, w'), g3(W, w'), and, hence, also of g2(1, T),
ga(l, r). The latter two functions have no singularities other
than poles in R o (including the parabolic point); whence, a
rational function of them has no singularities other than poles.
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(X +1 )2(2 - X)2(2X - 1)2
X2(1 - X)2 .

Then F(r) is a simple automorphic function. It follows from
Theorem 2 that F(r) is a rational function of J(r).

We shall consider the following symmetric function:

F(r) = (A + 1{1~~ A+ l)(A.~ 1+ 1)(~ + l)(x~ 1+ 1)
(1 - X + 1)

(32)

Putting this in terms of el, e2, e3, we have

F(r) = _ (e2 + el - 2eg)2(e2 + eg - 2el)2(el + eg - 2e2)2. (33)
(el - e2)2(e2 - e3)2(el - e3)2

From Equation (7) we have el + e2 + e3 = 0, ele2e3 = Y3/4 .
.Using these relations, we can write the numerator of (33) in the
form

36

( - 3e3) 2( - 3el) 2( - 3e2) 2 = 42Y32.

The denominator of (33) is equal to the discriminant of (7), save
for a constant factor. We have, in fact,

(el - e2)2(e2 - e3)2(el - e3)2 = ~16(Y23 - 27Y23).
Then,

36Y3 2

F(r) = - 3 27 2 = 27[1 - J(r)]. (34)
Y2 - Y3

From (34) and (32) we have, with a little calculation,.
F(r) 4 (1 - X + X2)3

J(r) = 1 - ~ = 27 X2(1 _ X)2 . (35)

70. Further Properties of X(r).-We first note that for each
point of B o there exist five other points which are congruent by
the modular group. In Fig. 49 we have superposed the modular
division of the plane on B o• Representing the left half of R o
and the triangles congruent to it by the + sign and the right .
half and its congruent triangles by the - sign, we observe that
there are exactly six copies of each. Then J(r) takes on each
value six times in B o•

We next show t'hat X(r) is a simple automorphic function.
The only doubtful matter is its behavior at the parabolic points.
Consider the parabolic point at infinity. If, in accordance with
Sec. 41, we make the change of variable t l = e1riT (the sides of B o
being congruent by the transformation r' = r + 2), the upper
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end of Bo is mapped on a region similar to Fig. 47, and X goes
over into a function of t1 which is analytic in the neighborhood
of the origin. If X has an essential singularity at t1 = 0, it takes
on certain values an infinite number of times. Then, from (35),
J takes on certain values an infinite number of times in B o, which
is impossible. Hence, X is analytic at t1 = °or has a pole there.
Similar remarks apply to the other parabolic points. Then X(r)
is a simple automorphic function. It, therefore, takes on each
value the same number of times.

-1

;.

./I'A .

I

I
I
I,
I
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I~

I
~
I
I

II
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FIG. 49.
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The exceptional values 0, 1, 00, which are taken on nowhere
in the upper half plane, ·are necessarily taken on in the para
bolic points 0, ±1, 00. The' points +1 and' -1 are,congruent
and bear the same valu~.' \We shall now deternti~e in which

\ "points these values are take!} ort, One method of procedure
would be to seek the limit approac~dby X(r) as r approaches the
parabolic point from within the region. An easier method is the
following:

Let us make the change of periods (see (.9) and (10))

I I • 1WI = W + W, WI = W, rl = r + .
The new constants are

and

X' e2' - e3' _ e3 - e2 A
e/ - e/ - el - e~ = X-=!'
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Now, when we make this change of primitive periods, T = 0, -1,
00 gO into T' = 1, 0, 00, respectively; and X = 0, 1, 00 go into
A' = 0, 00, 1, respectively.. Since T = 00 is unaltered, the
corresponding value of X is unaltered. Hence, XC 00) = o.

Again, make the change of periods

Then,

and

- W, WI = w', rl =

A' = e2 ~ el = 1 - X.
ea - el

1
r

Here, r = 0, -1, 00 go into Tl = 00,1,0, respectively; and X = 0,
1, 00 go into X' = 1, 0, 00, respectively; whence, A( ± 1) = 00,
X(O) = 1.

We shall now prove the following theorem:
THEOREM 4.-The function XCr) takes on each value once, and

only once, in the fundamental region B o•
Each simple automorphic function belonging to the subgroup is

a rational function of X(r ).
We find, first, the order of the zero of X(r) at the parabolic

point at 00. As T ~ 00 in Eo, X~ 0, and, from (35),

X2J ~ ~~7. (36)

Changing the variable to t1 = e7riT
, we have from (22) and (15)

J = 17;St + Co + CIt + · · . = 172
1
Stl2 + Co + C1t1

2 + . · ·
J thus has a pole of the second order at t l = 0. Hence, from
(36), X has a zero of the first o~der. Since X(r) has one, and
only one, zero in Eo, it takes on every value exactly once.

The second statement of the theorem is a consequence of
Theorem 14, ~ec. 43.

The reality oJ A(r) can be treated by the method used in
studying the reality of J(T). We find here, also, that X( -r)

=>:(r); and by repeating practically verbatim the reasoning in
connection with Theorem 3, we show that A(r) is real on the
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bou,ndary of Bo and on the imaginary axis. The right half of B o
corresponds to the upper half X-plane.

'Ve close the chapter with a general theorem concerning
modular functions.

THEOREM 5.-Given a subgroup of the modular group whose
fundamental region consists of k copies of the fundamental region
Ro of the modular group. Then any simple automorphic function
f(T) belonging to the subgroup is connected with J(T) by a relation
of the form

~(f, J) = 0,

where ~ is a polynomial of degree not exceeding k in f.
• • , to

The fact that. an algebraic relation between f and J exists
follows from Theorem 12, Sec. 43, since J(T) is, obviously, a
simple automorpl\~c functLon with respect to the subgroup. To
each value J 0 of J, there correspond not more than k distinct
values of f; namely, the v!1:lues of f(T) at the k points of the
fundamentaJ r1~ion at whi~h J(T) == J o. That is, the irreducible
relatioq...aonn~tingf and\J is of degree k at most in f.

The eqlJlttib\1'(35) conI\ecting J ,and Xis an example.



CHAPTER VIII

CONFORMAL MAPPING

71. Conformal Mapping.-The present chapter wiJl be devoted
to the problem of mapping one region conformallY)lpon another.
This problem, as we shall see subsequently, has an important
bearing upon certain of the applications of automorphic fun~tions.

Let fez) be a function which is single valued and analytic in
a plane 'region S and which takes oOn no value twice in the region.
Then, the relation z' = fez) sets up a one-to-one correspondence
between the inner points of S and the inner points of a plane
region S' in the z'-plane. In this correspondence~thistrans
f.ormation of S into S'-angles are pre~erved. We 'Say that the
function fez) maps S conformally on S'. It is well known, also,
that, conversely, if one region is transformed into another with
preservation of -angles, the correspondence be'tween the points is
determined by an analytic function z' = fez). In speaking of
conformal mapping we shall understand always that the points
of the two regions involved correspond in a one-to:"one manner.

We can extend this simple notion in important respects. We
can first remove the requirement that fez) take on each value
only once 'in S'. .We require, of course, that fez) shall not

.\

be a constant. The neighborhood of a point a in S at which
f'(a} ~ °is mapped on \ N.qne region in the neighborhood of
b = f(a). At a we hav~ the~velopment

z' = b +f'(a)(z - a) + . . (1)

and, for a suitably small region about a, the corresponding
points in the z'-plane satisfy t~e relation

, 1 (' ). ( )
z = a + f' (a) z - b _+ 2

That is, the inverse function is single valued, hence, the mapped
region iSlplane. 'If, however, f''(a) = 0, we have a development
of the form

z' = b + c(z - a)n + . , . , n > 1, C ~ 0, (3)

and the inverse function
z = a + c'(z' - b)l/n + . ..(4)

164
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is not single valued. To each point near a correspond n points
near b. By representing z' on an n-sheeted region with a branch
point at b we can secure the desired one-to-one character.

We can" combine the variol1s values of z' into branches with
suitable branch points (which may of course be absent) into a
surface S' with a finite or infinite number of sheets, so that the
correspondence between the p'oints of S and those of S' is one-to
one. We say that fez) maps S conformally on Sf. Here S' is
merely a part of the Riemann surface~ossiblythe whole sur
face-of the function inverse to f(t). The conformal character
fails to hold at the ~ranch points, but. the correspondence is
continuous'there. The number of branch ·points in S' may be
infinite, but each is of finite order.

Again, we can replace S by a similar finitely or infinitely
sheeted region witl;1 interior branch points of finite order on
which the function fez) is analytic, in general, and is single
valued. We thus have the mapping of one many-sheeted region
upon another.

Finally, we shall admit the point at infinity as an inp.,er point of
either S or S'. This presents the existence of pol~~,:pf fez) on S.
If fez) has a pole at a, the corresponding point in S' is at infinity.

In the first" part of this chapter we shall be concerned primarily
with plane regions, although we shall employ- certain simple
two-sheeted regiQns in the derivation of some of the results. We
turn, fitst, to the proof of some useful preliminary theorems.

72. Schwarz's Lemma.l--In the study of properties of func
tions, and particularly in connection with the problem to be
<(onsidered later, of· mapping regions on circles, the following
proposition.is 'often a powerful tool.
. THEOREM 1. SCHWARZ'S LEMMA.-Let fez) be analytic in the
unit ci'flcle Qo and vanish at the origin. If If(z) I ~ 1 on'~Qo, then
If(z) I~ (zl in Qo and If'(O) ( ~ 1. The inequalities If(z) I = Izl,
z ~ 0, and 'f'(O)( = 1 hold if, and only if, fez) = ,ei8z.

The function !(z)iz is analytic in Qo, if proper~4efine.d
~t.. the,,>;.QIigi!!. Let Qr be 'a circle concentric with Qo and of
radius r less than 1. :The function takes on its maximum abso
lute value on the boundary; so, if z is in Q"

I
f(Z) I ~ !.

z "r
• 1 SCHWARZ, H. A., Ges. Abhandl., vol. 2, p. 110; C. CARATHEODORY, Math.
Ann., vol. 72, p. 110~ 191~.
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Since r may bt taken as near 1 as we like, z being held fixed, we
have

.If~) IiI." (5)

This is the first of the required inequalities. We get the second
·by setting z = 0:

If~) \z=o = 11'(0)1 ~ 1. (6)

If, now, If(z)/zl = 1 at an interior point, either there are
near-by points at which If(z)/zl > 1, or else f(z)/z = const.
The first alternative is contrary to (5); so, if either of the inequal
ities of'the theorem hold, we have f(z)/z = eiO, or fez) = eiOz.
Conversely, if fez) is so defined, the equalities hold.

As an application of Schwarz's lemma, we shall prove a
theorem concerning the mapping of a region and of a subregion
on the unit circle. This proposition is the function theoretjc
equivalent of a well-known property of the Green's function.

By a subregion of' 8 is meant a region 8 1 such that every
interior point of 8 1 is an interior point of 8 but not every interior
point of 8 is an interior point of 8 1•

THEOREM 2.-Let W = fez) map a region 8 conformally on the
unit circle Qo and let WI = fl(z) map a subregion 8 1 of 8 on Qo, the
common point a being in each case carried to the origin. Then
at any point of 8 1 othqr than a

. /fl(z)/ > If(z)/.

Also, if a is an ordinary point,

Ifl'(a)1 > If'(a)l·

(7)

(8)

When 8 is mapped on Qo by W = fez), 8 1 is mapped on a
subregion 8 1' of Qo. We now make the inverse of the trans
formation WI = f1(z) and follow it by the transformation W = fez).
The first maps Qo on 8 1 ; the second maps 8 1 on 8 1'. The suc
cession of the-two is a function W = <p(Wl) which maps Qo on 8 1'.

So 1<p(Wl)1 ~ 1. Since WI = 0 goes into W = 0, Schwarz's lemma
is applicable; and we have

Iwi = ICP(Wl)1 < IW ll,

, which is-ihe desired result (7). It will be noted that the equality
sign of the lemma cannot hold, since Qo is not mapped on itself.
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At an ordinary point-that is,' neither a branch point nor
infinity-both functions have non-vanishing derivatives. We
have then from Schwar~'s lemma

I~'(O)I = I;:llz=a = If:,~~) I< 1,
which establishes (8).

73. Area Theorems.-Let fez) be analytic within a circle Q.
Then z' = fez) maps the interior of Q conformally upon a region S
of one or many sheets-possibly an infinite number-the mapping
being conformal except at the branch points of S at which it is
continuous. We shall prove the following theorem relative to
the areas of Q and S.l

THEOREM 3.-The function fez), analytic within a circle of
radius R and center a, maps the interior of the circle upon a region
whose area A. satisfies the inequality

A ~ 1rlf'(a)12R2. (9)

I n particular A may be infiMe. The equality holds if, and only
if, fez) = ao + a1Z• ._ • c

We can suppose, without, restricting tbe· generality, that
a = o. Let Q' be the ci.rcle Izi ~ R' < R. Q' is mapped on a
region of finite area A'. · 'The element of area is multiplied by
If'(z)12 in the mapping, so .

A' h f flf'(z) I2dxdy,

the integral being extended over Q'.
We have

fez) = ao + a1Z + a2z2 +
the series converging when Izi < R. Then,

If'(z)12 = (a1 + 2a2z + 3aaz2+ · . · )(a1 + 2a2z + 3a3z 2 + . · · ).
Putting the double integral into polar coordinates, Z = rei8 , we
have ·

A' = j,R'rdr j,2"(a1 + 2a2r~i8 + · · ')(h + 2a2re-i8 + · · .)d8.

We no'w multiply the two series and integrate term by term.

When the integer n is different from zero, we have );,2..ein8d8 = 0,

whence,

JR 1

.A' = 21r r[alal + 4a2a2r2 + 9a3a3r4 + ... ]dr

= -ir[a1u1R'2 -P 2a2a2R'4 + ..' · 4- nananR'2n + . · · ].
1 BIEBERBACH, L., I:alermo Rend., vol. 38, pp. 98-112, 1914.
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Letting R' approach R, the sunl of this series of positive terms
either becolnes infinite or approaches the sum 7r[aIa IR2 + 2a2a2R4
+ .. · ], provided this latter series converges. In either case,

A > 7rala1R2 = 7rlf' (0) 1
2R2.

The equality holds if, and only if, a2 = a3 = . · . = 0, in which
case, fez) = ao + aiZ.

As a special case of this theorem, let lengths at the center
of 'Q be unaltered in magnitude, so that If'(a)1 = 1. Then,
A ~ 7rR2; that is, the area of S equals or exceeds the area of Q.

We next -consider the mapping of the exterior of the unit
circle on a plane region where the,thapping function is such that
the point at infinity remains fixed and where the shift in the
position of a sufficiently large z is bounded.

THEOREM 4.-rf the function
Cl C2

W = fez) = z + Co + - + -2 + (10)z z
maps the exterior of the unit circle Qo on a plane region, then

CICI + 2C2C2 + 3C3C3 + ... ~ 1. (il)

Here, fez) is analytic outside Qo except at ~infinity and the
series (10) converges when Izi > 1. ' ~

Consider the circle Q: Izi = r r 1. Tp.is is mapped by (10)
on a simple closed analytic curve C in the w-plane. Writing
z = rei8 , then, as 0 increases from 0 to 27r, z moves counter
clockwise around Q and w = f(re i8 ) moves counter-clockwise
around c.' .

C encloses an area A' > 0 which we now proceed to find.
Writing w = X + iY, we apply the familiar formula

A' = ~LXdY - YdX,

the line integral being taken counter-clockwise around C. We
have

w+w w-wX = --, y = ---.-., 2 2t

On substituting these values, we have the following result:

, _ ~ J21r(XdY _ dX) =! (21r( _dw _ dW)
A - 2 0 dlJ Y dO dO 4i Jo wdO wdO dO.,

The second term in the last integrand is the negative of the
conjugate imaginary of the first. We need merely integrate the
first term and multiply its imaginary part by 2.
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We have, from (10),
"L1 CI " + C2 2'

W = retu + Co + -e-t8 -e- '1,8 +r r2 •••,

dw _ o[ i8 CI -i8 2C2 -2i8
dO - ~ re - r: e - f2e -

, CI ' + C2 2' +W = re-t8 + Co + -et8 --e '1,8
o r r2

On multiplying the last two series together and integrating term

by term, employing the fact that .(,21< ein8dO = 0 when n ~ 0, we

have

Then,

" ... J
- .

(12)

A' = 7r[r2 - CICI - 2C2C2 - 3cac~ - · ] > o.
, r2 r4 .-- r6

- '"
Letting r approa~~ 1, we have \

A = 7r[1 -:- CICI - 2C2C2 - 3caca - . '~" ] ~ ·'0,

fromrwhich we have (11}~ Here A is the (outer) area of the
part of the plane not covered by the map of the exterior of Qo.

\

It may be zero. ' ~
We observe that 'A < 7r unless fez) = z + co. Except in the

case of a translations e part of the plane left uncovered by
the map has a small area than the part not covered by the
original region Izi > 1. '

74. The Mapping of s: Circle on a Plane Finite Region.-We
are now in a position to proye th~ following remarkable theorem:

THEOREM 5.-Let U{ = fez) map the interior of the unit circle Qo
on a plane finite region, subj({ct tO,the conditionsf(O) ~. O,f'(O) = 1.
Then, whatever the mapping function may be, the circle Iwl < ;,~
lies within the mapped region. Further, no other point of the
w-plane is interior to all possible maps of'the kind stated.

The mapping function has the series expansion

w = fez) = z + a2z2 + aaza + . · · ,
convergent when Izi < 1.

We find readily that the function

w = F(z) = [f(Z2)]~ = Z + ~'2a2z3 + (13)

also gives a plane finite map of Qo. For, t = f(Z2) maps Qo in
a one-to-one manner on a finite region lying on the two-sheeted
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(16)

(18)

surface with branch points at 0 and 00; and w = Vi maps this
two-sheeted region on a plane finite region.

If we now put z = liZ, w = 11/W, the function just formed
gives a plane map of the exterior of Qo in the Z-plane on a plane
region in the W-plane. We have,

1 a2
W = F(lIZ) = z ~ 2Z + · . . (14)

This is a mapping function to which 'Theorem 4 applies. We
have then from (11) that >ia2a2 ~ 1. That is, if (12) gives a
plane finite map of the interior of Qo then

la21 ~ 2. (15)
Now let c be a finite point of the w-plane not lying in the

map of the interior of' Qo by (12); that is, c is an external or
boundary point of the map. Obviously, c ~ O. Then the
function

w' = -!i(z) = z + (a2+ !)Z2 + ...
c - fez) c

gives a plane finite map of the interior of Qo. So we have

la2 + ~I < 2.
From (15) and (16) we have

I~I < 4; lei ~ t· (17)

Then, the points of the circle IU!\I < >-4 are all interior points in
the map, which was to be proved.

We now set up a mapping function with a boundary point at
the minimum distance from the origin in the map.

The sign of equality in (17) can hold only if la21 = 2. Taking
a2 = 2, then (14) has only, two terms, as we see from (11). On
working back iron1 (14), we have the function

z l/z
w,=:= (1 _ Z)2 = ( 1)2'

1 - -
z

We shall· show that this function does, in fact, give a plane
finite map of Qo of the kind mentioned in the theorem and that
there is a boundary point of the mapped ~egion on the circle
Iwl = 7~. r

The function (18)· has the· required value and derivative
at z = o. Also, it is analytic within Qo. To each value of w
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correspond two values of z. If Zl is one of them, liz! is the
other and not both can lie in Qo. A value of w is then taken on
once, at most, in Qo; hence, we have a plane map. When z = -1
we have w = - >i, a point on the circle Iwl = 7i.

The boundary of the mapped region is got by setting z = ei8

in (18), and letting 0 vary from 0 to 21r. We have

ei8 1 1
w = -(I---eiO )2 = (-i~ i~)2 = - .-0· (19)

e 2 - e 2 4 SIn2 2

Then (18) maps the interior" of Qo on the whole plane bounded by
a slit along the real axis, from - ~i to - 00.

By combining (18) with suitable rotatiQ,ns about tbe origin
in the z- and w-planes, we can set up a fdnction

z
w = (1 + e-iaz)2' (20)

which maps the i'nterior of Qo on the w-plane bounded by a slit
beginning at any point w = 7ie ia of Iwl = 7i and extending
radially to infinity. Any point w such that Iwl > >~ lies on
the boundary of one of these mapped regions. The circle Iwl
< 7i is then the complete locus of points interior to all possible
maps of the kind stated in the theorem.

COROLLARy.-Let w = fez) map the circle Iz - al < p con
formally on a plane finite region S. Then the circle

If'(a)/Iw - f(a)/ < -~--p
4

(21)

w = f(a + pZ) - f(a)
pf'(a) '.

lies in S.
By a suitable change of variable this falls under the preceding

theorem. Here f'Ca) ~ 0, since the map is plane. We put

w - f(a) z --(J
W = ----, Z = --'-'-

pf'(a) p.~

Then the function

(22)
/.

maps IZ\ < 1 on a plane ,finite region' ~nd'satisfies the co-n'ditions
of the theorem at Z = o. Then tWI < 7i lies in the map.
From this we have (21) at once.

76. The Deformation Theorem for the Circle.~When a
mapping is performed by means of a function f(z)..! infinitesimal
lengths in the neighborhood of z are multiplied 'by If'~)\. We
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shall now get limits for this deformation in the mapping con
sidered in the preceding section~

THEOREM 6.-Let w = fez), ~here f(O) = 0, f'(O) = 1, map
the interior of the unit cirl;le Qo on a"';plane finite region. Then at
any point z = reiO within Qo

1-r , 1+r
(1 + r)3 ~ If (z)1 ~ (1 _ r)3 (23)

Further, no closer limits hold for all mapping functions of the type
stated. .

Holding z fixed, we set up a linear transformation which
carries Qo into itself and 0 to z; and follow this by a transforma
tion involving fez) such that z is carried back to the origin,
inserting such.a factor that the derivative of the final trans
formation at the origin is 1. Such a sequence with t as the
independent variable is the following: l

, t + z f(t') - fez)
t = zt + l' Wl = F(t) = f'(z)(1 _ zz)" (24)

This gives a finite plane map of ItI < 1 on the w-plane.
Differentiating in order to get the first terms of the expansion

of F(t), we have
, _ f'(t') 1 - zz _ f'(t')

F (t) - f'(z)(l _ zz) (zt + 1)2 - f'(z)(zt + 1)2'

f" (t') (1 - zz) 2zf' (t')
F"(t) = f'(z)(zt + 1)4 - f'(z)(zt + 1)3'

Setting t = 0, whence t' = z, we ~ave

F(O) = 0, F'(O) = 1, F"(O) = f"(Z)j,~~)- r
2

) - 2z.

We have, then, .

Wl = F(t)- = t+ Hf"(f~~) - r
2

) - 2z}2 + (25)

Applying the inequality (15) we have

!1'f"(Z)(1 - r
2

) _ 2-'~ 2
2 f'(z). z ~ ,

or

I

f"(Z) 2z I 4
f'(z) - 1 - r 2 ~ 1 - r 2"

(26)

1 BIEBERBACH, L., Math. Z~it., vol. 4, pp. 295-305, 1919; Glasnik prirod.
druslva, vol. 33, pp. 1-24, 1921; Lehrbuch der Funktionentheorie, vol. 2,
pp. 87, 88t:"
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Now let z move from the origin along a radius, so that

Idzl = lei8drl = dr; zdz = re-i8dz = rdr.
On integrating (26), using the fact that the absolute value of the
integral is less· than or equal to the integral of the absolute
value,we have ~

I

rz f"(z)dz _ rr 2rdr I ~ rr 4dr ·
Jo f'(z) )0 1 - r2 ~ Jo 1 - r2 ,

and
I+rIlog f'(z) + log (1 - r2)1 ~ 2 log 1 _ r·

Here the logarithms are real except log f'(z), which we write in
terms of its real and imaginary parts,

I~oglr(z)l+ log (1 - r 2
) + i arg1'(z)1 < log G~ ~y. (27)

Considering the real part of the expression appearing in the first
member, we have

(
1 + r)2lJpg [If'(z)(· (1 - r2)]1 ~ log 1 _ r ;

or

. -lOgO ~ ~y < log [i1'(z)I(1 - r 2
)] < log 0~ ~y;

whence,

G~ ~y < 11'(z)I~1 - r
2

) < G'~ ~y.
From thIS we have (23).

That no better limits are possible appears from a consideration
'of the mapping function (18)

1 z·, I+z
fez) = (1 _ ·Z)2' f (z) = (1 _ Z)3·

At the real points ± r, both limit values are taken on.
From (27) we have also a limit for the angle through which

a lineal element at z is rotated in the mapping; namely,

larg l' (z) I < 2 log G~ ~)- (28)

COROLLARy.-Let w = fez) map the circle jz - al < p on a plane
finite region. Then, at any point within the circle the following
inequalities hold

where

1 - r jf'(z)j 1 + r
(1 + r)3 ~ f'(a) ~ (1 - r)3'

z = a + prei8•

(29)
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This is proved immediately by applying (23) to the function
(22). • /

THEOREM 7.-Let w = fez), wheref(O) = 0, f'(O). = 1; map the
interior of the unit circle Qo on a plan'e finite region. Then at any
point z = rei8 within Qo

r • r
(1 + r)2 ~ If(z) I ~ (1 _ r)2' (30)

No closer limits hold for all mapping functions /of the type stated.
On multiplying the second inequality of (23) by Idzl and

integrating along a radius from the origin to a point z, we have

!.foi'(Z)dZ I~ .J:(I-!f)3dr,
or

r
J f(z)1 < (1 _ r)2·

As to the first inequality, we note that If(z) I is the length of
the line segment L joining w = 0 to w = fez) in the w-plane. If
/f(z)l < 74, this line segment lies in the mapped region and is
the map of some curve C in Qo joining 0 to z. We have for the
length of L

If(z) I = .fa If' (z)1 Idz!.

Here, the sum of which the integral is the limit is made up of
non-negative real terms; so that we can replace each term by a
smaller quantity and be assured that, on ~ddition, the inequality
persists. We have on C

Idzl = leiodr + ireiOdO! = Idr + irdOI ~ Idrr
and, using (23) 1

( 1 - r (r 1 - r r
If(z)! ~ Je(l + r)3ldr

l ~ Jo (1 + r)3dr = (1 + r)2'

If If(z) I ~ 74, the first inequality of (30) holds witho'-\t further
investigation, since ~4 > rl(l + r)2.

The function
z

fez) = (1 _ Z)2

attains both limits; whence no closer limits are possible.
It is an immediate consequence of the theorem that w = fez)

maps the circle Izi < p < 1 on a region in the w-plane whose
boundary lies in the ring formed by the --two circles Iwl = pi
(1 + p)2 .and Iwl = pI(1 - p)2. This ring is independent of
the particular mapping function used. ,
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COROLLA~Y.-Let w = fez) map the circle Iz - al < p on a
plane finite regjon. Then, at any point within the circle the
following inequalities hold:

(1 ~ r)2 p!f'(a)1 < [fez) - f(a)1 <(l ~ r)2plf'(a)!, (31)

where
z = a + rpe i8 •

We find these inequalities on applying the preceding theorem
to the function (22).

76. A General Deformation Theorem.-We shall now derive
a deformation theorem for more general regions.

FIG. 50.

THEOREM 8.-Let ~' be a plane finite region and let ~ be a sub
region whose boundary consists of interior points of ~'. Let w =
fez) map ~' on a plane finite region.

Then there exists a constant M, dependent on ~ and ~' but
independent of fez), such that if Zl, Z2 are any two interior or boundary
points of ~

~ < I~:~~:~I < M. (32)

Since ~, together with its boundary, consists of interior
points of ~' there exists a constant d > 0 such that a circle C
with any point a within or on the boundary of ~ as center and
with radius d lies wi~hin ~'. C is then mapped on a plane finite
region. For any point z whose distance from a does not exceed
rd, r < 1, we have, from (29),

I

f'(Z)1 1 + r
f'(a) < t1 - r)3· (33)

We now rule parallels to the real and imaginary axes at a
distance h = >~d apart, thus dividing the z-plane into squares
(Fig. 50). Since ~ is a bounded region, only a finite number N
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of these squares contain points of~. If Z lies in the same square
as a or in any of the four squares adjacent to it, we have Iz - al ~
~~V5d < ~id; and we have, from (33),

1

/'(2)\ 1 + ~i
J'(a) < (1 _ %)a = m. (34)

tf Zl and Z2 are two points of ~, we can' since ~ is connected,
construct a chain of points of ~~ .. -

(35)

such that adjacent points of the sequence are in adjacent squares
(unless Zl and Z2 are in the same square), the total number of
points of the sequence, n + 1, not exceeding N + 1. We have,
then,

j
f'(Zl)/ = If'(Zl)! ]tiil )[ ... If'(~n-l)1 < mn ~ mN

f'~2) f'(~l)· f'(~2) f'(Z2) ~.

Taking M = mN , a quantity which depends only on the regions
~ and ~', we have the second inequality of (32). Interchanging
Zl and Z2, we have the first inequality.

It will be noted that in the· preceding proof we have not
required that either ~ or ~' be simply connected.

This theorem is readily extended to the case in which ~ is
a closed point set, connected or disconnected, consisting only of
interior points of ~'. For, such a point set can be imbedded in
a connected region which satisfies the conditions of the subregion
in the theorem. The theorem can also be extended without
difficulty to the case in whi~h ~' has a finite number of sheets,
provided no branch point or point at infinity is an interior
point of ~'.

THEOREM 9.-In the mapping of Theorem 8 there exists a con
stant L, independent of. fez), such that if Zl, Z2, Z3 are any three
interior'"or boundary points of ~, then,

,. If(z2) - f(Zl) I < Llf' (Z3) I· (36)

We use again the chain (35). From (31) and (32), we have
~i, ~idM, , ,

If(~l) - f(zl) I < (1 _ %)2dlf (Zl)! < (1 _ %)2/f (Za)! = m If (za)l,

say. Similarly,
If(t2) - f(tl)1 < m'/f'(z3)/, · '. · , If(Z2) - f(~n-l)1 < m'/f'(z3)1·

Then, .
If(Z2) - f(zl) / ~ If(~l) - f(Zl) I .f If(~2) - f(~l) I + ... +

If(Z2) - f(~n-l) < nm'lf'(z3)/ ~ Nm'lf'(z3)1.
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Taking L = Nm', a quantity depending only on the regions ~

and ~', we have (36).
77. An Application of Poisson's Integral.-Let fez) = uz +

iVz be analytic in a circle Q of radius p and center at the origin
and continuous on the boundary. Putting z = rei(J, and letting
t = peit/l be a point on· the circumference, Poisson's integral may
be written in either of the following forms:

l'fZr (1 - :~)dif;
U

z =2rJo Ut( 1 _ ~)(1 _ ~;)' (37)

Uz = i;;.LZ

" U tp2 _ 2p~~O~ (~2)~if;if;) + r2" (38)

Poisson's integral may be derived as follows: Consider the integral

J = ~ f f(t)dt .

2m: JQ(t - z) (1 -;.)

The integrand has the single singularity at t = z in Q, so, from the theory of
residues, .

J=[~]1 - ~
p2 t =Z

Again, since dt = ipeit/!dl/; = itd~, the integral can also be written

J = ~ f21r f(t)tdl/; = ~ f21r U t + iVt dt/;.

2r Jo (t - Z)(l - :~) 2r Jo (1 - n(l -~)
- -

N z zt zt h d . h . h Iow 1 - -t = 1 - --.:- = 1 - -2; t e enominator t at appears In t east
tt p

integrand is the product of conjugate imaginaries and is, therefore, real.
Equating the real parts in these two expressions for J, we have (37). •

If z = 0, (37) becomes

1 ~21rUo = - Utdtf;.
21T" 0

(39)

Suppose, now, that Uz ~ 0 in Q, and let z lie in or on a circle
Q>-. concentric with Q and of smaller radius Ap. We have on Qx

1-~=1-A2 1~I=AP·p=A 11-~121-Ap2 'p2 p2 , p2 r •
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We have th'en, from X37) and (39),

1 (2r 1 - X2
Uz < 27rJo U t (1 __ X)2 dtf;,

l+X
Uz ~ 1 _ XUo• (40)

This inequality holds within Q). also.
We apply this result as follows: Let fez) have the further

property that If(z) I ~ 1 in Q. Then, log fez) defined as follows:

(Z fZ f'(z)dz
log fez) = log f(O) + Jo d log fez) = log f(O) + f(z) ,

J#

where log f(O} is anyone of the logarithms of f(O), is analytic
in Q and continuous on the boundary. The real part of this
function, log If(z) J, is positive or zero throughout. If z is in
Q)., we have, from (40),

log I/(z) I < ~ ~ ~ log 1/(0)1,
whence,

1+).

If(,z) I ~ If(O) 1
1
-).. (41)

By a simple translation, we can apply formula (41) to a circle
Q with center a and radius p. If fez) satisfies the conditions
stated above in Q and if Q). is concentric with Q and of radius
Xp (X < 1), then,

1+).

If(z)j- ~ If(a) 1
1 -).

(42)

when z is in or on Qx.
The following 'theorem will be of frequent use in connection

with subsequent convergence proofs.
THEOREM 10.-IJet ~' be a plane finite region and let ~ be a

subregion whose boundary consists of interior points of ~'. Let
fez) be a function which is analytic in ~', is bounded, If(z) I ~ C,
and does not vanish. Then, there exist positive constants K t , K 2, K
such that if Zl, and Z2 are any two points within or on the boundary
of ~

(43)

Here, K t , K 2, K depend only on ~, ~', C, and are independent of
fez).
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The function F(z) = C/f(z) is analytic in ~' and jF(z)1 ~ 1.
We employ the chain of points (35) connecting Zl and Z2. We
have, from (42),

1 + ~4:
IF(~l)1 ~ IF(Zl)\IL, M = -1--3,,("

- 74
Similarly,

and so on; so that, finally,

IF(Z2)1 ~ IF(Zl)ln~ ~ IF(Zl)!NIL = IF(Zl)IK,

where we put K = N M. On replacing F(z) by its value in terms
of fez), we have, on simplifying,

1-1 1
·/f(zl)/ ~ c Klf(z2)IK.

This is the required second inequality (43). The first inequality
is got by interchanging Zl and Z2 and simplifying. We observe
that K is independent of C.

78. rhe Mapping of a Plane Simply Connected Region on
a Circle. The Iterative Process.-A plane simply connected
region (p. 222) may consist (a) of the whole plane; (b) of the plane
with the exception of a single boundary point; or (c) of a region
with a bounding infinite point set, ot curve. .-

In the first two cases it is impossibl~ to map the region on a
circle. If w = fez) maps (a) on the unit circle Qo with center ~t
the origin (and if it can be mapped on any circle it can be mapped
on Qo), we have If(z)1 ~ 1 in the whole plane, so, by Liouville's
theorem, fez) == const., which is impossible. Similarly, if (b) is
mapped on the unit circle we have If(z) I ~ 1 in the neighborhood
of the bounding point a, hence, the function is analytic at a also,
if properly defined there. As . before, fez) == const., which is
impossible.

THEOREM 11.-A plane simply connected region whose boundary
consists of more than one point can be mapped conformally on a
subregion of the unit circle Qo.

Suppose, first, that there is a point Zo of the plane which
is neither an interior nor a boundary point of the given region S.
Then, we can construct a circle Q' about Zo such that no point
within or on Q' is an interior or boundary point of S. Then, the
linear transformation z' = T(z) which carries Q' intq Qo and
carries the exterior of Q' into the interior of Qo maps S on a
region So lying within Qo.
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It may be, however, that every point of the plane is an interior
.or boundary point of S. Such is the case, for example, if S
consists of the whole plane bounded by the positive real axis.
In this case, let ex and {3 be two boundary points, and consider the
mapping Of S by the f?nction

z' = ~: =~' o~z' =~ (if (3 = f). (44)

This function maps the two-sheeted surface ~ with a branch line
joining ex and {3 on the whole z'-plane. S is a subregion of
~ and is mapped on a plane region S' which covers only a part
of the z'-plane. Thus, if Zl is a'n interior point of S, the point

/'",,/
/

I
I
I
l
I
\
\
\
\ ,

4 ,

" .....

"" ..........._-
FIG. ,51.

P with the same coordinate z == Z1 in the second sheet is a point
of ~ which is exterior to S.. On applying (44), P is carried into
a point which is neither an interior nor a boundary point of S'.
By the method of the preceding paragraph, S' can be mapped on a
region lying within Qo.

We consider now the problem of mapping a plane simply
connected region So which lies within Qo upon Qo itself. We
shall suppose that the origin is an interior point of So. This can
be secured, when not otherwise true, by making a linear tra~sfor

mation which carries Qo into itself and carries an interior point
of the region to the origin. Our method of procedure will be to
map So upon a region S1 which fills more of Qo; to map S1 upon a
still larger region S2 in Qo; e1;c. By a suitable application of the
process we shall arrive, in 'the limit, at a mapping of So on Qo.

Let {302 (we use the ,..square to avoid radicals) be an interior
point of Qo and an exterior or boundary point of So. We now
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form a two-sheeted surface (Fig. 51) with a branch point at {302

and with no other branch points within Qo. Let 2;0 be the part
of this surface within the double circle which I~I = 1 cuts from
the two sheets. We represent So on this surface so that in the
neighborhood of the origin So lies, say, in the upper sheet. So
is a subregion of 2;0.

We now map\/- ~o on the plane interior of Qo in the zl-plane.
The following sequence of transformations accomplishes this end:

Z - {302 t + c
8 = -'-{J7Z+ l' t = vs, Zl = ct + l' (45)

where 1 - cc > O. For, the first transformation maps ~o on
a two-sheeted surface bounded by lsI = 1 (Equation (47),
Sec. 12) and with branch point at the origin; the second maps
this latter surface on a single-leaved surface ItI < 1; and the
third maps this circle on the circle IZll < 1. The mapping is
confor~al except at the branch point Z = {302. The mapping
of the subregion So is conformal without exception.

We now impose the requirement that in the mapping of So
the origin shall remain fixed. When Z = 0, t = ±iV{302. Let
the square root be so chosen that if30 is the value of t when
Z = 0 in the upper sheet. If Zl = 0 when t = i{3o, we find that
c = -if3o. Expressing ~ in terms of Zl, we then have

Zl + 130 2i~0
Z = zlB + l' B o = 1 + R - (46)

OZl • tJo{3o

We shall further require that the derivative of the mapping
function shall be real and positive at the origin. This requirement,
which prevents the rotation of the region, can be met by inserting
a factor eiO in one member of (46). This amounts to rotating
about the origin in the z-plane before making the sequence of
transformatio~s (45), and alters no other requirement of the
II}apping. From (46), we have

( dZ) - 2if30
a;z-l Zl =0 = Bo = 1 + {3o{jo·

The derivative will be real and positive if we multiply the second

member of (46) by -i~o/V!3o{3o, which is of absolute value 1.
The mapping function is then

· 80 Zl + Eoz = -~-===-=Zl----'V f30130 Bpz1 + 1
(47)
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The function just derived, and which. we shall represent by
Z1 = f1(z) maps So conformafly on a plane region S1 lying on the
interior of the circle Qo in the z1-plane.

This map of So has the important property that the distance
of .each point (the origin excepted) from the origin is increased in
the mapping. This is an immediate consequence of Schwarz's
lemma (Theorem 1). Formula (47) maps Qo in the z1-plane on
a two-sheeted region bounded by Izi = 1. We have then
IZ(Z1)1 ~ 1; whence, applying the lemma, Izi < IZ11. It follows,
from this, that if ho is the shortest distance from the origin to
the boundary of So and h 1 is the shortest distance from the
origin to the boundary of 8 1, then h 1 > hOe

We now sel~ct f31 2, an interior point of Qo but not an interior
point of S1, ,and use a function analogous to (47) to map S1 on
a region S2. S2 will be similarly mapped on S3; and so on. The
general mapping function-that which maps Sn in the z,,-plane
on Sn+1 in the Zn+ 1-plane-is

iT3n Zn+1 + Bn
Zn = - _/ .::::-Zn+l~-+-1'

V {3n{3n n n+1
(48)

For corresponding points of Sn and Sn+1, other than the origin,
we have IZn+11 > IZnl. If hn is the shor~est distanee from the
origin to the boundary of Sn, w..e have

(49)

The point f3n 2 is within Qo and exterior to or on the boundary
of Sn. We shall impose but one condition on its selection. As
n incr.eas~s f3n 2 shall not approach the boundary of Qo unless hn
approaches 1. This condition can be satisfied by requiring, say,
that ~

(50)

(In previous applications of the method f3n 2 has been selected as
the nearest point to the origin on ~he boundary of Sn. Then,
If3n 21 = hn; and the condition is satisfied.)

The variable Zn which appears in the n-th step of the process
is a function of z, which we shall represent by

(51)

This function maps So conformally on Sn.
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79. The Convergence of the Process.-We shall now prove:
I. That lim hn = 1; that is, the boundary of Sn lies in the

circular ring bounded by Q,o and IZnl = hn, and as n increases
the width of this ring approaches zero.

II. That when n becomes infinite, fn(Z) approaches a function
fez) which is analytic in So.

III. That z' = fez) maps the interior of So conformally on
the interior of the unit circle Qo.

I. The Movement of the Boundary Out to Qo.-The distance hn

increases with n and remains less than 1; so hn approaches a
limit h ~ 1. We shall show that h < 1 is impossible.

Consider the derivative at the origin. We have, from (48),

(
dzn ) _ ifJn 13' _ 2V(3n~n _ 2rn

dz::~ 0 - - V/3n{3n n - 1 + /3n{3n - 1 + rn2

where lJ3nl = Tn. Now, if h < 1, Tn remains always less than a
quantity less than 1; r n < 1 - 1],1] > o. We have, then,

(
dZn+1) = 1 + rn2

=' 1 +~ Tn)2 > 1 + E (52)
dZn 0 2rn 2rn

where e = '2/2. Then,

fn'(O) = (r!!~) (dZ2
) ( dz

n
) > (1 + e)n. (5~)

dz 0 dZ l 0 dZn- 1 0

Now, consider the map of the circle Izi < ho, which lies in
So. Applying Theorem 3 the area An of the map in the zn-plane
satisfies the inequality

An ~7T"lfn'(O)12h02 > 7T"(1 + e) 2nh02.
By taking n large enough (1 + e)2n, and hence An, -can be made
as large as we please. But this is impossible; the map .of the
circle in question lies in Qo, whence An is less than ,the area of
Qo. The hypothesis that h < 1 thus leads to a contradiction;
hence h = 1.

II. The Convergence.-In order to prove that fn(z) converges
in So and that the limit functionf(z) is analytic in So it suffices to
prove the following: Given any region ~ which together with its
boundary lies in So and which contains the origin, then fn(Z)
converges uniformly in~. To establish this proposition we shall
prove that, given e > 0, then for n sufficiently large the inequality

Ifn+p(z) - fn(Z) I < e . (54)

holds in ~ for all positive integral values of p.
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Again we con~ider conditions at the origin. We have
(!n(Z)/Z)z=o = fn'EO). This derivative is positive by construction
-in fact, is greater than I-and increases with n. since
(Equations (52) hnd (53))

f'n+l(O) = !n'(O)(d~::)o [1 + (1 ~r:n)2J!n'(O) > !n'(O). (55)

Furthermore, we found at the end of (I) that fn'(O) is bounded.
It follows that fn'(O) .approaches a limit as n becomes infinite.
Hence, given 7J > 0, there exists an n such that

If'n+p(O) - fn' (0) I < 1] (56)

for all positive integral p.

We now apply Theorem 10 to the function fn+p(z) - fn(z) .
Z

We have just found that this function does not vanish at the
orgin.. It vanishes nowhere else in So since /fn+p(z)/ > lin(z)l.
L-et ~' be a reg(on which with its boundary lies in So and which
contains the points of ~ and its boundary as interior points. The
function is analytic in and on the boundary of ~'; so it takes on
its maximum absolute value on the boundary. On the boundary
Ifn+p(Z) \ ~ 1, Ifn(z)\ ~ 1, and Iz\ ~ h' where h' is the shortest
distance from the origin to the boundary of ~/. :Hence, for any Z

in ~' and for any nand p

I
fn+p(z) -·fn(z) I~ ~.

Z ~ h'

The conditions of Theorem 10 are satisfied· hence (taking Zl = Z

and Z2 = 0)

I!n+p(z) z- inez) I~ K{f'n+p(O) - !n'(O)T/K.
Here, K 2 and K are independent of nand p, and the ineqt;lality
holds for z in~. When n is so chosen that (56) holds we h~ve in
~

lfn+p(z) - !n(Z)( < K 21]1/Klz l < K 27Jl/K. (57)

By'':taking 1] smal.l enough the last member of this inequality is
less than E and (54) holds.

It follows from the uniform convergence of fn(z) in ~ that the
limit function fez) is analytic in~. Since ~ may be chosen large
enough to enclose any preassigI);ed interior noint of So; it follows
that fez) is analytic in the whole interior of So.
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III. The Mapping.-In order to prove that z' = fez) maps the
interior of 8 0 upon the interior of Qo we shall show that if a is in
Qo then fez) takes on the value a once, and only once, in 8 0• We
shall base the proof upon a theorem of Hurwitz! which we shall
now establish. ,)

THEOREM 12.-Letfn(z), n = 1, 2, ... ,be analytic in a region
8 and continuous on the boundary, and as n becomes infinite let
fn(z) converge uniformly to a limit function fez) in the closed region
8. Further let fez) not vanish on the boundary. Then for n
sufficiently large, n > N, fn(z) and fez) have the same number
of zeros in 8.

We can draw a regular boundary C within 8 sufficiently near
to the boundary of 8 that on and outside C in 8 If(z) I > K > o.
For n sufficiently large, n > N', owing to the uniform conver
gence, If(z) - fn(z) I < K/2 on and outside C, so that /fn(z)/
> K/2. Then f(z) and fn(z) have no zeros in 8 on or outside C.
On C, fn'(z) converges uniformly to f'(z).

The number of zeros of fez) and fn(z), n > N', within Care,
respectively,

1 rf'(t)dt 1 rfn'(t)dt
m. = 21riJcf{j)' mn, = 21riJc -fn(t) ;

so,

Owing to the uniform convergence on C we can, by taking n
sufficiently large, n > N ~ N', make the integrand less than
I/L, where L is the length of C. We have, then,

But 1m - mnl is an integer, and can be less than 1 only if it
is zero. Hence m = mn , which was to be proved.

Now, consider any interior point a of Qo. Let Zm = fm(z)
map 8 0 on 8 m where hm > lal. Then 8 n , n > m, contains a; and
since the mapping is one-to-one, fn(z) takes on the value a
once and only once. Let Qm be a circle of radius A and center at
the origin, where lal < A < hm. Qm lies in 8 m and contains cx.
Let Cm be the curve in 8 0 which Zm = fm(z) maps on Qm; and let C
be any curve in 8 0 enclosing Cm.-1 HURWITZ, A., Ma'.h. Ann., vol. 33, p. 248, 1888.
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The functions fn(z) - a satisfy in C the convergence require
ments of Theorem 12. Furthermore, the limit functionf(z) - a

does not vanish on C. For Zn = fn(z), n ~ m, maps C on a curve
enclosing Qm; so that, on C, Ifn(z) - al > A - lal, and the same
inequality holds for the limit function. It follows from Theorem
12 that fn(z) - a and f(z) - a have, for n sufficiently large, the
same number of zeros in C. The former has one zero, since a

is taken on once in C; hence, the latter has one zero, and f(z)
takes on the value a once in C. Finally, since C may be taken
large enough to include any inner point of So it follows that f(z)
takes on the value a once and only once 'in So.

It is clear that f(z) takes on, in So, no value on or outside Qo.
For we have in So,lfn(z) I < 1; hence in the limit I!(z) I ~ 1. If
If(z)1 = 1 at an interior point of So, we have /f(z)1 > 1 at a
neighboring point, which is impossible. .The function z' = f(z).
then maps So conformally on Qo.

We have proved the following imp~rtant theorem: 1

THEOREM 13.-The interior of any plane simply connected
region whose boundary consists of more than one point can be
mapped conformally upon the interior of the unit circle Qo.

Having proved the existence of one function which maps
a region on Qo, there arises the question of the exi~tence of
other mapping functions. This questionllis disposed of by the
following general theorem which-is easily established:

THEOREM 14.-1f z' = f(z) maps a region S conformally upon the
unit circle Qo, then the most general function mapping S on Qo is

z = af(z) + c, ail - cc = 1.
cf(z) + a

(58)

Let Z = F(z) be any function mapping S conformally on
Qo. . Then Z is a function of z', Z = cp(z') , which maps Qo in a
one-to-one and conformal manner on itself. For, to each z' in
Qo corresponds one point in S and to this latter corresponds
one Z in Qo. Conversely, to each Z in Qo corresponds one z' in
Qo. Further, the neighborhood of z' is mapped conformally on

1 This theorem was first stated by Riemann in his Dissertation, 185!.
The first proof for the most general simply conn~cted plane region is due
to Osgood, Trans. Amer. Math. Soc., vol. 1, pp. 3l<}--314, 1900, who
proved' the existence of the Green's function for such a region.

The method ~ed in the text was outli:1ed by Koebe in Gott. N ach. in
1912"
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the neighborhood of Z and this latter is mapped conformally on
the neighborhood of Z. From the form of the most general
function mapping the interior of Qo conformally on itself, which
we found in Theorem 24, Sec. 12, we have Z = (az' + c)/
(cz' + a), where aa - cc = 1.

It is clear, conversely, that (58) maps S on Qo; for it is equiva
lent to the transformation z' = fez) which maps S on Qo, 'followed
by a linear transformation which maps Qo on itself.

COROLLARy.-If S can be mapped conformally on Qo then there
exists one and only one mapping function such that a given inner
point Zo of S is carried into the origin and a given direction at Zo

is carried into a given direction at the origin.
. Let z' = fez) be one function mapping S on Qo. Then we
can so determine the constants in (58) that Z = 0 when z = ZOo

By a rotation about the origin in the map a lineal element issuing
from Zo can be given the desired direction at the origin.

Let ~I = fl(z) and Z2 = f2(z) be two functions mapping S in
the~desired way. Then Z2 = (azi + ;y)/("ZI + Ci), aa -,,;Y = 1.
When z = Zo we have ZI = 0 and Z2 = 0; so ;Y = 0 and we have
Z2 = aZI/a = eiOzl. This latter is a rotation about the origin
but, since there is a fixed lineal element issuing from the origin,
this rotation is through a zero angle. Hence Z2 == ZI; and there
is but one mapping function of the required kind. .

80. The Behavior of the Mapping Function on the Boundary.
The study of the behavior of the mapping function when the
variable approaches the boundary has led, in recent years, to a
number of brilliant papers. Certain of the results will be
derived in the present section.

There are certain elementary cases where the results are
immediate. If a plane region S is mapped on a plane region
S' by a linear transformation, for example, the points of the
two plaI)es correspond in a one-to-one manner, and the corre
spondence between the boundary points, in particular, is one
to-one. Again, let the mapping function be analytic at a
boundary point Z .of S; and let ZI, Z2, ••. be a set of points of
S approaching Z. Then the corresponding points ZI', Z2', • • •

of S' approach the unique point Z' = feZ) on the boundary of
S'. This simple fact enables us to determine readily the corre
spondence between boundary points in the two regions
when the mapping is perforlIled by elementary functions analytic
throughout the plane except for a few isolated points.,
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D
FIG. 52.

In the study of the general problem we shall make repeated
use of the following lemma:!

LEMMA.-Let fez) be analytic and. bounded, If(z)1 < M, within
and on the boundary of the region ABCD, where AB is an arc of
lzl = 1, CD is an arc of Izi = r' < 1, and BC and DA lie on
radii (Fig. 52), except on the arc AB itself. Let f(z)' have the

further property that in any sub-
Q region Izi > r and for a given

€ > 0 a cross-cut Acan be drawn
from a point of BC to a point
of AD along which If(z) I < €.

Then fez) == O.
Let Q be a circle ort onal

to AB such that e region S
mmon to Q and Izl < 1, or

Qo, lies in ABCD. By a suit-
able linear transformation r =

T(z) we can carry the arc of Qo lying in Q into the segment -1,
1 of the real axis and carry S into the upper half of the circle Qo
in the r-plane. (Fig. 53). Then, the transformation

~ = _i(~!)2
I-t l-r

maps this half circle on the whole circle Qo in the t-plane (Fig. 54)
so that the segment -1, 1 goes into the lower half circumference

0 1

A'

-1 1 Qo
FIG. 53. FIG. 54.

in the t-plane and the semicircular boundary goes into the upper
half circumference. Further, both these transformations map the
bo:undaries continuously. By these transformations, fez) goes
over into a function cp(t) analytic in Qo and on the upper half of
the boundary.

1 KOEBE, P., Jour. fur math., vol. 145, p. 213, 1915.
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Let E be the cir.cle ItI ~ p < 1; and let E' be the map of l!)
in S . We now take r near enough 1 that IzI = r encloses E' ; and
for a given E we construct the curve X. There is at least one arc
of X lying in S which has its ends on Q and which separates S
into two regions, one of which contains E' and has no point of
Qo on its boundary. The map of this~ arc is a curve X" in Qo in
the t-plane whose ends lie on the upper half circumference.
This arc divides Qo into two regions, of which one contains E
and its boundary consists of X" and an arc of the upper, half
circumference not reaching to the points ±1.

Let X'" be thQ curve resulting from rotating X" through the
angle 7r about the origin. Then certain arcs of X" and X'" form
the boundary of a region ~ lying entirely within Qo and con
taining E. We consider the functions <pet) and <p( -t) in this
region. If t is on Xi", -t is on X". On X" we have 1<p(t)1 < E,

\<p( -t)\ < M, and Ion X"', l<p(t)\ < M and l<p( -t)\ < E. SO on
the boundary of ~ I /

Y't)<p( -t)1 < Me.

Since the maximum absolute value of the function is attained at
the boundary, this inequality holds also in E. Since E may
be ~ade arbitrarily small, we have, in.E <p(t)<p( -t) == 0; whence
cp(t), or fez), vanishes identically, which was to be proved.

In considering the mapping of the boundary, when a plane
region S is mapped on the unit circle Qo, we may suppose, without
loss of generality, that S lies within Qo and contains the origin.
This is a consequence of Theorem 11. The mapping functions
used in the derivation of that theorem are such that when the
region in Qo is mapped back on the original region the functions
employe"d are analytic on the boundary, except possibly for a few
isolated points.

Accessible Boundary Points.-Let the boundary of S be
represented by C. A point Z of C will be called an "accessible
boundary point" if an interior point of S can be joined to Z by"
a continuous .curve L which lies, except for its end point Z,
entirely in S. We may suppose that L begins at the origin and
has no multiple points. L is defined by an equation of the form
z = z(t), where z(t) is a continuous function of the real variable
t in an interval t1 ~ t ~ t2 ; z(t l ) = 0, z(t2 ) = Z, and z(t') ~ z(t")
if t' and t" are distinct points of the interval. Such a curve is
known as a "Jordan curve."
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That simply connected regions exist not all of whose points are accessible
is easily shown by examples. The region of Fig. 55, formed from a rectangle
by making certain cuts from the boundary into the interior, is simply con
nected. The cuts into the right half of the rectangle are made as follows:
Let AC = h, CD = k. At points of AC whose distance from A are h/2,
3h/4, 5h/6, 7h/8, ... we erect lines perpendicular to AC of length 2k/3.
At points of ED whose distances from E are 2h/3, 4h/5, 6h/7, ... we
erect perpendiculars to ED of length~ Then, all points of the line CD
are boundary points, but none of them is accessible.

The lines issuing radially from A are all Of~gth l, where l < h/2,
l < k, and make angles 11"/4, 11"/8, 11"/16, ••. with C. Here the interior
points of the line AB are inaccessible boundary poin s. On the other hand,
the point P to which the spiral boundary curve co verges is an accessible
boundary point.

E D

FIG. 55.

In the case of a boundary point, such as Po of Fig. 55, to which
we can draw continuous· curves approaching from one side \
or the other side of the line on which the point lies, it is desirable,
for the simpler statement of our results, to consider Po as a
different accessible boundary point according as it is approached
from one side or the other. We shall consider the accessible
boundary point as defined not. only by its position but by the
curve which is drawn to it.

Let ZI, Z2 be accessible boundary points defined by the
curves Ll' £2. If ZI ~ Z2 they are different accessible points.
If ZI =. Z2 they shall be the'same accessible boundary point if,
and only if, the following conditions are satisfied: Let a circle
C be drawn with ZI as center,. and of radius sufficiently small
that the origin is exterior to C. As £1 is traced from the origin
toward ZI, let PI be the last point of £1 on the circumference of C.
The arc N 1 from PI to Z 1 lies entirely in C. Similarly, the arc N 2

of £2 from the last intersection of £2 with C lies in C. If, now,
for every such circle C, any interior point of the arc N 1 can be
joined to any interior point of the arc N 2 by a Jordan curve lying
entirely in Sand C, then the two accessible points are the same.
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With this definition, all curves drawn to Po in the figure from
the right give the same accessible point; all curves drawn to Po
from the left give the same accessible point, but different from the
former. We thus have two accessible points at Po. The point A
of the figure counts as an infinite number of accessible points.

Let z' = fez) be a function mapping the interior of S con
formally on the interior ·of the unit circle Qo. We now prove
a series of propositions l concerni:Qg the behavior of fez) as z
approaches points on the boundary of S.

PROPOSITION I.-Let Z be an accessible boundary point of S,
defined by the curve L. Then as z approaches Z along L, z'
approaches a point Z' on the circumference of Qo.

It is clear that if a variable inner point z of S approaches
a boundary point P in any way, If(z) 1 approaches 1. For an
arbitrarily small E > 0, the circle Iz'l < 1 - E is mapped on a
region S' of S which, together with its bQundary, consists of
inner points of S. When z lies in the circle Iz - PI < 11 where
'YJ is small enough that this circle contains no points of S', then
1 - E < lz'l < 1; whence, Iz'l or If(z) I approaches 1.

As z traces L from the origin toward Z, z' traces a continuous
curve L' from the origin. L' has the equation z' = z'(t) = f[z(t)),
where z'(t) is a continuous function of t in the open interval

(t l ~ t < t2• L' is without double points. As z approaches Z,
Iz'l approaches 1, and there are one or more cluster points of L'
on the circumference of Qo. If there is but one, the proposition
is established. Suppose there are two cluster points Zt', Z2'.
Then, as z approaches Z, L' passes infinitely often from the
neighborhood of ZI' to that of Z/. Hence, all the points of
one of the two arcs into which ZI' and Z2' divide the circum
ference are/cluster points. We now construct a region of the
type of Fig. 52 with AB within an arc of cluster points. For
Iz - ZI < E, there is an arc of L' extending from a point of Be
to a point of DAf'nd lying outside any given circle Iz'l = r < 1.
Representing tlie 'nverse of the mapping function by z = cp(z'),
we have on this arc Icp(z') - ZI < E. Throughout Qo we have
Icp(z') - ZI ~ 2. Applying the lemma, cp(z') - Z == 0, or cp(z')
is a constant, which is impossible. This establishes the prop
osition. The function z'(t), defining L', is continuous in the
closed interval t l ~ t ~ t2, if we put z' (t2) = Z'.

1 KOEBE, P., Jour.fiir Math.; vol. 145, pp. 215-218,1915. Osgood, W. F.,
and Taylor, E. H., Trans. Amer. Math. Soc., vol.4, pp. 277-298, 1913.
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PROPOSITION 2.-Let L 1 and L 2 be curves defining the same acces
sible point Z on the boundary of S. Then, the corresponding
curves L/, L 2' end at the same point of the circumference of Qo.

Suppose L 1' and £2' to end at different points ZI', Z2'. In
any circle C, however small, with Z as center, we an draw a
curve Xlying in S and in C from a point ~ of L 1 to a pint 1] of L 2•

This construction is possible since the two curves defi e the same
accessible point. Let ~', 1]', X' be the maps of~, ,X in the
z'-plane. If the radius of C is small enough, ~,. arbitrarily
near Z/, 1]' is arbitrarily near Z2', and X' lies w·thout a given
circle Iz'l = r < 1. Along X', if the radius of is less than f,

we have Iz - ZI = Icp(z') - ZI < f. By takin the arc AB in
the lemma on a suitable one of the two arcs tp. 0 which Zt', Z2'
separate the circumference, we have, J!S-in the preceding prop
osition, cp(z') - Z == O. This contradiction establishes t'h~

proposition.
PROPOSITION 3.-Let L 1 and £2 be curves efining different

accessible boundary points ZI and Z2 on the boun ary of S. Then
the corresponding curves £1', £2' end at different points on the
circumference of Qo.

a' z' a

(a)

a

FIG. 57.

l"he proof here is less simple. Suppose, Dn the contrary,
that L 1' and L 2' end at the same point Z'. As z traces L 1 from the
origin toward ZI, let a (which may be the origin) be the last
point of L 1 within S which lie~ £2. Such a point clearly
exists, since, otherwise, £1 and Lllfl!fine the same accessible point.

f\
We shall erase the parts of L 1 and L 2 between the origin and a
and consider the curves as drawn from a to ZI and Z2. Then L 1'

and L 2' extend from the corresponding point a' in Qo to the point
Z' and have no other common point.

The curves L 1 and L 2 together form a cross-cut in S extending
from a boundary point to a boundary point which divides S
into two sImply connected pieces. The map in Qo of one. of
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these parts, which we shall call G' (Fig. 56), is bounded com
pletely by L 1' and L 2' and has the single point Z' of the cir
cumference on its boundary. Let G (Fig. 57(a) or (b)) be the
corresponding region in S.

The boundary of G contains in addition to L 1 and £2, a piece of
the boundary of S. This is obvious if Z;"¢ Z2. It is true
also if ZI = Z2; for, otherwise, we could draw in G the curves
whose existence suffices to make L 1 and L 2 define the same acces-
sible point. .

We next make a cross-cut in G in the form of an arc of a circle
joining different accessible boundary points of S. That such a
cross-cut is possible we see as follows: Let P be a point on the
boundary of G and of S distinct from ZI and Z2. Let PI be an
inner point of G whose distance from P is less than the distance
from P to the points of L 1 and L 2• The arc with P as center and
passing through PI, extended in each direction from PI until it
meets the boundary at two points a, [3, is a cross-cut of the
desired kind. (This arc meets the boundary, otherwise S is not
simply connected.) One of the two simply connected parts into
which G is separated is bounded by the arc a[3 and by a piece
of the boundary of S, but by no points of L 1 or L 2• Call this
region g.

The reason for getting a cross-cut in the form of a circular
arc is that with this particular form of boundary we can map
g on a region to which we can apply the lemma. We now show
that g can be mapped on a semicircle in such a way that the
circular arc a[3 is mapped continuously on a diameter. We first
make a linear transformation 7 = T(z) carrying the arc a[3 into
a segment a'[3' of the real axis, and so that g is mapped on
a region gl in the 7-plane lying, in the neighborhood of a'[3',
in the upper half plane. We may take a'[3' as a finite segment
except in the special case that a = [3. We may suppose that
gl is entirely in the upper half plane. If not, a second transfor
mation of the form

7' - a' _ (7 - a')3-~
[3' - r' - [3' - 7

maps the 7-plane bounded by the slit a'[3' on the upper half
T'-plane. (A second transformation is clearly unnecessary if

_a' = [3'.) The boundary points of g and gl correspond in a
one-to-one and continuous manner...
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Let gl' be the reflection of gl in the real axis (Fig. 58). We
now map the simply connected region gi + gI', formed by erasing
the segment a'{3', on the unit circle Qo in the t-plane in such
a way that an inne~ point c of, the segment a'{3' is carried to
the origin and the direction of the positive real axis at c is carried
into the direction of the positiv(}/realax1S1tt-the origin (Fig.
59). This determines the map¢ng function t = F(r) uniquely
(Theorem 14, Corollary). In tpis mapping, the interior of the
segment a'(3' is mapped continuQusly on an analytic curve in Qo.
We shall now show that this curv~\is precisely the segment -1, 1.

If we reflect in the real axis ~ the r-plane, thus carrying
gi + gI' into itself, perform the m pping with the functio~ F,
and then reflect in the real ~xis in th t-plane, we have a conformal
map of gi + gI' on Qo. The succe sion of these transformations

FIG,. 58. FIG. 59.

is an analytic function of T which carries c to the origin, t = 0,
and transforms the direction of the positive real axis at c as

before. Hence, F(r) = F(T), since there is but one mapping
function with these properties. If T is not real, T ~ r, we have
in gi + gl', since the mapping is one-to-one, F(r) ~ F(r), whence
F(r) ~ F(T).' That is, i ~ t, and t is not real. Hence, the real
segment a'{3' is mapped on the real segment -1, 1. Incidentally,
from Proposition 1, the one-to-one correspondence may be
extended to include the end points themselves. The region
gi is mapped on the region g2, the upper half of Qo.

We shall now use the region g2 for the application of the
lemma. .. On changing the variable from z to t, we have a function,
z' = fez) = y;(t), which maps g2 on a region g' lying in G'. The
boundary of g' is a continuous map of a{3 and, hence, of the
interval -1, 1. I If we cut g2 in two by any circle ItI = r < 1,
the map of this cut is a curve q cutting g' in two. The part of
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g2 exterior to the circle corresponds to the part of g' which has
Z' as boundary point. In this latter region, we can draw a
curve X' within a distance E of Z' cutting off a smaller subregion
with Z' on its boundary. The map of X' is a curve X in g2 lying
outside ItI = r < 1, joining a point of the real axis to the left
of the origin to one on the right, and along which 11f.'(t) - Z'I < E.

Since 11f.'(t) - Z'I is bounded in Qo, it follows from the lemma
that 1f.'(t) - Z' == 0; or f(z) is constant. This contradiction
establishes Proposition 3.

PROPOSITION 4.-The points which correspond to the accessible
points of the boundary of S are everywhere dense on the circum
ference of Qo.

Suppose, on the contrary, that there is an arc Z1'Z2' on the
circumference containing no points which correspond to acces
sible boundary points of S. Let Z' be an inner point of this
arc; and let ZI', Z2', • • • be a sequence of interior points of Qo
approaching Z' as a limit. The corresponding points ZI, Z2, • • •

in S have one or more cluster points on the boundary of S. Let
Z be one of these cluster points; then, we can select a subsequence
~1, ~2, • • • of ZI, Z2, • • • approaching Z as a limit. The
corresponding sequence ~1', ~2', . . . approaches the limit Z'.
Let L n be a straight line drawn from ~n to the nearest (or one
of the nearest) boundary points. L n defines an· accessible
boundary point; hence, the corresponding curve L n ' in Qo extends
from ~n' to a point of the circumference outside the interval
ZI' Z2'. Now, given E > 0 and r < 1 we can choose n large
enough, n > N, that all points of L n lie within a distance E of
Z and outside the map in S of Iz'l ~ r. L n ' is then a curve
lying outside the circle Iz'l = r along which Iz - Z\ = Icp(z') 
Z\ < e. By choosing AB of Fig. 52 to lie on a suitable one of the
arcs ,Z'Z I' or Z'Z2' (one with an infinite number of the curves L'n in
its neighborhood), and applying the lemma, we have cp(z') - Z == o.
This identity is impossible; and the proposition is established.

Boundary Elements.1_We now interchange the roles of Qo
and S and enquire what point or points on the boundary of S
correspond to a point Z' on the circumference of Qo. If a
continuous curve L' be drawn from the interior of Qo to Z', what
point or points on the boundary of S does the corresponding
curve L come arbitrarily near to-for all positions of L'? An

1 These are the Prime Ends of Carathcodory's notable paper, Math. Ann.
vol. 73, pp. 323-370, 1913.
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equivalent problem is to consider a sequence of interior points
o~ Qu, ZI', Z2', . . . approaching Z' as a limit and to seek the
cluster points of the corresponding sequence ZI, Z2, . . . in 8
for all possible such ·sequences.

We'consider a set of curves C1, C2, ... in 8. Let C1 be a
Jordan curve joining different accessible boundary points of 8

.. and lying, except at its ends, in 8. Let SI be one of the simply
connected pieces cut"~~ Let C2 be a Jordan curve in SI joining
accessible points on t~~~oundaryof S, different from one another
and from the ends of C1.\ Let 8 2 be that part which C2 cuts off
from SI which does not have C1 as part of its boundary. In
general, Cn+ 1 is a Jordan c rve in 8 n joining accessible points
on the' boundary of 8, differ t from one another and from the
ends of Cn; and Sn+l is that r gion which Cn+1 cuts off from Sn
which does n6t have Cn as par of its boundary.

We snaIl impose one further condition on the curves Cn. Any
given interior point of S shal , for n sufficiently large, n > N, be
exterior to the region S . is can be accomplished, for example,
by so drawing Cn that Sn contains no points in the map of the

circle Iz'l < 1 _ 1.
n

Let Cn/, Sn/ be the maps of Cn, Sn in Qo.
. The closed regions SI, S2, ... have at least one common
point on the boundary of 8. Likewise the closed regions SI',
8 2', ••• have at least one common point on Qo. If there are
more than one, there is a common arc on Qo.

DEFINITION.-If the closed regions 8 1/, 8 2/, ••• have a single
common point Z/, then the points common to the closed regions
S1, S2, ... will be said to constitute a boundary element of 8
defined by the curves C 1, C2 , ••• and corresponding to Z/.

Two sets of curves will be said to define the same boundary
clement if the corresponding points on Qo are the same.

It is easily seen that two sets of curves defining boundary
elements define the same element if, and only if, any region
Sm of the first set contains all regions Sn of the second set, for
n sufficiently large, and any Sm contains all Sn, for n sufficiently
large. For, the corresponding regions 8 n ' and Sn/ in Qo, which
enclose a single point Z', have this property.

To each boundary element corresponds, by definition, a unique
point of Qo. We now prove that to each point Z' on Qo cor-
responds a boundary element. .
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In the following, we represent by Un', Vn' points on the
boundary of Qo which correspond to accessible points V n, V n on
the boundary of 8. Let V 1', V 1' be an arc containing Z'. Let
the points of the sequence Vt', V 2', ••• , V 1', V 2', ••• be so
chosen that V n+1' lies between V n' and Z', V' n+1 lies between
Vn' and Z', and the length of the arc Vn'Vn' approaches zero.
Each arc of the sequence V 1'V 1', V 2'V2', ••• contains the arc
which follows it; and Z' is the only point common to all.

We can now draw the curves C1, C2 , ••• in the manner
explained above such that Cn joins V n and V n • Then 8 1',

8 2', ••• have the single common point Z'; whence C1, C2,

define a boundary element corresponding to Z'.
We have then the following result:
PROPOSITION 5.-There is a one-to-one correspondence between

the points on the circumference Qo and the boundary elements of 8.
We now justify our nomenclature by showing that the bound

ary element constitutes the set of points corresponding to Z' in
the sense mentioned originally. Each region of the sequence
8 1', 8 2', • • • in Qo encloses the region which follows it; and a
given neighborhood of Z' contains all the regions 8 n ' from a
certain value of n on. Of the points of the sequence z!" Z2', ••.

approaching Z' as a limit, all but a finite number lie in any
8 n'. Then, all but a finite number of points of the corresponding
sequence Z1, Z2' • • • lie in 8 n • The cluster .points of the latter
sequence all lie within or on the boundary of 8 n , for all n. These
cluster points must then be points of the boundary element.
Conversely, let Z be a point of the boundary element. We can
choose Zl in 8 1, Z2 in 8 2, etc., in such a way that Zl, Z2, •••

approaches Z as a lirnit. Then the corresponding sequence Zl'

in 8 1', Z2' in 8 2', ••• approaches Z' as a limit. Thus every
point of the boundary element corresponds to Z'.

We now derive certain propositions concerning sets of curves of
the kind we have defined.

PROPOSITION 6.-1f 81, 8 2, ••• do not possess more than one
common accessible boundary point, then C1, C2, . . . define a
boundary element.

It is clear from Proposition 3 that a boundary element cannot
possess two accessible boundary points. Suppose, now, that
8 1', 8 2', ••• haye a common bounding arc. Let Zl', Z2' bp
points within this arc corresponding to the accessible points Zl, Z2
on the boundary of 8. To the curve L1, L 2 defining Zl, Z2
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there correspond curves £1', £2' terminating in ZI', Z2'. In the
neighborhood of ZI', £1' lies in 8 n '; so, in the neighborhood of
ZI, L 1 lies in 8 n • Hence, ZI and, likewise, Z2 are accessible
boundary points for e ch region 8 n • Since we assume there are
not two such points, it ollows that 8 1', 8 2', ••• have no com
mon bounding arc; hen e, we have a boundary element.

In Fig. 55, let Cn be dra~ vertically across the region from boundary to
boundary at a distance En rom CD, where En tends steadily to zero as n
increases. Th~ regions Sn have the common boundary line CD, all points
of which are inaccessible, and have no other common boundary points.
Hence C17 C2, ••• defin a boundary element comprising the points of CD.
When this region is map ed conformally on a circle, any sequence of points
Zl, Z2, ••• in the~~gio , such that the distance of Zn from CD approaches
zero as n beco;n€s infi te; is mapped on a sequence Zl', Z2', ••• converging
to a single point on e boundary of the circle.

PROPOSITI 7.-If all points on the curve en for n sufficiently
large lie ~n an arbitrarily small neighborhood of a point Z, then
C1, C2, • • • define a boundary element.

If we sl1Ppose the contrary, then 8 1',82', ••• have a common
boundary arc AB. Using this arc, and the function z - Z
= cp(Z') - Z, we apply the lemma at the beginning of this
section. For E > 0 given and for n sufficiently great, lcp(z')
- ZI < E on Cn', where Cn' is a curve lying near the arc AB.
We conclude in the usual way that cp(z') is a constant; and this
contradiction establishes the proposition.

In Fig. 55, we can draw the curves from the ends of the radial slits to the
neighborhood of B in such a manner that the curves converge to B. Then,
a boundary element is defined comprising the points of the line A B. This
boundary element contains one accessible point; namely, B.

PROPOSITION 8.-If the diameter of the curve Cn approaches zero
as n becomes infinite, then C1, C2, ••• define a boundary element.

By the diameter of Cn is meant the maximum distance between
two points of Cn. We can choose a subsequence Cn!, Cn2, •••

converging to a point Z. By Proposition 7 this subsequence
defines a boundary element. Each 8 nm encloses all 8 n

for n > n m ; hence, Cl, C2 , ••• define a boundary element.
81. Regions Bounded by Jordan Curves.-As a consequence of

the preceding propositions, the following theorem is readily
established:

THEOREM I5.-Let z' = fez) map a plane region 8 whose bound
ary C consists oj d 'closed Jordan curve conformally on the unit
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circle Qo. Then the points on the boundaries of the two regions
correspond in a one-to-one and continuous manner.

If at each point Z of 0 we set feZ) = lim fez), as z approaches
Z from the interior of 8, thenf(z) is continuous in the closed region 8.

o is without double points and each of its points is an accessible
boundary point. To each point of C, then, there corresponds a
unique point on the circumference of Qo. To each point of the cir
cumference there corresponds a boundary element consisting
of one or more points of O. But, since this boundary element
cannot contain two different accessible points, it must consist of a
single point. The correspondence is thus one-to-one.
I~_nth~~~IU.-_t4 ~it9_n

in a two-dimensional region takes on boundary values in this
manner, the sequence of values taken on is continuous on the
aoundary and forms with the values within the region a con
tinuous function.

Numerous consequences of Theorem 15 will occur to the
reader. For example, if we map 8 on a ~econd plane region ~

bounded by a closed Jordan curve r, then the points of C and r
correspond in a one-to-one and continuous manner; and the
mapping function is continuous in the closed region 8, if we define
the value of the' mapping function on 0 by the limiting process
mentioned in the theorem. This we see by mapping 8 on Qo
and then mapping Qo on ~.

Many of the facts concerning the mapping on the boundary
can be extended to a wide variety of many-sheeted regions. We
shall find use for the following theorem and corollary:

THEOREM 16.-Let 8 be a plane or many-sheeted region which is
mapped conformally on Qo. Let the boundary of 8 contain a
Jordan curve 0 1 with the property that a Jordan curve K 1 can be
drawn in 8 connecting the ends of C1 and cutting off a plane sub
region 8 1 whose complete boundary consists of 0 1 and K 1• Then
the points of 0 1 correspond in a one-to-one manner to the points
of an arc of Qo.

When 8 is mapped on Qo, 8 1 is mapped on a plane simply
connected region 8 1' and, so, can be mapped on a circle. 8 1'

is bounded by a Jordan curve. For, K 1 is mapped on a Jordan
curve,-this includes the end points, by the reasoning of Propo
sition I-and the rest of the boundary is on the circumference of
Qo. Then, the points on- the boundaries of 8 1 and 8 1', ea~h

boundary being a closed Jordan curve, correspond in a one-to-one
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manner. Hence, the points of C l correspond to the points of
an arc of Qo.

It may happen that the boundary of a sheeted region, while
not lying in a plane, can be broken up into pieces, each of which
is a Jordan curve of the kind mentioned in the theorem. Each
piece corresponds to an arc of Qo, and we have the following
result:

COROLLARY.-1f the boundary of 8 in Theorem 16 consists of a
finite number of Jordan curves, A lA 2, A 2A 3, ••• , AnAl, of the
kind specified, thrm the points of the boundary and the points of
the circumference of Qo correspond in a one-to-one manner.

When the--mapping is continuous on the boundary, there arises
the question of performing the mapping so that certain given
points on the boundary of one region shall be mapped on given
points on the boundary of the other region.

THEOREM 17.-1f two regions 8 and 8' of the type stated in
Theorem 16, Corollary, can each be mapped conformally on a
circle, then 8 can be mapped conformally on S' in one, and only
one, way 8uch that three given distinct points on the boundary of S
are mapped on three given distinct points arranged in the same
order on the boundary of 8'.

Both 8 and 8' can be mapped on Qo, the mapping being con
tinuous on the boundary. Let m, n, p be three points on the
boundary of l" arranged so that, proceeding in a positive sense
around the boundary from m, we encounter first n, then p. Let
m', n', p' be three points arranged in like manner on the boundary
of S'. Let t = <p(z) and t' = If;(z') map Sand 8', respectively,
on Qo. Then m, n, p and m', n', p' are carried, respectively, into
ml, nl, PI and ml', nl', PI' ordered in the same way on the cir
cumference of Qo. N ow, there is a linear transformation t' =

T(t), which carries ml, nl, PI, respectively into ml', n/, PI'. This
transformation carries Qo into itself, the interior being carried
into the interior. Then the transformation t = <p(z), followed
by the transformation t' = T(t), followed by the inverse of
t' = tf;(z'), is. a sequence of transformations which maps S on 8'
and carries m, n, p, into m', n', p', respectively.

Suppose, now, that this mapping can be performed by two
functions z' = fez) and z' = F(z). Then, t' = tf;(z') = If;[f(z)]
and t l = tf;[F(z)] map S on Qo. Hence (Theorem 14), t l is a
linear function of t'. But when z = m, n, p, we have t' = t l =

ml, nl, PI; hence (Sec. 3, Theorem 6), t l == t', or tf;fF (z)] ==
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~[f(z)]. It follows that F(z) === fez), and there is only one func
tion performing the mapping.

82. Analytic Arcs and the Continuation of the Mapping
Function across the Boundary.-We return to the.mapping of a
region S on Qo. If the mapping function z' = fez) is analytic
at Z on the boundary of S, so that the function can be extended
analytically across the boundaryJand if f'(z) ~ 0, then the
inverse function z = cp(z') is analytic at Z' = feZ) on the
boundary of Qo. The neighborhood of Z is mapped conformally
on the plane neighborhood of Z'. The boundary near Z' is
mapped on ail analytic arc z = cp(ei8 ) through Z.1

If f'(Z) = 0, we have f'(z) ~ ° in the neighborhood of Z
except at Z itself; and the boundary of S in the neighborhood
of Z consists of analytic arcs. In order that fez) be capable of
continuation across the boundary it is necessary that the boundary
contain one or more analytic arcs. If there are no analytic arcs on
the boundary C of S, then fez) has C as a natural boundary.

THEOREM 18.-If the Jordan curve C1 in Theorem 16 is an
analytic arc, then f (z) is analytic at any interior point Z of C1 and
80 can be extended analytically across the boundary in the neighbor
hood of Z. The neighborhood of Z is mapped conformally by the
function .

.----.,.
" ,

\,
Z' h' ~

•,,
~..._--_.'

FIG. 60.

Let z = lj;(t) be -the equation of C1, where lj;(to) = Z, lj;'(to) ~ o.
The function z = lj;(t) maps the neighborhood of to conformally on
the neighborhood of Z so that the real axis near to is mapped
on the arc C1 near Z. A suitably small region gt (Fig. 60)
abutting along the real axis in the neighborhood of to-in the
upper half plane, let us say-is mapped on a region g of Sand

. abutting along 0 1 in the neighborhood of Z. This is mapped by
z' = fez) on g' in Qo abutting along an arc through Z', the point

1 An analytic curve is a Jordan curve, z = z(t), h ~ t ~ t2, in which
z(t) is an analytic.function of t in the interval and the derivative z' (t) ~ o.
In the present case 0 takes the place of t.
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corresponding to Z. Then, z' = f[~(t)] maps gt on g', is analytic
in gt, and is continuous on the part of the real axis bounding gt.

Let ht, h' be the inversions of gt and g' in the real axis and the
circle Qo, respectively. If we invert In the real axis carrying ht

into gt, then map gt on g', and, finally, invert in Qo, carrying g'
into h', we have a conformal map of h t on h' by some function
z' = F(t), analytic in ht and continuous on the part of the real
axis bounding ht• Now, this transformation affects the points
of the real axis in exactly the same way as the transformation
z' = f[~(t)]. These two functions are analytic in the adjoining
regions gt, h t and take on the same continuous values along the
common boundary. Hence, F(t) is the analytic continuation of
f[~(t)] throughout ht. This latter function is analytic in the full
neighborhood of to; whence, fez) is analytic in a sufficiently small
neighborhood of Z. The mapping of the neighborhood of Z
on the neighborhood of to and of this latter on the neighborhood
of Z' is in each case conformal; whence, z' = fez) maps the
neighborhood of Z conformally on the neighborhood of Z'.

83. Circular Arc Boundaries.-The following theorem which
is of considerable importance in various applications may be
derived here:

THEOREM 19.-Let z' = fez) map a region 8 upon a region 8' in
such a way that a circular arc AB of the boundary of 8 is mapped
continuously on a circular arc A'B' on the boundary of 8'. Let 8 1

and 8 1' be the regions got by inverting 8 and 8' in AB and A'B',
rf3spectively. Then fez) can be extended analytically across AB
into 8 1 and maps 8 1 conformally on 8 1'.

The proof follows the lines of the proof of Theorem 18. Let Z1

be a point of 8 1 ; and let z be the pointjn 8 got by inverting in AB;
let z' = f(z); and let Z1' be the point in 8 1' got by inverting z'
in 4.'B'. Then Zl' is a function of Zl, Zl' = F (Zl), which, as a
result of one analytic transformation and two inversions, maps 8 1

directly conformally on 8 1'. Hence, F(zl) is analytic in 8 1• As Z1

and z approach a common point on AB, Z1' and z' approach a
common point on A'B'. Hence, F(z1) andf(z) take on the same
values on AB. It follows that F(z1) is the analytic continuation
of fez) across AB into and throughout the region 8 1•

COROLLARY.-If the region S' of Theorem 19 is the unit circle Qo, and if AB
is not the whole boundary of S, then the region formed by joining Sand S1 along
AB can be mapped on Qo.
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In this case, A'B' is an arc of Qo but not the whole circumference; and
8 1' is the whole exterior of Qo. The function z' = fez) maps the region
formed by joining 8 and 8 1 along AB upon the region formed b:y joining
the interior and exterior of Qo along the arc A'B'. The latter region is a
plane region whose boundary consists of that part of the circumference of
Qo which remains after A'B' has been removed. By Theorem 13 it can
be mapped on Qo.

. 84. The Mapping of Combined Regions.-We shall presently
consider the mapping of a many-sheeted region on a circle.

A

FIG. 61.

As an aid to establishing later a much more general theorem, we
shall prove the following proposition:

THEOREM 20.-Let 8 1 and 8 2 be regions, with boundaries of the
type stated in Theorem 16, Corollary, each of which can be mapped
conformally on a circle. Let the boundaries C1, C2 meet in two
points m, n, the region common to
8 1 and 8 1' being simply connected.
Let m, n be interior points of analytic
arcs on both boundaries, and let the
angle between the bounding arcs of
the common region at each point be
different from zero. Then, the region
formed by combining 8 1 and 8 2 can
be mapped on a circle.

The regions 8 1 and 8 2 are
shown schematically in Fig. 61. FIG. 62.

Let p be a point of C1 lying in 8 2• Let Z1 = fl(z) map 8 1 con
formally on Qo. The points m, n, p are carried into points ml,
nl, P1 on the circumference of Qo (Fig. 62). The region common
to 8 1 and 8 2 is mapped on a region K in Qo bounded by the
arc nlp1m1. The mapping function is analytic at m and n;
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Qo

FIG. 63.

hence, angles at these points are preserved. Hence, the portion
of C2 which lies in 8 1 is mapped on a curve in Qo (the heavy line
in Fig. '61) meeting the arc nlplml at ml and nl at angles greater
than zero.

We can draw a circular arc A joining mI' and nl and lying
entirely in K. It will be convenient to take the arc such that

it makes with the arc nlplml an
angle f) = 1r/2s , where 8 is an
integer. Let A' be the arc got
by inverting nlplml in X; let X"
be the arc got by inverting nlplml
in A' ; and so on. We find readily
that A(s) lies on the circumfer
ence of Qo. These arcs divide Qo
into regions B l , Bt', B l ", ••• ,

Bl(s) as in the figure. LetB,B',
B", ... , B(s) be the correspond
ing regions in S 1.

Let A be the portion of 8 2 exterior to 8 1, Let Z2 = f2(Z) map
the region formed by combining A and B, which we shall designate
by A + B, conformally on Qo. This mapping is clearly possible,
for, when 8 2 is mapped on a circle, A + B is mapped on a plane
region which can be mapped on Qo (Theorem, 13). Let A 2, B 2,

m3.,,-----
,,"

I
I

I
I
I B3

t1

, A3

\ P3
\

'" ~ Q
.... _- --- n3 0

FIG. 64.

m2, n2, P2 be the regions and points on which A, B, m, n, pare
mapped (Fig. 63).

The function f2(Z) can be extended analytically across the
boundary of B; we shall show that it can be extended throughout
the whole of B'. Let Z2' = c,02(ZI) be the unique function mapping
B1on B 2 so that ml, nl, PI are carried into m2, n2, P2, respectively.
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Then (Theorem 19) this function can be extended analytically
across A and throughout B I ' and maps .BI ' on B 2', the inverse
of B 2 in Qo. The function z' = <P2(ZI) = <P2[fl(Z)) exists throughout
B + B' and maps B + B' on B 2 + B 2'. But, in B, <P2[fl(Z)] ::=;

f2(Z), since both functions map the three boundary points
m, n, p alike (Theorem 17). Hence, <P2[fl(Z)] is the analytic
continuation of f2(Z). The function f2(Z) maps A + B + B'
conformally on A 2 + B 2 + B 2'. This latter region is a plane
region and can be mapped on Qo.

We now repeat the reasoning, replacing B by B + B' in the
argument. Let Z3 = f3(Z) map A + B + B' on Qo (Fig. 64).
The function Z3 = <P3(ZI) which maps B I + B I' on B 3 + B 3'
so that ml, nl, PI go into m3, n3, P3 can be extended analytically
throughout B I" and maps B I" on B 3" the inverse of B 3 + B 3'
i!l Qo. By the identity of <P3[fl(Z)] and f3(Z) in B + B', we prove
that f3(Z) can be extended analytically throughout B" and maps
B" on Bs". Hence, Z3 = f3(Z) maps A + B + B' + B" on
a plane region which can be mapped on Qo.

Continuing in this manner we arrive in a finite number of
steps at a function which maps A + B + B' + · · · + B(s)
on Qo; and the theorem is proved.

85. The Mapping of Limit Regions.-By the method of the
preceding section, we can build up, step by step, by the combi
nation of a finite number of overlapping plane regions, other
regions which can be mapped on a circle. These latter regions
are finite sheeted and are bounded by Jordan curves. We shall
now prove a theorem wherein the final region is constructed by
an infinite process. By its use we shall be able to deduce results
concerning regions with general boundaries and regions with
an infinite number of sheets. This powerful theorem is due to
Koebe.

THEOREM 21.-Let ef>l, ef>2, ... be an infinite sequence of
regions each of which can be mapped on a circle. Let cPn be a
subregion of cPn+l. Let cP be the region consisting of all points
which are interior to any region cPn. Then, cP can be mapped
conformally either on a circle or on the whole plane exclusive of a
single point.

Let a be an ordinary interior point of cPl. Then, a is within
cPn. Let Zn = fn(z) map cPn on the unit circle Qo in the zn-plane
in such a manner that a is carried into the origin and the direction
of the positive real axis at a is carried into the direction of the
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positive real axis at the origin. Thenfn(a) = 0; andfn'(a) > o.
This mapping is possible according to the corollary to Theorem 14.

We shall now study the sequence of functions

fl(Z), f2(Z), f3(Z), · · · (59)
The regions cPn are shown schematically at the left of Fig. 65.

The mapping of the first few regions is shown at the right in the
same figure. Let Z be a point in cPm and let

Zm = fm(z), Zn = fn(z), n > m (60)

z3-plane
FIG. 65.

be the corresponding points in the Zm- and zn-planes. The first
of these functions maps cPm on Qo in the zm-plane; the second maps
cPm on a region lying in Qo in the zn-plane. The inverse of the
first function followed by the second,

Zn. = fn[fm-l(Zm)] = 'Pn,m(Zm), (61)

maps Qo in the zm-plane on a region lying in Qo in the zn-plane.
The function CPn,m(Zm) satisfies the conditions of Schwarz's
lemma, Theorem 1; hence, we have

IZnl = jCPn,m(Zm)! < IZml, Zm .,e OJ 1~::lo = Icp'n,m(O)1 < 1. (62)

From (60), since

(
dZn) fn'(a)
dZm 0 = fm'(a)'

we have
Ifn(Z) I < Ifm(z)l, Z ~ a; fn'(a) < fm'(a). (63)

In particular,
lfn+l(z)! < Ifn(z)l, Z ~ a; f'n+l(a) < fn'(a). (64)
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Let a circle Q with center at the origin and radius r < 1 be
drawn in each plane. Let Cn be the corresponding curve in
cPn which the function Zn = In(z) maps on Q. The curves C1, C2,
enclose a set of regions Sl, S2, ... lying in cP, such that Sn lies
in cPn and contains a, and Sn together with its boundary Cn lies
within Sn+l. This last statement follows at once from the fact
that the interior and boundary of Q in the zn-plane are, from the
first inequality of (62), mapped on a region lying within Q in
the zn+l-plane.

Further, r can be taken near enough to 1 that any preassigned
point P of cP is an inner point of the regions Sm, Sm+l, . . . for m
sufficiently large. Let cPm contain P. Then Zm = fm(z) maps cPm
on Qo, P going into an interior point P'. It then suffices to take r
large enough that Q contains P'.

The derivativefn'(a) is positive and (Inequality (64)) decreases
as n increases. Hence, it approaches a limit h ~ 0 as n becomes
infinite. We have two cases to consider:

I. limfn'(a) = h > 0; II. limfn'(a) = 0

The Convergence.-We prove first that in both cases the sequence
inez) converges throughout cP and the limit function is analytic in cPo
To prove this, it suffices to prove that the sequence converges
uniformly in 8 m • The limit function is then analytic in Sm.
Since m and r can be so chosen that Sm encloses any preasssigned
point of cP, the limit function is then analytic throughout cPo

Instead of considering functions of Z in 8 m , we shall map
Sm on Q in the zm-plane and consider the corresponding functions
of Zm. 'We have fn(z) = <Pn,m(Zm); and we shall establish the
uniform convergence of the sequence

CPm,m(Zm), CPm+l,m(Zm) ,CPm+2,m(Zm), (65)

in Q. Consider the function

n ~ m, p > o. (66)

This function is nowhere zero in Qo; for, when Zm ~ 0, we have
from (63) thatl<pn+p,m(zm)! < Icpn,m(zm)l,andwhenzm = Owe have

( CPn+p~(ZmL~n,m~_~!) = (dzn+p) _ (d~n)
Zm 0 dZm 0 d~m 0

= f' n+p(a) - fn'(a) < 0
fm'(a) .
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The function is also bounded in Qo, for from (62) Ilpn, m(Zm) / zml < 1 I;
so

(67)

The function (66) then satisfies all the conditions of Theorem
10, where the circular regions Q and Qo take the place of ~ and ~/,

respectively, of that theorem. Hence, we have (setting Zl = Zm
and Z2 = 0)

j
lpn+p,m(Zm) - lpn,m(Zm) I ~ K If'n+p(a) - fn'(a)ll/K (68)

Zm ~ 2 fm'(a) ,

where K 2 and K are independent of m, n, p, and depend only
upon r, the radius of Q. The inequality (68) holds for all points
in Q.

Since the sequence fn'(a) converges, we can choose n large
enough that the second member of (68) is less than a preassigned
positive e. We have, then, within ~nd on Q

(69)

for all p > O. This proves the uniform convergence of the
sequence (65) in Q.

In Case II, we find rea;dily that the limit function is identically
zero. We have but to apply Theorem 10 to the function
lpn,m(Zm)/Zm. We have in Q

j
lpn,m(Zm) I ~ K2Ilpn,m(Zm) Il/K = K 2(fn',ca) )l/K. (70)

Zm Zm 0 f m (a)

By taking n large enough, we can make fn'(a) arbitrarily small,
whence, Ilpn,m(Z~)I is arbitrarily small. It follows that

lim lpn,m(zm) = 0..
n = 00

Case I.-Let fez) be the limit of the sequence (59). We shall
prove that the z/ = fez) maps c/> on the circle Qo.

The function fez) is nowhere greater than 1 in absolute value
in C/>, since at each point of c/> it is the limit of functions which are
less than 1 in absolute value. It will suffice to prove that fez)
takes on each value in Qo once, and only once. When c/>m is
mapped on Qo by Zm = fm(z) let fez) be transformed into a
function lpm(Zm). Then when Z is In c/>m, Zm is in Qo, and

fez) = lpm(zm) = lim CPn.m(Zm).
n= 00
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Let a be a point in Qo; and let r be taken large enough that Q
encloses a. This fixes K 2 and K in (68). Taking n = m we
have,

(71)

Let E > 0 be chosen so that

E < r - lal. (72)

Then, since f n' (a) converges, we can choose m sufficiently large
that the numerator in the fraction in the second member of (71)
is arbitrarily small, whereas the denominator f m' (a) is greater
than h. We can make the second member less than E, and we have

l<Pm+p,m(Zm) - zml ~ € IZml < E. (73)

Letting p become infinite we have

l<Pm(Zm) - zml ~ E. (74)

Now <Pm+p,m(Zm) maps Q and its interior on a plane region in the
zm+p-plane. On Q itself IZml = r and we have from (73) and (74)

r - E < I<Pm+p,m(Zm) I < r + E; r - E ~ l<Pm(zm)1 ~ r + E. (75)

It follows from the first of these inequalities, together with
(72), that Q is mapped on a curve enclosing a. Hence, for all
p > 0, <Pm+p,m(Zm) - a has a single zero in Q. It follows from
the latter part of (75) that <Pm(Zm) - a is not zero on Q.
Applying Theorem 12, it results that ((Jm(Zm) - a has a single
zero in Q. That is,' <Pm(Zm) takes on the value a once, and only
once, in Sm. Then fez) takes on the value a once, and only once,
in Sm.

We show finally that fez) cannot take on the value a at any
other point of <p. Suppose, on the contrary, that this value
is taken on at two points of <p. Then, r (> lal) and v can be
taken large enough that both points are included in Sp. If in
the preceding reasoning we choose m ~ v, we have the contradic
tion that fez) takes on the value a more than once in Sm.

Case II.-If lim fn'(a) is zero, the limit of the sequence
(59) is identically zero; and we get no map of the surface
<p. In this case, we alter the mapping as follows: Instead
of mapping <Pn on Qo, we map it on a circle Qn with center at the
origin and radius 1/fn'(a). We take as the mapping function

fn(z)
Zn = Fn(z) in-'ea) (76)
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This maps a on the origin, and,. since F'(a) = 1, lengths at a
are unaltered. The radius of Qn increases with n and approaches
infinity as n becomes infinite. The mapped regions are got
from the circles shown in Fig. 65, by an expansion from the
origin according to the formula Zn = zn/fn'(a). Q is carried
into a circle Qn' of radius r/fn'(a).

We shall show that the sequence

F 1(z), F2(z), F 3(z), (77)

converges in cP, that the limit function F(z) is analytic in cP,
and that Z' = F(z) maps cP on the whole finite plane.

When cPn is mapped on Qn in the Zn-plane by (76), each sub
region 8 m , m ~ n, is mapped on a subregion of Qn. Call the
boundary of this' subregion Cn,m. The region bounded by
Cn,m is a plane map of Qm' in the zm-plane by the function

Zn = Fn(z) = Fn[Fm-l(Zm)] = Y;n,m(Zm). (78)
We have

V/nom(O) = (-~~~) 0 = : :'~~) = 1. (79)

We now apply Theorem 7, Corollary, to the map of Qm'. When
Zm lies on the circumference of Qm', the corresponding boundary
point on Cn,m in the Z-plane satisfies the inequalities

(1 + ~2fnl(a) :s; IZnl = l~n.m(Zm)1 :s; (1 _ ~2fnl(a)· (80)

Fixing our attention on a particular 8 m in cP and its map in
Qm' in the Zm plane, we wish to prove that, given f > 0, there
exists an n such that

l~n~p,m(Zm) - Y;n,m(Zm)1 < f (81)

for all p > o. We arrive at this inequality by considering a
larger region 8 8 , s > m, containing 8 m , and its map on Q/ in
the Zb-plane.

Since f/(a) approaches zero as s increases without limit, we
may choose s( >m) so large that

(1 + r)2fb' (a) < f_ [(1 - r)2fm'(a) J: (82)
r 2 r

We have from this inequality and from (80), for any n greater
than s,

I
1 I ~ (1 + r) 2fs'(a) < ~[ (1 - r) 2fm'(a)J2. (83 )

~n,s(Zs) r 2 r
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Hence, on Qs'

1

_1 -- - _1 __ 1 < € [~~!l~tn'(~lJ2. (84)
t/;n+p,s(Z~) t/;n,~(Z~) r

Now, the quantity in absolute value signs in (84) is analytic
throughout Q/. Each of the two fractions has a pole at the
origin, but is otherwise analytic. In the neighborhood of the
origin, we have, since t/;n,s'(O) = 1,

__1 _ = 1 = _1 _ C
n
+

t/;n,s(Zs) Zs + Cn Z s2 + . .. Zs
and
111

--~- - ---- = Zs - Cn+p + ...
t/;n+p,s (Zs) t/;n,s (Zs)

- (~s - en + ... ) = ~(Zs),

where <p(Zs) is analytic at the origin. The inequality (84)
then holds throughout the whole interior of Qs', since the maxi
mum absolute value of the function is on the boundary.

Now Q/ encloses Q'8,m, the map of Qm'. Changing the vari~ble

to Zm, we have on Qm'

1

1 1 I [ ( 1 - r) 2fm' (a)J2

t/;n+p,m(Zm) - t/;n,m(Zm) < € --r--- .

Employing the second inequality of (8.0), we have

l~n+p.m(Zm) - ~n.m(Zm)1 <{(1-r~2fml(a)rl~n+p.m(Zm)~n.m(Zm)1

~E
on Qm'.

Since the expression in the first member is analytic throughout
Qm', this inequality holds throughout Qm', which was to be proved.

It follows, from the preceding, that t/;n,m(Zm) approaches a
limit function t/;m(Zm) which is analytic in Qm'. The correspond
ing function of z, namely, t/;m(Zm) == F(z), the limit of (77), is
analytic in Sm. Since Sm may be taken so large as to enclose
any given point of ¢, it follows that (77) converges in the whole
of ¢ and that the limit function is analytic.

We now prove that Z' = F(z) maps ¢ on the whole plane
exclusive of the point at infinity. Let a be any finite point; and
let m be chosen so that r/[(l + r)2f'm(a)] > lal. Then on Qm',
from (80),

n = 00
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Then, 1/!m(Zm) - a does not vanish on Qm'; hence, from Theorem
12, this function and 1/!n,m(Zm) - a, for n sufficiently large, have
the same number of zeros in Qm'. The latter function has one
zero in Qm', since Z = 1/!n,m(Zm) maps Qm' on a plane region
to which a belongs. It follows that 1/!m(Zm) takes on the value
a once in Qm'; that is, F(z) takes on the value a once in 8 m.

We prove, as in the previous case, that a is not taken on
at two different points of ¢. For, 8 m can be so chosen that it
contains both points; and we have a contradiction with what
we have just proved. Hence, a is taken on only once. This
completes the proof of the theorem.

The limit surfaces c:f> fall into the two classes, those which can
be mapped on a circle and those which can be mapped on the
finite plane. It is conceivable that a surface can belong to
both classes; that by forming the approximating regions c:f>I,
c:f>2, • • • in certain ways we should get one case, and in other ways
the other. But this is not possible. For, if c:f> can be mapped
both on Qo and on the finite plane, then the finite plane can be
mapped conformally on Qo; and we found at the beginning of
Sec. 78 that this is impossible.

As a convenient test for distinguishing between the two
cases, the following theorem is useful:

THEOREM 22.-1f the limit region c:f> of Theorem 21 is bounded in
part by a plane piece of curve, then c:f> is mapped on a circle.

If we assume the contrary then, making a linear transformation,
there exists a function z' = fez) mapping c:f> on the whole z'-plane
exclusive of the origin. We draw a Jordan curve in the form
of a cross-cut q cutting off from c:f> a plane finite simply connected
region 8 whose boundary consists of q and a part h of the given
boundary of c:f>. We construct 8 so that the point of c:f> which is
carried to infinity in the mapping is exterior to 8.

The map of S in the z'-plane is a finite simply connected region
8' bounded by a closed Jordan curve. This curve is the map of q.
As z "traces q, approaching either end, the corresponding point
z' approaches the origin. If we map 8' conformally on the unit
circle Qo, the boundary points of 8' and Qo correspond in a
one-to-one manner (Theor~m 15). The succession of these two
mappings is a conformal map of 8 on Qo.

Now let £1, £2 be curves drawn in 8 to two different accessible
points of h. The corresponding curves £1', £l in 8' both ter
minate at the origin. The corresponding curves £1", £2" in Qo
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both terminate at the same point on the boundary of Qo. This
contradiction to Proposition 3 of Sec. 80 establishes the theorem.

86. The Mapping of Simply Connected Finite-Sheeted Regions.
Before studying the general finite-sheeted region, we consider
regions formed by putting square elements together. By a
square element we shall mean (a) the plane interior or exterior of a
square together with its boundary; or (b) the region formed by n

superimposed equal squares hanging together at a single interior
branch point of order n.

The square element is simply connected and can be mapped
on a circle. The mapping of (a) follows directly from Theorem
13. In (b), let Zo be the branch point. Then z - Zo = t n maps
(b) on a plane simply connected region in the t-plane, which can
be mapped on a circle.

Suppose, now, that we put square elements together-like
the, piece~ of a patch-work quilt-to form finite-sheeted regions.
We shall establish the following proposition:

If a finite number of square elements be adjoined to form a simply
connected region with a boundury consisting of more than one point
and with no branch points other than those belonging to the individual
square elements, the resulting 'region can be mapped comformally on a
circle.

The proof is by induction. We assume that all regions of
the kind mentioned formed by adjoining n square elements can be
mapped on a circle, and prove that any region formed with n + 1
elements can be mapped on a circle. Then, since any region of
one square element can be mapped on a circle, the proposition
holds.

A region Sn+l of the kind mentioned in the proposition formed
with n + 1 square elements can be constructed by adjoining
to a like region Sn a square element S, where a part of the bound
ary of S belongs to the boundary of Sn+l. S and, by hypothesis,
Sn can be mapped on circles. We shall apply Theorem 20.
Now, Sand Sn abut along a common bounding arc mn but there
is no common region. But, since the points of mn are not
branch points, S can be slightly enlarged to form a square element
S' which has with Sn a common simply connected region and
where the boundaries of Sn and S' meet as required in the theorem.
Then Sn + S' can be mapped on a circle. The subregion Sn+l is
mapped on a plane simply connected region which can in turn be
mapped on a circle, which was to be proved.
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THEOREM 23.-A simply connected regio~ with a finite number of
sheets and of branch points and whose boundary consists of more
than one point can be mapped conformally on a circle.

We shall show that a given region of the kind stated in the
theorem can be got as;·the limit of a sequence of regions formed
from square elements. We first transform the region so that all
boundary and branch points lie within the unit circle Qo. This
can be done as follows: Let P be an inner point of the region whose
coordinate Zo is not the z-coordinate of any boundary point
or branch point. (Such a point clearly exists, since the number of
branch points is finite and the boundary points in any sheet do
not fill any area.) We can draw a circle C with Zo as center such
that all boundary and branch points are exterior to C. Then if we
make a linear transformation carrying Zo to 00 and C into the circle
Qo, we have the branch points and boundary points within Qo.

We can suppose further that the z-coordinate of each brapch
point, z = x + iy, is such that x and yare both irrational.
For, the points whose x-coordinates or whose y-coordinates
differ from those of a branch point by a rational quantity lie
on a denumerable set of straight lines parallel to the x- and y-axes.
Let Zl be a point in the neighborhood of the origin and not lying
on any of these lines. Then, a translation which carries Zl to the
origin carries the branch points into points whose x- and y':"coordi
nates are both irrationa!. We take z1 near enough to the' origin
that the branch points and boundary points lie in Qo after the
translation.

We now proceed to cut the region, which we shall call ¢,
into square elements by lines parallel to the x- and y-axes.
Each cut will be made through all the superimposed sheets. We
first cut along the sides of the square K whose vertices are 1 + i,
1 - i, -1 + i, -1 - i. K contains Qo. The exterior of K in
each sheet is a square element lying entirely within or entirely
without ¢. The former we shall call the "elements of the first set.
By an element we mean here and subsequently a square element all
oj whose interior and boundary points are interior points of ¢.
There is at least one element in the first set; namely, that into
which the point P was carried.

We next cut up the finite sheeted region within K. Let 11

be an integer sufficiently large that the diagonal of a square of
side 1/11 is less than the shortest distance between the points
of the z-plane at which branch points occur. We cut the square
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along sides parallel to the y-axis through the points -1 + !,
v

2
-1 + -, · . . and along lines parallel to the x-axis through

."

-i + i, - i + 2i, · . .. None of the pieces into which the
." v

region is cut contains more than one branch point. The square
elements resulting from this cutting lying in cP are the elements of
the second set.

We next cut up what remains of the region. We cut each
previous square into quarters along lines joining the midpoints
of opposite sides. The elements that result constitute the
third set. Similarly, we divide the latter squares into quarters,
cut up what remains of the region, and take out the elements
of the fourth set; and so on ad infinitum.

We now adjoin the elements to form regions. Let cPl be an
element of the first set. Let cP2 consist of cPl together with all
elements of the first and second sets that can be joined to cPl to
form a connected region. In general, let cPn consist of cPn-l
together with all elements of the first n sets that can be joined to
cPn-1 to form a connected region. In the process of adjunction all
cuts separating adjacent squares of cPn are closed up. As the
boundary of cPn consists of interior points there are elements
adjoining cPn along its boundary. The process is never brought
to an end; and we get an infinite number of regions.

The region cPn is made up of a finite number of square elements.
All branch points of the region are interior points of elements.
For, owing to the manner of making the cuts, a point on the
boundary of an element has either a rational x or a rational y,
whereas at a branch point both x and yare irrational.

Further, cPn is simply connected. Suppose not; then cPn
has two or more bounding curves. Let C1, C2 be two of these
curves. We can draw a curve C' in cPn separating C1and C2. C'
divides cP into two parts, one of which contains no boundary
points of cPo Let this part contain C1, say. Then C1bounds a
subregion 8 1 of cP abutting on cPn, and 8 1 has no further boundary.
In our process of cutting into elements 8 1 is entirely divided into
elements when or before we arrive at the n-th set; so, 8 1 belongs to
cPn, which is a contradiction.

It follows froIll the proposition at the beginning of this section
that cPn can be mapped conformally on a circle.
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We next show that for n sufficiently large cPn contains any
preassigned point PI of cP. Let P2 be a point of cPl. PI and P2
can be joined by a curve L lying entirely within cP. There exists
ad> 0 such that no point of L can be joined to a boundary
poiJ}t of cP by a line lying in cP and of length less than d. If n
be taken so large that the diagonal of the square elements of the
n-th set is less than d, L is completely covered by elements of the
first n sets. All these elements belong to cPn, whence PI is an
inner point of cPn.

In the sequence of regions cP1, cP2, . . . certain successive
regions may be identical. Thus, there may be no elements of the
n-th set that can be added to cPn-I, so that cPn and cPn-1 are identi
cal. But, after a finite number of steps, we arrive at elements
which can be added to cPn-l. We now rewrite the sequence in the
same order, but including only one of a succession of identical
regions. The resu~ting sequence,

cPl' cPn2' cPn 3' • • •

satisfies all the conditions of Theorem 21. Hence, the limit
region, cP itseJf, can be mapped either on a circle or on the whole
plane exclusive of a single point.

Suppose the latter case to hold. Then, making a linear
transformation of the plane on which we map, cP can be mapped on
the whole t-plane exclusive of t = o. Let z = <pet) be the
mapping funct.ion. <pet) is analytic in the t-plane except at the
origin and at the points corresponding to z = 00 in cP. Let m be
large enough that cPm contains all the elements of the first set,
and let 8 m be the map of cPm in the t-plane. Points outside 8 m

are mapped on the interior of the square K. Outside 8 m then

lzl = I<p(t) I < V2. This inequality hold~ in the neighborhood
of the origin; so, the function is analytic at the origin if properly
defined there. The function z = <pet) maps the neighborhood of
the origin on a plane sheet or on a finite number of sheets con
taining a branch point according as <p' (0) ~ 0 or <p' (0) = o. In
either case, t = 0 goes into a single point; and cP has a single
boundary point. As this is contrary to the hypothesis that cP
has more than one boundary point, it follows that cP is mapped on
a circle.

87. Conformal Mapping and Groups of Linear Transformations.
We close this chapter with examples of the connection between
conformal mapping and groups of linear transformations.
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The ideas here introduced are fundamental in the developments of
the following chapter.

Let the simply connected plane strip in Fig. 66 be formed
by the adjunction of regions ~n each of which is carried into an
abutting region by the translation Z' = Z ± h. Let the strip be
mapped on the unit circle Qo in the z-plane (Fig. 67), Sn being the
map of ~n.

FIG. 66.

The strip-call it <t>-has a group of conformal transformations
into itself; namely, the group Zn = Z + nh. What can be said
of the relation between the corresponding points Z and Zn in
Qo? If we carry Z to Z, Z to Zn, and Zn to Zn, we have a sequence
of, three conformal transformations. Hence, the correspondence.
between Z and Zn sets up a conformal transformation; whence,
Zn = Tn(z), where Tn(z) is analytic. Further, in this sequence
of mappings Qo is mapped on <t>, <t> on itself, and <t> on Qo; that

So

FIG. 67. FIG. 68.

is, Zn = Tn(z) maps Qo conformally on itself. It follows froIn
Theorem 24, Sec. 12, that Tn is a linear transformation.

We find readily that the transformations Tn satisfy both
group properties. Also, the group is properly discontinuous,
since each transformation, other than the identical transfor
mation, carries So outside itself. In fact, the group is the cyclic
group generated by T l . A fundamental region for the group is
So together with the inverse of So in Qo.
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We now get a similar group in a different way. Consider the
ring-shaped region lying between two curves in the Z-plane.
Let the region be rendered simply connected by means of a
cut c;necting the boundaries. Call the severed region ~o

(Fig. ). Now, let us provide ourselves with an infinite number
of co ies of ~o and use them to build up an infinitely sheeted
regio. Let one copy ~1 be· exactly superposed on ~o and
joined, as in the figure, along one edge of the cut. Let another
copy! ~-1 be placed below ~o and joined along the other edge
of the cut. Similarly, a copy ~2 is .superposed and joined along
the remaining free cut in ~1; ~-2 is joined along the free cut in
~-l;'and so on.

Now, the region cPn = ~-n + · · · + ~o + · · · + ~n is simply
connected and can be mapped on a circle (Theorem 23). Hence;
by Theorem 21, the limit region cP can be mapped on a circle or the
~e finite plane. In this case (Theorem 22) the mapping is

on a circle. Let Z = fez) map the surface spread over the
Z-plane on Qo in the z-plane.

The region cP admits a group of conformal transformations
into itself. If ~o be placed accurately on ~n, ~1 will coincide
with ~n+l, ~-1 with ~n-l, and so on; and cP will be mapped
conformally on itself. The transformations of cP for n = 0,
± 1, ±2, ... clearly form a group. When cP is transformed
in this way the corresponding points of Qo undergo a transfor
mation Zn = Tn(z). By reasoning identical with that used in
the former example, we conclude that Tn is a linear transforma
tion which carries Qo into itself. The transformations Tn form
a group isomorphic with respect to the group of transformations
of cP into itself.

Consider the mapping function Z = fez). Let P be a point
of cP and let Pn be the point into which it is carried when ~o is
carried into ~n. The corresponding points z and Zn satisfy the
relation Zn = Tn(z). The coordinates of P and Pn are Z = fez)
and Zn = f(zn), respectively. But, when ~o is carried into
2: n , each point of cP is superposed on its original position. Hence,
the Z-coordinate is unchanged and

f(zn) == fez).
That is, the mapping function is unaltered when a transforma
tIon of the group Tn is made.

We can readily generalize the method of Fig. 68 and get
much more complicated Fuchsian groups. We can take an
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initial plane region with n boundaries and cut it into a simply
connected region ~o. We superpose copies of ~o joining along
the edges of the cuts, to form an infinitely sheeted region which
can be mapped on a circle and which admits a group of conformal
transformations into itself. The details of this generalization
offer no difficulty.



(4)

(5)

CHAPTER IX

UNIFO~~nZATION. ELEMENTARY AND FUCHSIAN
FUNCTIONS

88. he Concept of Uniformization.-As early in his study
as ana ytical geometry and the calculus, the student of mathe
matics becomes acquainted with t4e advantages of the para
metric representation of curves. Thus, he finds that the circle

W 2 + Z2 = 1 (1)

can be resented in the parametric form

Z = sin z, W = cos z. (2)

Another parametric representation of the same curve is

2z 1 - Z2

Z = f + 22' W = 1+ Z2· (3)

In plotting the curve, or in evaluating integrals involving W
and Z; that is, containing Z and VI - Z2, he finds that certain
simplifications result from the use of the parametric equations.

Looked at from the standpoint of the theory.of functions, the
relation (1) defines W as a two-valued function of Z. In (2),
and also in (3), both Wand Z are expressed in terms of single
valued, or uniform, functions. We say that the functions (2),
or (3), uniformize the function defined by (1).

DEFINITION.-Let
W = F(Z)

be a multiple-valued function of Z; and let

W = W(z), Z = Z(z)

be non-constant single-valued functions of z such that

W(z) == F(Z(z)); (6)

then, the functions (5) are said to uniformize the function (4).
The variable z is called the uniformizing variable. .
If there is one pair of uniformizing functions there are clearly

infinitely many others. We have but to put z = f(t), where
J(t) is a single-valued function of t, in (5), and we have, if the

220.
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functions exist, a pair of uniformizing functions with t as the
uniformizing variable.

We shall b~ interested, primarily, in uniformization by means
of automorphic functions. In the example given above, we note
that the functions (2) are automorphic functions of z.

We have found (Sec. 43) that between two simple automorphic
functions fl(Z), f2(Z) belonging to the same group and having
the same domain of definition, there exists an algebraic relation
G(fl, f2) == 0. If W is an algebraic function of Z defined by
therelationG(W, Z) = 0, then the functions W = fl(Z), Z = f2(Z)
uniformize the algebraic. function. The converse theorem that
any algebraic function can be so uniformized will be proved in
the present chapter.

Before taking up the study of this problem we turn to a brief
discussion of Riemann surfaces and their connectivity.

89. The Connectivity of Regions.-The general algebraic
function is defined implicitly by the equation
G(W, Z) = po(Z)Wm + P 1(Z)Wm-l + ... + Pm(Z) = 0, (7)

where Po(Z), ... ,. Pm(Z) are polynomials, and 'G(W, Z) is
irreducible. Except for cert.ain isolated values of Z, to each
value of Z correspond m distinct v;alues of W. The Riemann
surface for W as a function of Z is a closed m-sheeted two-sided
surface with a finite number of branch points. The uniformiza
tion of the function depends upon the way the Riemann swrface
is joined together, and brings up the question of the connectivity
of the surface. ,

We consider regions lying on such a surface, and we suppose
each region considered to be bounded by curves-Jordan curves,
say. As a special case of a bounding curve, we include the
point. Thus, the region consisting of the interior of the circle
Qo exclusive of the origin has two boundaries, Qo and the origin.

We shall consider the question of altering a region and of
separating it into two or more regions by cutting it along curves.
Except possibly at its ends, a cut shall pass only through interior
points of the region and shall not pass twice through the same
point. As a cut is drawn, it severs the surface; so that two sides
or banks of the cut belong to the boundary of the new regions
or region. These banks are considered a part of the boundary
in making subsequent cuts, or in continuing the same cut.

A cross-cut is a cut beginning and ending in the boundary. Thus
in Fig. 69, where the region is bounded by the rectangle and the
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circle, qi and q2 are cross-cuts. A sigma cross-cut (q3) is a special
kind of cross-cut which begins in the boundary and ends in one
of the banks of the cut itself. A loop-cut (q4) begins at an interior
pbint and ends at the initial point. A sigma cross-cut is equiva
lent to a loop-cut followed by a cross-cut.

A finite-sheeted region with a boundary is called "simply
connected" if every cross-cut separates it into two pieces. The
elementary properties of such a legion-for example, that the
two pieces into which a cross-cut separates the region are them
selves simply connected; that a loop-cut separates the region
into two pieces, one of which is simply connected; that the
boundary of the region consists of a single connected set of
points-have been considered as being probably sufficiently well
known to the reader to be used without proof in the preceding
chapter, and they will be taken for granted here. We shall
devote our limited space to the derivation of certain propositions
which are necessary for the study of regions which are not simply
connected, and which are less likely to be already known to the
reader.

FIG. 69.

We shall deal only with regions with boundaries. A boundary
less region will be given a boundary by marking a point or by
cutting out from the surface a small circle at some point.

A region which can be rendered simply connected by one
cross-cut is called "doubly connected." In general, a region
which can be rendered simply connected by n cross-cuts is
(n + I)-ply connected or of connectivity N = n + 1. That
two different systems of cuts which render the region simply
connected contain the same number of cross-cuts is a consequence
of the following theorem:

THEOREM I.-If a region or set of regions is cut by a system of
Vi cross-cuts into al simply connected pieces and by a system of V2

cross-cuts into a2 simply connected pieces, then
(8)
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We suppose the cuts slightly deform~d, if necessary (this
does not affect the number of cuts or of pieces), so that the
beginning or end of no cut in one system lies on a cut of the
other system, and so that the cuts of the two systems have a
finite number s of points of intersection. We now make both
systems of cuts and count the number of pieces.

Having made the first system of cuts and got al pieces, we
make the second system of cuts. When, in making a cut of the
second system, we meet a cut of the first system, the cross-cut
ends and a new cross-cut begins; so that each point of inter
section increases the number of cross-cuts by one. The second
system of cuts then is a set of V2 + s cross-cuts in the regions
made by the first system of cuts. Each is a cross-cut in a
simply connected region and increases the number of simply
connected regions by one. We have, then, al + V2 + s simply
connected regions as a result of the two systems of cuts. Making
the second system of cuts first, we have, similarly, a2 + VI + s
simply connected pieces. Equating the two expressions for
the number of pieces,

a2 + VI + s = al + V2 + s,

from which (8) follows.
If al = a2 in (8), then VI = V2; that is, if the number of simply

connected pieces is the same for two systems, then the number
of cross-cuts is the same. In particular, the number of cross-cuts
which yield a single- simply connected piece is independent of
the way the cuts are made.

THEOREM 2.-1f a region is divided by v cross-cuts into a simply
connected pieces, the connectivity of the region is

N = V - a + 2. (9)

If n suitably made cross-cuts result in a single simply con
nected piece, we have, from (8),

V - a = n - 1,
whence,

N = n + 1 = V - a + 2. (10)

It remains to show that, under the circumstances of the theorem,
the region is of finite connectivity; that is, that a finite number of
cross-cuts can be made which result in a single simply connected
piece. If the region is not simply connected, we can make a
cross-cut, by hypothesis, which does not cut it in two. If the
resulting region is not simply connected, we can make a second
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cross-cut not cutting the surface in two; and so on. Let m such
cuts be made without cutting the surf3J~~ in two; and let these
cuts have s intersections with the v cuts of the theorem (the cuts
being deformed slightly, if necessary, as in the proof of the
preceding theorem). These cuts superimposed on the preceding
v cuts amount to m + s cross-cuts in the set of a pieces; hence we
have a + m +.s pieces. Now make the m cuts first and then the
v + s cross-cuts. We start with one piece and each of these'
v + s cuts adds one new piece at most; and we get v + s + 1
pieces at most. Hence,

a + m + s ~ v + s + 1, m ~ v - a + 1.

H G

(b)

FIG 70

It follows from this inequality that, in applying the preceding
s~heme, we cut the region into a simply connected piece in a finite
number of steps. The number of necessary cross-cuts is, then,
from (10), n = v - a + 1.

THEOREM 3.-1f m cross-cuts are made in a region of connec
tivity N without cutting it in two, the resulting region is of connec
tivity N - m.

N - 1 suitable cross-cuts make the original region simply
connected. We may use for these the given m cuts together with
N - 1 - m other cross-cuts suitably made. These latter cuts
render the new region simply connected; hence, its connectivity
is (N - 1 - m) + 1, or N - m. "-

THEOREM 4.-A region of finite connectivity is ofodd connectivity
if it has an odd number of boundaries and of even connectivity if it
has an even number of boundaries.

We show first that a cross-cut increases or decre ses the number
of boundaries by one. Consider, first, the ordin ry cross-cut
(Fig. 70 (a)). If the cross-cut joins points on t ..--.........-....-..~-~-
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boundaries, CG ... EA and BF ... liD (each traced in a
positive sense, that is, with the region on the left), then we
have, after the cut, the single boundary CG ... EABF ...
HDC; and the number of boundaries is decreased by one. If th~

cross-cut joins points on the same boundary CG ... HDBF
... EA, then we have, after the cut, two boundaries, CG ...
H DC and BF . . . EAB; and the number of boundaries is
increased by one.

In the case of a sigma cross-cut (Fig. 70 (b)), the inner bank of
the loop forms a new boundary, whereas the remaining banks of
the cut combine with the boundary from which the cut issued to
form a single boundary; hence, the number of boundaries is
increased by one.

Let the region have k boundaries and let n cross-cuts make it
simply connected. The i-th cross-cut increases the number
of boundaries by €i, where €i = ± 1. We have as a result of
the n cuts k + €i + · · · + €n boundaries. But, at the end,
there is a simply connected piece with a single boundary; so
the connectivity N is

N = n + 1 = n + k + €l + . . . + En,

or
N = (1 + El) + (1 + E2) + . . . (1 + En) + k.

Each term in the second member, excepting the last, is even, being
either zero or two; hence Nand k are both even or both odd,
which was to be proved.

THEOREM 5.-The Riemann surface of an algebraic function is
of finite and odd connectivity.

The surface is a closed region with a finite number of sheets
and of branch points. In determining the connectivity, we first
mark a point or cut a small hole in the surface to give it an
initial boundary. According to Theorem 4, the connectivity is
odd, provided it is finite. We have merely to show that the sur
face can be divided into simply connected pieces by a finite num
ber of cross-cuts.

It may be remarked that in cutting a region into simply
connected pieces, we may put in a finite number of loop-cuts
without counting them among the cuts. For, in the process
of cutting up the region, the loop-cut is subsequently joined to a
boundary point. Now the loop-cut and the cross-cut joining it
to the boundary are equivalent to a single sigma cross-cut;
so we need only count the cross-cut.
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Let the s-mrface have m sheets and 8 branch points. For
convenience,\'Jet the surface be slightly deformed, if necessary,
so that no two' branch points are superposed; that is, no two liave
the same z coordinate. Let a1, a2, ... ,as be the coordinates of
the branch points and 'let a be any other point. We now draw
circles C1, ... , Cs , Cabouta1' ... ,as, a, sufficiently small that
they are exterior to one another; and we make cuts along these
circles through all m sheets (Fig. 71, where the two-sheeted
surface with four branch points is cut up). One of the circles at
a is used as an initial boundary, and the piece which it encloses
is discarded. The remaining cuts are all loop-cuts, and they
enclose simply connected pieces. We now join C to each of the

FIG. 71.

circles C1, ••• , Cs by lines L 1, ••• ,L8 which nowhere inter
sect, and we cut through the m sheets along these lines. These
cross-cuts divide the m-sheeted region exterior to the preceding
loop-cuts into m single-sheeted regions, each of which has a
single boundary and is simply connected. The surface is cut into
simply connected pieces by this finite set of cuts; hence, its
connectivity is finite.

We can get a formula for the connectivity. We made 8

cross-cuts in each sheet; in all v = ms cuts. At the branch
point ai let ri sheets hang t~ether. The neighborhood of the
branch point is simply'conne ted; in addition, there are m - ri
plane circular pieces in Ci. Hence, Cicontains m - r i + 1
simply connected pieces. T ere are m - 1 plane circular pieces
in C. Finally, there are pieces exterior to the circles. All
together, then, the number of pieces is

8

a = ~(m ri + 1) + m - 1 + m.
i = 1
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The connectivity, from (9), is

N = ms - [~(m - ri + 1) + 2m - 1] + 2,
or

N = ~ (ri-I) - 2m + 3. (11)

The quantity ri - 1 is called the "order of the branch point."
Since N and 2m - 3 are odd numbers, we see that the sum of the
orders of the branch points is necessarily even.

As an example of the formula, consider the two-sheeted surface
of the function

, W 2 = A(Z - al)(Z - a2) · · · (Z - an), (12)

where the constants ai are distinct. The points ai are branch
points, and in addition 00 is a branch point if n is odd. Each
branch point is of the first order, whence ~(ri - 1) is equal
to the number of branch points, n or n + 1. Since m = 2, we
have, from (11),

N = n - 1 or N = n

according as n is even or odd. If n = 1 or n = 2, the surface is
simply connected. If n = 3 or n = 4, the connectivity is 3; the
surface is called elliptic. If n > 4, the surface is called
hyperelliptic. '<

T~e Genus of the Algebraic Surface.-Many properties of
algebraic surfaces and of the functions to which the surfaces
belong are dependent upon the connectivity. These properties
are usually stated in terms of the genus, which is defined as
follows:

DEFINITION .-Let 2p + 1 be the connectivity of the surfaceJ• then
p is called the genus of the surface. .

We recall that, since the connectivity is odd, it can alw~ys be
written in the form 2p + 1, where p is an integer.

There exist surfaces for which p is equal to any given positive
integer or zero. If n = 2p + 1 or n = 2p + 2 in (12), the
connectivity is 2p + 1 and the genus is p.

By the genus of an algebraic function is meant the genus of its
Riemann surface.

If p = '0, the surface is simply connected. If p > 0, it is
multiply connected. It requires 2p cross-cuts to render the
surface simply connected.

From (11), we have the following formula for p:

p = ~~~(ri - 1) - m + 1. (13)
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If 11 cross:-cuts result in a simply connected pieces, we have,
from (10),

P = Y2(11 --, a + 1). (14)

Euler's Formula.-The formula connecting F, V, and E, the number of
faces, vertices, and edges, respectively, of a solid, can now be derived. We
first make a loop-cut, around each vertex. After discarding one piece to
supply the initial boundary, we have V-I pieces cut out. What remains
is cut into F simply connected pieces by cross-cuts, E in number, along the
edges. Formula (14) then gives

p = ~/2[E - (V - 1 + F) + 1];
whence,

v + F = E + 2(1 - p).

This is a generalization of Euler's formula for the case of a solid bounded
by a simply connected surface (p = 0):

v + F = E + 2.

On Severing the Surface.-We now describe a method of
severing the algebraic surface such that at each stage of the
process there are never more than two boundaries. We noted in
the proof of Theorem 4 that a cut joining points of the same
boundary, also a sigma cross-cut, increases the number of
boundaries by one; while a cut joining points of different bound
aries decreases it by one. By alternating the cuts, we get
alternately one and two boundaries. We note that, in the former
case, the opposite banks of the loop of the sigma cross-cut
belong to different boundaries.

If a cross-cut join~ different boundaries and does not cut the
surface into two pieces we can deform the cut-by the simple
process of moving its ends along the boundaries-so that the
cut joins any given point. of one boundary to any given point of
the other boundary and the surface is still a single piece. Simi
larly, we can deform any cut joining two points of the same
boundary into a cut joining two prescribed points of that bound
ary. Or we can deform it into a sigma cross-cut springing from a
prescribed point of to· dary; to do ~his, we move one end of
the cut along the bo ndary to the prescribed point P, then move
the other end along t e boundary to P, and, thence, along a bank
of the cut. Likewise, we can deform a sigma cross-cut into an
ordinary cross-cut by eversing the process.

Let P, an ordinary oint of the surface, be selected as the
initial boundary. If t surface is not simply connected, :we
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FIG. 72.

can make a cross-cut al beginning and ending at P which does not
cut the surface into two pieces. Let bl be any cut joining points
on opposite banks of _al. The cut bl does not cut the surface in
two, the reason being that we now have a single boundary, whereas
two pieces would have two boundaries. \

We can suppose b1 to be so drawn that it joins points on
opposite banks of al at P.

If p = 1, the surface is now simply conn~cted. If not, we
can draw a' cross-cut a2 which does not separate the surface.
This cut can be deformed So that
it begins and ends at a single one
of the boundary points at'P. A
cut b2 joining points on opposite
banks of a2 does not separate the
surface; and we can suppose the
ends of b2 are moved to P. If
p = 2, the surface is now simply
connected. If not) we continue
in this manner to get' cuts aa,
ba; a4, b4; . . . ; ap , bp , all begin
ning and ending atP which render
the surface simply connected.

The boundary of the severed
surface consists of 4p curves
each beginning and ending at
P; to wit, the two banks of each of the p a-cuts and the two banks
of each of the p b-cuts.

In Fig. 72, the hyperelliptic surface with six branch points
(p = 2) is cut into a simply connected piece. The two sheets
of the surface are joined along the three rectilinear branch lines
of the figure. The cuts drawn with the heavy lines are in the
upper sheet, those, drawn with broken lines are in the lower
sheet.

90. Algebraic Functions of Genus Zero. Uniformization by
Means of Rationa1~ Functions.-We first prove the following:

THEOREM 6.-An algebraic surface of genus zero can be mapped
conformally on the whole plane.

Let P be an ordinary point of the surface, and let a circle
en with P as center and of radius rn be cut from the sheet in
which P lies. Here, rn is to be sufficiently small that the
piece cut out is plane. Then, the part of the surface that
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relnains-call it et>n-is simply connected and can be mapped
conformally on a circle (Theorem 23, Sec. 86). We form a
sequence of circles with radii rl, r2, .... , where rn+l < rn and
lim r n = o. Ther~ results a sequence of regi&ns et>l, et>2, ••• ,
each of which is a subregion of the following. These regions
satisfy the conditions of Theorem 21, Sec. 85; hence, the limit
region et>, which consists of the surface bounded by the single
point P can be mapped conformally either on a circle or on the
plane bounded by a single point.

Suppose et> can be mapped on the unit circle Qo in the z-plane;
and let z = feZ) perform the mapping. At all points of et> we
have If(Z) I < 1. Since this inequality holds, in particular, in
the neighborhood of P the function feZ) is analytic at P if
properly defined there. The function is analytic at all ordinary
points of the surface and continuous at the branch points and
at infinity. Hence, it is a constant,l which is impossible.

Then et> can be mapped on the whole z-plane exclusive of a
single point, which we may take to be the origin. In the neigh
borhood of P the mapping function z = feZ) remains finite as
before, and is analytic at P if properly defined there. The
plane neighborhood of P is mapped on the pl~ne neighborhood
of the origin, P corresponding to the origin. Hence, et>, together
with its boundary P, is mapped on the whole z-plane.

THEOREM 7.-Any algebraic function of genus zero can be uni
formized by means of rational functions. Conversely, if a function
is uniformized by means of rational functions, it is an algebraic
function of genus zero.

Let z = f(~) map the Riemann surface of the given algebraic
function of genus zero on the whole z-plane. Consider the
inverse function Z = Z(z). Z(z) is an analytic function of z
except at the finite number of poi ts ai in the z-plane correspond
ing to the points Z = .00 in th various sheets of the Riemann
surface. At ai, Z(z) becomes infinite. Then Z(z) is analytic
except for poles and is, there ore, a rational function of z. It
is a rational function of or er m, where m is the number of
sheets in the Riemann surf ceo For, an arbitrary value Zo is
taken on m times; namely, at the points Zl, Z2, ••• , Zm corre
sponding to the pOints~, P 2 , ••• , Pm which lie superposed
in different sheets of the urface and have the coordinate Zoo

1 Briefly, because, if not c nstant, IfCZ) I takes on its maximum value at
some interior point, which is\i~possible.
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Let W = F(Z) be the algebraic function. On the Riemann
surface F(Z) is single valued and analytic (continuous at the
branch points and at infinity) except at certain points where W
becomes infinite. From the equation satisfied by W (Equation
(7)), we see that the m values of Ware finite except whenPo(Z) =°and possibly when Z = 00. W becomes infinite only at a
finite number ot points on the surface. On changing the variable
to z, W = F(Z(z)) is single valued in the z-plane and analytic
except at the points corresponding to the poi~ts on the surface
at which W becomes infinite; at these points the function has
poles. F[Z(z)] is then a rational function of z. The two rational
functions, Z = Z(z) and W = W(z) = F[Z(z)], un~formize the
algebraic function.

Conversely, let a function W = H(Z) be uniformized by
means of rational functions, Z = Rl(z), W = R2(z). The
relation connecting W· and Z is got by eliminating z from these
latter equations. On clearing of fractions we have two poly
nomials Gl(Z, z) = 0, G2 (W, z) = 0, the eliminant of which is
a polynomial in Z and W. Or, we can apply the method of
Sec. 43. Since Rl(z) and R 2 (z) take on each value the same
number of times in the z-plane, the reasoning of that section
can be applied word for word to show that Rl(z) and R2(z) are
connected by an algebraic relation.

It remains to show that the algebraic function- is of genus
zero. Let cf> be the Riemann surface of H(Z). To a point
Zo of the plane corresponds a single point Po(Zo, W o) of the
surface, although to Po there may correspond other values
Zl, Z2, ••• Zn at which Rl(z) and R2(z) have the same values
as at ZOo If R/(zo) ~ 0, the function Z = R 1(z) maps the
neighborhood of Zo on the plane neighborhood of Po. Then, to
a curve on cf> passing through Po, there corresponds a single curve
passing through ZOe

Now, suppose that cP is not simply connected. With Po as
the initial boundary, we make an ordinary cross-cut al not
cutting the surface in two pieces. We suppose al so chosen that
it avoids those points on the surface which correspond to the
finite number of points in the plane at which Rl'(z) = °and
z = 00. Now, let P start at Po and make a circuit of al. By
virtue of the inverse of the function Z = Rl(z), starting with
the branch "in which z = Zo, z traces a curve A which begins
at ZD and ends either at Zo or at one of the points Zl, • • • , Zn.
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If the latter is the case, let P make a second circuit around at

in the same sense, thus continu:ing the curve X to one of t'he
points zo, . . . , Zn; and so on. In tracing X, we arrive, even
tually, at a point on the part of the curve previously traced; for
there is but a finite number of points in the plane corresponding
to each point of al. Let z' be the first such point encountered;
and let P' be the corresponding point on al. If z' is different
from zoj we have two different curves through z' which correspond
to one curve through P' which, as we noted above, is impossible.
Hence z' = Zo; and X is a simple closed curve in the z-plane.

Let bl be a cross-cut joining opposite banks of al at Po and
avoiding the exceptional points mentioned above. Except at Po,
bl nowhere meets al. Let P trace the cut bl repeatedly in the
same sense, starting at Po. Then z traces a curve JJ, beginning.
at Zo and eventually closing at ZOo Except at Zo, JJ nowhere meets
X. At Zo, owing to the conformal mapping of the neighborhood
of Po on the neighborhood of Zo, the beginning and end of JJ are
on opposite banks of X. But, it is impossible to join points on
opposite banks of a closed curve in the plane by a curve which
does not meet the closed curve. The hypothesis that cP is multiply
connected is untenable. Hence, the surface is of genus zero.

We can now find all pairs of functions which uniformize the
algebraic function of genus zero.

THEOREM 8.-Let Z = Z(z), W = W(z) be uniformizing func
tions of an algebraic function of genus zero such that Z = Z(z)
maps the whole z-plane in a one-to-one manner on the Riemann
surface of the function. Then, the most general uniformizing
unctions are got by substitu"ting z = cp(t) in this pair of equations,
where cp(t) is a single-valued function of t.

Suppose that Z = Zl(t), W = WI(t) uniformize the function.
The two functions have the same domain of existence S, since
the relation WI(t) == F[ZI(t)] supplies an analytic continuation
of each function into the domain of existence of the other.
The equations Z = Zl(t) and Z = Z(z) define z as a function of t,
z = cp(t). 'Po each value of t in S corresponds a single point on
the Riemann surface and to this point corresponds a single value
of z. Further, cp(t) does not exist outside S; for, otherwise,
Zl(t) = Z(z) = Z[cp(t)] can be continued analytically outside
S, contrary to hypothesis. Hence, z is a single-valued function of
t. It is obvious that, conveiiSely,'if we replace z by a single
valued function of t we have a pair of uniformizing functions.
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As an example, we find readily that the functions (3) uniformize
the function W defined by (1) in the way mentioned in the
theorem. Consider the uniformizing functions Z = sin t,
W = cos t. On eliminating Z from the first of theE?e equations
and the first equation of (3), we verify that z is a single-valued
function of t. ·

91. Algebraic Functions of Genus Greater than Zero. Uni
formization by Means of Automorphic Functions.~If the genus
of the surface is greater than zero, the method of the preceding
section must be altered; for the uncut surface cannot be mapped
on a plane region. In this case, we shall cut the surface and
build up an infinitely sheeted region by a method akin to that
employed in Sec. 87 (Fig. 68).

Given an algebraic function W = F(Z) of genus p > o.
We represent its Riemann surface by F. We shall render the
surface simply connected by a system of 2p cross-cuts aI, bl ,

. . . ,ap , bp , beginning and ending at an ordinary point P of the
surface (see Fig. 72). The severed surface, which we shall
call F o, is a simply connected region whose single boundary is
composed of 4p arcs or sides, each of which begins and ends at P.
These sides meet at 4p vertices-all at P-and the sum of the
angles at the vertices is 27r.

We provide ourselves with an infinite number of copies of F o
and proceed to put them together in such a way that at each
step we have a sil{lply connected region. We start with one copy
of Fowhich we shall designate by c/>o. Let a second copy be super
posed on C/>O and 'joined to it along one of the 4p sides-for
instance, one bank of al in C/>O is joined to the opposite bank of al
in the copy. The combined region is simply connected. Let
other copies of F°be joined along the 4p - 1 remaining sides of
c/>o, a bank of a cut in C/>O being joined to the opposite bank of
the same cut in the copy. Call the region formed by C/>O and the
copies that have been adjoined along its 4p boundaries c/>1.
c/>l is bounded by a finite number of sides. Along each side of c/>1
we join a new copy of F o, the junction being made between the
opposite banks of the same cut; and let c/>2 represent the total
region.

In general, cPn+l is got by joining copies of Fo along all the
free sides of- c/>n. In applying the process, wi shall close up
other sides as follows: Wh~never in passing around the bound

1 P. Koebe, Math. Ann., vol. 67, pp. 145-224, 1909.
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ary of a combined region we encounter one of the a- lor b-cuts
followed by the same cut, we shall join the two banks together
and reduce the vertex separating them to an interior point.

In Fig. 73 we show, for the surface of Fig. 72, how the regions
fit together at P itself. We start with a particular one of the
vertices of cPo. The figure shows how the neighborhood of the
vertex is filled out to form a plane sheet. The 4p vertices of cPo
lie in 4p different plane sheets of the later regions.

By continuing indefinitely the adjunction of copies~ of F o
we build up an infinitely sheeted boundaryless region cP. 1 Each
of the regions cPn is a finitely sheeted simply connected region
which can be mapped conformally on a circle. The region cPn

FIG 73.

is a subregion of the region cPn+l. The sequence cPo, cPl,. is
one to which Theorem 21, Sec. 85, applies; hence, cP can be mapped
conformally either on a circle or on the whole plane exclusive of
a single point.

The function W = F(Z) is single valued on the surface F
and, hence, on the severed surface F o, or cPo. What can be said of
the analytic continuation of F(Z) throughout cf>? To each
point of F 0 corresponds a single Z and a single W. When a copy
of Fo is adjoined it is so superposed that each point has the same
Z as before. Let it also bear the same value of W a~ before.
Then, the function W so defined is an analytic function (except
for poles and branch points) in each of the copies of Fo•

It is a principle of analytic continuation that when two func
tions are analytic in abutting regions and are equal at the points

1 The rather obvious fact that there are always free sides along which to
adjoin copies of F o can be shown in various ways. Assume that cPn has a
side l joining vertices pI and P" each of which belongs to but one of the
copies of Fo comprised in' cPn. Then, when copies of Fo are added to form
cPn+l that copy which is joined along l is not joined elsewhere. This copy has
4p vertices of which pI and P" belong to other copies. The remaining
4p - 2( ~ 2) vertices provide at least one side joining vertices not belonging
to any other copy in cPn+l. Since each side of !po joins vertices belonging to
but one copy, it follows by induction that cPn has free sides;.l1nd the process
of constructing the surface proceeds ad infinitum.
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of the common boundary, each is the analytic continuation of
the Jother. We have joined the copies of F o along curves at
every point of which W has the same value in the two copies.
Hence, the function W of one copy is the analytic continuation
of W in the adjacent copy. The function W, or F(Z), borne by
the copies F 0 fit together to form a function which is single
valued and analytic, except for poles and branch points, over
the whole surface c/>.

It is clear from the manner of constructing the surface that
c/> is infinitely sheeted; but the remarks just made furnish an
indepen~ent proof of that fact. If a finite number of copies fit
together to form a closed surface, we can map c/> on the whole
plane. By the use of the mapping function, we can uniformize
F(Z) by means of rational functions after the manner of the
preceding section. It follows that F(Z) is of genus zero, contrary
to hypothesis.

The Uniformization when c/> Can Be Mapped on a Circle.-Let
z = feZ) be the function mapping c/> on the unit circle Qo in the
z-plane. Let Z = Z(z) be the inverse function. To each
point z of Qo there corresponds, by the mapping, a single point
P of c/>. To P are attached a unique Z and W. If z traces any
closed path in Qo, P traces a closed curve on C/>, and the functions
Z(z) and W(z) = F[Z(z)] return to their initial values.

It is conceivable that Z(z) or W(z) can be extended analytically
around a closed curve not lying entirely within Qo such that, on
completing the circuit, the function has a value different from
its initial value and so is not single valued. To prove that this
is impossible, it suffices to show that the circle is a natural
boundary for each function; that is, that neither function can
be continued analytically across the circumference. Suppose
that p(z) can be continued analytically across the circumference;
and let z' be a point on the circumference at which Z(z) is ana
lytic and ·Z'(z) r!= O. Then Z = Z(z) maps a sufficiently small
neighborhood s of z' on a plane region S of the Z-plane. Let
z be a point of s lying in Qo, and let P be the corresponding point

. of c/>. The function z = feZ) maps the region S enclosing P
on s. But this is impossible for S is a subregion of C/>, and is
mapped on a region lying entirely within Qo. Also W(z) cannot
be continued analytically across the circumference; otherwise,
since Z is an algebraic function of W, Z(z) could be c'\>ntinued
analytically across the circumference.
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The two functions

Z '= Z(Z), W = W(Z) = F [Z(Z)] (15)

are then single-valued functions of z. We see, from the definition
of uniformizing functions, that they uniformize the function
W = F(Z). Z and W become infinite at a finite number of
points on each copy F0 of the severed Riemann surface. At the
corresponding points in Qo, Z(z) and W(z) have poles. Since
the number of copies of F 0 is infinite, each of the functions has
an infinite number of poles in Qo.

We wish to show nex~ that Z(z) and W(z) are automorphic
functions. The surface ¢ admits an infinite set of conformal
transformations into itself. If the initial region ¢o is placed
in coincidence with any copy F o' of whi9h ¢ is built up, the
copies of F o adjacent to ¢o will be carried into coincidence with
those adjacent to Fo', and so on, the whole region ¢ being ,carried
into itself. The set of transformations of ¢ into itself which
we get by carrying ¢o into each of the cop.ies contained in ¢
constitute a group. For, the succession of two transformations
or the inverse of any is equivalent to the carrying of ¢o into a
suitable one of the copies.

Let P be a point of ¢ and let P n be the point into which it is
carried by one of these rigid motions of ¢ into itself. Let z
and Zn be the corresponding points of the z-plane. We derive
Zn from z by the process of mapping Qo on ¢, ¢ on itself, and ¢
on Qo. The result is that Qo is mapped conformally on itself;
hence'zn = Tn.(z), where Tn(z) is a linear transformation (Sec. 12,
Theorem 24). The set of linear transformations of Qo into
itself form a group isomorphic with the group of transformations
of ¢.

The points P and P n bear the same values of Z and W. Hence,
Z(Zn) = Z(z) and W(Zn) = W(z). In other words, Z(z) and
W(z) are automorphic with respect to the group Tn.

The map of any of the copies F o of which ¢ is composed is a
fundament&l region for the group Tn. For instance, let So be
t~e m8f> of. ¢o (see Fig. 74). Each of the transformations of
¢, other than the identical transformation, carries ¢o outside

. itself; and there exist transformations carryipg ¢o into any
adjacent copy. Hence, in the z-plane no two points of So are
congruent, whereas any region abutting on So contains points
congruent to points of So. So is, thus, a fundamental region
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for the group. So is bounded by 4p sides-the maps of the 4p
sides of cPo. These sides are congruent in pairs, each pair being
the maps of the opposite banks of the same a- or b-cut.

The boundary of cPo consists of interior points of cP; hence, the
boundary of So lies within Qo. If, now, we form the region
R exterior to the isometric circles of the transformations Tn, the
part R o of R which lies within Qo does not extend to the circum
ference (Sec. 34, Theorem 11). It follows, then, from Theorem
14, Sec. 34, that the group Tn is a Fuchsian group of the first
kind.

When cP is transformed into itself by carrying cPo into some
copy of Fa other than itself, no point of ¢ remains fixed. Each
inner point of a copy F 0 is carried into an inner point of some
other copy. A boundary point of the copy may be carried into
another boundary point-if the copy is carried into an adjacent
copy-but, if so, it is a different boundary point. It follows that
no transformation Tn(~l) has a fixed point lying within Qo. In
other words, the group Tn contains no ellipt'ic transformations.

The Uniformization when cP Can Be Mapped on the Finite
Plane.-Let z = g(Z) be a function mapping cP on the finite
plane. Let Z = Zl(Z) be the inverse function. To each point
z there corresponds, by the mapping, a single point P of cP; and
P bears a single Z and W. If z traces any closed finite path, P
traces a closed curve on cP; and Zl(Z) and W 1(z) == F[Zl(z)]
return to their initial values. The functions

(16)

are single-valued functions of z which uniformize the function
W = F(Z). Each function is analytic in the finite plane save
for an infinite number of poles.

Corresponding to a transformation of the group of transforma
tions of cP into itself is a transformation Zn = T n(Z) which maps
the finite plane on itself. It follows that Tn is a linear transfor
mation with infinity as fixed point. We can prove, exactly as
in the preceding case, that Zl(Z) and Wl(Z) are automorphic with
respect to the group Tm,.

cPo is mapped on a region So which together with its boundary
lies In the finite plane. So is a fundamental region for the group.
As before, the group contains no elliptic transformations.

We are now able to identify the group Tn. The transforms
of So cluster about ~o finite point; hence, infinity is the only
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limit point of the group. All the groups with infinity as the
sole limit point were derived in Secs. 59 and 60. The groups
of the latter section, however, contain elliptic transformations
and so are ruled out. There remain the simply and the doubly
periodic groups. But the simply periodic group has no funda
mental region .lying, together with its boundary, in the finite
plane. Hence, the group Tn is a doubly periodic group.

The uniformizing functions Zl(Z) and W 1(z) are elliptic
functions. Each is a rational function (Sec. 61) of the Weier
strassian functions ~(z) and ~/(Z) connected with the doubly
periodic group Tn.

92. The Genus of the Fundamental Region of a Group.-So
is a map of the severed surface cPo. If we bring the congruent
edges of So together (Fig. 74) to form a closed surface, we have

FIG. 74. FIG. 75.

a surface whose points correspond in a one-to-one manner to the
points of the uncut Riemann surface F. The two surfaces "have
the same genus, since the connectivity is invariant under con
tinuous deformations; if a set of cuts renders one surface simply
connected, the corresponding cuts render the other' simply
connected.

DEFINITION .--.By.the genus of the fundamental region of a group
is meant the genus of the closed region formed by bringing congruent
sides of tlJe region -together so that congruent points coincide.

We shall derive a formula for the genus in the case in which
the fundamental region, before being closed, consists of a single
simply connected piece. Let 2v, be the number of sides, arranged
in n congruent pairs, and let k be the number of cycles. When
the region is formed into a closed surface, all the vertices of the
i-th cycle coincide at a point Pi on the surface. We now cut
the surface into simply connected pieces as follows. We first
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draw k loop cuts about the points Pi, ... , P k, cutting out. k
simply connected pieces. One of these cuts is taken as an
initial boundary, and the piece which it encloses is discarded.
The surface that remains outsi~e the loop cuts can be rendered
simply connected by cutting along the curves where congruent
edges have been joined. These cuts give us the original region
save for the removal of pieces at the vertices.

Since the loop cuts are not to be counted, we have made
v = n cross-cuts. In addition to the k - 1 pieces at Pi, ... ,
P k , we have a single other piece, so a = k. We have, then,
from (14),

P = >2(n - k + 1). (17)

If the unclosed fundamental region is not simply connected,
formula (17) does not hold.

93. The Cases p = 1 and p > 1.-Consider, first, the case in
which the infinitely sheeted region cP is mapped on Qo. Let Ro
be the fundamental region of the group Tn, formed by means of
isometric circles. Ro has a finite number of sides. Let ~o be the
map of R o on cPo ~o is a fundamental region for the group of
transformations of cP into itself. Each point of cPo, or a congruent
point in one of the copies of F o, is contained in ~o; and, except on
congruent sides, ~o contains no two congruent points. Congruent
sides of ~o are superposed; and, if we join them to form a closed
surface, we have an exact copy of the closed Riemann surface F.
The closed surface formed by joining the congruent sides of R o

together is a one-to-one continuous transformation of this surface
and, hence, has the same genus as the Riemann surface.

We now replace the arcs bounding Ro by their chord~ to form a
rectilinear polygon (Fig. 75); and we consider the angles in the
two polygons. Let Ro have 2n sides and k cycles.

Since there are no elliptic transformations in the group,
the sum of the angles at the vertices of each cycle is 21r. Hence,
the angles of the circular arc polygon amount to A = 21rk. The
sum of the angles of the rectilinear polygon of 2n sides is
B = 21r(n - 1). Since the latter is the greater, we have
B - A > O. Making use of (17), we have

B - A = 21r(n - k - 1) = 41r(p - 1) > 0,

whence, p > 1.
In the case in which cP is mapped on the finite plane, the

group Tn is the doubly periodic group. A fundamental region for
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the group is the period parallelogram (Fig. 13). We note,
exactly as before, that this fundamental region has the same
genus as the Riemann surface F. The opposite sides of the period
parallelogram are congruent and there is one cycle; hence n = 2,
k = 1. We have, then, from (17), p = 1.

The surface c/> can be mapped conformally on the finite plane if,
and only if, P = 1. It can be mapped conformally on the circle
Qo if, and only if, p ~ 2.

The fact that the fundamental region has on its boundary
no limit point of the group and no fixed goint of an elliptic trans
formation has the following consequence: Let Zo lie in the domain
of definition of \.he uniformizing functions and let Po be the
corresponding point on the Riemann surface F. A sufficiently
small neighborhood of Zo contains no two congruent points; that
is, no two points corresponding to the same point of F. The
correspondenc~between the points of the z-plane in the neighbor
hood of Zo and the points of the Riemann surface in the neighbor
hood of Po is one-to-one.

We summarize our results in the first part of the following
theorem:

THEOREM 9.-An algebraic junctions can be unijormized by
means of

(a) Rational functions, if p = 0,
(b) Elliptic functions, if p = 1,
(c) Fuchsianfunctions of the first kind, ifp >- 2,

zn such a manner that in a sufficiently small neighborhood of a
point in the domain of existence of the uniformizing functions the
correspondence between the points of the plane and the point,~ of
the Riemann surface of the algebraie function is one-to-one.

The three cases are mutually exclusive. Further, the most
general such pair of uniformizing functions, in each case, is got
Jrom any given "pair by 'subjecting the unijormizing variable to a
linear transformation. .

It is conceivable that by constructing uniformizing functions
in some way other than by the use of the sheeted surface c/>,
we should be able to uniformize an algebraic function in two
of the ways stated in the theorem. Let Z = Z(z), W = W(z) be
one pair of uniformizing functions and let S-(the whole plane,
the finite plane, or the interior of. a circle) be the domain of
existence of the functions. Let Z = Z 1(~, W =. WI (t) be another
pair with the domain of existence S'. Let to, be a point in Sf;
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let P(Zo, W o) be the corresponding point on the Riemann
surface F; and let Zo, ZI, ••• be the corresponding points in
8. The equations Z = Z(z), Z = Zl(t) together with the condi
tion that Z = Zo when t = to, define a function z = <Po(t) analytic
in the neighborhood of to. The equations define other functions
<Pl(t), <p2(t), ••. analytic at to and· taking on the values Zl,

Z2, ••• at to. Each function can be extended analytically
throughout Sf; but, since for each value of t the corresponding
values of Z are dist~ea'ch of the functions is single valued
in 8'.1 Hence Z = CPo(t) is a function single valued in 8'. Int~r

changing the roles of 8 and 8', the inverse of the function is single
valued in S. •

The function z = <poet) maps 8 f conformally on 8. But of the
three domains, the whole plane, the finite plane, and the interior
of a circle, no one can be mapped conformally on the other.
Hence 8 and Sf are domains of the same kind. An algebraic
function which can be uniformized in the way stated in the
theorem by one of the three kinds of functions canno~ be so
uniformized by either of the other two kinds of functions.

Suppose now that 8 and Sf are domains of the same kind.
Then, z = <poet) 'maps the whole plane conformally on itself,
or the plane bounded by a point on the plane bounded by a point,
or the interior of a circle on the interior of a circle. In each of
these cases, Z = CPo (t) is a linear transformation, which establishes
the final statement"of the theorem.

94. More General Fuchsian Uniformizing Functions.-In the
preceding method, there are no elliptic or parabolic cycles. We
now consider the possibility of uniformization by means of
Fuchsian functions belonging to groups of the first kind without
this restriction. We 'treat, first, the case p > o.

On the Riemann surface F of the algebraic function, let 8

points, PI, P 2, ••• , P s , be selected at which the mapping
from the surface to the plane of the uniformizing variable is
not to be one-to-one. With Pi we associate an integer Vi > 1
and require that the mapping be one-to-vi in the neighborhood
of Pi. We shall admit Vi = 00 as a possible value.

Let the surface be rendered simply connected by a system of
2p cuts beginning and ending at an ordinary point 0, the cuts
being so made that PI, ... , P s do not lie on the boundary.
Let Pi be joined to the boundary at 0 by a cut Ci • The cuts Ci

1 OSGOOD, "Lehrbuch der Funktionentheorie," 2nd ed., p. 396.
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shall have no common points except the common end point 0
(Fig. 76). The region Fo resulting from the 2p cross-cuts and
the 8 cuts Ci is simply connect~d. Fo has 4p + 28 sides; naInely,
the opposite banks of the 2p + 8 cuts, and an equal number of
vertices.

We now provide ourselves with an infinite number of copies
of F o and proceed to superpose them and join them together in
such a manner that (a) the region at each stage is simply con
nected; (b) in the limit region the neighborhood of 0 in each
sheet is a plane piece; and (c) Vi copies of FQ hang together to
form a branch point wherever Pi occurs. Take one copy-call
it cP6-as the initial region. We superpose copies of Fo and join

FIG. 76.

along each of the sides of cPo (opposite banks of the same cut in
cPo and the copy being brought together) to form cPl. We super
pose copies of F o and adjoin along each of the sides of cPl to form
cP2; and so on. In this process, whenever the neighborhood
about a point 0 is filled out, we join the copy which fills out the
neighborhood along two adjacent sides and reduce 0 to an interior
point. Also, when Vi - 1 copies hang together at Pi, the next
copy adjoined along C i shall have both banks of its cut C i

joined to the two free banks there, thus reducing Pi to an interior
branch point. If Vi = 00, this latter situation never arises, and
Pi is never an interior point.

We <Ian show, easily, as in the footnote of Sec. 91, that there
are free sides at every step. The process of construction thus
continues .indefinitely.

Let cP be the infinitely sheeted limit region of the sequence
cPo, cPl' . .. Let W = F(Z) be the algebraic function to be
uniformize~ F(Z) is a, single valued function of Z on the severed
surface Fo• If we let each point of each copy bear the same
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values of Wand Z as were originally associated with the point,
the values of W fit together to form a function single valued
and analytic, except for poles and branch points, on cPo For, we
so superpose the copies that each point has the same Z as in
its original position; and we join up the copies along lines at
which W has the same values in the copies, so that W in the
one copy is the analytic continuation of W in the adjacent copy.

The sequence cPo,~ • satisfies the conditions of Theorem
21, Sec. 85; hence, cP can be mapped conformally either on Qo or
on the finite z-plane. Let Z = Z(z) be a function performing
this mapping.

Corresponding to the group of conformal transformations of
cf> into itself, got by carrying one copy of F o in cP into another or
into the same copy, is a group of conformal transformations
Zn = Tn(z) which carry Qo into itself or the finite plane into
itself. The set Tn is a ·group of linear transformations. The
map of any copy Fo is. an fundamental region for the group.
Conversely, the map on cP of a fundamental region in Qo or in
the finite plane, of the group Tn is a region ~o which is a funda
mental region for the group of transformations of cP into itself.
If congruent edges of ~o be brought together, we have an exact
copy of the unsevered region F. The fundamental region in the
plane is of genus p > o.

We now show that the mapping cannot be done on the finite
plane. A reference to Sees. 59 and 60 and the figures con·nected
therewith shows that the fundamental regions of all groups with
a single limit point are of genus zero, with the exception of the
doubly periodic group. The latter group is ruled out by the
following considerations. CorresponcFng to a point Pi (Vi finite)
of cP is an elliptic fixed point ai of order Vi in the z-plane. For,
each point in the neighborhood of a~ has Vi - 1 congruent
points in the neighborhood of ai, these Vi points corresponding
to Vi congruent points in different copies of F o which are joined
together at Pi. The doubly periodic group, however, contains
no elliptic transformations. Again, if Vi = 00, Pi is a 150undary
point of cPo If the group is doubly periodic, a period parallelo
gram is mapped on a region not extending to the boundary of
cP; and not enclosing points in a suitably small neighborhood of
the superposed points Pi. Then there are points in the z-plane
not having congruent points in the period parallelogram, which
is contrary to fact. Hence, in this. case also, the group is not
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the $0ly periodic group. It follows that in all cases <P can
be rna ped on Qo.

T mapping function Z = Z(z) and the function W = W(z)
== F[Z(z)], which together uniformize the algebraic function, are
automorphic with respect to the group Tn. For, when z is
carried into T~-(z), the corresponding point P of <p is carried into
a point P n at which Z and W have the same values as at P.

THEOREM JO.-Let Pl, P 2, ••• ,Ps be points on the Riemann
surface F of an algebraic function W = F(Z) of genus greater than
zero. With each point Pi let an integer Vi> 1 be associated
(Vi = 00 is admitted). Then, the algebraic function can be uni-
formized by means of Fuchsian functions of the first kind,

Z = Z(z), W = W(z) = F[Z(z)], (18)

in such a manner that in a sufficiently small neighborhood of a
point a in the principal circle of the group the correspondence
between the points of the plane and the points of F is one-to-one,
except when a corresponds to Pi, in which case the correspondence
is vi-to-one.

The most general such uniformizing functions are got from
-one pair by subjecting the uniformizing variable to a linear
transformation.

The latter part of the theorem is proved as in the preceding
theorem. Let the functions (18) exist in the principal circle Qo;
and let Z = Zl(t), W = Wl(t) be uniformizing functions with the
principal circle Q and with the properties stated in the theorem.
Let to be a point of Q; let Po(Wo, Zo) be the corresponding
point of F; and let Zo, Zl, •.. be the corresponding points
of Qo. If Po is an .ordinary point of F, the equations Z = Z(z)
Z = Zl(t) define distinct function elements z = CPo(t), z = cpl(t),
... analytic at to and such that CPk(t O) = Zk. If Po = Pi we
have

Z - Zo ~ co(z - ZO)"i + · · · = do(t - to)"i + · · · ,Co ~ 0, do ~ 0
(with suitable changes in the first member if Pi is a branch
point of F or a point at 00). On solving for z, we find distinct
function elements in this case also. Anyone of these functions,
say z = cpo(t), can be extended analytically throughout Qand is a
single-valued analytic function of tin Q. Similarly, the inverse is
single vltlued in Qo; whence, z = CPo(t) maps Q conformally on Qo.
We thus have a linear transformation of the uniformizing
variable.
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95. The Case p = O.-If the genus of the surface is zero, the
initial cross-cuts are absent. From an ordinary point 0, we
draw cuts C I , ... ,Cs to PI ... , Pf,' respectively, to form the
severed surface Fa (as in Fig. 77). Fohas 28 sides and vertices, 8

vertices being at O. We take an initial copy of Fo-call it <po-and
adjoin copies along each of'its sides to form et>1, and so on. As
bofore, when Vi ~opies lie about Pi, we join up the sides to reduce
Pi to an interior point. We join up the sides about 0 in any
sheet when 8 vertices meet there.

If 8 ~ 4, we find readily, by the method of the footnote of
Sec. 91, that we can continue to adjoin copies ad infinitum.
The limit surface et> of the sequence et>o, et>I, ••• is infinitely
many sheeted. This will also appear presently from the fact
that the inequality (21) cannot be satisfied.

If 8 = 1, the construction is impossible. It is, likewise,
impossible if 8 = 2 and VI ~ V2. For, two copies of Fa suffice to
fill up the region about each verted O. Hence, each added copy
is joined along the line P IOP2 ; and when the sides close up about
one point they necessarily close up about the other. If VI = V2,

we get for et> a closed surface containing VI copies of F 0, if VI is
finite, and an infinitely sheeted surface, if VI is infinite.

If 8 = 3, we may be able to add copies ad infinitum so that et>

is an infinitely sheeted surface; or the surface may close after a
finite number of copies have been added, and et> is a finite-sheeted
closed surface.

The surface et> can be mapped, according to circumstances,
on a circle, on the finite plane, or on the whole plane (the last
if et> is closed). The mapping function Z = Z(z) and "the function
W = W(z) == F[Z(z)l are uniformizing functions. They are
automorphic with respect to the group of transformations in the
z-plane corresponding to the group of transformations of et> into
itself. The group in the z-plane is a Fuchsian group of the first
kind, a group with a single limit point at infinity, or a finite
group, according to the mapping. We now distinguish between
the three cases.

Suppose that cP is mapped on Qo; and let the fundamental
region Ro be formed. Ro is of genus zero. On its boundary lie
points corresponding to each of the points Pi, and each such
point belongs to a cycle of angle 27r/ Vi. Let Ro have 2n sides
and k cycles. Of the latter, k - s are of angle 27r. We now
compare the sum of the angles A of the fundamental region with
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the sum of the angles B of the rectilinear polygon formed by
joining sucbessive ver ices of the region by straight lines (Fig.
75). We Have

271"+ - + 271"(k - s), B = 271"(n - 1),
lis

whence,

B - A = 27r [ n - k - 1 + 8 - (~ + . . . + ~)] > O.

But, since p = 0, we have, from (17), n = k - 1; hence,

1 1- + ... + - < s - 2.
111 lis

(19)

If the mapping is on the finite plane, we can take a rectilinear
polygon as fundamental region; for, we have found such funda
mental regions for all possible groups with infinity as the only
limit point. Then B = A, and we have

1 1- + ... + - = s - 2.
11] lis

(20)

(21)

,
1 1- + · . · + - > s - 2,
111 118

We have already found that in the remaining cases, namely
those for which

all possible solutions in integers lead to finite groups (Sec. 57),
and, conversely, that for all finite groups the inequality is satisfied.

Those cases in which cP is closed may also be determined by Euler's
formula. Let cP be deformed into the surface of a sphere. Then, the copies
with their sides and vertices may be looked upon as the faces, edges, and
vertices, respectively, of a solid. Let F be the number of faces. Each face
has 28 sides; so there are F8 edges altogether. Each face has 8 O-vertices;
but these meet in groups of 8, giving F O-vertices in the solid. Each face
has one Pi-vertex, but these fall together in sets of Vi, giving F/ Vi of these
vertices in the\ solid. Euler's formula, li' + V = E + 2, then becomes

P+ [F +F(~ + ... + !_)J = F8 + 2,
I 1I~ lis

or
1 1 2- +.., . . + - = 8 - 2 + - > 8 - 2.
1I~ 1I~ F

We state our results in the following theorem. We enumerate
the possible solutions of (2~ and (21) and specify the types of
functions resulting. The proof of the last statement of the
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theorem proceeds as in the previous theorems and will not be
repeated here.

THEOREM 11.-Let PI, ... P s (s > 1) be points on the Rie
mann surface F of an algebraic function of genus zero. With
each point Pi let an integer Vi > 1 be associated. H ere Vi may be
infinite; and VI = V2 if s = 2. Then the algebraic function
can be uniformized by means of automorphic functions in such a
manner that, in the neighborhood of a point a in the domain of
definition of the functions, the correspondence between the points
of the plane and the points of F is one-to-one, except when a cor
responds to Pi, in which case the correspondence is vi-to-one.

The uniformizing functions are:

1. Rational (polyhedral) functions, if

(a) s = 2, VI finite;

(b) s = 3, ! + l + ! > 1.
Vi V2 V3

2. Simply periodic functions, if

(a) s = 2, VI = 00;

(b). s = 3, Vi = V2 = 2, V3 = 00.

3. Elliptic functions, if

(a) s = 3, l + 1 + l = 1;
Vi V2 V3

(b) s = 4, Vi = V2 = V3 = V4 = 2.
4. Fuchsian functions of the first kind in all other cases.

The most general such uniformizing functions are got from
one pair by subjecting the uniformizing variable to a linear
transformation.

The uniformizing variables (2) at the beginning of this chapter

fall under 2(a). The Riemann surface of W = VI - Z2 is a
two-sheeted surface with branch points at ±1. The points
PI, P 2 are at z = 00 in the two sheets.

96. Whittaker's Groups.-The following groups for the uni
formization of the hyperelliptic algebraic functions are due to
Whittaker.! They appear as subgroups of groups generated
by elliptic transformations of period two.

In Theorem 11 let· the Riemann surface of genus zero be the
Z-plane; let the relative branch points be

ei, e2, . · · , e2p+2, p > 1;
1 Phil. Trans., vol. 192, pp. 1-32, 1899.
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and let Vi 2 for all the points. The limit surface can be
mapped on tH circle Qo.

The initial urface cPo is formed by cuts extending from a
point 0 to the pints el, .•• ,e2p+2 (Fig. 77, for the case p = 2).
Any adjacent co y is joined to cPo along the two banks of the

eS

cut extending from 0 to one of the points ei. When cPo is placed
upon this copy, the copy, falls on ¢o, and ei remains fixed.

Let cPo and the adjacent copy be mapped on regions So, Si
in the z-plane. Either region is a fun.damental region for the

FIG. 78.

group r in the z-plane corresponding to the group of conformal
transform_tiqns of cP into itself got by carrying cPo into the various
copies composing cPo When So is carried by a transformation T i

into Si, Si is carried into So and a point e/ on the common
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boundary remains fixed. T i is thus an elliptic transformation of
period two with e/ as fixed point. The transformations T I ,

T 2, ••• , T 2p+2, which connect congruent sides of So and so
generate the group r, are all elliptic of period two (Fig. 78).

The automorphic function Z = Z(z)-the inverse of the map
ping function-maps So on the whole Z-plane and so takes on
each value once in So. Hence, all simple automorphic functions
belonging to the group are rational functions of Z(z). Any
function which can be uniformized by means of these simple
automorphic functions, according to Theorem 7, is of genus
zero.

Now, let cPo' be the surface formed by adjoining to cPo one
copy of the severed Z-plane, the junction being made along
the two banks of Oel. The limit surface cP may be looked upon
as made up of copies of this two-sheeted surface joined together
without relative branch points.

To the group of transformations of cP into itself got by carrying
cPo' into each of the copies composing cP, there corresponds a
group r' in the z-plane. r' is a subgroup of r. A fundamental
region for r' is the map So' of cPo'. So' consists of So together
with the adjacent region S1 = T 1(So). The generating trans
formations, connecting the congruent sides of So',' are (Fig. 78)

T 2' = T I T 2, T/ = T 1T 3, ••• , T'2p+2 = T 1T 2p+2.
r' contains no elliptic transformations.

Now, cPo' is a severed two-sheeted surface with branch points
at el, . . . ,e2p+2. This surface is the Riemann surface for
the two-valued function

W2 = A(Z - el)(Z - e2) ... (Z - e2p+2).

The coordinates (Z, W) on cP are simple automorphic functions,
Z = Z(z), W = W(z), which uniformize this hyperelliptic
function.

97. The Transcendental Functions.-Each analytic function
W = F(Z) (22)

possesses a Riemann surface F spread over the Z-plane on which
the function is single valued. The surface is got by analytic
continuation from some element of the function. The details
will be found in many texts on the Theory of Functions.

The Riemann surfaces of analytic functions exhibit the greatest
variety. The number of sheets may be finite or denumerably
infinite. There may be branch points of finite or infinite order
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points may be absent. The function may fail to be
analyti at isolated points or along curves, and sheets may
contai holes, or lacunary spaces,.. into which the function cannot
be co tinued analytically and which do not belong to the surface.
~ shall consider certain of the isolated singular points of

th function as belonging to F. A point in a plane sheet at
w ich the function becomes infinite-a pole-shall belong to
F. Also, we include a branch point of finite order at which the
function is continuous or becomes infinite. All other singular
points shall not belong to F, but lie on its boundary. F consists
of interior points.

We shall show that it is possible to make a system of cuts,
finite or infinite in number, in the surface F which will render
it simply connected.

We may s~ppose, without loss of generality, that all points
of F which lie at infinity are in plane sheets. This can be
accomplished by a linear transformation. For, the branch
points of F are denumerable, and their Z-coordinates do not
include all points of the Z-plane; it .suffices to make a linear
transformation carrying a point which is not the Z-coordinate
of a branch point to infinity. We may suppose, also, that at
each branch point, Z = X + iY, both X an"d Yare irrational.
For, the points whose abscissas and ordinates differ by rational
numbers from those of the branch points lie on a denumerable
set of lines parallel to the X- and Y-axes; and we have but to
make a translation carrying the origin to a point not lying on one
of these lines.

We shall now cut the surface up into square elements (Sec.
86) after which we shall put the pieces together in such a manner
that the resulting surface "is simply connected. The component
square ~lements shall lie together with their boundaries in F. We
put aside the case in which F consists of the whole plane.

Consider, first, the points of F at infinity. Each such point
lies in an elem-ent (the exterior of a square) bounded by lines
X = ±n, Y = ±n, where n is a positive integer. We take for
n the minimum value such that the element belongs to F~ This
gives a finite or denumerably infiD1ite number of elements belong-
. F IIng to ..

We next cut what remains of the surface by lines X = m.
Y = n, where m and n take on all integral values. Whatever
plane unit squares or superposeB squares winding about a single
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branch point as are cut out shall be exempt from further cutting.
There is at most a denumerably infinite number.

We divide what remains into quarter squares by lines
X = m + 7~, Y = n + 7~, and take out the square elements.
We divide again into quarter squares, taking out the square
elements; and so on.

In this process, no branch point lies on the side of a square,
for on a side either X or Y is rational. The resulting finite or
denumerably infinite set of elements contains all points of F;
for the neighborhood of any point of F is either a plane piece or an
isolated branch point and is cut up when the squares are small
enough.

We propose, now, to put the squares back together in such
a way that the resulting surface is simply connected.

When two square elements abut, they have a common piece
of straight line boundary equal in length to the side of the smaller
square (if unequal). We shall call such a piece an edge. Two
square elements may have several common e.dges if each bears a
branch point and several sheets. Likewise, an element contain
ing a point at infinity and an adjacent element will have two
common edges, if they have a common vertex. Since the number
of sides of each square element is finite, it follows that the number
of edges is denumerable. We can, therefore, write them in
serial order:

(23)

Let CPo be one of the square elements of F; and lnl be the

first edge of (23) forming part of the boundary of 'Po. We adjoin
to 'Po the square element abutting along,the edge lnl and close up

along this edge. If there is a common edge adjacent to In]
(a possibility if one element is the exterior of a square) we close
this edge also. Call the resulting surface 'Pl. We cancel from
(23) any other common edges of the two square elements. .

In general, we form CPn from CPn-l as follows: Let lnn be the first
edge of the sequence (23) which forms part of the boundary of
CPn-l, after cancelling from the sequence each edge common
to two elements of CPn-l which have not been joined along that
edge. We adjoin to cpn_l"the square element abutting along lnn'

closing up the edge lnn. We shall close up further edges, if possi
ble, in the following way: If in tracing the boundary of the new
region we encounter any edge followed by itself, we extend the
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line Ejunction by closing this edge. If an edge follows itself in
the ew boundary, we close it up, and continue the process as
long possible. The resulting surface is 'Pn.

The surface 'Pn is simply connected. Assume that 'Prz-1 is
simply connected. The line of junction made in forming 'Pn is
a cross-cut (possibly a sigma cross-cut) cutting 'Pn into two
simply connected pieces-'Pn-l and the added element. Hence,
'Pn is simply connected. Since 'Po is simply connected, the result
follows by induction; and the limit surface cPo defined by the
sequence

(24)
is simply connected.

The surface 4>0 contains all the square elements of F. Since
F is connected, we can draw a curve in F from 'Po to any given
element 8, meeting a finite number of elements 'Po, 81, 82, ... ,
8 n , 8 and crossing the edges lk o' lk

l
, • • • , lk n separating the

successive elements. After a finite number of steps, lko either
will be cancelled or will be the first uncancelled edge of (23) on
the boundary of some 'Pm. In either case, 'Pm+1 contains 81.
Similarly, 82, ... , 8 n , 8 are reached in a finite number of
steps. ,

Consider, now, the possible forms of the surface cPo. It
may happen that there is a finite number of square elements and
that the surface closes up completely. Then F is of genus zero;
and the function F(Z), having no other singularities than poles
on F, is algebraic.

It may happen that there is a finite number of square elements
but that cPo has a boundary. The function is again algebraic
but of genus greater than zero. The boundary of cPo constitutes
a set of cuts in F which render it simply connected. We put
these algebraic cases aside.

If F contains an infinite number of square elements, the
function is not algebraic. There are two possibilities. 4>0 may
have no free edges left, in which case F( = 4>0) is simply connected.
Or, cPo may have free edges. In the latter case, the free edges
constitute a system of cuts in F which render the surface simply
connected.

The sequence (24) is one to which Theorem 21, Sec. 85, applies;
so, cPo can be mapped ei~her on the unit circle Qo or on the finite.
plane. If cPo has free edges, the mapping is certainly on a circle
(Theorem 22, Sec. 85).
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If cPo has free edges, we proceed to build up a limit surface.
Let the edges on the boundary be arranged serially

ml, ml'; m2, m2';, (25)

mi and m/ being opposit~nks of the same edge. We take a
copy of cPo and join to cPo so that mi in cPo is joined to ml' in the
copy. We continue the junction as far as possible in each direc
tion by closing when an edge follows itself along the boundary.
We then take another copy of cPo and adjoin along the first edge of
(25) on the boundary of the original cPo which has not been closed
up, extending the line of junction as before. We continue this
process until all edges of (25) are exhausted and the original cPo
is completely embedded. Call the resulting surface cPl.

We next arrange the edges bounding cPI serially and adjoin
copies of cPo around the boundary in a similar manner to form
cP2; and so on. At each step, cPn can be mapped on a circle.
Hence, the limit surface cP defined by the sequence

cPo, cPI, cP2, . . .~ cP (26)

can be mapped on the circle Qo or on the finite plane.
Let cP (take cP = cPo = F, if the Riemann surface is simply

connected) be mepped on Qo or on the finite z-plane. Let
Z = Z(z) be the inverse of the mapping function. Then the
functions

Z = Z(z), w = W(z) = F[Z(z)] (27)

are analytic except possibly for poles in Qo or in the finite plane.
The poles of Z(z) are the points in the z-plane corresponding to
the points at infinity on cP; the poles of W(z) correspond to the
points of cP at which F(Z) becomes infinite.

If the mapping is on the finite plane, at least one of the func
tions (27) has an essential singularity at infinity. Otherwise,
both functions would be rational and F(Z) be algebraic of genus
zero.

If the mapping is on Qo, at least one of the functions has a
singularity at each point of the circumference. Suppose, on the
contrary, that both functions are analytic at a point a on the
circumference. The function Z = Z(z) maps a sufficiently small
circle K enclosing a on a region K' in the Z-plane,' where K' is
a plane piece or is the neighborhood of a branch point of finite
order, according as the derivative Z'(a) does not or does vanish.
This function maps the part of K lying within Qo or a portion
of cPo But, W can be extended analytically throughout K', so
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all of K' belongs t~. Then, the corresponding region K lies
in Qo, contrary to hypothesis.

The surface cP possesses a group of conformal transformations
into itself got by carrying the initial copy cPo into the various
copies of cPo of which cP is composed. There corresponds in the
z-plane a group of conformal transformations carrying Qo into
itself or the finite plane into itself, and which are, therefore,
linear transformations. This group consists solely of the
identical tra.nsformation, if there is but one copy of cPo. The
functions (27) are invariant under the transformations of this
group.

We have established the first part of the following theorem:
THEOREM 12.-Any transcendental function

W = F(Z)

can be expressed parametrically in terms of two functions

Z = Z(z), W = W(z) (27)

which are analytic except for poles in a domain ~, consisting
either of the interior of the unit circle Qo or of the finite z-plane,
such that each pair of values (Z, W) satisfying the functional
relation is given by one or more values of z in ~, and such that the
correspondence between the points in a sufficiently small neighbor
hood of a point of ~ and the points on the Riemann surface of the

. function is one-to-one.
The most general functions with these properties may be got

from one pair by subjecting z to a linear transformation.
If the Riemann surface of the function is not simply connected,

the functions (27) are invariant under an infinite group of linear
transformations.

The second paragraph of the theorem is proved in the usual
way.

As to the final paragraph, it is conceivable that the sequence
(26) should break off after a finite number of steps due to the
junction of all free edges. The mapping would still be possible,
but the group would be finite. The group would contain an
elliptic transformation with a fixed point Zo in~. At Zo the
one-to-one c'haracter of the correspondence would break down;
so this supposition is .untenable.

The functions (27) are automorphic, according to the definition
of Sec. 39, if they are' single valued. This is the case if ~ consists
of the finite plane. If, howeveF, ~ consists of the interior of
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Qo, it may be possible to extend one or both functions outside
the circle and back again in such a way that new branches
appear.

For example, let F(Z)~ analytic in a semicircle and have
the boundary of the semicircle as a natural boundary. Here,
cPo is the semicircle and it is mapped on Qo. Qo is a natural
boundary for W(z). However, Z(z), which maps Qo on the
semicircle, can be extended analytically across the circumference,
and is, in fact, a two-valued function.

As in the case of algebraic functions, it is possible to get quite
different pairs of functions by altering the one-to-one character
of the correspondence. We may select certain points of the
Riemann surface at which there is to be v-to-one correspondence
(v > 1), the correspondence being one-to-one elsewhere. We
shall not work out the details.



CHAPTER X

UNIFORMIZATION. GROUPS OF SCHOTTKY TYPE

98. Regions of Planar Character.-The preceding methods of
uniformization have been arrived at by the mapping of simply
connected regions. In order to be able to uniformize by means
of automorphic functions belonging to groups whose fundamental
regions are not simply connected, we shall now consider the
mapping of multiply connected regions on plane regions.

A region is said to be of planar characterl if every loop-cut
in the region separates it into two parts. This is a property
of all plane regions. It is clear that a region which is not of
planar character cannot be mapped in a one-to-one manner
on, or otherwise continuously deformed into, a plane region; if
it could, a loop-cut not cutting the original surface in two would
be carried into a loop-cut not cutting the plane region in two,
which is impossible.

Let ~ be a finite-sheeted region with a finite number of branch
points whose boundary consists of a finite number of closed
curves B 1, B 2, ••• ,Bm • Further, let ~ be of planar character.
We propose to show that ~ can be mapped conformally on a
plane region with m bounding curves.

As a first step, we cut ~ into a simply connected region and
perform a preliminary mapping. We make a system of m
regular cuts Cl , ••• ,Cm • The cut Ci joins an ordinary point
o of the region to a point of B i ; and the cuts are to have no
common points other than O. The severed region ~o has a
si~gle boundary. We suppose the cuts so made (or the curves
so numbered) that in passing around the boundary in the positive
sense we encounter B 1, B 2 , ••• , B m in order. The region ~o

is simply connected. If not, a cross-cut q can be made which
does not separate ~o into two parts. If q is not already a sigma
cross-cut, it can be deformed into one, since it joins points on
the same boundary.. If the stem of the sigma cross-cut be
erased we have a loop-cut in ~,,-and hence in ~-which does
not separate 1;,. which is contrary to hypothesis.

1 German, 8chlichtartig.
256
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Figure 79 shows a region of planar character lying on a two-sheeted elliptic
surface. In this surface, a loop-cut has been drawn, and the area enclosed by
a curve B 1 in the upper sheet has been removed.

We provide ourselves with copies of ~o and proceed to build
up an infinitely sheeted surface. We take one copy as the
initial region cPo; we adjoin copies along the 2m banks of
C i to form cPl; we adjoin copies along the free banks of the
cuts C i of cPl to form ¢2; and so on. In this process, whenever
the regions fit together to fill up the plane neighborhood about 0,

HI

FIG. 79.

we join up two successive banks meeting at 0 to reduce 0 to an
inner point of the region. The region cPo, cPl, • • • form a
sequence to which Theorem 21, Sec. 85, applies. In this case,
owing to the presence of the boundaries B i , the mapping of
the Infinitely sheeted limit surface cP can be made on a circle.

We shall map the surface cP, spread over the Z-plane, on the
upper half of the t-plane bounded by the real axis, in such
a manner that a point of B m on the boundary of the initial copy
¢o is carried to infinity. Let Z = Z(t) be the mapping function.
The inverse function t = g(Z) is single valued on cP provided we
do not continue the function analytically across the boundaries
B i • To each point of cP, there corresponds one, and only one,
point of the upper half t-plane. On the unsevered surface ~,

g(Z) is an infinitely many-valued function which takes on each
value in the upper half plane once, and only once. In suffi
ciently small neighborhoods of a point Zo on }; and of one of the
corresponding points to in the t-plane, the correspondence between
the points of the surface and of the plane is one-to-one.

Corresponding to the group of conformal transformations of cP
into itself, got by carrying ¢o into any of the copies ~o of which cP
is bUIlt up, we have a group of linear transformations in the
t-plane which carry the upper half plane into itself. Let So be the
map of cPo (Fig. 80). A fundamental region for the group is So
together with the reflection of So in the real axis. The group is a
Fuchsian group of the second kind:
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99. Some Accessory Functions.-We propose to set up certain
functions which are single valued .on c/> and which take on equal
values along opposite banks of each C i in c/>o. The functions
will then be single valued on the surface ~, got by closing up
the cuts in c/>o. In terms of the variable t we are concerned with

~ ~
(X (3) 8(1) (X(l) 8(2) a(2) 8(3)

FIG. 80.

functions which take on the same values along congruent boun
daries of So. The functions which we employ are set up by
means of series and products whose convergence has already
been established for the Fuchsian group of the second kind in
Sec. 50.

We use, as we have previously done, the notation tn = Tn(t),
where To, T1, ••• are the transformations of the group. Let T

and 'YJ be two inner points of So, and consider the function

y;(t) = II"" t - Tn • t - 7in, (1)
t-r t-'YJ

n = 0 n "In

where bars indicate conjugate imaginaries. This function is
analytic in the whole t-plane except for poles at the points 11»

in the upper half plane and Tn in the lower half plane, and essential
singularities at the limit points of the group on the real axis.
It is different from zero except at the points Tn and ijn. We shall
not be interested in its behavior in the lower half plane. At an
ordinary point of the reaT axis we have

and
Itf'(t) \ = 1.

~

Consider the behavior of y;(t) when a transformation

(2)

ad - be = 1, (3)

9f the group is made. We have ,

y;(tk) = ntk - ~n • tk - ~n.
tk - Tn t k - 11n
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(8)

Let T k , be the inverse of T k ; then, we can write Tn = Tkk'n.

We have (Sec. 1, Equation 7)
t - Tk'n

tk - T = ---------,
n (ct + d)(CTk'n + d)

and
if;(tk) = IT t - ~k'n . t - 1)k'n . CTk'n + d . C~k'~_t_d.

t - Tk'n t - T/k'n Crk'n + d CT/k'n + d

Now, the set of quantities Tk'n is merely the set Tn arranged in a
different order; so we have

if;(tk) = if;(t)IT cTn + d . C~n + d = H kif;(t), (4)
crn + d C'YJn + d

where Hk is a constant different from zero. Since the coefficients
in (3) are real, we have Icrn + dl = Icrn + dl and

IHkl = 1. (5)

Let T 1, T 2 , ••• , T m be the transformations connecting the sides
of So-arranged as in the figure. Considering the cycle at 01,
we find the relation T m ••• T 1 = 1. By a repeated application
of (4), we have y;(t) = H m • •• H1y;(t); whence,

HI H 2 ••• H m = 1. (6)

We shall make repeated use of the elementary formula con
necting the number N of zeros and P of poles of a function Jet)
analytic except for poles in So and continuous and not vanishing
on the boundary.

N - P = 2~ r d log Jet) = 2
1

. [log Ij(t)1 + i arg j(t)]c
~zJc ~z

1
= i;[arg j(t)]o (7)

where the boundary C of So is traced in the positive sense. As
the interval bs (corresponding to B s ) is traced in this sense, let
{3(s) be its beginning and a(s) its end (Fig. 80). Let hs be the
change in arg Jet) as t moves from {3(s) to a(s); and let y;(t) be
substituted in (7). We have N - P = 0, since there is one
zero and one pole in So. Also, d log 1f(t)]cs- = d log y;(t)]c

8
+

from (4), and the integrals along two congruent sides cancel,
being taken in opposite directions. We have then

~[ J
a<s)

arg y;(t) = hI + h2 + ... + hm = O.
fj(s)

We observe that H s = eihs ; so that (6) is a consequence of (8).
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(9)

(12)

(10)

1

~{_~) > o.

In the same way that (6) was established, we show that
K 1(s)K 2(s) · .. Km(s) = 1. (13)

The analogous function 'Pm(t) requires a slightly different
definition. If we form the product in (9) with a(m), ~(m) at the
extremities of bm (b 3 in the figure) on the boundary of So, t lies
between a(m) and ~(m) except when t is on the interval bm on the
boundary of So. The result is that the factor (t - a(m») / (t - l3(m»)

in (9) has always the opposite sign from that appearing in the
previous cases. If we define ~m(t) by the equation

lI
t - an(m)

'Pm(t) = - t - ~n (m)'

the properties (10) to (13) all hold.

We next set up another type of function

''''s(t) = IIt
- - ~~, s = 1 2 · · . , m - 1..,.., t - ~n("d ' ,

The point ~n(s) is not a pole; for, since a(s) and ~(s) are congruent
points, there is a factor in the numerator which cancels t - fjn (s).

The function is analytic in the whole plane exclusive of the limit
points of the group. It is nowhere zero.

At the ordinary points of the real axis 'P8(t) is real, all factors
being real. Each factor in (9) is then positive, with the possible
exception of one factor. If t lies in the interval fj/s), a/s),
t - a/s) and t - fj/s) differ in sign and the factor is negative.
We have, then,

'Ps(t)] < 0, 'Ps(t)] > 0, n ~ 8.
b~ bn

It follows from this property that 'Ps(t) is not a constant.
Let t be subjected to the transformation T k • We have

'P8(tk) = II~~-=- an(s) = II~~ ak~ . C~k'n(s) + d
tk - ~n (s) t - ~k'n (s) cak'n(s) + d

II
C~n(S) + d

= 'P8(t) can(s)+d = Kk(·~)'Ps(t). (11)

Here, each factor in the product for the constant Kk(s) is real.
Also, since - d/c is congruent to 00 and so lies in one of the
intervals congruent to bm , we have, from (10),

d-- - ~n(8)

K k (8) = II ~-=------
-c - an(s)
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Since CPs(t) has no singularities and no zeros in the upper
half plane, log CPs(t) is a single-valued analytic function in that
domain, if we restrict ourselves to one branch of the logarithm.
We have

t - a (s)

log "Po(t) = log I<Po (t) I + i arg <Po(t) = ~ log t _ f3:<BJ' (14)

where we take the principal value of the logarithm in each
term of the summation. We observe from Fig. 81 that the

. argument of each term in the summation is an angle lying between
o and 71" inclusive, and that t
the sum of these angles does
not exceed 71"; that is,

o ~ arg CPs(t) < 71". (15)
The inequalities hold when t
is in the upper half plane.
When t approaches a point of
one of the intervals congruent
to bs, one angle approaches 71" C(~)

and the rest approach 0; FIG. 81.

when t approaches a point of any other interval, all the angles
approach zero. Hence,

arg CPs(t)] = 71", arg CPo(t)] = 0, n ~ 8. (16)
bs bn

(These also hold for CPm (t) if we take arg( -1) = 71").

At all congruent points of the domain under consideration,
,arg CPs(t) has the same value. From (11), we have

arg CPfJ(tk) = arg Kk(s) + arg CPs(t) = arg CPs(t), (17)
for Kk(s) is real and positive and the assumption that arg Kk(s) =
2n7r, n ~ 0, lead~ to a contradition of (15). ,In particular, if t
moves from (j(s) to a(s) along bs, arg CPs(t) attains at o:(s) the same
value as at (j(s).

Finally, the function

(18)

where as is a real constant, has the following properties:

IGs(t)lbs = e-7ras
, IGb(t)!bn = 1, n ~ 8, (19)

G~(tk') = G~(t)eia8wk('~), Wk(''l) = log Kk(.'l), (20)

Wk(s) being reaL The function is analytic and nowhere zero in
the upper half plane.
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100. The Mapping of a Multiply Connected Region of Planar
Character on a Slit Region.I-Consider the function

G(t) = G1(t)G2(t) · .. Gm(t)Y;(t).

From (2) and (19) we have

IG(t) Ibs = e-1ras
•

(21)

(22)

From (4), (5), and (20)

G(tk ) = G(t)e-i(alwk(l) + ... + amWk(m) + hk). (23)

The function will take on the same values at congruent points on
the boundary of So if aI, ••• , am be chosen so that the equations

a1w I (1) + · · · · + amwi (m) + hI = 0,
(24)

are satisfied.
Can these equations be satisfied? We observe, first, that

they are not independent. We have from (13), taking logarithms,

WI(s) + ... + wm(s) = O.

This, together with (8), shows that the sum of the first members
of (24) vanishes whatever aI, ••• , am may be. The equations
can be solved, provided the matrix of the coefficients is of rank
m -1.

Suppose the matrix of the coefficients is of rank m - 2 or less.
Then the m equations

a1wk(l) + .... + amwk(m) = 0, k = 1, ... ,m, (25)

can be solved by taking at least two of the constants arbitrarily
and determining the remainder. Let the arbitrary a's be chosen
unequal. Then the function

H(t) = GI(t) ... Gm(t) (26)

has the same values at congruent points on the boundary of So.
Also, IH(t)1 = e-1ra

s on bs • Since not all the a's are equal, H(t)
is not a constant. We shall show that a function with these
properties is impossible.

Let H(to) = Zo be a value taken on by H(t) at an inner point to
which is not taken on the boundary; and let H(t) - Zo be sub
stituted in (7). We have P = 0 and N ~ 1. Since H(t)
takes on the same values at congruent points of the boundary, the

1 KOEBE, P., Acta Math., vol. 41, pp. 305-344, 1918.
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(27)

integrals along the congruent sides cancel. As t moves from (3(s)
to a(s), Z = H(t) moves on the circle lzl = e-7ras and returns to
its starting point. There is no change in the argument; for

arg H(t) = al log l<Pl(t)1 + ... + am log l<Pm(t)l,

and we see from (11) that arg H(t) is increased by

a1log Ks(l) + . · . + am log Ks(m) = alwl/I) + · · · + amws(,n),

which is zero by (25). Thus z moves about the circle and returns
to its starting 'point without completing a revolution. Then
arg [H(t) - zo]' which is the angle between the line segment joining
Zo to z and the positive x-axis, suffers no alteration. We have,
then, from (7), that N = 0, which is impossible.

The assumption that equations (24) are inconsistent has led
to a contradiction. It follows that the equations are consistent.
Let aI, . . . , am be constants satisfying the equations. Then,
we have, from (23),

G(ts) = G(t), s = 1, ... , m.
We have, also,

arg G(t) = a1 log 1<P1(t)1 + ... + am log l<Pm(t) I + arg l/;(t);
and, as t moves from (3(s) to a(s), the argument is increased by

aIWs(l) + ... + amws(m) + hs ,

which is zero, from (24).
We now consider the mapping of the region So by the function

z = G(t). (28)

As t traces the boundary of So, z traces a path of the character
shown in Fig. 82. As t moves from 0 1 along C1- to (3(l), z traces a
curve Cr' from 0', the map of 0 1, to a point on the circle Izi = e-7rG

l.

As t moves from (3(l) to a(l), Z moves on the circle and returns to
its initial position without change of argument. As t moves
from a(l) along C1+ to O2 , z retraces the curve Cl' (as a consequence
of (27)) in the opposite direction to 0'. In a similar manner as t
continues from O2 to 0 3 , z moves along a curve C2', moves along
an arc of Izl = e-7rG2

, and retraces C2' to 0'; and so on.
Let Zo be a point not lying on the map of the boundary in

the z-plane; and let G(t) - Zo be substituted in Formula (7).
We have P = 1, since the function has a pole of the first order·
at 'fl. As t moves around the boundary of So, G(t), or z, moves
around the curve in Fig. 82. Arg [G(t) - zo]' which is the
angle between a segment joining the moving point z to Zo and the
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positive x-axis, obviously returns to its original value. We have
then, from (7), N - 1 = 0, or N = 1. The value Zo is taken on
once, and only once, in So.

If Zo lies on one of the curves Cs' so that Zo is taken on at a
point to of Cs-l, we deform Cs-l to reduce to to an inner point and
make the corresponding deformation in Cs+' Then, Zo no longer
lies on the boundary in the z-plane and the preceding analysis
holds. Each value Zo, not lying on an arc bs', is taken on once,
and only once, in So, if we count only one of two congruent sides
as belonging to the region. Similarly, we count but one of the
points 0 1 , ••• , Om as belonging to So.

hi

FIG. H2.

N ow, let Zo lie on an arc bs'; whence, Zo is taken on at a point to

of bs• Then, z = G(t) maps the neighborhood of to in the upper
half plane on the neighborhood of Zo on the interior or exterior
of bs', according as z is moving counter-clockwise or clockwise
along b/ as t moves in a positive sense through to. It follows,
from this, that z cannot pass twice through Zo in the same sense;
otherwise, a value in the neighborhood of Zo and not lying on
b./ would be taken on twice in So, which is impossible.

If Zo is at an end of the arc bs', the neighborhood of to on the
upper side of the axis is mapped on the whol~ neighborhood
of Zo, exclusive of the arc bs'. The arc bs' cannot consist of the
whole circle; otherwise, the two ends would coincide and a value
in the neighborhood would be taken on twice in So. Finally, if
Zo lies on bs', the value Zo is taken on at no point t l of So not lying
on bs • For the function maps the neighborhood of t l conformally
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on the neighborhood of Zo; and a nearby value is taken on twice
in the region.

It is clear that the arc bs' cannot consist of a single point.
Otherwise, G(t) is constant on bs , and, hence, is identically
constant, which is impossible.

We now carry the function back to the surface cP by means
of the mapping function t = g(Z):

z = G(t) = G[g(Z)] = feZ). (29)

The function feZ) takes on the same values at points of C8 - and
Cs+ on the boundary of cPo on opposite banks of the cut C,,,.
These banks can be joined and the function remains single
valued on the resulting surface; that is, on the original unsevered
region~. We have a one-to-one correspondence between the
points of ~ and the points of the z-plane which do not lie on
the arcs b/.

We shall speak of a set of arcs, each of which lies on a circle
with center at the origin "and does not consist of the whole
circumference, as concentric slits. We have proved the first part
of the following theorem:

THEOREM 1.-A region of planar character which has a finite
number of sheets and of branch points and has a finite number, m,
of bounding curves can be mapped conformally on a plane region
bounded by m concentric slits.

If it be required that given points Pl, P 2 of the region be carried
to 0 and 00, respectively, in the plane, then the mapping is deter
mined save for a transformation of the plane of the form z' = cz.

We now prove the latter part of the theorem. If, for T and
1J in (1), we select the points of So which correspond to P l and
P2, then the function (29) performs the mapping in the required
manner. Let z' = fI(Z) be any other such mapping function.
On mapping in the t-plane, this function is carried into a function
of t, z' = fI[Z(t)] == GI (t), which has a pole at 1J and a zero at T.

Elsewhere in So it has no poles or zeros; it takes on the same
values at congruent poi~ts of the sides of So; and its absolute
value is constant along each interval bs• The quotient GI (t)/G(t)
has neither poles nor zeros in So. Suppose this quotient is not
a constant. Then, it has all the properties found for R(t) in
Equation (26); properties which we found to be inconsistent.
It follows that G1(t)/G(t) == c, a constant; hence, z' = cz. Con
versely, it is obvious that if we apply any such transformation
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to one plane map bounded by concentric slits, the points 0 and
00 which correspond to PI and P 2 remain fixed and the concentric
slits are carried into concentric slits. I

101. Application to the' Uniformization of Algebraic Functions. 2

We turn now to the uniformization of algebraic functions through
the use of the mapping theorem just established. Let F be the
Riemann surface of an algebraic function W = F(Z) of genus
p > o. We show, first, that we can draw p, and not more than
p, loop-cuts in F without separating the surface.

In the construction of the cuts explained at the end of Sec.
89, let each of the cuts a2, ... , a p be deformed into a sigma
cross-cut beginning at P before the corresponding b-cut is made.

The b-cut joins opposite banks of
the loop of the sigma cross-cut.
The cuts bl , ••• , bp have no
common points; and, if we erase
the a-cuts entirely, we have p loop
cuts which do not separate the
surface. The surface with the p
loop-cuts has 2p boundaries,
namely, the two banks of each
loop-cut. (Fig. 83 shows such
loop-cuts for ~he surface of
Fig. 72.)

Suppose that p' loop-cuts are made in F without separating
the surface. Let 0 be an initial boundary point and let 2p'
cuts be drawn from 0 to the banks of the loop-cuts. The
surface remains' a single piece, for it has a single boundary.
Since not more than 2p cuts can be made in F without separating
the surface-loop-cuts which are subsequently joined to the
boundary not being counted-it follows that p' ~ p. In

1 In his article in Acta Math., vol. 41, pp. 305-344, KOEBE has considered
the possibility and the uniqueness of the mapping of multiply connected
regions on a great variety of types of slit regions-regions bounded by radial
slits, parallel slits, cOlnbinations of radial and concentric slits, slits lying on
logarithmic spirals, etc. In all cases the mapping is achieved by the con
struction of functions based on the group Tn of Fig. 80, the functions being
so forilled as to behave in particular ways on the boundary of So.

The original treatment of the problem of uniformization considered in this
chapter was based on the mapping of multiply connected regions on regions
bounded by parallel slits.

2 KOEBE, P., Math. Ann., vol. 69, pp. 1-81, 1910. OSGOOD, W. F.,
Annals of Math. (2), vol. 14, pp.. 143ff, 1913.
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particular, if p. loop-cuts have been made without separating
the surface, then any additional loop-cut separates it; that is, the
surface with the p loop-cuts is of planar character.

Let F° be the severed surface after p loop-cuts which do not
separate F have been made. We may suppose that the cuts
are of elementary character-composed of a finite number of
analytic arcs, for instance. We take an infinite number of copies
of F o and build an infinitely sheeted surface. Let ¢o be the
initial copy. We superpose 2p copies and join one along each
boundary of ¢o, opposite banks of the same loop cut in the two
copies being joined together. We call the resultingregion¢l. We
superpose copies and join along each of the free boundaries of
¢1 to form ¢2, and so on, ¢n+l being formed from ¢n by adjoining
copies of F o along the free boundaries of ¢n. We call the limit
surface ¢. .

(
+

8. ~<S>

) @ @
@

+ @@ +

Cd @~@
FIG. 84.

Each region cPn is of planar character and satisfies the other
conditions of Theorem 1; hence, it can be mapped conformally on
a plane region bounded by concentric slits. Let PI, P 2 be inner
points of -¢o, with coordinates ZI, Z2, and let them be carried
to zero and infinity, respectively, in the mapping. If we require,
further, that the derivative of the mapping function be unity at
PI, the function is uniquely determined. We have, then,

Zn = ineZ), !n(ZI) = 0, !n'(Zl) = 1, !n(Z2) = 00, (30)

the conditions at ZI and Z2 being valid in the sheets in which PI
and P 2lie. The successive maps are of the type shown in Fig. 84
(for p = 2). The maps of ¢o, ¢1, and ¢2 are shown in the figure.

102. A Convergence Theorem.-The direct proof of the
convergence of the sequence !n(Z) is difficult. We shall make
use of a general convergence theorem. This important theorem
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could have been used to simplify a number of our earlier conver-
gence proofs. I .

THEOREM 2.-Given a finitely or infinitely sheeted region cP
spread over the z-plane, each of whose inner points lies in a plane
sheet or is a branch point of finite order; and a sequence of regions
cPl, cP2, ... such that cPn is a subregion of cPn+1 and cP is the limit
region of the sequence. Let

(31)

be a sequence of functions such that fn(z) is analytic in epn (con
tinuous at the branch points and at infinity) and such that in a
suitable neighborhood of each inner point p of cP the functions of the
sequence which exist there are bounded:

where M p is independent of n.
Then there exists a subsequence of (31)

fnl (z), f n2(z), ... , nk+l > nk,

(32)

(33)

which converges and whose limit function is analytic in the whole
interior of cP. Further, the sequence converges uniformly in any
finitely sheeted region which, together with its boundary, consists of
inner points of cP.

Let
(34)

be an infinite sequence of inner points of cP which are everywhere
dense in cP. Such a sequence can be formed, for example,
from all points whose z-coordinates have rational real and imag
inary parts. All rational points in the plane are denumerable;
so, likewise, are all the rational points in a region with a finite
or a denumerably infinite number of plane sheets. Thus, the
rational points of cP are denumerable and can be arranged in a
sequence.

Consider the values of the functions (31) at Pl. This point
lies in one of the regions cPm and in all succeeding regions of the
sequence. Then the quantities

(35)

1 For a general treatment of theorems of this type see the recent volume
of P. Montel, Le90ns sur les familIes normales de fonctions analytiques,
Paris, 1927.
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(37)

exist, and, from (32) are bounded. They have then at least one
cluster point AI; and we can choose a subsequence of (35)

!m]](PI),!mI2(PI),!m13(PI), ... , ml,k+l > ml,k (36)

which converges to the value AI. We have now found a sub
sequence of (31)

which converges at Pl. Any subsequence of (37) will, likewise,
converge to the value A I at Pl.

Considering, next, the sequence (37) and the point P2, we can
repeat the preceding reasoning and get a subsequence of (37)

!m21(z), !m22(Z), !m23(Z), ... , m2,k+1 > m2,k, (38)

whose members exist at P2 and converge there.
We proceed in this manner ad infinitum. From the sequence

!m.sI(Z), !ms2(Z), !ms3(Z), .. · , m s,k+l > m~,k, (39)

whose members e~ist and which converge at each of the points
PI, P2, P3, · . · , ps, we form a subsequence

!mS+I,1(Z),!mS +I,2(z), ... , ms+l,k+l > ms+l,k, (40)

whose members exist and which converges at ps+I.
We now take for !nk(z) in (33) the function !mkk(Z); that is,

we take for (33) the sequence

!mu (z), !m22(Z), !m33(Z), . . . (41)

formed by taking the first function of (37), the second of (38)
.. , the s-th of (39), etc. Here, owing to the manner of

construction, we have mk+l,k+l > mk,k. Consider any point ps
of (34). All functions of (41), from the s-th function on, exist at
ps and form a subsequence of (39). Hence, the sequence ~(41)

converges at ps.
The sequence (41) which we have just constructed converges

at all points of the set (34), these points being everywhere dense
in cPo We next show that it converges at all inner points of cP
and that the limit function is analytic. Let p be a finite inner
point of cP other than a branch point. All the functions (41),
from a certain point on, are defined at p and satisfy the inequality
(32) in a plane region Sp enclosing p. We omit from considera
tion the finite number of functions of the sequence which are
not defined in Sp. Let C1, C2 be circles with P as center and
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lying in Sp, the radii being r1, r2 where.r1 < r2. We shall show
that the sequence (41) converges uniformly in C1, which will
establish, at the same time, the convergence and the analytic
character of the limit function.

Let Zl, Z2 be any two points within or on the boundary of
C1• We have

fn(Zl) = -~. r fn(~)dt,
2rr~JC2t - Zl

and

we have
IZ2 - Zl/' M p ' 2rrr2

Ifn(Z2) - fn(Zl) I ~ 2rro2 = glZ2 - zll, (42)

where g is independent of Zl, Z2, and n.
Given f > O. Let pSI' ... , pS m be points of (34) in C1

so chosen that each point in C1 is within a distance f/3g of one
of the chosen points. This can be accomplished by ruling C1

into squares of side e/6g and taking one point in each square.
Since the sequence (41) converges at P~k' there exists an nk'

such that, for the functions of the sequence,

e
Ifmi+v,i+v(PSk) - fmii(Psk)! < 3' m 1'i > nk'. (43)

Let n' be the greatest of the numbers nk'; then, (43) holds for
all the points pS

k
provided mii ~ n'. Let z be any point within

or on the boundary of C1 ; and let Pak be one of the m chosen

points ~uch that Iz - Pskl < e/3g. Then, we have from (42)

and (43), when mii > n'

Ifmi+l-,i+v(Z) - fmii(Z) I < Ifmi+JI,i+v(Z) - fmi+JI,i+JI(PSk) I +
Ifmi+v,i+v(PSk) - fmii(PS/C) I+ Ifmii(Psk) - fmii(Z) I

e e e
< 3 + 3 + 3 = e. (44)

This inequality, which holds for all points Z of C1 and for all
positive values of v, establishes the uniform convergence of the
sequence in C1.
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If p is a finite branch point of order n, the point at infinity
in a single sheet, or an infinite branch point, we first map the
neighborhood of p on a single-sheeted finite region by means
of the functions z - p = tn, Z = lit, or Z = 1/tn. The preceding
reasoning then applies.

The final statement of the theorem follows from the fact that
a finitely sheeted region S lying, together with its boundary,
in cP can be covered by a finite number of regions, such as Cl,
in each of which the inequality of the type (44) holds. We
have but to take mii > N, where N is the greatest of the numbers
n' for the various regions, and (44) holds throughout S.

103. The Sequence of Mapping Functions.-We now consider
the mapping fu~ctions (30):

io(Z), il(Z), i2(Z), • · · (45)

Owing to the pole at P 2 we shall exclude P2 from each region
and from cf>, considering it as a boundary point. Then, the set
of functions (45) and the regions cf>o, cPl, .. · ~ cP, satisfy all
the conditions of Theorem 2, with the possible exception of the
inequality (32). We show, next, that this condition is satisfied
also.

Let P be an· inner point of cP; and let cPm be the first of the
regions cPn containing P. Then, the function Zm = im(Z) maps
cf>m on a slit region Sm, P being mapped on an inner point p of
Sm. Let ~ be a region which, together with its boundary,
consists of inner points of Sm and which encloses p and the
origin. Now, any subsequent mapping function maps cPm on
a plane finite region; and, if we change the variable to Zm,

Zn = ineZ) = CPn,m(Zm), n ~ m, (46)

we have a function which maps Sm on a plane finite region. The
regions Sm and ~ are a pair of regions to which Theorem 9,
Sec. 76, applies; and, since <Pn,m(O) = 0, cp'n,m(O) = 1, we have
l<Pn,m(z)1 < L in~. On returning from the zm-plane to the
surface cP, we have

lin(Z)1 < L, n ~ m, (47)

in a region ~1 enclosing P, ~1 being the region on cf> which was
mapped on ~ in the zm-plane. An inequality of the type (32)
thus holds in the neighborhood of any inner point of cf>.

It follows that there exists a subsequence of (45)

inl(Z), !n2(Z), ... , nk+l > nk, (48)
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which converges throughout ¢ and whose limit function feZ)
is analytic in ¢. In any finitely sheeted subregion of ¢ which
does not reach to the boundary, the convergence is uniform.

What can be said of the limit function f(Z)? It is not con
stant; for, its derivative at PI, being the limit of the derivative
of fn~(Z) at PI, is 1. It vanishes at PI and at no other point
of ¢. For, consider any other point P. Draw a circle with PI
as center and in the plane sheet in which PI lies of radius r
sufficiently small as not to contain P. Then, for each mapping
function we have, from Theorem 5, Sec. 74, lfnk(P)! ~ r/4.

Hence, in the limit, If(P)/ ~ r/4 > o.
The function has a pole of the first order at P 2• Let Q be a

circle with P 2 as center in the plane sheet in which P 2 lies and
of radius sufficiently small as not to include Pl. The function
l/fn(Z) is analytic in and on the boundary of Q and does not
vanish except at P 2 , where it has a zero of the first order. The
sequence l/fn k(Z) converges uniformly in Q. The limit function
l/f(Z) vanishes at P 2 , and according to Hurwitz' theorem
(Theorem 12, Sec. 79), 'it has a zero of the first order there.
That is, feZ) has a pole of the first order at P 2•

Finally, feZ) takes on no value twice in ¢. Suppose the
value a to be taken on at the two points P', P"; and let ¢m

enclose both points. We map ¢m on the slit region 8 m by means
of the function Zm = fm(Z), P', pI! being carried to p', p". Let
8 m ' be the region 8 m with a region about infinity excluded, the
part removed being such that p', p" are interior to 8 m'. Then,
the sequence <Pnk,m(Zm) - a (Equation (46)) converges uniformly
in 8 m'. We deform the boundary of 8 m ' slightly, if necessary, so
that the limit function 'Pm(Zm) - a does not vanish on the bound
ary. Then, applying Hurwitz' theorem, <Pm(Zm) - a has the
same number of zeros in 8 m' as <Pnk,m(Zm) - a, for k sufficiently
large. But, this latter function either has one zero or none in
8 m'; hence, <Pm(Zm) takes on the value a not more than once in
8 m'. This contradicts the hypothesis that <pm(zm)-the function
feZ) with the variable changed-takes on the value a at p' and
p".

It follows from the preceding paragraph that the function
Z = feZ) (49)

maps the infinitely sheeted region ¢ on a plane region V in the
z-plane. If we restore P 2 to the status of an interior point-
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the point which is carried to infinity-the boundary of V lies
in a finite region.

The function (49) maps 4>0 on a region V o having zero and
infinity as interior points and bounded by 2p curves (Fig. 85).
The copies of F o which adjoin 4>0 are mapped on regions adjoining
V o, each having 2p boundaries. The infinite number of copies
of F o which form 4> are mapped on an infinite number of regions
which fit together to make up V.

The surface 4> possesses an infinite group of conformal trans
formations into itself; namely, the transformations got by
carrying 4>0 into each of the copies F o of which 4> is constructed.
When 4> is so transformed, the corresponding points in the
z-plane undergo conformal and, hence, analytic transformations
z' = Tn(z), which carry V into itself. V o is a fundamental
region for the group Tn. We shall represent by V n the trans
form of Vo by Tn. Then, the regions V n, the maps of the copies
F o, fit together to form the region V.

The inverse of (49), Z = Z(z), and the function W = F[Z(z)]
= W(z) are unaltered when z is subjected to the transformation
Tn. For, the points on 4> which correspond to z and T l1 (z) are
similarly situated points on two copies of F o and bear the same
values of Z and W.

104. The Linearity of Tn.-Hitherto, we have always inferred
the linearity of a function from the fact that it maps the whole
plane on itself, or the plane bounded by a single point on a plane
bounded by a point, or a circle on a circle. Here, the matter is
not so simple; and we shall be obliged to make a preliminary
study of the regions Vn.

We show first that the series

(50)

converges. Let C be a circle with center at the origin and
lying in Vo• Let r be its radius. Consider the map Cn of C by
the function T n(Z). It follows from Theorem 5, Corollary, Sec.
74, that Cn contains, on its interior, a circle of radius 7:4rl T n'(O) I.
Hence, for the area An of Cn, we have

But the regions Cn lie in a finite region and are non-overlapping;
hence, ~An is finite. It follows that (50) converges.
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Consider the boundaries of the regions Vn-the infinite
number of closed curves in Fig. 85. Let ll, l2, • • • be the
lengths of these curves, arranged in some convenient order.
We shall prove that

~lk2 (51)

converges. Let 0' be a circle with center at the origin and
enclosing all the bounding curves of V o; and let V o' be that
part of V o lying in 0'. V o' can be embedded in a larger region

all of whose maps by Tn(z)
are plane and finite; for ex
ample, the region V with the
points congruent to infinity
removed. It follows from the
deformation theorem (The
orem 8, Sec. 76) that there
exists a constant M inde
pendent of n such that
(taking Zl = Z, Z2 = 0)

ITn'(z)1 < MITn'(O)I,
where z is any point within or
on the boundary of V o'.

Let l' be the length of
one of the bounding curves of V 0, and let In' be the length of
its transform by means of Tn.
We have

l~' = .[1 Tn'(z) IIdzl < MITn'(O)ll',
and

whence

(52)

converges as a consequence of (50). Now, (52) contains the
lengths of all curves congruent to l'. Vo is bounded by p non
congruent curves. The series (51) is the sum of p convergent
series of the type (52), and, hence, converges.

We shall base the proof of the linearity of Tn on the following
theorem:!

THEOREM 3.-Given a finite region S whose boundary r consists
of a finite number of regular curves. Letf(z) be a function analytic
in S with the exception of a set of points ~, and continuous on r.

1 P. !{oebe, Math. Ann., vol. 69, p. 29, 1910.
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(54)

Let it be possible to enclose the points of ~ in a finite number of
regular closed curves lying in S, such that the sum oj the squares of
the lengths of the curves and also the sum of the squares of the
oscillations of fez) on the curves is less than a preassigned positive
quantity, however small. Then fez) is analytic throughout the whole
interior of S, if properly defined at the points of ~.

By the oscillation of fez) on a curve is meant the maximum
value of If(zl) - f(z2) I where Zl and Z2 are points on the curve.

Let z be an interior point of S at which fez) is, by hypothesis,
analytic. Then there is no point of ~ within a certain distance
d of z. Given E > o. Let the points of ~ be enclosed in curves
C1, C2, • • • , Cm, lying in S and not containing z, of lengths
AI, ... , Am, on which fez) has the oscillations Ll I, ... ,Llm ,

such that

A1 2 + · · · + Am
2 < '!rdE, d 1

2 + ... + Li m 2 < '!rdE. (53)

We suppose the curves taken small enough-which is clearly
possible-that Cn contains no part of r and contains no point
within a distance d/2 of z. We have, from Cauchy's formula,

m

fez) = ~ ff(t)dt +~~ f f(t)dt,
21r~ Jrt - Z 21r~~ Jc t - Z

1 k

the integral being taken in the positive sense around the bound
ary. The first member of (54) and the first term of the second
member are independent of the E chosen; so, also, then is the
remainder of the second member.

Let ~ be a point on C~. We have

r f(t)dt = j(~) r~ + r jet) - f(~)dt.
JCkt - z JCkt - z JCk t - z

The first integral of the second member vanishes, since z is outside
Ck; and we have, since Ij(t) - j(~)1 < Llk , and It - zl ~ d/2,

I

r f(t)dtl :( 2Ll~ r Idtl = 2Ll k Ak ~ dk
2 + Ak2,

JCkt - z d JCk d d

the final inequality being got from the algebraic inequality
2AB ~ A 2 + B2. Then, we have, applying (53),

m

I~.~ r f(t)dtj < ~Ak22!d~Ll~~ < E.

121r~~Jct-z II

1 k
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Since the first member of this inequality is less than e, where
e may be chosen arbitrarily small, and at the same time is inde
pendent of e, it must be zero.

We have, then, from (54)

fez) = 1~ r :[C!)dt. (55)
27r~Jr t - Z

The second member of (55) is analytic throughout the whole
interior of S. It furnishes a formula for the analytic continu
ation of f(z) throughout the interior of S; and the theorem is
established.

We now consider Tn(z). This function is analytic in V
except at a single point p which is carried to infinity by the
transformation; at this point, the function has a pole of the first
order. Let S be the region lying within G', previously con
structed, and exterior to a circle Gil drawn about p in the region
Vn' in which p lies. Let}; be the set of all points of the plane
which are not interior points of V. Then Tn(z) is analytic
within and on the boundary of S except at the points of ~.

If we remove a finite number of curves In of Fig. 85 (we use
In indifferently for the curve and for its length) we can enclose
the points of ~ in a finite number of the curves that remain.
Tn(z) maps In on another curve In' of the set. Hence, the
oscillation of Tn(Z) on In is equal to the maximum distance
between two points lying on In', which is less than the length
of In'. Let E > 0 be given. Then, by removing a sufficiently
great, but finite, number q of terms at the beginning of the
sequence ll, l2, ... , we can accomplish the following: (1)
remove all curves containing p; (2) remove a sufficient number
that those that remain satisfy the condition

(This is possible owing to the convergence of (51)); and (3)
remove a sufficient number that the transforms by Tn of those
that remain satisfy the condition
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Now, let lkl' lk2' ••• , lkm be a finite number of the remaining
curves which enclose the points of~. It follows, from the two
inequalities just established, that

lk12 + ... + lkm
2 < E,

Llk1 2 + . : . + Llkm2 < lk'1 2 + ... + lk'm2 < E.

The conditions of Theorem 3 are, thus, satisfied. Hence,
T n(Z) is analytic throughout the whole interior of S.

The function T n(Z) is analytic in the whole z-plane except at
the point p, where it has a pole of the first order. It follows
that it is a linear function.

The group Tn is a group of linear transformations. The
uniformizing functions Z(z) and W(z) are automorphic. Each
has a finite number of poles in the fundamental region Yo;
namely, at the points of V 0 which correspond to the points of
<Po where Z = 00 or W = 00.

The group is a group of Schottky type (Sec. 25). We have
proved the first part of the ~ollowing theorem:

THEOREM 4.-An algebraic function of genus p > 0 can be
uniformized by means of automorphic functions belonging to a group
of Schottky type in such a manner that in a sufficiently small
neighborhood of any point a in the domain of definition of the
uniformizing functions the correspondence between the points of the
plane and the points of the Riemann surface is one-to-one.

Any other such uniformizing functions can be got by subjecting
the uniformizing variable to a linear transformation.

Suppose we have a second pair of uniformizing ·functions
Z = ZI(t), W = W 1(t) belonging to a group of Schottky type.
Let Zo lie in V, let Zo = Z(zo) and let to, t1, ••• be the values of t
for which ZI(ti) = Zoo From the two .equations Z = Z(z) and
Z = Zl(t) we can solve for t as a function of z, t = cpo(z) , t = CPl(Z),
... , where t 1" = cpi(ZO). Anyone of these functions, ast = CPo (z),
can be extended analytically and is single valued throughout" the
whole of V. Similarly, its inverse is single valued throughout
V', the domain of existence of the function Zl(t). Then t = cpoCz)
maps Von V'.

By considering the new Schottky group we find readily that
~lk'2converges, where l/ is the map in V' of li in V. The linearity of
<po(z) is then established exactly as we proved the linearity of T n(Z).

The limit points of the group-the boundary points of V-form
a discrete set. A closed set of points is called "discrete' , if, in
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any neighborhood of any point of the set, a curve can be drawn
which encloses the point and passes through no point of the set.
Such a curve lying in a given neighborhood of a boundary
point of V can be chosen from among the curves In.

We observe that if p = 1, the set of limit points of the group
reduces to two points.

105. An Extension.-We can get other automorphic uniform
izing functions in a simple manner by altering the one-to-one
character of the mapping at certain points of the surface. In the
severed surfaceFalet us insert a £nite number of systems L1, ... ,

0-
P2

pI

ca ~Pl a
FIG. ~6.

L m of cuts of one of the following types: Either L i shall consist
of a pair of cuts from a point 0 i to two points Pi, P /, or L i shall
consist of three cuts from Oi to P 1', Pi', P/', the systems lying
within Fo and not meeting one another (Fig 86). In the former
case, we associate with Pi, P/ two integers Vi, v/, where vi' = Vi;
and, in the latter, we associate with Pi, Pi', P/' three integers
Vi, vi', v/' where

1 '1 1- + -, + ---,-, > 1.Vi· Vi Vi
Let Fa' designate the resulting surface.

Taking an initial copy of F0', we add copies of F0' around
its sides and proceed to build up a limit surface ¢ in the usual
manner. In the usual way, we close up the surface about P 1', etc.,
when Vi copies meet there. We then map ¢ on a region V of the
z-plane as in the preceding section. V has a group of analytic
transformations z' = T n(Z) into itself.

That this group in the z-plane consists of linear transformations
is established without essentially altering the preceding proof.
The convergence of

(56)
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where the second summation includes all maps of the cuts L i , is
established in the same way as the convergence of (51). Now, by
the addition of copies along a cut L i in any copy, the boundary
closes up after the addition of a finite number of copies, as we
found in Sec. 95. We can add copies until the summation (56)
extended over the maps of the remaining boundaries is arbitrarily
small. We can then establish the linearity of Tn as in the
preceding section.

The map of the initial copy F o', which is a fundamental
region for the group Tn, has the character shown in Fig. 87. The
group is a combination group whose component groups are the
previous group of Schottky type and the m finite groups cor
responding to the m systems of cuts L 1, • • • ,Lm • In fact, the
Schottky group is itself a combination group formed from p
cyclic groups.

There arises the general question of the uniformization of
algebraic functions by means of functions automorphic with
respect to combination groups. Let the Riemann surface be
severed by a preassigned finite number of separate systems of
cuts into a region of planar character, and let copies be adjoined to
form the limit surface ¢. ¢ can be mapped on a plane region V,
which has a group of analytic transformations z' = T n(Z) into
itself. This group results from combining the groups arising
from each system of cuts. But, in general, the transformations
are not linear. There remains the question whether the mapping
of ¢ can be done in such a way that the transformations are
linear. Such is, in fact, the case. When it is topologically
possible to construct the surface ¢, the mapping can be done in
such a way that the transformations of the group are linear and
the uniformizing functions are then automorphic. For the
treatment of this problem, whose length prevents its inclusion
here, the reader is referred to the papers of Koebe listed in the
Bibliography. 1

106. The Mapping of a Multiply Connected Region of Planar
Character on a Region Bounded by Complete Circles.-We shall
close the chapter with a further theorem on the conformal
mapping of multiply connected regions.

THEOREM 5.-A region of planar character which has a finite
number of sheets and of branch points and has a finite number, m,

1 In particular, "Uber die Uniformisierung der algebraischen Kurven III,"
M atka Ann., vol. 72, pp. 437-516, 1912.
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of bounding curves can be mapped conformally on a plane region
bounded by m complete circles.

The latter region is uniquely determined except for a linear
transformation of the plane.
. We first map the given region on a region ¢o bounded by
concentric slits with center at the origin in the Z-plane and then
map ¢o on a region of the desired character. We assume that
m > 1, the theorem having been proved for m = 1.

We first build up an infinitely sheeted limit surface containing
¢o. Let b/ be a slit bounding cPo. Let ¢o be inverted in bs'
and let the inverse be superposed on cPo and joined along the
slit bs', opposite banks being brought together. Let cPI be the
surface resulting from the like addition of sheets along all
the slits of ¢o.

¢l is bounded by concentric' slits lying in the adjoined sheets.
Let bs" be one of these slits lying in a sheet F i . Let F i be inverted
in bs" and the inverse be joined to F i along the slit bs". Let ¢2

be the surface resulting from the like addition of sheets along
all the slits bounding cPl. We continue this process of inversion
and junction ad infinitum; and we consider the limit surface of
the sequence

Each region ¢n can be mapped on a slit region in the z-plane.
Let Zn = fn(Z) map cP"" so that 0 and 00 in cPo go into 0 and 00,

respectively, and fn'(O) = 1 in the first sheet cPo. The condition
(32) is fulfilled; for, we can derive the formula (47) without
alteration in: the reasoning. We have, from Theorem 2, that
we can select from fn(Z) a convergent sequence

We find, readily, by the usual application of Hurwitz' theorem,
that

Z = feZ)

maps ¢ on a plane region V in the z-plane.
An inversion in any slit carries ¢ into itself. ¢ has a group

of transformations into itself, alternately inversely and directly
conformal, got by carrying ¢o by sequences of inversions into
the various sheets which were put together to form ¢. There
corresponds in the z-plane a group of inversely and directly
conformal transformations of V into itself. These transforma-
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tions carry Yo, the map of 4>0, into the maps V n of the various
sheets of cPo

The regions V n composing V are, alternately, directly con
formal and inversely conformal maps of Yo. The former arise
from a set of analytic transformations Zn = Tn(z). We can
show, repeating word for word the reasoning used in the deriva
tion of (50), that ~ITn'(0)12 converges.

Let ll, l2, . • . be the curves bounding the various regions
Vn. These curves are the maps of the slits on cPo Each sepa
rates a directly conformal and an inversely conformal map of
V o• They are, thus, all congruent to the boundaries of V o by
the subgroup Tn. We can then show, exactly as the convergence
of (51) was derived from (50), that the series

(57)
converges.

We now consider the transformation carrying V o into an
adjacent region Vi abutting along the curve lie The transforma
tion may be written

z' = Vet), t = z,
where V is an analytic function of t and z is the conjugate imagi
nary of z. We shall indicate by bars the reflections of regions,
lines, etc., in the real axis. Then, V maps V in the t-plane on
V in the z'-plane. The function is analytic in V except at a
point p which is carried to infinity. Let S be a region lying
within a regular curve so drawn in Vo as to enclose all other
regions Vn and from which a small circle about p has been
removed (the piece removed lying entirely in the region Vn , in
which p lies). Let ~ be the set of all points of the plane not
interior to V. Then Vet) is analytic within and on the boundary
of S except at the points of ~.

Given E > o. We can remove from the sequence ll, l2, 0 0 •

a finite number of curves so that of those that remain (1) no
curve lk encloses p; (2) the condition ~lk2 < E is satisfied; and
(3) the condition ~lk,2 < E is satisfied, where lk' is the curve

into which V carries Ik • We can now choose a finite number of
these curves Ik 1' • ,lkn enclosing the points of ~o We have,
then,

lk12 + 0 • • + lkn2 < €,

~k12 + · · 0 + ~kn2 < lk 1,2 + ... + lkn,2 < Eo
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The conditions of Theorem 3 are satisfied and U(t) is analytic
in S, if properly defined at the points of 2S.

The function U(t) is analytic in the whole t-plane except for
a pole of the first order at p. It is, therefore, a linear function,

, az + b
z = cz + d·

Consider, ~ow, the curve li whose points are unaltered by the
inversely conformal transformation U(z) Let Q be a circle
through three points a, b, c of lie An inversion in Q followed by
U is a linear transformation. This transformation leaves a, b, c
unaltered, and so is the identical transformation. The two
transformations are inverse transformations; hence, U is equiva
lent to an inversion in Q. The fixed points are then on the
circle Q. Each bounding curve li is, thus, a circle, which was
to be proved.

The latter part of the theorem is an immediate consequence
of the following theorem:

THEOREM 6.-If a plane region bounded by a finite number of
complete circles be mapped conformally on a second such region,
the mapping function is linear.

Let V o, bounded by the circles l1, . • . , lm, be mapped on V 0'

bounded by the circles ll', ... ,lm'. The mapping is con
tinuous on the boundary and we shall so designate the circles
that l/ corresponds to lie

We may suppose-making preliminary linear transformations
if necessary-that both V o and V o' have both the origin and the
point at infinity as interior points. The mapping function

z' = f(z)

is analytic in V o, except for a pole of the first order at the point p
which is carried to infinity.

Let V i, V / be the regions got by inverting V 0, V 0' in the
circles li, l/, respectively. Then (Theorem 19, Sec. 83) f(z) can
be continued analytically across li and throughout Viand maps
V i on V /. We extend thus across each circle bounding V o• The
region got by these inversions is bounded by circles and is mapped
on a region bounded by circles. We can extend the function
analytically across the new circles; and so on ad infinitum. The
limit region V in the z-plane is mapped by the function on the
limit region V' in the z'-plane.
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The region V is invariant under the group of linear trans
formations Tn got by making even numbers of the preceding
inversions in the circles of the z-plane. We find here, in the usual
way, that ~ITn'(O)12 converges and thence that ~lk2 converges,
where ll, l2, •.. are the circumferences of the infinite number of
circles that arise in connection with the repeated inversions.

In a similar manner, for the corresponding circles of the
z'-plane, the series ~lk,2 converges.

Let S be the interior of a regular curve in V o which encloses
the bounding circles but does not contain p. Then, fez) is analytic
in S except for the points 2; of the plane which do not belong
to V. These points can be enclosed in a finite number of circles
lkl' . . . , lkn such that

l ,<) l ,2
k 1 '"' + . . . + :;n < e.

It follows, from Theorem 3, that fez) is analytic throughout S,
if ppoperly defined at the points of 2;.

The function fez) is thus analytic except for a pole of the first
order at p. It is, therefore, a linear function, which was to be
proved.



CHAPTER XI

DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS

107. Connection with Groups of Linear Transformations.
Given a linear homogeneous differential. equation of the second
order

d:2TJ dTJ-- + P(w)-- + Q(w)TJ = 0
dw 2 dw '

(1)

(5)

(6)

and two linearly independent particular solutions,

TJ = TJl(W), rJ = TJ2(W). (2)

Then, the general solution is

rJ = ArJl + BTJ2, (3)

where A and B are constants. The connection with the linear
transformation arises in the following manner: Let z = TJl/TJ2
be the quotient of the two solutions, and let z' = TJl' /TJ2' be
the quotient of two other solutions

TJl' = arJl + brJ2, TJ2' = CrJl + dTJ2; (4)
then

, aTJl + bTJ 2 az + bz =---=---.
CTJl + dTJ2 CZ + d

If the second solutions are linearly independent, that is, if
their ratio is not constant, we have ad - bc ~ o.

If the coefficients pew) and Q(w) are analytic at a point Wo,
all solutions of the equation are analytic at woo There is, then,
one, and only one, solution rJ(w) such that TJ and drJ/dw have
preassigned values at wo. l A particularly simple pair of linearly
independent solutions are those for which

( ) - 0 dTJl(WO) - 1· () - 1 drJ2(W~~ - 0TJl Wo - , dw -, rJ2 Wo - , dw - .

Then, (3) is a solution which has the value B and whose deriva
tive has the value A at woo

1 Proofs of these well-known properties will be found in WHITTAKER and
WATSON'S "Modern Analysis," chap. X, or E. L. Ince's "Ordinary
Differential Equations," Part II.

284
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If the coefficients are analytic in a region S of the w-plane, all
solutions are analytic in S, provided S is simply connected. If,
however, S is not simply connected, a solution may fail to be
single valued in S. On extending the solution analytically
around a closed curve in S which encloses a point not belonging to
S, we may return to the starting point with a different value for
the solution.

We fix our attention on a pair of linearly independent solutions
(2) in the neighborhood of a point Wo at which pew) and Q(w)
are analytic. Let these solutions be continued analytically
from Wo around a closed curve C which encounters no singularity
of pew) or Q(w) and which is such that these coefficients, when
continued analytically along C, return to their original values
in the neighborhood of WOe The functions 111(W) and 112(W) remain
solutions of (1) as we continue analytically; and, since the coeffi
cients are unaltered in passing around C, the new values of the
solutions-call them 111'(W) and 112'(w)-are solutions of (1) with
the original coefficients. Hence, 111'(W) and 112'(W) are linear
combinations of 1]1(W) and 1]2(W) of the form (4). The solution
may, of course, remain unaltered; this is certainly the case if C
can be shrunk to a point without encountering a singularity of
either coefficient. The ratio of the solutions Z = 1Jl(W)/112(W), is
subjected to the linear transformation (5), which may, in particu
lar, be the identical transformation. We note that ad - bc ~ 0;
for 1Jl'(W) and 112'(W) are analytic continuations of linearly
independent functions and are, therefore, linearly independent.

THEOREM I.-The set of linear transformations of the ratio Z =
1]1 (w) / 112(w), resulting from extending the solutions analytically from
Wo around all possible closed curves C, such that pew) and Q(w) return
to their initial values in the neighborhood of Wo, constitute a group.
Let Ci , Ci be two contours of the type considered, and let
Zi = Ti(z), Zi = Tj(z) be the transformations of Z resulting
from passing around these contours. Let C be the contour got
by tracing first Ci and then Ci and let z' = U(z) be the resulting
transformation. On making the circuit C i, Z is carried into
Zi; on continuing around Ch Zi is carried into z'. Now, by this
second circuit, Z is carried into Zj; hence, Zi is carried into Ti(zj).
SO Z' = T,,-[Tj(z)], or U = TiTj. The succession of any two
transformations of the set is a transformation of the set; and
the second group property is satisfied (Sec. 13). Again, let
z' = V(z) be the transformation which Z undergoes when Ci, is
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traced in the reverse direction. By this, Zi is carried back to
Z; that is, Ti[V(z)] = z, or V = T-I. The inverse of any
transformation of the set belongs to the set; and the first group
property is satisfied.

The group may consist solely of the identical transformation.
For example, if the coefficients are entire functions, the solutions
are unchanged on continuing around any closed contour. Other
wise, the group may consist of a £nite or an infinite number of
transformations. It mayor may not be discontinuous. For

d2'Y] 1 - m d'Y]
example'd 2 + -- -d = 0 has the solutions 7h(W) = w m,

W W W

712(W) = 1. If the ratio z = w m be continued around a curve C
which passes k times around the origin in the positive sense, we
have z' = em(log w + 2k1ri) = e2km1riz. If m is rational but not an
integer, we get an elliptic cyclic group; if irrational, we get a
continuous group.

If we take a different pair of independent solutions, we get
another group. If ZI is the ratio of the second pair, we have
from (5), ZI = G(z), where G is linear. On passing around a curve
C let Zl' = S(z), z' = T(z). Then Zl is carried into G[T(z)],
that is, GTG-l(Zl); so S = GTG-I. The group of transformations
S is the transform of the group T, as explained jn Sec. 15.

We get no new groups if we use a different initial point WI

The linear relations between the various values of Zl, the quotient
of two solutions at WI, persist when we extend the functions
analytically along a curve from Wl to WOo The group to which
Z is subjected is precisely one of the groups arising from a pair
of solutions at WOo

When 'fJ 1 ( w), 'fJ2 (w) are extended analytically around the curves C they
undergo a set of transformations of the form (4). These transformations
form a group, according to the definition of Sec. 13. This group is called
by Poincare the group of the differential equation. 1 This concept applies
equally well to the linear homogeneous equation of any order

dp'fJ +P1(w) dp-=~ + .. _+ PP_l(W)!!-tL + Pp(w)'fJ = O.
dwp dwp- 1 dw

Here, we have to do with p linearly independent solutions which are sub
jected to a group of transformations each of which is of the form

'1/k' = alcl'1/1 + ... + akp'fJp, k = 1, 2, .. · , p.

Each differential equation gives rise to a unique group, if we do not count as
distinct two groups, of which one is the transform of the other.

1 POINCARE, H., "Sur les groupes des equations lineaires," Acta Math.,
vol. 4, pp. 201-311.
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108. The Inverse of the Quotient of Two Solutions.-When
w makes the circuit C and the quotient z = 'YJl(W)/'YJ2(W) is
subjected to a linear transformation, we have the following
result: Although z has been subjected to a linear transformation,
w has its original value. That is, the inverse function w = w(z)
is unaltered by the linear transformation. The function w(z)
has, thus, the first important property of the automorphic
function, that of invariance under a group of linear transforma
tions. In general, however, w(z) is not a single-valued function.
rrhe requirement that w(z) be single valued can be put in the
following geometric form: Starting with the ratio z(w) in the
neighborhood of a point Wo, we extend the function in all possible
ways and form its Riemann surface <I> spread over the w-plane,
making two sheets coincide in the usual manner, when they bear
identical functions. The Riemann surface of the inverse
function w(z) is a surface spread over the z-plane whose points
correspond in a one-to-one manner with the points of <1>. This
second surface must be plane. That is, z(w) shall not take on
the same value at two distinct points of <P.

THEOREM 2.-1f the coefficients of (1) are analytic at a point Wo,
then the ratio z = 'YJl(W)/1J2(W) of two linearly independent solutions
maps the neighborhood of Wo on a plane region.

Consider, first, the two solutions which satisfy (6). We have

171(W) = w - Wo + a2(w - WO)2 + .
rJ2(W) = 1 + b2(w - WO)2 + ... ;

z = w - Wo + a2(w - WO)2 +
(a3 - b2)(w - WO)3 +

and, inverting the last series,

(8)

Then, w(z) is a single-valued function of z in: the neighborhood
of the point, which establishes the theorem for the two solutions
chosen. The ratio of any other pair of solutions (4) is a linear
function (5) of z which maps the plane region in the z-plane on
a plane region in the z'-plane, which proves the theorem for
any other pair.

THEOREM 3.-Let the coefficients of (1) be analytic in the neighbor
hood of w = a except at a itself. When the ratio of two linearly
independent solutions z = 1Jl(W)/'YJ2(W) is continued analytically
around a closed curve C enclosing a but no other singularity of the
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coefficients, let z be altered by the transformation T. Then, in
order that the inverse function w(z) be single-valued in the neighbor
hood of a, it is necessary that T be an elliptic transformation of
angle 27r/p, where p is an integer. or a parabolic transformation.

Suppose, first, that (5) has two fixed points and that its
multiplier is K. It is clear that if the inverse function is single
valued for one pair of independent solutions, it is single-valued
for any other pair. By taking a suitable pair of solutions we
can have the transformation in the form

z' = Kz, K ~ 1. (9)

For this purpose, we have merely to replace 'l]1 and 'l]2 by 0:1]1 + {3'l]2

and V1]l + 01]2, where G = (a:z + (3) / (vz + 0) is a transformation
carrying the fixed points to zero and infinity. We shall suppose
that the transformation has the form (9) when we pass counter
clockwise around C.

Let S be the region enclosed by C (Fig. 88); let S' be this
region exclusive of the point a; and let S" be the region bounded

by C and a line l extending from a to a
point of C. The function z(w) is
nowhere 0 or 00 in S'. For, the Rie
mann surface <1> of z(w) has a branch
point at a; and if z = 0 or z = 00 at
any point, we see from (9) that when we
make a circuit of a we have again z =
o or z = 00. Then z(w) takes on the
same value at distinct points of <1>,

FIG. 88. which is impossible. Then, log z,
where we take any branch of the logarithm, is single valued in
the simply connected region S".

Let q be the change in log z as we pass from a point P
of l around a curve in S", moving counter-clockwise around
a, to the point P again. Here, q is one of the logarithms of K
and is independent of the position of P. In fact, q is the change
in any branch of log z when we make one counter-clockwise circuit
about a in S'. .

We now consider the function 1

21ri log z 21ri
r(w)=e q =zq·

1 KOEBE, P., Math. Ann., vol. 67, p. 157.

(10)
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This function takes on the same values along the opposite banks
of l; and, hence, is a single-valued function of W in S'. Further,
r(w) takes on no value twice in S'. We have from (10)

z(W) (11)

If r(w2) = r(wl), where Wi and W2 are distinct points of S',
then log r(w2) = log r(wl) + 2n1ri, where n is an integer; and
Z(W2) = enqz(wl) = KnZ(Wl). But this is impossible, for the
value KnZ(Wl) is taken on at Wi in one of the sheets of <P, and we
have a violation of the requirement that z takes on no value
twice on <P. It follows that (10) maps S' on a plane region ~

in the r-plane.
The function (10) maps C on a closed curve C' in the r-plane

As Z moves once counter-clockwise around C, log z increases
by q and arg T increases by 21r; that is, r, in tracing C', moves
once counter-clockwise around the origin. The region ~ lies on
the left as we make this circuit, and, hence, lies in C'. The
function r(w) is analytic in the neighborhood of a and is bounded,
since r is restricted to lie in the interior of C'; hence, r(w) is
analytic at a if properly defined there.

Let TO be any point lying in C'. As W passes counterclockwise
around C, r passes around C' and arg(T - To) increases by
exactly 21r. It follows that r(w) takes on the value ro exactly
once in S. S is mapped in a one-to-one manner on the interior
of C'. Now, r(w) takes on the value 0 nowhere in S'; hence, r(w)
has a zero of the first order at a. We have, then,

r(w) = Cl(W - a) + C2(W - a)2 + · .. , Cl =;e. 0, (12)
and

(13)

From (10),

(14)

This is a single-valued function of Z only if 21ri/q = p, an integer.
Then,

(15)

Hence, if T has two fixed points, it is an elliptic transformation
of the type stated in the theorem. If it has only one fixed point,
it is, of course, a parabolic transformation. In the former case,
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(16)

we note that cI> has a branch point at a where p leaves hang
together. Equation (14) has the form

W = a + ~zp + C2'Z2p + . . .
Cl

The relation between wand z in the case of the parabolic
transformation can be found in a similar manner. We can choose
a pair of solutions whose ratio undergoes the transformation

Z' = Z + b, b ~ 0, (17)

when w makes a circuit of C. We then consider the function

27ri

T(W) = eT
Z

• (18)

This has all the properties of the function defined in (10) and
maps S in a one-to-one manner on the interior of a closed curve
C' enclosing the origin in the T-plane. The relations (12) and
(13) then follow. The former may be written

27ri

T = e b-
Z

= Cl(W - a) + C2(W - a)2 + ... ,Cl ~ o. (19)

What can be said of the coefficients of the differential equation
at a? We first make a simplification of the equation. If we put

1 rw
-2Jv P(w)dw

'YJ = re W
o ,

we find readily that the equation is reduced to the form

d2r
dw 2 + Ql(W)r = 0,

where

(20)

(21)

(22)

The solutions of (1) are got by multiplying the solutions of (21)

by the factor e -!IPdw. The quotient of a pair of solutions is
unaltered by the multiplication.

We now prove the following theorem:
THEOREM 4.-Under the conditions of Theorem 3 the function

Ql (w) has a pole of the second order at a.
If we differentiate the quotient of two linearly independent

solutions z = rl(W)/r2(W) three times with respect to wand
substitute in the expression for the Schwarzian derivative
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D(z)w, using the fact that !l and !2 satisfy (21) to simplify the
result, we find

2dz d
3
z _ 3(d

2
Z)2

1 dw dw 3 dw2
2D(z)w = 4 (dz/dw) 2 = QI(W). (23)

Let primes denote derivatives with respect to w. Eliminating QI from

tl" + QItl = 0, t2" + QIt2 = 0,

and integrating, we have

t2tl" - tIt2" = 0, t2tl' - tIt2' = ~, a constant.

Here, ~ ¢ 0, since the solutions are independent. Then

, ~ " 2~t2'
Z = t22' Z = -~'

z'" = _ 2dt2" + 6dt2,2 = 2dQI + 6dt2,t.
t2 3 t24 t22 t24

On inserting these values into D(z)w we get (23).

Suppose, first, that T is elliptic. We take a pair of solutions
whose ratio z = !1/!2 undergoes the transformation (9), where
K has the value (15). We have from (12), using (10),

zP = CI(W - a) + C2(W - a)2 + · .. , CI ~ 0,
whence,

z = (w - a)lIP[cl + C2(W - a) + · · · ]lIP = (w - a)l/p<pI(W).
(24)

We use <PI(W), <P2(W) , etc., to represent functions analytic at a.
Here, <PI(a) ~ o. We now differentiate (24) and use (23) to
find the behavior of QI (w ) . We shall use the second expression
in Equation (9), Sec. 44, for D(z)w. We have

dz ( )!-l [1 ()+ ( )d<PI(W)] ( )!-l ()dw = W - a P p<PI W W - a --a;u;- = W - a P <P2 W ,

where <P2(a) ~ o.

log :~ = (~ - 1) log (w - a) + CP;I(W),

!-l
d
!!- log ddz = -p-- + <P4(W),

Z W W - a

1-!
d2 dz P
d- 2 log d- = -(-- )2 + <P5(W).z W W - a
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Whence,

[ 1 ] [1 ]21--- --1
1 _ 1 pIp
2D (z)w - 2 (w - a)2 + <ps(w) - 4 w _ a + <P4(W) ;

or
11- -

_ p2 C'
QI(W) - 4-(- --)2 +-- + 'P6(W). (25)w-a w-a

QI(W) thus has a pole of the second order.
If T is parabolic, we have, from, (19)

27ri
'--f)z = log (w - a) + log [CI + C2(W - a) + · · · ]

= log (w - a) +CP7(W).
27ri dz _ 1 + d'P7(w) _ CP8(W)
--b dw - W - a - dw - w - a'

dz
log dw = -log (w - a) + 'Pg(w).

On differentiating and substituting as before (or, we note that
log dz / dw above reduces to the form just found if we set p = 00;

and so we set p = 00 in (25)), we have

1 c'
Ql(W) = 4-(--)2 +-- + 'PIO(W). (26)w-a w-a

Here, also Ql(W) has a pole of the second order.
THEOREM 5.-If z(w) is unaltered when extended analytically

around the curve C of Theorem 3 and if w(z) is single-valued, then
Ql(W) is analytic at a.

The function z(w) is analytic in 8', with the possible exception
of one point at which it is infinite. Hence, the function has, at
most, an isolated singularity at a. It cannot have an essential
singularity, for then z(w) takes on values more than once
near a, contrary to hypothesis. So z(w) approaches a definite
finite or infinite value at a. We can suppose, making a linear
transformation on z if necessary, that z(w) approaches the value
zero at a; then, if defined to be zero, there the function is analytic.
This zero is of the first order, since, otherwise, w(z) is not single
valued; and we have

z = Cl(W - a) + C2(W - a)2 + ... , Cl ~ o.
On substituting this value in (23), we see that Ql(W) is 9Jnalytic
at a.
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(29)

The Point at Infinity.-The character of the solutions at
infinity is studied by making the usual transformation w = lit.
Making this change in the independent variable, the differential
equation takes the form

~;; + (; - ~)~; + ~~ = O. (27)

In order that the inverse of the quotient of two solutions be
single-valued at infinity, this differential equation must satisfy
the conditions of the previous theorems at t = O.

109. Regular Singular Points of Differential Equations.-If
the coefficients of (1) are analytic at a finite point a, a is called
an "ordinary point" of the differential equation; otherwise, a
is a "singular point." If a is a singular point and if (w - a)P(w)
and (w - a)2Q(w) are analytic at a, then a is called a "regular
singular point." That is, pew), or Q(w), or both, have poles
at a, but pew) cannot have a pole of higher order than the first,
nor Q(w) a pole of higher order than the second. The point at
infinity is called an "ordinary point" or a "regular singular
point" if t = 0 is an ordinary point or a regular singular point
of the differential equation (27).

If the inverse of the quotient of two solutions is single-valued
and if the differential equation be written in the form (21),
then, all isolated singular points of the differential equation in
the neighborhood of which Ql(W) is single-valued, are regular.
In (1) the singular points mayor may not be regular. But the
equation can be transformed, without altering the quotients of
solutions, into one with regular singular points. , If the singular
points of (1) happen to be regular, we find readily that the
singular points of (21) are regular.

We can find a pair of linearly independent solutions in the
form of series valid in the neighborhood of a regular singular
point in a fairly simple manner. The equation has the form

d
2

'YJ + pew) d'YJ + ~w_) = 0 (28)
dw 2 w - a dw (w - a)211 ,

where pew) and q(w) are analytic at a:

pew) = po + Pl(W - a) + P2(W - a)2 +
q(w) = qo + ql(W - a) + q2(W - a)2 + ...

If we assume a solution of the form

1] = (w - a)a[l + Cl(W - a) + C2(W - a)2 + ... ], (30)
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differentiate it and substitute into the differential equation,
which may be written

d2'Y/ d'Yl
(w - a)2(Jw2 + (w - a)[po + Pl(W - a) + · · · ]dw

+ [qo + ql(W - a) + . ]11 = 0, (31)

we have a result of the following form:

(UJ - a)a{ f(a) + [f(a + l)cl + apl + ql](W - a)
+ [f(a + 2)C2 + <P2(CI)](W - a)2 +
+ [f(a + n)cn + <Pn(CI, ... , Cn-l)](W - a)n
+ · .. · · }= 0, (32)

where
f(a) = a(a - 1) + poa + qo,

and <()n(CI, , Cn-l) is a rational integral expression in Cl, .... ,
Cn-I, which need not be written out.

Equation (42) will be a formal solution if

f(a) = a 2+ (Po - 1)a + qo = 0, (33)
. f(a + 1)CI + api + ql = 0, )

f(Ol + n)C.n ~ <P.n(C~, '.. : '. Cn-i) = 0, (34)

Equation (33) is known as the" indicial equation." It is satis
fied by two values a', a" which may in particular cases be equal.
These roots are called the "exponents" of the differential
equation at the singular point.

Taking a = a', the first equation is satisfied. We can then
determine CI, C2, ••• in order, unless some f(a' + n) chances to
be zero; that is, unless a' + n is equal to the second root a".
This will certainly not occur if we take for a' the root whose real
part has the greater value, and this we shall do. We get, in this
way, the formal solution
'Y/l(W) = (w - a)a·[1 + CI(W - a) + C2(W - a)2 + · · .]. (35)
It can be proved that the series in brackets converges uniformly
in the neighborhood of a and that the function 111(W) is a solution
of the differential equation. 1

Proceeding in a similar manner with the second root a", and sup
posing a" + n ~ a' for all positive integers n, we get a solution

112(W) = (w - a)a"[l + c/(w - a) + C2'(W - a)2 + · · .]. (36)

We, thus, have two independent solutions except when the roots
of the indicial equation are equal or differ by an integer. In the

1 See WHITTAKER and WATSON, "Modern Analysis," 2nd ed., p. 193.
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former case, the two solutions are identical; in the latter the
method of forming the series breaks down, except when
<.On(CI' ••• , Cn-I) happens to vanish when f(a" + n) = o.

In any case, if we know one solution, the differential equation
can be solved by quadratures, so we have no difficulty in finding a
second solution in these exceptional cases. Writing

'Y] = 11lS, (37)
we find the following differential equation for r:

. [ d'Y/l ]d 2r dw dr
(w - a)2- + 2(w - a)2- + (w- a)p(w) - = o. (38)

dw 2 'Y/I dw

Dividing by (w - a)2dr/dw and integrating,

log ~~ = c - 2 log 1]1 - po log (w - a) PI(W - a)-

dr = C'l1l-!.(W - a)-poe-P1(w-a) - . · ·
dw

On substituting for 'Y/l its value from (35), we have

dr = c'(w - a)-po-2a '[1 + Cl(W - a) + ... ]-2
dw

X [1 - Pl(W - a) + · . · ].
Let a' = a" + CT; then, from (33), a' + a" = 1 - po, whence,

-po - 2a' = -1 - CT. Then,

~~ = C'(W - a)-I-u[l + kl(w - a) + k2(w - a)2 + · · · ]. (39)

On integrating this and multiplying by 'Y/l, we have the general
solution of (28).

Suppose the roots of the indicial equation are equal. Then,
we have

r = e" + e'[log (w - a) + k 1(w - a) + ~ . · ].
Taking e" = 0, e' = 1 and multiplying by 'Y/l, we have the
second solution in the form

113(W) = 171(W) log (w - a) + (w - a)a [k 1(w - a) +
k 2'(w - a)2 + . · . 1 (40)

Suppose the roots of the indicial equation differ by an integer.
Then q is a positive integer, and we have

,.. "+'[ 1 k I ( )~ = C C -q(w _ a)O" + . . . + 0" og W - a +

ku +I (w - a) + . . . l
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Choosing the constants as before and multiplying by 771, we have
a second solution of the form
774(W) = ko771(W) log (w - a) +

(w - a)all
[ - ~+ k 1(w - a) + · · · l (41)

This solution will be devoid of a logarithmic term if ku = o.
Conversely, it is easily shown that if the solutions of a differ

ential equation are of the types here considered, the equation
has a regular singular point at a. The differential equation
having the linearly independent solutions 771(W), 772(W) is the
following:

77" 77' 77

771" 771' 771 = o.
" ,772 772 7]2

On substituting for 771 and 772 the expressions (35) and (36) and
simplifying, we get an equation of the form (28). We get a like
form if we use 771 and 773, or 771 and 774.

Furthermore, it is not possible to get other solutions of the
form here derived with altered values of a', a". Thus, if the
equation has the solutions (35) and (36), it is not possible to
choose the constants in the general solution 77 = A771 + B772 so
that

77 = (w - a)m[l + ll(W - a) + . · . ],
where m is different from a' and a"; and similar remarks apply
to the other types of solutions. Consequently, if we have found
in any way a pair of solutions of the kind given here, we know
the values of the exponents.

110. The Quotient of Two Solutions at a Regular Singular
Point.-The behavior of two solutions at a regular singular
point depends upon the roots of the indicial equation (33). If
(J ( = a' - a") is not zero or an integer, we have the two solutions
(35) and (36), whose ratio is

z = ?1} = (w - a)u[l + h1(w - a) + .. · ].
772

From this, we have

zl/u = (w - a)[ 1 + :1 (w - a) + · · · ];

w - a = Zl/u - h 1Z2/ u +
()
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Then w is a single-valued function of z in the neighborhood of
the singular point only if 1/u is an integer. We have, then,
u = 1/p, where p is an integer, which is by hypothesis not 1; and

Z = 7]1 = (w - a)l/p [I + hI (w - a) + · · · ]. (42)
7]2

We see, from (42), that when w makes a positive circuit about
a, z is subjected to the elliptic transformation z' = e27ri / pz.

If the roots of the indicial equation are equal (u = 0), we have

'" J
(44)

It is easily seen that w is not a single-valued function of z if
ku =;C o.

Z = 7]3 = log (w - a) + k1(w - a) + k2"(w - a)2 + . . . (43)
7]1

T = eZ = (w - a)ek1(w-a)+ ... = (w - a)[1 + k1(w - a) + ... ].
From this, we can express w as a power series in T which is
single valued in z. When w makes a circuit. of a, z, from (43),
undergoes a parabolic transformation z' = z + 21ri.

If u is a positive integer, we have

1]4 1 [ 1z = - = kulog(w - a)+ ( --)u - +h1'(w-a)+
1]1 w - a u

We have

~ ( ) (w~a)"[ - u~" + ... l
e = w-ae

The second member has an essential singularity at a, and so takes on the
same value at different points WI, W2 near a. Then,

Z(W2) = Z(WI) + 2n1T'i Z(W2) = Z(WI) + 2nku1T'i,
ku ku '

where n is some integer. But from (44), letting W make circuits about a,
z(w) takes on all values of the form Z(WI) + 2nku7Ti at WI. We have, then,
two values of W for the same value of z, which was to be proved.

If ka = 0, and if we consider the ratio

Z = 7]1 = (w - a)u[ - u + k1"(w - a) + ... ],
7]4

we can show, exactly as in the case treated at the beginning of
this section, that this series gives w as a single-valued function
of z if, and only if, u, which must be a positive integer, has
the value 1. Then,

~ = (w - a)[ -1 + kt'''(w - a) + ... ]. (45)

In this case, z is unchanged when rw makes a circuit of a.
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In this last case, the singularity is not significant. By a suitable trans
formation of the differential equation, it will disappear. The condition that
the difference of the roots of (33) be 1 is that

[(Po - 1)2 - 4qo]7~ = 1; whence, qo = 3-~Po2 - ~Po. (a)

We now find the condition k l = O. The value k l in (39), as we see from the
equation which precedes it, is

k l = -PI - 2CI,

where, trom the first equation of (34), CI is determined from

f(a' + l)cI + a'PI + ql = o.
Now,

f(a' + 1) = f(a') + f'(a') + ~~f"(a') = 2a' + po.

On using these values, the equation k l = 0 leads to

ql = ~~POPI. (b)

If, now, we eliminate the middle term of (28), the coefficient of the last
term becomes, according to (22),

[
qo ql ] 1[ - po (]

QI(W) = (w _ a)2 + w-- a + C{JI(W) - 2' (w _ a)2 + C{J2 w)

_![ Po
2 + 2pOPl + 3(W)].

4 (w - a)2 W-a C{J

Equations (a) and (b) are precisely the conditions that secure the cancelling
of the terms with poles at a; and QI(W) is analytic at a.

We may state the preceding results in terms of conformal
mapping as follows:

THEOREM 6.-The necessary and sufficient condition that the
ratio of two independent solutions of the differential equation (28)
map the neighborhood of the regular singular point on a plane
region is that the roots of the indicial equation (33) be subject to
one of the following conditions:

(a) a' - a" = !, where p is an integer greater than I,;
p

(b) a' = a";
(c) a' - a" = 1, together with the condition qI = ~'fPOPl.

When w makes a sinale circuit about the singular point, the

quotient of the solutions is subject to (a) an elliptic transformation,·
(b) a parabolic transformation,. (c) the identical transformation.

We have considered in each case a particular pair of solutions.
The theorem holds, however, in general; for, the ratio of any
pair is merely a linear transformation of the ratio of the particular
pair used.
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111. Equations with Rational Coefficients.-We shall consider,
first, the differential equation

d21J d1J
dw 2 + P(w)dw + Q(w)'YJ = 0 (1)

whose coefficients are rational functions of wand all of whose
singular points are regular. In order that 00 be not an irregular
point, certain conditions are imposed on the coefficients. From
(27), P and Q must be of the form

(46)

That is, P must have a zero of the first order, at least, and Q
a zero of the second order, at least, at infinity.

Let aI, • • . , an be the finite singular points, and let the
exponents thereat be aI', al"; a2', a2"; ... ; an', an" Let
PI, P2, •.• , pn be the residues of pew) at these points. Since
the sum of the residues of pew) is zero, we have

PI + P2 + . . . + pn - CI = O.

But, we have, from (33),

a/ + a/' = 1 - Pi;

and from (27), representing the exponents at 00 by a~', a~'J,

a~' + a~" = 1 - (2 - CI) = CI - 1.

From these equations, we have the following relations between the
exponents:

aI' + al" + .. · + an' + an" + a~' + a~" = n - 1. (47)

If 00 is not a singular point, Equation (47) still holds if we take arX)' = 1,
arX)" = o. These are the exponents at an ordinary point, as we see from
(33) on setting po = qo = o.

~ The products of pew) and Q(w) by (w - al) (w - an)
and (w - al)2 . · . (w - an )2, respectively, have no finite singu
larities and so are polynomials. Hence, the coefficients have the
form

Q(w)

pew) = P"-l(W)
(w - al) ... (w - an)'

Q2n-2(W)
(48)
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where Pn-l(W) is a polynomial of degree n - 1, at most, and
Q2n-2(W) is a polynomial of degree 2n - 2, at most, these degrees
being determined by the requirements (46) at infinity.

If we expressP(w) in terms of the principal parts at its poles, we
have

pew) = -~ + ... +~
w - al w - an

1 - aI' - al" 1 - an' - an"= -- + ... + . (49)
w - al w - an

We get an analogous expression for Q(w) by considering the prin
cipal parts of (w - al) ... (w - an)Q(w). At al we have, if
n > 1,

(w - al) ... (w - an)Q(w)

= (w - a2) ... (w - an) [_q_O- + 'PI(W)]
w - al

qO(al - a2) . . . (al - an)= + 'P2(W).
W - al

Here, qo, the constant term in the indicial equation for al, is
equal to al'al". We have like principal parts at a2, . 6•• , an;
whence,
Q(w) = 1 [al'al"i~-= __~2! ~ - an)

(w - al) ... (w - an) w - al

+ ... + an'an" (an - al) · .. (an --::I!n-:-l) + Qn-2(W)]. (50)
W - an .

Here, the conditions at infinity (46) require that Qn-2(W) be a
polynomial of degree n - 2 at most:

Qn-2(W) = C2'Wn- 2+ ... + kw + l
= a oo ' a oo"wn - 2 + ... + l. (51)

We shall introduce two types of transformations of the differ
ential equation which will not alter exponent differences. If we
change the dependent variable as follows:

1
~ = (w - ai) liT] = ttJl - ait)liT], (52)

(w = lit), the solutions of the new equation are got from those of
the old by multiplying by (w - ai) lie On making this multiplica-

tion in the solutions of the form (35), (36), (40), or (41), we
see that a/, a/' are both increased by lie At ai(j ~ i), there
is no alteration of the exponents, since the factor is analytic
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and different from zero there. At infinity, each exponent is\,
decreased by lie By making n such transformations, we have the
exponents

a1' + ll' a/' + ll; · · · ; an' + In, an" + In;
ar¥;J' - ~Zi, ar¥;J" - };Zi. (53)

We can choose the constants li so as to give one of the expo
nents at each finite point a prescribed value. If one of each
pair be made zero, we observe that all the terms in the brackets
in (50) disappear with the exception of the polynomial Qn-2(W).
Also, by this method we can eliminate the exceptional case (c)
of Theorem 6. By making a' = 1, a" = 0, we have po = qo = q1
= 0, and there is no singularity.

Secondly, if we make a linear transformation of the inde
pendent variable

, Aw+B
w = T(w) = Ow + D' AD - BC = 1, (54)

the singular points of pew) and Q(w) are transformed by T.
Let ai be carried into a/, both points being finite. Then,

- Dw' + B - Da/ + B w' - a/
w - a· = ------ - = ,

t Cw' - A Cal - A (Cw' - A)(Ca/ - A)
and

w - ai = (w' - a/)[lo + ll(W' - a/) + ... ], lo ~ 0.

On substituting in the solutions of the form (35), etc., we see
that we have solutions with the same exponents as before. If
either the original or the transformed singularity is at infinity, we
can show in like manner that there is no change in the exponents.

Let us suppose that finite regular points a1, ... , an have
been preassigned and that the exponents thereat and at infinity
have been given such that in the neighborhood of each singularity
the function w = w(z), inverse to the quotient of two solutions
z = r1/r2, is single-valued. There remain at our disposal n - 2
of the coefficients of the polynomial Qn-2(W) in (50). There
arise the questions whether the polynomial can be chosen so
that w(z) is single-valued throughout and so that w(z) is an
elementary or Fuchsian function. We shall prove the following
theorem:

THEOREM 7.-Let the regular singular points and the exponent
differences satisfying the requirements of Theorem 6 be given.
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Then, there is essentially but one differential equation such that
the inverse of the ratio of two solutions is an elementary or Fuchsian
function; that is, if the equation be reduced to the form (21), Ql(W)
is uniquely determined.

Let curves be drawn from a point 0 to the singular points
to form a severed planeFo• In order that w(z) be single-valued, it
is necessary. that z = rl/r2 = z(w) take on no value twice in
F o; that is, F o is mapped by this function on a plane region
So. If z(w) be extended analytically across any boundary of
Fo and then extended analytically throughout the severed plane,
we must have again a plane map Si not overlapping So. On
making a circuit Pi times around ai, where G"i = l/Pi is the
exponent difference at ai, z(w) returns to its original value.
The Pi maps of the severed plane must meet to fill up the neigh
borhood of a point of the z-plane.

The topological problem here is that already treated in con
nection with Theorem 11 of Sec. 95. If we put copies of F0

together to form a limit surface c/>, closing up each time about ai
when Pi copies have been put together (never closing when the
exponent difference is zero), then, z(w) shall map ¢ on a plane
region.

Let Zl = Zl(W) be the mapping function used in connection
with Theorem 11 to map ¢ on a plane region. We have, elimi
nating w, z = T(Zl), a function which maps the zl-domain of
Theorem lIon a plane region. If the mapping of Theorem 11
was on the whole plane or the finite plane, it follows, from
Theorem 3, Sec. 1, that T is linear. Again, if w(z) is a Fuchsian
function, the function z(w) maps ¢ on a circle. So T(Zl) maps
Qo in the z-plane on a circle, and, hence, is linear.

Now the inverse of Zl(W), w = CP(Zl), is a simple automorphic
function and appears as the inverse of the quotient of two
solutions of a differential equation (Theorem 157 Sec. 44)

d 2rj
dw 2 + F(w)rj = o.

Let (21) be the given equation. Then from (23), together with
the fundamental linearity property of the Schwarzian derivative
(Equation 11; Sec. 44), we have

111
Ql(W) = 2D (z)w = 2D [T(Zl)]W = 2D(Zl)W = F(w).

Ql(W) iE, thus uniquely determined.
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Whether the automorphic function arising from ~ pair of
solutions is polyhedral, periodic, or Fuchsian depends upon the
number of singularities and the exponent differences (setting
Vi = 1jui) as stated in Theorem 11, Sec. 95.

112. The Equation with Two Singular Points.-We first make
a linear transformation carrying the singular points to the origin
and to infinity. Let a', a" be the exponents at the origin.
Then, from (49) and (48), where Q2n-2(W) is a constant, tke
equation is

d2'Y/ 1 - a' - a" d'Y/ a'a"
dw2 + w dw + 7'Y/ = o. (55)

This equation can be solved in terms of elementary functions.
If a' ~ a", we have the two solutions

'Y/l(W) = wa', 'Y/2(W) = wa",
with the ratio

Z = 'th(W) = wa'-a" = wtT •

1J2(w)
If u = lip, we have

z = w1/ p ; w = zP,

the latter function being simply automorphic with respect to
the elliptic cyclic group z' = e2n1ri/pz.

If a' = a", we find the solutions

'YJl(W) = wa ', 1J2(W) = wa ' log w.

Taking the ratio of these,

z = 'Y/2(W) = log w· w = eZ •

'Y/l(W) ,

The function ez is simply automorphic with respect to the simply
periodic group z' = z + 2n1ri.

113. The Hypergeometric Equation.-Given a differential
equation with three regular singular points. We first make a
linear transformation carrying the three points to 0, 1, 00. Let
the exponent differences be X, /L, v, respectively. Then, by
transformations of the form (52), we can give the exponents at_
zero the values ao' = X, ao" = 0 and at 1 the values at' = /L,

al" = o. Then, Q(w) in (50) reduces to the form
, "

Q()
aoo a oo

W = w(w - 1)·

But a oo' - a oo" v, and, from (47), a oo' + a oo" = 1 -x -/L;
whence,
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and the differential equation has the form

~~~ + [~~ + 1 - ,uJ~~ + (1 - X - ,u)2 - 11
2 = 0

dw 2 W W - 1 dw '4w(w - 1) 'YJ •
(56)

This is simply the well-known hypergeometric differential equation. 1

d2TJ dTJ
w(1 - w)dw2 + [c - (a + b + c)w] dw - abTJ = 0, (57)

where a = 72'(1 - A - J.£ + v), b = }'2(1 - A - J.£ - v), C = 1 - A. Other
familiar equations can be reduced to this form; for example, Legendre's
equation

d2TJ dTJ
(1 - w2

) dw2 - 2w dw + n(n + I)TJ = 0,

which has the regular singular points 1, -1, 00 with the exponents 0, 0;
0, 0; n + 1, -n, respectively.

In order that the inverse of the quotient of two solutions
of (56) be a single-valued function each of the quantities X, ,u, 11

must be (Theorem 6) either zero or the reciprocal of an integer·
The coefficients of the equation are then real. We may assume
that case (c) of Theorem 6 does not occur (for we could then
reduce the number of singularities to two) and that X, ,u, 11 are
not negative. These conditions determine the equation uniquely.
If the equation be put in the form (21), Ql(W) is uniquely deter
mined. There being thus, essentially, but one differential
equation with the three singularities and the prescribed exponent
differences, it must necessarily be the equation for which the
inverse of the quotient of two solutions, Z = rl/r2 = z(w),
is an elementary or Fuchsian function.

Consider the map of the upper half w-plane by any branch
of z(w). On the real axis between 0 and 1, since the coefficients
are real, we can select a pair of linearly independent real solutions.
Their ratio Zl is real and maps the segment 01 on 'a segment
of the real axis. Since Z is a linear function of Zl, it follows that
each branch of z(w) maps 01 on the arc of a circle. Similarly,
each branch maps the segment between 1 and +00 on a circular
arc and the segment between - 00 and 0 on a circular arc.

1 The problem considered in this and the following section was treated
in a famous paper by SCHWARZ, "Ueber diejenigen Faelle, in welchen die
Gaussische hypergeometrischc Reihe cine algebraische Funktion ihres
vierten Elementes darstellt." J our. fur Math., vol. 75, pp. 292-335; also
Ges. Math. Abhandlungen, Bd. 2, pp. 211-259.
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In the neighborhood of the origin, there exists a pair of solu
tions whose ratio (Equation (42)) is

Zo = wX[l + h1w + . . · ].
This maps the neighborhood of the origin in the upper half plane
on the interior of an angle of magnitude A1r. Then z, which is a
linear function of Zo, maps this on an angle of magnitude A1r. So,
the two circles on· which the parts of the real axis to the right
and left of the origin are mapped meet at the angle A1r. Similar
remarks apply at 1 and at 00, with the result that any branch of
z(w) in the upper half plane maps the half plane on a circular arc
triangle with angles A1r, ).£1r, V1r.

If the branch of z(w) just used be extended analytically
across one of the segments, as 01, into and throughout the lower
half w-plane, the lower half plane is mapped on a circular arc
triangle which is the inverse of the previous triangle in one of its
sides (Theorem 19, Sec. 83). Continuing this process, the
various branches of z(w) map the two half planes on a finite or
infinite system of non-overlapping circular arc triangles fitting
together without lacunre, each with angles A1r, ).£1r, V1r, and such
that the inverse of any triangle in one. of its sides gives another
triangle of the system.

It is customary to shade those triangles which are maps of
the upper half plane. Then, the triangles are alternately shaded
and unshaded. By an inversion in a side of any triangle, the
system of triangles is carried into itself, each shaded, triangle
being carried into an unshaded triangle.

114. The Riemann-Schwarz Triangle Functions.L-The inverse
w = w(z) of the quotient of the two solutions is automorphic with
respect to the group of linear transformations got by carrying any
shaded triangle into any other shaded triangle by a sequence of
inversions, in sides. A shaded and an unshaded triangle together
form a fundamental region for the group. Any simple auto
morphic function belonging to the group is called a "triangle
function."

The function w(z) maps a shaded and an unshaded triangle
on the whole w-plane. Hence, w(z) takes on each value once in
the fundamental region. It follows that any triangle function is
a rational function of w(z).

1 RIEMANN, B., Vorlesungen tiber die hyperg. Reihe, in his "Werke, Nach
trage;" SCHWARZ, H. A., loco cit.
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The function w(z), which maps a triangle of the system
on a half plane bounded by the real axis, is real on the boundary
of each triangle and is not real within the triangle. At points
inverse with respect to the side of any triangle, w(z) has conjugate
imaginary values.

As appears from Theorem 11, Sec. 95, w(z) is a polyhedral,
periodic, or Fuchsian function according as A + J.L + v is greater
than, equal to, or less than 1. The distinction between these
three types can be made, however, by a direct study of the
triangle. Let the two sides which issue from a vertex meet again
at a point P. If a linear transformation carrying P to 00 be made,
the two sides are carried into straight lines. The character of the

--------1 8'
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FIG. 89.

third side in each of the three cases is shown in Fig. 89. A is
at 00 and the two sides are parallel if the original two sides were
tangent.

Case I. A+ J.L + v = I.-The sum of the angles is 7r and the

third side is a straight line. There are four possible sets of
values:

(a) ~~, ~~, ~~; (b) ~2, ~4, ~4; (c) ~2, ~~, ~t; (d) ~'2, ~2, o.
In (a), we have an equilateral triangle; in (b), an isosceles right
triangle; in (c), a 30-60-degree right triangle. In each case, by
continued reflections in sides, the whole finite plane is covered
by an infinite number of triangles. In (d), two sides ar~ parallel
and the third ls a common perpendicular. The repea~d refJec
tions of this half strip cover the finite plane with an infinite
number of copies.

The groups that appear here are those studied in Sec. 60.
Each of these groups contai~s a periodic subgroup. The
triangle function w(z) can be identified, except for possible linear
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transformations, with the functions (a) ~'(z); (b) ~(Z)2; (c)
~'(Z)2; (d) cos z, of Sec. 61.

Case II. X + p, + v > I.-The sum of the angles is greater
than 7r and the third side is a circle concave toward A. A lies
within this circle; otherwise, the triangles would overlap when
an inversion in BC is made. Through A draw a chord SS' of

FIG. 90.

the circle of the third side which is bisected at A (8S' is perpen
dicular to the radius through A). The circle Q with A as center
and AS as radius is intersected by each side of the triangle at
points which lie at opposite ends of a diameter.

Now, let the plane be projected stereographically on a sphere
with Q as equator. The points of Q remain fixed. The sides
of the triangle are carried into three circular t;trcs on the sphere,
each of which passes through opposite ends of a diameter. That
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(58)

is, the sides of the corresponding triangle A'.B'C' on the sphere
are arcs of great circles.

Inversions in the sides of ABC correspond to reflections in
the diametral planes containing the sides of A'B'C'. The new
triangles are bounded by arcs of great circles; and all succeeding
inversions in the plane correspond to reflections in diametral
planes. The sphere is covered by a finite number of triangles;
and the group is finite.

The groups are those of the regular solids treated in Chap. VI.
The triangle functions are the polyhedral functions. The set
of triangles where A, p" v have the values ~'2', ~'3, ~4: is shown
in Fig. 38, p. 136.

Case III. A + J.L + v < t.-The sum of the angles of the
triangle is less than 7r, and the third side is convex toward A.
From A we can draw a tangent AT to the circle of the third
side. A circle Q' with center A and passing through the point
of tangency T is orthogonal to all three sides. By an inversion
in any side of ·the triangle, Q' is carried into itself. The new
triangles will have their sides orthogonal to Q'; and for all
succeeding inversions Q' is a fixed circle. The group is Fuchsian.

There are infinitely many values of X, j1" v such that their sum
is less than 1. Figure 90 shows the system of triangles for the
values ~'3, ~~, ~~.

The elliptic modular functions J(T) and A(T) are triangle
functions. In the former, A, j1" v have the values ~'2', ~'3, 0; in
the latter 0, 0, o. The fundamental regions of Figs. 46 and 48
consist of two triangles. The imaginary axis in each figure
separates the fundamental region into its two component
triangles.

115. Equations with Algebraic Coefficients.-Lct the differ
ential equation be

d2 'YJ dfldw2 + peW, w)dw + Q(W, w)'YJ = 0,

where Wand ware connected by a polynomial relation cI>(W, w) =
0, and P and Q are rational functions. We have found that
every simple automorphic function is expressible as the inverse
of the ratio of two solutions of an equation of this form (Theorem
15, Sec. 44).

The functions P and Q are single valued on the Riemann
surface or'the algebraic function W = W(w). Their singularities
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are isolated. In order that the inverse of the quotient of two
solutions be single valued at a singularity occurring at an ordinary
point on the surface, the requirement of Theorem 4 must be
met. At a finite branch point a of order m, the point at infinity
in a plane sheet, or an infinite branch point of order m, we make
the change of variable w = a + t m , W = lit, or w = l/t m • We
then apply our previous theorems to the transformed differential
equation at t = O.

We shall not go into details, which are lengthy, in this case.
WIth given regular singular points and given suitable exponents,
it will be found here, as in the case of rational coefficients, that
there are usually certain undefined constants appearing in the
coefficients. That is, the singularities and exponents do not
determine the coefficients uniquely, except in the simplest cases.
A theorem analogous to Theorem 7, and proved in an identical
manner, can be established to show that it is always possible
to choose these constants, in essentially but one way, so that
the inverse of the quotient of two solutions is a polyhedral,
elliptic, or Fuchsian function. The kind of function depends
upon the number of singularities, the exponent differences, and
the genus of the surface, as stated in Theorems 9 to 11 of Chap.
IX.

The use of differential equations leads to the same auto
morphic functions as those given by the method of conformal
mapping. We have, however, in the differential equation, in
case the free constants can be actually determined, an analytical
instrument of great value in the investigation of the properties
of the automorphic functions.
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A

SUBJECT IND~~X

B

Accessible boundary points, 189
195, 197, 199

a-cuts, 229, 233, 266
Algebraic functions, 221, 225, 229

249, 252, 266, 278, 308
of genus greater than zero,

233-244, 247-249, 252, 266,
277, 278

of genus one, 239, 240, 278
of genus zero, 229-233, 245

247,252
relations between automorphic

functions, 94-98, 149, 160,
163, 231

Analytic curve, 201
Angles at vertices of ordinary cycle,

62, 89, 93, 112, 130
Anharmonic ratio. (S e e C r 0 s s

ratio.)
ratios, group of, 34, 49, 78, 159

Area of R o, 75
theorems, 167-169

Automorphic function, definition
of, 83

functions, simple, 86-88
algebraic relations, 94-98
behavior at vertices and para

bolic points, 88-91
and differential equations, 98

101
for finite group, 102, 131, 136
for modular group, 155

sub-group, 162
for periodic and allied groups,

144-146
poles and zeros, 91-94
uniformization by means of,

233-247, 266-279

b-cuts, 229, 233, 266
Boundary:

behavior of mapping function on,
187-203

circular arc, 202
continuation of mapping function

across, 201-203
elements, 195-198
of R, 47-49

Branch points, 165, 181, 213, 226,
227, 229, 249, 250, 290, 309

c

Chain of points, 176, 179
Circle, 8-15. (See also Inversion,

Conformal mapping, Fixed
circles, Isometric circle, Unit
circle, Etc.)

Circular arc boundaries, 202
triangle, 305

Combination, method of, 56-59, 279
Combined regions, mapping of,

203-205
Concentric slits, 265, 266
Conformal mapping, 164-219

of circle on circle, 32
of circle on plane finite region,

169-175
of combined regions, 203-205
of finite plane on finite plane, 3
and groups of lin~ar transfor-

mations, 216-219
of half plane on circular arc

triangle, 305
by J(T), 157
of limit regions, 205-213
of multiply connected region of

planar character on slit
region, 262 -265

327
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Conformal mapping of multiply
connected region of planar
character on region bounded
by complete circles, 279-283

of neighborhood of parabolic
point, 90

of neighborhood of regular singu-
lar point, 298

of plane on plane, 3
of plane on plane region, 2
of plane simply connected region

on circle, 179-187
of region bounded by complete

circles on second such region,
282

of region and subregion, 166
of semicircle on circle, 188
of simply connected finite-sheeted

regions, 213-216
of surface of genus zero on plane,

229
of two-sheeted circular region on

circle, 181
Congruent configurations, 37
Conjugate imaginary, 8
Connectivity:

of algebraic surfaces, 225-229
of regions, 221-229

Constant automorphic function, 94
Continuation of mapping function

across the boundary, 201-203
Convergence:

of iterative process, 183, 184
in mapping limit region, 207

211
of series for g2, 151, 152
of series and products connected

with the group, 115, 116
of subsequence of mapping func

tions, 271-273
of subsequence of a set of func

tions, 267-271
of theta series, 104-108

Cosine, 85, 144, 220, 233, 307
Cotangent, series for, 154
Cross (anharmonic) ratio, 4, 7, 34,

49, 78, 159
Cross-cut, 222
Cube, 124-127, 136-138

Curves defining boundary element
196-198

Cycles, ordinary, 59-62, 72, 73, 89,
130

parabolic, 62-64, 72
Cyclic groups, 51-56, 66. (See also

Elliptic, Parabolic, Hyperbolic,
and Loxodromic cyclic groups.)

D

Deformation of lengths:
by inversion in sphere, 118
by linear transformation, 24,
25

theorem:
for circle, 171-175
general, 175-177, 274

A, 150, 151, 155
Derivative of automorphic function,

98, 104, 131
Schwarzian, 98, 291, 302

Determinant of linear transfor
mation, 2

Diameter of curve, 198
Differential equations, 98-101, 284

309
with algebraic coefficients, 308,

309
connection with groups, 284-286
hypergeometric equation, 303

308
quotient of two solutions, 287-

293, 296-298
with rational coefficients, 299-308
regular singular points, 293-298
with three singular points, 303-

308
triangle functions, 305-308
with two singular points, 303

Dihedral group, 129
Discontinuous groups, 35
Discrete set of points, 277
Domain of existence of function,

83
Doubly periodic functions. (See

Elliptic functions.)
groups, 35, 38, 139-146, 148-151,

238, 243
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E

el, e2, e3, 150, 157-162
Edge separating square elements, 251
Element, square, 213, 250
Elementary groups, 66, 117-147

allied to periodic, 140-143
determination of all finite, 129-

136
finite, 117-138
with one limit point, 139-146
of regular solids, 123-129
simply and doubly periodic, 139,

140
with two limit points, 146, 147

Elliptic cyclic groups, 55, 109, 129,
133, 217

functions, 83, 144-146, 148-150,
158,159,238,240,247,307,309

modular functions, 148- t 63
algebraic relations, 159, 160, 163
definition, 148,
J(T), 151-157
A(T), 157-159, 160-162

surlace, 227, 257
transformations, 19, 20, 23, 28,

88, 121, 288, 298
Equation, indicial, 294, 298
Equations, differential. (See Differ-

ential equations.)
Euler's formula, 128, 228, 246
Existence, domain of, 83
Exponents at regular singular point,

294, 298-301, 303
Extended groups, 136-138

F

Families, normal, 268
Finite groups, 34, 37, 38, 49, 55, 66,

78, 102, 117-138, 245, 246, 303,
308

determination of all finite groups,
129-136

fixed points of, 132, 133
of regular solids, 123-129

Finite-sheeted simply connected
regions, 213-216

Fixed circles of linear transforma
tion, 19-22, 28-32, 66, 67

Fixed points at infinity, 75-82, 105,
139-147

of linear transformation, 6-8,
24, 67, 88, 109, 130-135, 141

Four group, 129, 133
Fuchsian functions, 87

and differential equations, 302,
303, 306, 309

uniformization by means of,
240, 241-244, 247

(See also "Automorphic func
tions, simple, Elliptic modular
functions. )

groups 66, 67-82
cycles, 72, 73
of the first kind, 68, 73-75, 108,

114, 237, 308
of first and second kinds, 73-75
fixed points at infinity, 75-82
fundamental region, 69-71, 73-

75,77
generating transformations, 71,

72
limit points, 67-69
of the second kind, 68, 73-75,

106-109, 116, 258
the transformations, 67

Function. (See Algebraic, Auto
morphic, Elliptic, Elliptic modu
lar, Periodic, Polyhedral, Ration
al, Triangle, Etc., function.)

groups, 64-66, 86, 109
Fundamental region of a group, 37

39, 65, 75, 77, 92, 94, 237, 240,
243

boundary of R, 47, 48
the cycles, 59-64
definition of region R, 44
genus of, 238
region R o, 69
regions congruent to R, 44-46
the sides, 47
the vertices, 48
(See also figures illustrating funda

mental regions, pp. 38, 49, 54,
55, 58, 61, 73, 74, 78, 80, 82,
115, 136, 142, 143, 148, 153,
161, 217, 238, 248, 258, 274,
278,307.)
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G

g2, ga, 149, 151-J57, 160
Generating transformations, 34, 39,

50, &1, 65, 71, 72
relations between, 62

Genus:
of algebraic function, 227
definition, 227
of fundamental region, 238
(See also Algebraic functions.)

Geometric interpretation of linear
transformation, 13, 14, 26-28

Group of differential equation, 286
Groups of linear transformations,

33-66
cycles, 59-64
cyclic groups, 51-56
function groups, 64-66
fundamental region, 37-39
generating transformations, 50, 51
isometric circles, 39-41
limit points, 41-44
the method of combination, 56-59
properly discontinuous, 35, 36
region R, 44-50
transforming a group, 36, 37
(See also Fuchsian, Kleinian,

Schottky, Etc., groups.)

H

Homographic transformation, 1
Hurwitz' theorem, 185
Hyperbolic cyclic groups, 52-54, 147

function, 83
transformations, 18, 19, 23, 28

Hyperelliptic functions, 247-249
surface, 227, 229

Hypergeometric equation, 303-308

I

Icosahedral group, 129
Improperly discontinuous groups, 36
Indicial equation, 294
Infinitesimal transformations, 35
Infinity, point at, 2, 7, 75-77, 165,

293, 299, 309
Integral, Poisson's, 177-179

Inverse of linear transformation, 2,
5, 25, 33

points:
with respect to circle, 10-12, 19,

20,29
with respect to sphere, 117, 119

of quotient of solutions of differ
ential equation, 287-293

Inversion in circle, 10-15, 26, 28, 29,
45, 104, 137, 202, 280, 282, 305
308

in sphere, 117-119
Isometric circles, 23-30

deformation of lengths and areas,
25

and fixed circles, 28-30
geometric interpretation of linear

transformation, 26, 27
of group, 39-42, 67
prescribed circles, 57
of product, 40, 53
and theta series, 104, 114
types of transformations, 27, 28

Isomorphic groups, 36, 218, 236
Iterative process, 179-186

J

J(T), 151-157, 159, 160, 163, 308
Jordan curve, 189

curves, regions bounded by, 198
202

K

K. (See Multiplier.)
Kleinian function, 87

groups, 66
Koebe's lemma, 188

L

X(T), 157-163, 308
Legendre's differential equation, 304
Limit points of group, 41-44, 46; 47,

51, 58, 62-64, 67-69, 70, 85,
108, 277

regions, 205-213,216,218, 268-271
application in uniformization,

230, 234, 235, 237, 242, 245,
248, 252, 253, 257, 278, 280,
302
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Linear transformation, 1-32
carrying three points into three

points, 7
carrying unit circle into self, 31
carries circle into circle, 9
carries inverse points into inverse

points, 11
and circle, 8-15, 32, 282
corresponding to rotation of the

sphere, 122
elliptic, 19, 23, 28
equivalent to even .. number of

inversions, 14
fixed circles of, 19-22, 28-32
fixed points of, 6-8
geometric interpretations of, 13,

14, 26, 27 ,
hyperbolic, 18, 23, 28
inverse of, 2, 5
isometric circle of, 23-30
loxodromic, 20, 23, 28
multiplier of, 15-18
parabolic, 21-23, 28
sufficient conditions for, 2, 3, 32,

273~277, 282
Linearly independent solutions, 284
Loop-cut, 222, 225, 256, 266
Loxodromic cyclic groups, 52-54,

147
transformations, 20, 21, 23, 28

M

Mapping. (See Conformal map
ping.)

Method of combination, 56-59,
279

Modular functions. (See Elliptic
modular functions.)

group, 35, 79-81, 151-157
subgroups of, 81, 82, 159

Multiplier of linear transformation,
15-18, 24, 37, 140, 141

N

Normal families of functions, 268

o
Octahedral group, 127, 129
One limit point, groups with, 139-146

Order of fixed point, 130
Ordinary cycles, 59-62, 72, 73, 89,

130
point:

of differential equation, 293
of group, 42

Oscillation of function on curve, 275

p

p. (See Genus.)
~(z), 83, 86, 88, 144-146, 148

150, 158-162, 307
Parabolic cycles, 62-64, 72

cyclic groups, 55
point, 63, 64

behavior at:
J(T), 153-155
A(T), 160-162
Schwarzian derivative, 99
simpIe automorphic function,

87
theta function, 110-114

transformations, 21-23, 28, 130,
139, 288, 298

Parallel slits, 266
Parametric equations, 220, 254
Perfect set, 43, 68
Periodic functions. (See Simply

periodic functions, Elliptic
functions. )

groups, 34, 35, 37, 38, 139--146,
148-151, 238, 306

allied, 140-146, 306
Period of linear transformation, 20

parallelogram, 38, 139-146, 148
151, 240

strip, 37, 38, 139-144
Picard, group of, 35, 36
Planar character, regions of, 256
Poincare theta series. (See Theta

series.)
Point at infinity. (See Infinity.)
Poisson's integral, 177-179
Poles:

of J(T), 155
of A(T), 162
of simple automorphic function,

91-94
of theta functions, 110, 112-115
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Polyhedral functions, 136, 247, 303,
306, 308, 309

Prime end, 195
Primitive periods, 150, 151
Principal circle, 67
Products connected with group,

115, 116, 258-261
Projection, stereographic, 119, 120,

307
Properly discontinuous groups, 35

Q

Qo,30
a group allied to, 35, 78, 79

Quotient of solutions of differential
equation, 284, 287-293

at regular singular point, 296-298

R

R, the region, defined, 44. (See
Fundamental region.)

R o• (See Fundamental region.)
Radial siits, 266
Rational functions, 3, 96, 97, 100,

102, 131, 144-146, 229-233,
240, 247, 299, 305

Reality:
of J(T), 156, 157
of A(T), 162
of triangle function, 306

Reflection:
in line, 11, 13, 26, 28, 194, 306
in plane, 119, 136-138, 308

Regions bounded by complete
circles, 279-283

by Jordan curves, 198-202
congruent to R, 44-46
connectivity of, 221-229
of planar character, 256
Rand Ro. (See Fundamental

region.)
simply connected. (See. Simply

connected regions.)
Regular singular points of differ

ential equations, 293-298
solids, groups of, 123, 124, 127

129, 133, 138, 308

Relations, algebraic. (See Alge
braic relations.)

Removable singularities, 274-276
Riemann surface, 96, 97, 165, 221,

225-229, 249, 266, 287
Riemann-Schwarz triangle func

tions. (See Triangle functions.)
Rotation, 13, 28, 31
Rotations, groups of, 34, 37, 38

of sphere, 120-123
and translations, groups of, 140

146

S

Schottky groups, 59
type, groups of, 59, 277

Schwarzian derivative, 98, 291, 302
Schwarz's lemma, 165, 182, 206
Series connected with group, 115,

116
theta. (See Theta series.)

Severing a surface, 228, 229
Side, pole or zero on, 91
Sides of R, 47, 48, 51, 65, 71, 72, 238,

239
Sigma cross-cut, 222
SimpIe automorphic functions.

(See Automorphic functions.)
Simply connected regions, 70, 179,

222
finite-sheeted, 213-216
(See also Algebraic functions of

genus zero.)
Simply periodic functions, 34, 144,

247
groups, 34, 37, 38, 139-146

Sine, 34, 83, 88, 220, 233
Singular point of differential equa

tion, 293
Slit regions, 262-265
Solids, regular. (See Regular

solids.)
Sphere:

inversion in, 117-119
rotations of, 120-123

Square element, 213, 250
Stereographic projection, 119, 120,

307
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Stretchings, 13, 24
group of, 38

Subgroups:
r u ,76
of modular group, 81, 82, 159

Subregion, 166
Symbolic notation, 4-6

T

Tetrahedral group, 129
Theta functions, properties of, 108

115
series, 102-116

behavior at parabolic point, 111
convergence, 104-108

for Fuchsian group of second
kind, 106-108

Theta-fuchsian series and functions,
104

Theta-kleinian series and functions,
104

Transcendental functions, 249-255
Transformations, 1i n ear. (S e e

Linear transformations.)
of differential equations, 290, 300,

301
Transforming a group, 36, 107
Transforms:

of R, 44-46;
of R o, 70

Translations, 13, 139
Triangle functions, 138, 305-308.

(See also J(T), A(T).)
Two limit points, groups with, 146,

147

U

Uniformization, 220-283
of algebraic functions of genus

one, 237-244, 278
of algebraic functions of genus

greater than zero, 233-244,
247-249, 266-279

of algebraic functions of genus
zero, 229-233, 245-247

Uniformization by automorphic
functions, 233-249, 266-
279

by automorphic functions belong
ing to Schottky groups, 277
279

the concept, 220
by elementary and Fuchsian

functions, 229-255
by elliptic functions, 240, 247
by Fuchsian functions of first

kind, 240, 244, 247-249
by rational functions, 229-233,

240, 247
by simply periodic functions, 247
of transcendental functions, 249

255
lJnit circle, 30-32

v
Vertex, behavior at:

automorl?hic function, 88, 89
J(T), 155, 156
polyhedral function, 131
theta function, 109, 110

pole or zero at, 91
Vertices of cycle, angles at, 62, 89,

93, 112, 130
of R, 48, 59-62, 72, 73

W

Weierstrassian function. (See
~(z).)

Whittaker's groups, 247-249
product, 116

Z

Zero, genus. (See Algebraic func
tions.)

Zeros:
of J(r), 156
of A(r), 162
of simple automorphic functions,

91-94
of theta functions, 110, 112-115


